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ABSTRACT

This thesis questions the canon that has presented English modern art in the 1930s as non-figurative abstraction, represented by those English artists gathered under the collective constructivist ideals of Circle. It seeks to establish that before its publication, the abstract art review Axis (1935-37) provided the discursive space in which its English artists and writers evolved a belief that non-figurative abstraction was irreconcilable with English cultural attitudes towards artistic expression. This thesis refutes criticisms of regression and compromise levelled at Axis's regard for history and popular culture, and seeks to establish that the resistance of its cohort to the idealist programme of non-figurative abstraction signified their conviction that it was the only means of developing an authentic English modern art practice.
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INTRODUCTION
This thesis originated in a preoccupation with the apparent bifurcation in 1930s English modern painting marked by a division of loyalties between non-figurative abstraction and abstracted figuration. I identified the key painters as Ben Nicholson for his tenacity to an austere, geometrical abstraction, represented by the canon of British art history as the paradigm modernist; Paul Nash for his formative and persistent apologia, and his independently modern metaphysical compositions, often discussed as a form of surreal romanticism; and John Piper for his apparent recapitulation from strict non-figurative abstraction alongside Nicholson, to abstracted figuration, forming the basis of what has become referred to as a form of so-called ‘Neo-Romanticism’. The presence of Nicholson in the canon, centring as it invariably has on a purely abstract idiom, is sometimes supplemented by Nash as a representative of the abstracted figurative painters. But Nash’s independence did not truly engage him in the heart of the problem between the two positions.

However, the central issue appeared to arise between Nicholson and Nash initially, as the latitude which legitimated English modern artists’ claim to being ‘modern’, which profiled discrepancies in its definition. It seemed to be articulated by the varying criteria for, and implications of, abstract art. Because of its focus on abstract art, I anticipated that the review *Axis*, published between early 1935 and late 1937 and edited by Piper’s partner Myfanwy Evans, might reveal critical factors concerning the impact and significance of abstract art.¹ Therefore, it might also indicate reasons for Piper’s development away from non-figurative abstraction, when Nicholson remained resolutely in his position. That *Axis’s* remit as ‘A Quarterly Review of Contemporary “Abstract” Painting & Sculpture’ seemed transformed by its last issue, no longer appearing to engage with abstract art, indicated the separation of Nicholson and Piper
as complete. This was further apparent in the publication of Evans’s anthology entitled *The Painter’s Object*, just before her last *Axis* issue. In its different character, that issue appeared to be diametrically opposed in both content and philosophy to the geometric non-figurative (by then named ‘Constructive’) survey *Circle*, published only weeks earlier, of which Nicholson was one of the editors.\(^2\) It seemed more than likely that *Axis* therefore witnessed developments which effected this separation.

The centrality of abstract art in the art historical canon of Modern English art, which owes a significant debt to Charles Harrison, has perpetuated the configuration promoted by *Circle*, with Nicholson leading the English painters who were preoccupied with non-figurative abstraction.\(^3\) I concurred with Harrison’s later claim that ‘The Modern Movement’ and ‘Modernism’ were ‘mutually implicated but not synonymous concepts’, but rejected his perception of the achievement of *Axis*.\(^4\) Given the distinction between its first and last issues, I wanted to explore its content for the presence in abstract art of the subjective dimension that aids and governs visual expression, and which is suppressed in non-figuration. Looking at subsequent work by Nicholson, I suspected that abstract painting was fraught with tensions of subjectivity which involved that of the individual against the group or collective, and cultural specificity, against an internationalist universality. This suspicion was provoked by the direction that Piper’s work took after his non-figurative abstract years, and the construction of the history of modern English art that claimed he ‘defected’ from abstraction to produce a ‘gentrified’ British art.\(^5\)

Such claims were symptomatic of the need to further ‘reconsider the history of English art as a part of the history of modern art as a whole, and examine its typical
preoccupations and problems as features of that history', which work has been continuing over the past two decades. The key to understanding the significance of modern art in England during the 1930s was therefore to attend imaginatively to the notion of 'modern' as a condition that its artists lived, rather than defining categorical criteria. Although this thesis does not primarily engage with the discourse of 'Modernism', it demonstrates its continuing necessity.

Axis's remit as a review of the discursive field of modern 'abstract' expression within a strong cultural tradition would have necessitated a broad approach. Frances Spalding suggested that the abstract artists viewed the effect of its 'waver[ing]' editorial policy as a 'treachery'. That this view has been adopted in the canon of English modern art, has perpetuated the misrepresentation of Axis's evidently intelligent enquiry. It is long overdue that Axis's other, largely unrepresented, and more authorial voice, should be heard in the cause of illuminating England's modern art practices. Axis's unprecedented engagement with continental abstraction directly, and through the experiences and perceptions of its English contributors, signified that its discursive approach was not for nothing. The final outcome of its researches had after all, established the strong modern English tradition of romantic abstraction, which suggested that the exploratory nature of Axis's policy was precisely its strength. It was important therefore to explore Axis's findings as the only English review seriously involved with the evolution of abstract art as it was happening, to try to discover whether its outcome was, rather than being viewed as a mere recapitulation to a less radical position, a conclusive statement for abstract art in England. It seemed likely that the detachment and radicalism of continental attitudes were irreconcilable with the English cultural ethos, but that rather than being based on a regressive, 'nostalgic'
attitude Axis's intellectual enquiry was irresolute in its concentration on the nature of communicating the contemporary (modern) condition.

David Peters Corbett's examination of art produced in 1920s England under the condition of modernity proved to be closest in its approach to my own. By focussing on the condition rather than the category, tensions could be foregrounded between the implicit subjectivity of experience in tension with an aesthetic dogma, which was what seemed to lie at the heart of the dissonance between Nicholson and Piper. Unlike Harrison, Corbett did not employ evaluative criteria, and interrogated the complexity of cultural texture for the artist's experience and that of his critics and public, as the conditions of art production. Given his recognition of the 'evasive formulations' to which modernity was subjected in the 1920s, it seemed reasonable to imagine that the growing internationalist influence by the early 1930s with its greater permeation of English culture, would have encouraged a more integrated, more positive expression of modernity. However, this situation appeared to compound for the vast majority of English artists, the tension of new loyalties and priorities competing with those of their strong cultural tradition. This was my interest concerning Axis's witness of the years of that critical decade.

One aspect of Axis which has been overlooked is the fact and effect of its rural base. I felt sure that this also played a significant part in its natural parochialism as a positive and legitimate intervention in the perpetuated concept of modernist expression as urban and metropolitan. Tom Steele's volume on the Leeds Arts Club, even though it attended to the provinces rather than rural districts, asserted the dependence of 'metropolitan culture' upon the energetic contribution emanating from the regions and
colonies. The theoretical context he employed illuminated several possibilities for staking out the ground for this thesis. His agreement with Tim Clark's view of the 'real' avant-garde, namely that 'innovation is precisely of those who bypassed, ignored or rejected it', and that an 'achieved distance' was crucial for innovation, was helpful in considering both Nash’s position and more generally that of Axis. Steele also cited Griselda Pollock's and Fred Orton's argument for avant-gardists as including the adoption of interventionist strategies by which they could be differentiated from normal conventions whilst being implicated in them. It illuminated the positions of the entire Axis cohort in their pro-tradition attitudes, validating my personal conviction supporting Steele's assertion that the 'effect' of abstract art 'was intrinsic to the renewal of the national culture' and that this was 'one function of an avant-garde'. It was not my intention to argue either way for Axis's avant-garde posture, but it was likely that its outcome was precisely the renewal of national culture by intervention. Finally Steele's citation of Raymond William's essay on Bloomsbury further supported the proposition of a progressive, classed, modernity. It resonated with the role Piper and the Axis cohort played during and after the second World War.

This thesis does not engage in a critical discourse per se on significant recent publications concerning Axis and Piper. Its central focus is the aims and aspirations that emerge in Axis. However, Alan Powers's essay entitled 'The Reluctant Romantics: Axis Magazine 1935-37' and Sam Smiles's essay on historicism and English culture from 1920-50, both in the same volume, provided further significant context. Frances Spalding's and David Fraser Jenkins' catalogue to the exhibition of Piper's work in the 1930s, marking Piper's birth centenary, was a useful addition to the relevant sources. With Jenkins's earlier catalogue on Piper's work in the 1940s, and Harrison's essay
mentioned above, this constellation of publications indicated that the subject of Piper and *Axis* had surfaced as long overdue for examination. I had anticipated this need in 1997 in the forming of the broader thesis subject, when secondary material about *Axis* and Piper accounted for very little indeed. The subsequent findings in this area, having appeared in print before the conclusion of this thesis, have often echoed my own, and so this study now appears somewhat outdated.

Powers’s essay aimed to distinguish the romantic attitude implicit in *Axis* as a separate development from the Neo-Romanticism of the 1940s. He too contested Harrison’s ‘wholly negative’ perception of *Axis*’s ‘regression’, as well as his ‘paradigm of an absolute opposition between England and Europe’, which entirely drowned out the subtlety of *Axis*’s significance. Other observations reflected my own, amongst which the most generally relevant, was his recognition of ‘the context in which modern artists necessarily had to operate in England’, and (connected to Clark’s, and Pollock’s and Orton’s positions on avant-garde strategies) that ‘*Axis* magazine... stood apart both from the exclusive wing of the Abstractionists and from the opposing Surrealists’, and most importantly, that the *Axis* cohort ‘were establishing their position from inductive first principles’.

Primary sources have been all but absent regarding *Axis* papers. Early in the research stage, my contacts with Myfanwy Piper were ended with her unexpected death. In time, more material became available to me by kind permission of the family after the probate period, but at that time it was not catalogued or formally organised. However, as with Piper’s existing archives, no substantial papers existed concerning *Axis* or anything much else from the 1930s. During this time Tate Gallery Archives moved its
premises which meant a certain amount of inaccessibility at times when I was able to be in London.

Although the central focus of the thesis is upon *Axis*, the body of the enquiry ranges from 1930 to 1946, which therefore includes the second World War. It is important to establish however, that it does not discuss the war work of those it otherwise features, and refers only briefly to this period, for the sake of illuminating particular arguments.

Chapter one aims to establish the texture of the modern art debate in the five years prior to the appearance of *Axis*. It concentrates on two prominent apologists, Paul Nash and Herbert Read, who were to become *Axis* contributors, and whose involvement in Unit One overlapped its first issue. Nash’s articles in current affairs journals explaining the concepts and values of modern art, are explored against the anti-modernist sentiments expressed in articles and editorials of the *Studio*, revealing that the perceived key to the problem stemmed from its international base and its anti-naturalistic appearance. To indicate the misconceptions about modern art, Read’s explanation of contemporary artistic activity is introduced by an overview of *Art Now* for its classificatory approach revealing his intellectually ambiguous position. Focussing upon the Unit One project, Nash’s and Read’s ambitions for it are compared and found to be fundamentally different. Their separation is argued as located in Read’s desire for an internationalist coherence, and Nash’s for an English absorption of good international practice; further, Read’s vision of its conversion to a Bauhaus-type system for the use of abstract art in modern design, is argued as closely aligned with priorities expressed in *Art and Industry*, whereas Nash’s preoccupation is indicated to be with art’s precedence over design. The demise of Unit One is argued to be partly
due to Read’s influence upon its members over the primacy of an internationalist rather
than an English focus, and partly to the departure of Nicholson and Hepworth, under
their uncompromising commitment to the geometrical abstract art of the international
group Abstraction Création.\textsuperscript{27} Thus the texture of the broader debate finally sharpens
towards ‘abstract’ art, which has replaced the problem of ‘modern’ art.

Chapter two inserts \textit{Axis} into this debate by establishing the position of its key
instigator, Jean Hélion, a founder of Abstraction Création, as already distant from that
group’s dogmatic adherence to rigid geometrical abstraction by the time he meets
\textit{Axis}’s prospective editor Myfanwy Evans. It therefore aims to represent \textit{Axis} from the
start as distanced from this dogma and concerned with a broader church of abstract art.
Hélion is presented as a committed abstract painter, gradually evolving a more
‘organic’ form of abstraction by retaining pictorial languages of recession and
movement. His more liberal vision of \textit{Axis} and his emphasis on the need for it to be
‘english’ (sic) are revealed in order to dispel assumptions in art historical literature that
he advocated \textit{Axis}’s adoption of Abstraction Création’s dogma, and by association, that
\textit{Axis} ‘failed’ or betrayed its initial project.\textsuperscript{28} In the absence of any substantial papers
concerning \textit{Axis}, this information lays the ground for a survey of the contents of issues
one to seven, which seeks to discover whether, and if so, it represented a position on
abstract art.

To this end, the first issue is searched for thematics, initially presented in Evans’s
editorial, addressing varying definitions of the term ‘abstract’.\textsuperscript{29} Issues two to seven
are surveyed by attending to the voices of Evans, poet and writer Geoffrey Grigson,
John Piper and Paul Nash (referred hitherto as the \textit{Axis} ‘cohort’) for their congruence
with those thematics, which are identified as a conviction about the validity of 'biomorphic abstraction', in its continuation of abstract art's relation to 'nature' and therefore 'life', in opposition to what was viewed as a moribund art of geometric forms. This area is explored further for its subjective implications governing their belief in painting as the ordered vehicle of emotion, achieved through a complex individual process. In order to reveal the extent of their distance from conforming to an idiom of a collective ideal, it is argued and demonstrated that they believed these priorities formed the means to understanding painting's authentic aims and its inherently varied expression. The chapter concludes by explaining their overriding motivation as the progression of art through transforming work with the tradition, and briefly examines its originating romantic English values in Piper's and Grigson's article 'England's Climate'.

Chapter three concentrates upon the Axis cohort's arguments that firmly establish biomorphic abstraction within the continuum of the painterly tradition and by that token, as expressive of a continual present. It represents the characteristics of this position as the unselfconscious response to the physical world, encapsulated in Piper's notion of the 'fullness of present life', the recourse to historic examples as the means to progress, and the centrality of individualism in English cultural expression. To sharpen these findings the context of Nicholson's approach and response to his work is outlined, and Hélion's abstract position between the rigidity of Abstraction Création and the pictorial values of his own tradition, is explored and maintained as continuing to be influential in Axis's focus upon biomorphic abstraction. This chapter argues that Evans's scholarly approach to critical activity, in which she habitually studied the originating sources, further confirmed Axis's concern with illuminating the motivating
concepts of the term 'abstract' rather than attending largely to the status of its radical appearance. In this way, it reveals the growing antipathy in *Axis* towards group pressures and self-conscious posturing, as forcefully expressed in Piper's letter to Nicholson resulting from the Abstract Concrete exhibition in the summer of 1936. A disaffection between geometric abstractionists and biomorphic abstractionists is further argued through their implications (recalling the Unit One *dénouement*) which divided loyalties between cultural specificity evoked by biomorphic references to 'life', as represented by Piper, and international geometric universalism as represented by Nicholson. The chapter therefore demonstrates that by the end of 1936 a rift had been established across the field of abstract art in England.

After treating *Axis* 1 as the foundation of broader-based thematic investigations as in chapter one, issues two to seven reveal further evidence of those thematics. However, an intensification of artistic and conceptual developments from late 1936 (after *Axis* 7), means that a slight complication occurs in addressing the sources chronologically. To organise them under the thematics they contain (as for *Axis* issues one to seven) does not however, adequately unfold the scenario of developments at this critical time, that is, towards and at the close of *Axis* and just prior to the outbreak of war. For this reason it is necessary to proceed in a less linear fashion after chapter three. The development builds from the 'external' work of its cohort (prior to *Axis* 8, the last issue) as occurring alongside *Circle* – the first consolidated group publication of constructivist art and design in England, as the constituents of chapter four; then to Evans's anthology *The Painter's Object* appearing after *Circle*, as chapter five; then to *Axis* 8 of 'early winter' 1937, as chapter six; and finally to other, subsequent 'external' works by its cohort from 1938 to 1946, accompanied by the concluding section, as
Chapter seven. It is intended that the layering of developments, rather than detracting from the coherence of my argument, illuminates the rationality of Axis's direction and final issue.

Chapter four therefore examines work external to Axis of its cohort, to illustrate further their values and priorities expressed by the identified thematics. It develops the argument that the process of abstracting in the normal activity of painting became for Piper the rationale by which his exploration of abstract painting could exist alongside the continuing development of his interests in other forms of art related activity. Confirmation of this rationale is revealed in his Constable article, which introduces to the thesis the central factor of Piper's predilection for topographical subjects which he shared with Nash, and which cemented their friendship. Nash's continued involvement with aspects of Surrealism is revealed in his publications and paintings, and Piper's celebration of Nash's surrealist inspired landscapes is argued as indicating their common attitude of expressing modernity from historical experience.

The introduction of Circle is explored for its diametric opposition to the values and beliefs of the Axis cohort, which were well established by Circle's inception. Despite its apparently strong coherence as a bastion against any form of figuration or empiricism, its content is examined to reveal a strong diversity of interpretations of the constructivist ideal. Comparisons are employed to illuminate those beliefs of the Axis cohort about the concept of 'abstract', against those of the Circle cohort. Gabo's and Mondrian's positions are explored for the esoteric nature of their founding principles, which form the background for an examination of the English Circle contributors' positions. Mondrian's use of paint is argued as a suppression of the inherent character
of his medium, and Nicholson's and Hepworth's positions are proposed as compromised by their strict adherence to the constructivist ideal because of its requisite suppression of an English aestheticist 'taste' and its craft tradition of 'truth to materials'. Read's position is revealed as building upon his earlier attitudes to geometrical abstraction in *Art Now* and *Art and Industry*. J. M. Richards's essay, in its recognition of the significant role of cultural specificity in evolving a universal, but 'culturally valid' language, is argued as an unequivocal representation of Piper's priorities, and as undermining any claim that he was constructivist by nature. Finally, Moore's short contribution is revealed to be a resounding counterblast to his own contribution to Evans's anthology *The Painter's Object*. This chapter concludes that whereas *Circle* proved to be lacking in true coherence despite its visual idioms, *Axis* proved to be truly coherent at its core, despite its inclusive abstract field.

Chapter five aims to demonstrate that the consolidated themes of *Axis* are revealed this time as congruent with *The Painter's Object*, effectively indicating a discernible trajectory. For example, observance of the tradition, abstraction as the means rather than the end, and art's conscious and unconscious activity, all feature prominently in an examination of Evans's and Piper's essays, in order strongly to argue the intellectual bases of their positions. It addresses the issue of abstract art's 'morality' by examining Evans's conviction that authentic cultural expression existed within biomorphic abstract art, and by her explicit account of its achievement and effect. It argues that her commentary reveals a clarity of appreciation remarkable in a non-practitioner, and that further, her life with Piper provided the insight right through the span of *Axis*, into the misconceptions that masked the serious business of the modern painter, and the misrepresentations of the realities of an artist's life, thus making her voice as an
apologist unique. Piper's essay is argued as a reminder that abstraction had arisen because of the 'object' (subject matter), and is argued as a further affirmation of abstraction situated in the painting tradition, and as a demonstration of his concern with painting rather than idealism. Piper's undertaking as a painter is exposed as the work of 'recording' contemporary thinking rather than taking a strategic position concerning it. His descriptions of two metaphorical 'objects' that preoccupy him in his painting, implying abstract and surreal qualities respectively, are argued as an effective declaration of his belief that painting should be understood as a form of representation. Brief commentaries on his painting support the argument that his artistic development reflected the development of thinking of the Axis cohort in the face of non-figurative abstraction, and also reflected connections between his interests outside Axis. These connections are argued as a further grounding of his abstract forms in 'life', and in the world of 'objects'. The chapter concludes with a brief context of other significant content in The Painter's Object to indicate its concern with a full range of aims and practices, including surrealist work, and excluding constructivist work.

Chapter six examines the key content of Axis 8, the last issue, in order to argue that although apparently vastly different from issue one, the motivating values and beliefs of its cohort about abstract painting and sculpture had not changed, and were instead foregrounded. By attending to the contributions of Evans, Piper and Walsh, this chapter argues that they now collectively set out to demonstrate rather than to imply the intrinsic role of abstracting as the basis of all processes of representation. The orchestrated change is argued as deliberate and focussed. For example, Piper's 'Prehistory from the Air', is demonstrated as uniting the individual's sensual and physical experience (of a place) with his system of marks by which he represented it,
and this activity as being located within the universal framework of the artistic act. Further, it is argued that in his article, Piper's inclusion of historical and contemporary illustrations indicated his intention that the reader accept (biomorphic) abstract art as having the same integrity as naturalistic representation. In this way, this chapter submits that Piper effectively collapsed 'abstract' into art, into 'life'.

This chapter also aims to establish the extent to which *Axis 8* interfaced with popular culture through the topicality of its material. For example, through Piper's and Nash's interest in topography, the connection between aerial views and maps (both of which were illustrated in the article) are proposed to have been inspired at least partly by the recent publication of such subjects in the *Listener* in particular. Similarly, it argues that Piper's compilation of the *Oxon Shell Guide* was a significant contribution to popular culture.\textsuperscript{34} Evans's article on Nash is explored for its complex references to his individual expression, his poetic sensibility, the presence of history in the land, and his ambiguity of vision, all in the context of English landscape and English expression. This coalescence of history, archaeology, and English landscape is featured as proof of their mutual interests, confirmed by Grigson's preoccupation with the same.

Kenneth Walsh's article is the only other feature in *Axis 8* selected to demonstrate the deliberate nature of the united front in this issue. The metaphors in Walsh's discussion of Shakespeare's *King Lear* are analysed for their close connection to artistic developments both in Lear's time, and in modern times. They are argued as signifying the universal problems of the artist, such as the relation of the individual to the collective, the relation of the object to its background, the loss of faith (both religious and artistic), and the quest for the 'truth' of both. This article is also represented as
demonstrating an interface with broader culture, by proposing that it drew inspiration from a recently published similar article on Lear in the TLS. 35 Finally, other context in this issue is presented as the first Axis focus on political subjects, with a review of Nazi art and of so-called 'Degenerate' art currently in Munich, and of the dangers of moving from cultural difference to nationalistic assertion, in the International Exhibition national exhibits in Paris. 36 Axis is represented as resolutely removed from the esoteric and idealised world of the Constructivists in its demystification of abstract art, and its representation of artistic activity as imbricated with wider popular interests and current affairs.

Chapter seven explores the key works of the Axis cohort after the final issue, in order to argue that the percipient values and priorities at the instigation of Axis, maintained and strengthened during its span, continued to articulate their attitude towards contemporary art practice. Those priorities are finally established in this chapter, to have a modernising effect upon a romantic attitude, a progressive transformation of inherited traditional values, and a predilection for culturally specific subjects, at this time in England being particularly topography or landscape. It confirms the Axis cohort’s embracing of such subject matter as the basis of their romantic positions, and the ‘romantic’ as being grounded in Piper’s publication British Romantic Art and Grigson’s The Romantics. 37 It demonstrates how Piper integrated his recent experiences of (biomorphic) abstract painting and collage, and his continuing exploration of new and traditional media, with his work in particular locations. Evans’s part in this attitude is argued as a capitalisation of sentiments expressed generally in The Painter’s Object, being demonstrated in the first and only issue of a journal which concentrated on subjects in art and architecture which ‘affect(ed)’ the ‘vision of
English artists and writers', denoting the unifying criteria as (an English) cultural sensibility.\textsuperscript{38}

The chapter concludes by proposing the role of \textit{Axis} as demonstrating the realistic outcome of modernising processes at work in the progressive English art \textit{milieu}, and arguing that the subtlety of its central significance at the site of abstract art's intersection with English modern art, has been persistently overlooked by English modern art history. This is achieved by a concluding critique of the commentaries of Harrison, Powers, and other art historians. The final context for confirming the position of \textit{Axis} in English modern art history is argued through indicating in some significant ways, an analogy of the position of the \textit{Axis} cohort with that of the Pre-Raphaelites. This is discussed briefly in the context of an article by Dianne Sachko Macleod, part of which proposed that the interventionist activity of the Pre-Raphaelites was the very mark of their progressiveness, situating themselves as they did, as radical traditionalists within the field of 19c painting.\textsuperscript{39}
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CHAPTER I

PROBLEMS WITH 'MODERN' ART 1930-35
Axis appeared in the middle of January 1935 in response to the need that a group of artists and writers felt for a serious exposition of contemporary abstract painting and sculpture. In order to understand the nature of this need, chapter one explores the contemporary art debate in the popular and the art press, between 1930 and 1935.

Against the established tradition of contentious art debate in the press, artists were struggling to evolve valid modern statements in a climate overwhelmingly weighted by distrust, suspicion and disdain on the part of often poorly appraised critics and public. It is necessary to outline the problematics associated with modern art which characterised the condition fuelling the need for Axis. Studio, probably the most widely distributed art journal, reflected the groundswell of opinion in a significant series of articles in 1932, which are examined for their influence on the perception of modern art.

Key figures connected with Axis who were involved in publicising modern art in these formative years require examination as established voices at its inception. These were Paul Nash, the painter whose arguments in The Times and The Weekend Review of 1931 to 1933, formed the most lucid commentary on contemporary art from the position of the artist, and Herbert Read, the theorist whose publication Art Now in 1933 constituted the most analytical English attempt to categorise and theorise the varied range of modern art at that time. Their writings between 1932 and 1934 were the earliest attempts to communicate and comment upon the values and priorities associated with the fast-moving field of modern art practices, as they were evolving. Significantly for Axis, the years 1933 and 1934 demonstrated in the nature of those practices a sharp transformation in the development of abstraction.
In order to foreground the specific tensions confronting modern artists at the time of the planning of *Axis*, Nash’s formation of the Unit One group in 1933 needs examination, together with his collaboration with Read over its publicisation and development during 1934 and early 1935. In particular, by outlining individual struggles with the implications of a purely abstract art, in *Unit I* essays by Nash, Nicholson, Hepworth, Moore and Wadsworth, attitudes are distinguished between Nash and the others, subsequently to be manifested in the first issue of *Axis*. These distinctions need comparison with intimations in *Art Now*, and more markedly, as outcomes from the impact of the Paris-based international group la Société Abstraction Création, of which Nicholson, Hepworth and Wadsworth were members. Dedicated as it was to non-figurative art, the role of its journal *Abstraction-Création* in the conception of *Axis*, needs particular examination.

Finally, a brief view of Nicholson’s transformation of priorities of the exhibiting group the 7&5 by 1934, is useful to establish its influence on artists and public. In addition, an exploration of the implications for its secretary John Piper in implementing a pure abstract policy, is important to locate Nicholson’s and Piper’s positions on abstract art that year. This is particularly significant for the initiating motives of *Axis*, since I argue that Piper’s own artistic developments govern its direction.

The aim of this chapter therefore, is to reveal the process of negotiating the concepts of modern art in early 1930s England as highly problematic in its perceived anti-traditionalism, its non-figurative appearance, and as such, its alienation from English experience and sensibility. Further, it aims to establish that
the seeds of a marked divergence of beliefs and commitments that existed around
the implications of abstract art, had already germinated by the time of the
apparently cohesive decision in 1934 to launch Axis.

English art's relation to what was perceived as 'modern' art had had a troubled
history since the beginning of the second decade of the century with the
Bloomsbury based 'modern' challenged by the radical abstraction of the Vorticists. Articles and publications from the early 1930s, reveal the same arguments and
precepts as still prevailing. They ranged around what was understood as 'modern'
and its implication of an 'abstract' visual aesthetic, and the political and cultural
associations attached to certain kinds of 'abstract' imagery.

The Picasso retrospective exhibition held at Reid and Lefèvre galleries in June
1931, generated an article in Studio from critic, writer and painter William Gaunt,
which characterised a conservative response to its internationalist status and the
perceived degeneracy of skills associated with modern painting in its abstraction of
forms. Despite his long established status as an innovator, Picasso's influence
amongst the younger generation of English artists was still strongly manifest.
Myfanwy Evans recalled his dominant influence throughout the 1930s, and
Nicholson's work in the earlier years of the decade was reminiscent of Picasso's
paintings.

Responding to Picasso's 'Letter on art' in Studio a year earlier, Gaunt explored
Picasso's 'enormous' but 'malign' influence on painting. Denouncing him as
obsolete, an 'historical event', he declared even the word "'modern'" to have a
'period flavour'. This demonstrated little change in attitude since before the war,
towards abstract naturalistic representation, the apparent lack of "correct" skills, and the concomitant distancing of the practitioners from their public, which he viewed as their 'scornful aloofness'.

The insistence upon a resemblance to 'nature', as typified by Gaunt's attitude, masked the reality of painting as a holistic activity rather than merely a mystical apparition. Picasso's cubist analytical painting had demonstrated in its very idiom the process of abstracting from the object since 1910, and as Gaunt acknowledged 'pushed painting "in itself" so far that, driven to the extremity of abstraction, it has turned into something else'. This is a particularly significant claim for the changing significance of painting, and Picasso's definition of a picture as 'an experience' bears this out. His 'experience' meant painting 'what I have found, not what I sought', inferring subjective vision and intuitive organisation, and not predetermined objectives. "Intentions" he stated, 'have no effect on the result... "One proves one's love by acts not words"'. 'For me, a picture is never an end, an aim'. The act of painting was exploratory, an end in itself and not a means, and his advancement of its essentially revelatory nature was inspirational for many of his modern successors, not least those who were to become the Axis cohort.

The resulting abstracted appearance of the painting demanded therefore a more actively committed premise on the part of the contemplator. This disruption of the accepted contract between artist and public meant for Gaunt that Picasso was not a professional at his craft, and worse still, that he had severed the French painting tradition of the study of nature. Clearly Gaunt's argument represented the cause of naturalistic representation, and was not an exploratory argument within the concept of representation itself.
This is an important point regarding modern art's relation to tradition, and as such it signifies the position that Studio was sympathetic to, and therefore is highly pertinent to the initiating conditions for Axis. Picasso had never rejected his artistic inheritance. He had no qualms about plundering it for his needs and its achievements nourished his imagination and practice. He saw his work as part of that tradition, firmly asserting that:

Nature and art are two perfectly dissimilar phenomena.

Art gives us the possibility of expressing our conception and our intelligence of what nature never gives in an absolute form. From the primitives, whose art was very far removed from nature, down to such artists as David, Ingres, and even Bougereau, all painters who represented nature understood very well that art is always art and never nature. From the point of view of art, neither abstract form nor concrete form exists: there is only its more or less conventionalised interpretation.  

It was a matter of degree, or emphasis of one or other interpretative tendency, but always based upon material existence, motivated by, yet autonomous from, the world of objects. Aware as he was of work by painters such as Mondrian and Kandinsky, Picasso rejected the esotericism of their work:

The idea of “research” led some of our painters to abstraction. That was, perhaps, one of the greatest mistakes of modern art. The spirit of “research” poisoned all those who, not understanding the positive side of modern art, tried to paint the invisible – which cannot be expressed in art.  

Painting the visible lay at the root of Picasso’s work, not the concept of that vision: ‘at the source of all painting one will always find a vision, subjectively organised, or an illumination inspired’, ‘I attach no importance to the subject, but I am all for the object. Respect the object’. The ‘vision, subjectively organised’ was perceptual, ‘paint[ing] the invisible’ was conceptual. Gaunt apparently viewed the subjective explorations of Picasso’s exhibited work as his ‘restless flitting from one
thing to another', and his early artistic development as 'a process of renunciation of
the warm, intricate, individual world of reality'. In his concentration on the
essentials of form and colour, Picasso was accused by Gaunt of being an
'Unprimitive Primitive', a 'déraciné' (sic). It is fair to suggest that in Studio Gaunt
represented a majority opinion in the art milieu at that time concerning the
significance of this shift of priorities in the new painting.

Two factors arise in considering the 'individual world of reality' which Gaunt
accused Picasso of renouncing, namely the cultural moment, and formative
experience. Both have profound implications for Axis's achievements. In the
context of the two articles discussed, they need closer attention to establish their
significance in art discourse at the beginning of the 1930s.

Gaunt's primary consideration in judging Picasso's painting was his individual
cultural placing, his background and their implications for the validity of his work.
Early in his article Gaunt described Picasso as representing 'firstly the
internationalized character of his period, in his own international training and
character' and his life in Paris as amongst the 'polyglot throng of artists attracted
from every part of the world by the prestige of the world's art centre'. Thus
disabused of any assumptions about the positive values of the international artist,
readers were instructed that being 'international' was a degeneration of indigenous
character, that being 'denationalized' was to lack national characteristics. Picasso's
example was employed to inculcate the sense that for an artist to move away from
his originating culture to embrace a variety of cultural influences, was for him to be
'withoutfixity', 'the product of several different forces converging within a given
period of time'. Rather than enriching Picasso's particularity, Gaunt saw this as excluding it.²⁷

Gaunt's association of being 'progressive' with being international and not national, (also used to describe Picasso's Parisian friends as 'the advanced and motley community'), betrayed his perception that progress and change meant eschewing historical values.²⁸ This was profoundly felt as a tension at that time in England.²⁹ But such a perception was far from that fact for many artists, and Picasso's primary consideration was being absorbed in the moment, and in doing so capitalising on developments in history, bringing them into a contemporary meaning. References to history regularly appeared in his subject matter.

Certain problems emerge therefore concerning modern art in England. Firstly, its unconventional appearance; secondly, the perception of its association with other cultures; and thirdly, its misinterpretation and thus misrepresentation by commentators. These problems were also the subject of correspondence columns in the national press, as well as of essays in the art press. It was Paul Nash who undertook to illuminate the position of the modern artist.

Following Gaunt's Studio article, Nash published an article that year in Week-end Review, entitled 'Nature, Life and Art'.³⁰ In it Nash expressed the need to examine 'the spirit animating our national expression', setting out a cogent argument on the nature of this 'lyric thing', which he saw as producing the 'great poetic qualities' of the best English artists in history.³¹

In his exposition of the relationship between 'Nature', 'Life' and 'Art', Nash's observation that 'matters of art' were habitually being considered as 'international',
implied that English contemporary art, because of its perceived inherent ‘poetic qualities’, was non-conformist to international interests and therefore not perceived as a legitimately modern expression. It was instead a subjective art of abstracted figuration grounded in response to the physical world. Nash exposed a critical set of common and popular assumptions in order to explain how the clash of perspectives – that of accepted opinion (established academic circles and conservative moderns) and of the progressive anti-academics – was implicit in those words ‘Nature’, ‘Life’ and ‘Art’, employed commonly but conceived very differently. Accordingly, continuous development of their expression demanded innovation of visual language, and was exemplified as historical in the work of progressives like Constable and Cézanne. Nash’s point was that the very traditions of art were formed in this way. His implication, important to establish at this early stage of the thesis, was the conviction that modern art and thereby English modern art, was part of a continuum.

Nash described the expression of English artists as ‘interpretive’. By this he implied a form of naturalistic representation, most typically manifest in the English landscape painting exemplified by Constable. ‘Nature’ was thus the living world, and particularly the ‘English countryside’. The problem lay in the idea of ‘Nature’ as a constant. Being “faithful to Nature” was a ‘nonsense’ since Constable’s and Cézanne’s “Nature” was “faithful” to their respective perceptions of it. Constable’s Nature was more believable to the public merely because of its accordance with surface appearance. ‘But’, he continued with great perspicacity,

visual experience is only a part of Life...The eye is merely the channel or medium of perception, not the perception entire. The picture’s appeal is not only to the sense of sight but to the whole experience stored in our being. This experience is divided into two states, conscious and unconscious. It is doubtful if any artist
contributes anything which does not contain at least a part of general experience...\textsuperscript{36} (my italics)

Nash's overriding argument was that the painter never intended in his painting to ‘obviously refer either to “Nature” or to “Life” as generally appreciated.’\textsuperscript{37} It was always his own experience of it articulated in language. Finally, he referred to art which was more abstract ‘...English artists to-day, may feel a need to create something for themselves which is neither imitative nor interpretative of what is generally seen; that the inevitable reaction from the insecurity and muddle in which they live is a determination to construct...an ordered, independent life’.\textsuperscript{38} This was an unmistakable reference to the strict, geometric abstraction of Abstraction Création.

The insights in this article make an extraordinarily articulate account of an artist's understanding of the problems encountered in the English modern art milieu at that time, and constitute a prophetic testament to the new attitude towards painting. It was formative in its pronouncements, yet these revelations were largely absent in other contemporary commentaries on modern English art. Everything essential was there - the painter's ‘whole experience’ both ‘conscious and unconscious’ in the painting as the outcome of his experience and process. The subjectivity of the artist formed his perception and its expression, and was encapsulated in the whole process.

Furthermore, tentative though he sounded, Nash understood that the individual artist was both formed by and ‘contributes’ to his culture.\textsuperscript{39} This is highly significant for his aspirations for the development of English modern art and its relation to so-called ‘international’ modern art. For whilst he acknowledged the contribution Cézanne made, he saw its acceptance as being into the traditions of English
achievements, and not out of their cultural context. This process represented the 'conscious and the unconscious' experience to which he referred, namely the integration of a mode of perception into existing knowledges and experiences. However, he also subscribed to the alternative, rather more mystical idea, that artists were 'unique' and 'capable of experience beyond reach of other men', ascribing to their pictures the status of 'discoveries' whose revelations could be added to the body of experience of the 'world at large'. In connection with Axis, these two attitudes publicly pronounced in 1931, indicated the beginnings of differing perspectives. These were that art emanating from the reflection upon human experience was a particular, individual expression evoking the universal; and art emanating from aspirations for an ideal, suppressed individuality in the cause of the universal, and the collective.

Despite this revealing article, subsequent articles and letters in both the art press and the national press continued to appear either uninformed or obtuse about the new attitude as explained by Nash. English landscape painting had after all been explained as a series of differing perceptions interpreted by individual artists, which framed current, apparently iconoclastic developments, within the formation of a tradition. If the general public were not persuaded by this argument, it was to be hoped that at least the artistic community would be more familiar with expanding the tradition. Moving therefore from the context of this article in a current affairs journal to that of the art press, we need now to attend to the perceptions of the more established art milieu, whose central concern was the implication of modern art for that tradition.
In a retrospective editorial on Studio's fortieth anniversary, its editor C. G. Holme perceived as negative the current 'prevailing clash of ideas' caused by the intervention of WW1, and in this context he asserted the objectives of the journal:

It has the difficult task of discriminating, of tempering violence or zeal with moderation. It has recognised that the twentieth century development in the arts is twofold – consisting first of those which are of direct and practical use to the community and of those which are either experimental or useless. To the former, emerging from handicraft with industrial design, it has given every support, for they emerge directly from the principle on which “The Studio” was founded.

With the fine arts the situation is somewhat different. There has been a tendency in painter and sculptor to become divorced from natural contact with life. “The Studio”, while encouraging industrial art and such manifestations of fine art as have something real to say, has steadfastly refused to become the slave of current fads or cliches. It has encouraged the production of works of genuine beauty and interest, while pointing out the dangers of a “modernism” that loses all contact with life.42

“Modern” art’s dissociation from life therefore, leaving nothing ‘real to say’, validated by inference, the integrity only of naturalistic art. Holme was thus instrumental in maintaining the status quo of an underlying prejudice in Studio towards the more analytical explorations of representation. Nevertheless, he set out to address the problems he perceived with modern art in a series of editorials the following Spring.

Between February and June 1932, under the general title ‘What is Wrong with Modern Painting’, he identified ‘Internationalism’, ‘The Pernicious Influence of Words’, ‘The Superiority Complex’, ‘False Economics’, and ‘Evolution’.43 His opening statement that ‘to-day... all is not well with painting’ declared the aim of these editorials to indicate ‘defects or possible defects’ in order to promote a ‘healthier and saner’ direction for art.44
Like Gaunt, Holme asserted that modern painting suffered from international influence. The younger generation were losing their 'native flavour' by converging from all countries upon Paris, producing art which was nevertheless 'not French' but the result of an 'agglomeration of races'.\(^4\) The result was loss of individuality and indigenous craft. Holme also diagnosed that 'denationalisation' had 'nearly killed' the French painting tradition.\(^6\) His solution was to instruct painters to 'stop at home', 'shun the society of other painters', 'study life for a change', and concentrate upon a 'thorough-going nationalism' which would produce healthy painting: 'Britain is looking for British pictures, of British people, of British landscape'.\(^7\) The nature of the painterly process should remain a visual representation of life, and not an abstraction from it.

However, he acknowledged that Cézanne's process denoted a much deeper and fuller activity, recommending his 'discipline rather than his pictures' as the model for a modern art.\(^8\) This last statement is of particular significance concerning the views of the Axis cohort: fashionable idioms were merely ends and not means.

Nash had contributed to the nationalist/internationalist debate in his 'Nature, Life and Art' article, and reiterating Picasso's view about the distinction between 'Nature' and 'Art' he continued:

We have now just reached a point of development when matters of art, at least, are considered international. Almost at the same moment we find ourselves involved in a crisis which drives us in upon ourselves and accentuates our insularity. The whole country, at this moment, is plastered with aggressive bills commanding us to "Buy British", and although one can scarcely imagine this is intended to extend to pictures, it suggests a danger ahead. May we not be required next to "Paint British"? and, if so, what exactly would that mean?

Without probing any subtleties, I think it would mean that henceforth our artists should be "True to Life" – meaning human
environment, and "Faithful to Nature" – meaning the English countryside, because Life and Nature are things which every Briton thinks he understands, and when a critic refers either to Life or Nature his readers feel sure they know what he is talking about, and so does the critic. But Art is different. No one is sure what is meant by Art. Art is international, one might almost say Continental; in any case it is not peculiarly British, so that is enough.49

The problem was that ‘Nature’ was perceived as the ‘English countryside’, but ‘Art’ was perceived as ‘international’. It was not ‘peculiarly British’, because its subjective qualities militated against its validity as international modern art. The qualities arising from his question of ‘what exactly “Paint[ing] British” would mean’ reflected his own efforts at that time to resolve his individual and modern impulse under the gaze of a critical public. But he did not see a conditioning ‘spirit’ as separate from the facts of the conditions themselves; that is, he was sensitive to the political and economic climate that impinged upon the natural tendencies of artists to respond to a changing cultural condition.

When, the following February, Studio published the first of its five editorials, Nash was disturbed to be implicated in the tone of the comments, and responded with “‘Going Modern” and “Being British”’ in Week-end Review that March, stating that his suggestion to “Paint British” was not ‘quite... serious’ and ‘served chiefly to prise open an argument.’50 Reminding Studio of its responsibilities as the vehicle for modern British art, he criticised its title for the series ‘What is Wrong with Modern Painting?’

This is a somewhat disingenuous title, for it is quite evident that the real question being asked is “What is Wrong with British Painting?” I would say at once that the Studio, as it professes, is plainly making a sincere attempt to “place the finger on the truth of the matter”, nor perhaps, is it intentionally parochial; only, between the lines we can descry the anxious litany – from all foreign influences, abstractions and the School of Paris, good Lord deliver us.’ 51
He saw the apparent self-consciousness of those practitioners in the arts who attempted to “Go Modern” and still “Be British” as a symptom of the struggle over loyalties which to the ‘true artist...pursuing his own course, all [this] seems ridiculous enough.’ Added to their self-consciousness was the publicisation of theories and analyses of their activity, with the use of ‘art jargon’ which Nash thought achieved nothing but a disservice to them and their work. Citing an example from Studio’s recent editorial ‘The Pernicious Influence of Words’, he discussed the ambiguity underlying the term ‘abstraction’. A brief insight into this editorial demonstrates the power of articles and reviews in the dissemination of art in inter-war Britain.

As with the first editorial, ‘The Pernicious Influence of Words’ admonished the modernists, condemning the ‘modern theory’ of the critic, with its theoretical language – a ‘frightening mystery’ – as alienating artist from public. The critic was responsible for effectively intimidating the artist attempting to ‘live up to philosophical conceptions laid down for him’. Clearly Holme thought modern artists were painting critical concepts instead of nature, and not adhering to the ‘painter’s proper business’, which should have been ‘with the warm breathing world of flesh and blood and growing things.’ The concept ‘Nature’ was very much ‘Mother Nature’ rather than the material world per se.

Although Nash concurred in principle with the detrimental effect of over-theorising modern art, he took exception to the definition of the ‘proper business’ of the painter, describing it as reactionary, and typical of public opinion in the press. The problem of this attitude was the misconception of ‘abstraction’, which in
Studio, Holme defined as ‘composition or technique’, but which Nash the practitioner knew to be misconceived. Although in his article he did not clarify what ‘abstraction’ meant, it becomes evident from his other articles that it was firmly connected with the holistic process of the conscious and unconscious process of abstracting, with appearance as its outcome. In his own examination of the term ‘abstraction’, Holme’s aligning of Cézanne’s use of geometry with that of the Egyptians, merely demonstrated the kind of misconception of which he himself accused critics. This would not have gone unnoticed by Nash.

By this time, the obscurity surrounding what was ‘modern’ and even what was ‘abstraction’ was engendering debate with gathering momentum. Rather than being restricted to the refining of discrete definitions, this debate was all the more energised by the larger significances attached to them. Besides the problems of internationalism and the effect of theorising and dogmatising, Studio identified the alienation of the artist from the public, the concepts of the ‘professional’ and the ‘amateur’ artist in the current era, and the commodification of art for particular markets. But this approach to discussing modern art was ill matched with the driving inner realities of the artists themselves. No serious attention seems to have been paid to Nash’s illumination of the modern approach to ‘Nature, Life and Art’ the previous year. The loss of faith on the part of the public in the artistic process as they knew it, and the scarcity of further lucid commentary on the nature of the new attitude, would therefore have exacerbated a growing antipathy.

The political implications of particular art manifestations also strengthened the attachment to naturalistic appearance, and this also obfuscated the genuine values of
modern art. In a sequel to the five editorials, Holme had taken issue with Nash’s accusation of ‘reaction’, posing the dilemma:

The partisans of the “modern movement” shout “reactionary” at those who do not agree with them. The partisans of what is known as “tradition” in the same way hurl the word “revolutionary” at the modernist... But what if one feels that this is not the atmosphere in which art can reach its happiest expression?"61

There seemed no chance of criticism existing without accusations of its being viewed as ‘diehard’ or ‘Bolshevist’, associations well established by the time Axis appeared.62 Nevertheless, Holme proudly embraced the accusation of arguing that art should be more directly associated with ‘life’ and perform a popular function, and of opposing ‘art for art’s sake’, ‘the anaemic Bloomsbury theory’.63

Art’s association with ‘life’ therefore signified an emphasis upon naturalistic representation only moderately abstracted. The most progressive developments had been represented since the late 1920s largely by the 7&5 Society, particularly by those members Ben and Winifred Nicholson, Frances Hodgkins, Ivon Hitchens and David Jones; and retrospective attention to the work of Christopher Wood was also a strong influence.64 But despite the mildness of this abstraction, the critical factor for Holme and Studio, representing as they did a powerful lobby against the ‘mischievous prejudice’ of modern painting, was the development of a visual aesthetic increasingly further away from naturalistic representation, and apparently unskilled.65 By 1932, Nicholson as the most progressive 7&5 Society member, was painting layered syntheses of cubist-inspired still lifes (Pl.1).

There was even less support to be found in the national press. Under the title ‘Nature and Art’, the Times correspondence column refereed by its art critic Charles Marriott, revealed as central concerns those elucidated by Studio the previous year,
namely the representation of nature, the influence of art writing, and the threat to the art tradition. The first two were questioned in the context of the British tradition. 66 One correspondent stated:

The period of eulogized decadent art we are going through is thanks mainly to these writers. Yet all the time fine, serious British art is being produced – art full of a knowledge of past tradition and taking its inspiration from nature, yet all the time advancing upon new logical lines and not going back to the ignorance of the primitives. 67

Genuinely motivated artists with sound skills and insights were perceived as being overlooked in favour of those producing ‘eulogized decadent’ art. These latter artists were represented as the weak underlings, led astray by prescriptive terminology representing theorised precepts. There was clearly no faith in either the more radical artists, or the more intellectual writers.

The integrity of the artistic project was persistently questioned, ‘serious British art’ being about nature, knowledge of tradition, and skills. However, ‘new logical lines’ did imply the degree to which art might be about ‘representation’ of nature, and by inference the variability of ‘representation’, and even ‘nature’ for that matter, all of which had been the subject of Nash’s earlier articles. As with Studio’s argument the previous year, the progressive critics and theorists were seen as unequivocally responsible for the lack of interest and support in ‘art influenced by nature’. 68

Nash’s response attempted to explain the stronger abstract element in painting:

Contemporary expression in painting.... is by no means concerned with an interpretative art based comfortably upon a “fondness” for Nature. That is not to say, however, that it ignores Nature. It is acutely observant of all phenomena, but with a constructive eye, that imagination may build. Often, it is true, the eye is turned inwards in contemplation...[But] many other artists throughout time have tried the experiment with quite different results.
Your Art Critic is right again in his attempt to define the new type of professional artist and his relation to contemporary life. Because of the architectonic quality of his art its expression naturally carries him beyond the limits of easel painting. As a designer pre-eminently he is equipped for new problems, and many of these belong to the province of the industrial world – now gradually opening under his hand. In fact the development which your Art Critic has noticed, is, I venture to believe, the sign of a vital movement beginning in English art.69

The repeated reference to the interpretative attitude is more elaborated here. There was no tension between interpreting and designing ‘Nature’, because ‘contemporary life’ required a synthesis. Further – and this is of particular significance for Nash’s interests at this time, he saw these two skills as ‘the sign of a vital movement beginning in English art’.70

Nash’s sense of the historical continuity in the fundamentals of art practice should not be underestimated. It was a matter of degrees of interpretation and expression, but grounded in enduring principles, and it is clear enough in these letters that there was a concurrence of those beliefs, indicating that as painters they were both concerned with the business of representation itself, even if its outcome indicated differing emphases. Despite his predilection for the poetic, even the mystical, in his imagery, Nash’s approach was grounded in the tradition of painting. Those shared beliefs consisted of the skills of construction (Reynolds-Stephens’s ‘new logical lines’, and Nash’s ‘constructive eye’), the adherence to the principles of nature (Reynolds-Stephens’s ‘Taking... inspiration from nature’, and Nash’s ‘acutely observant of all phenomena’) and the basis of past experience in tradition (Reynolds-Stephens’s ‘art full of a knowledge of past tradition’ and Nash’s ‘Many...artists throughout time have tried the experiment’).
But to whatever degree the change was manifested, there was always the tension caused by the insecurity of a sense of disinheritance and associated disloyalty to past achievement. For Nash, progress meant excavating below the superficial levels of stylistic appearance, to connect with art's precepts; and for the detractors of modern art, it meant a crisis of academic painterly values and moral beliefs about beauty. It is disingenuous therefore to argue that being 'modern' meant being unequivocally and painlessly progressive, as if the inertia of long established patterns was somehow absent. The notion of 'modern' therefore should be viewed as inseparable from a certain disinheritance and an accompanying tug of loyalties. Its reality, lived to a pitch in inter-war England, was particularly dramatised at its extremes.

The negativity of the Studio editorials had in Nash's view obscured the positive aspects of modern painting, despite its more circumspect and occasionally supportive articles. Its antipathy towards what it called "higher criticism" doubtless referred not only to Nash's writings but to a number of publications emerging from the late 1920s and early 1930s which addressed the theoretical implications of contemporary art practices. The most prominent were R. H. Wilenski's The Modern Movement in Art and The Meaning of Modern Sculpture. Nash found Wilenski's writing overly scientific and pedantic, but acknowledged the importance of its association of the past and contemporary representation, albeit in academically structured arguments. Also, Herbert Read's Art Now. An Introduction to the Theory of Modern Painting and Sculpture, which provided a theoretical explanation of a series of categorised contemporary art practices, was appreciated by Nash as an important profile for modern art. The term 'modern' seldom appeared in book titles at this time (which is significant considering the
interest revealed in articles and correspondence discussed above) and suggests evasion of its problematic definition and implications. It is particularly significant for the conception of _Axis_ since it also avoided use of the term in its own title, favouring 'contemporary'.

Although in 'Nature, Life and Art' Nash did not refer to 'modern', the terms in which he explained the complex nature of producing art of his time were commensurate with his arguments the following year under titles which had boldly challenged the problems of defining 'modern' art. "'Going Modern' and "'Being British'" had mocked _Studio_'s representation of 'the struggle' of British artists in "'Going Modern', namely that it was 'beset' by those 'evils' which 'supposedly bewildered public and...artist' alike.77 'Supposedly', because the dissemination of 'so-called modern expression' by critics was too often obscure, contradictory, or misleading. Nash's view was that 'The public are tired of being told they have no wits, that modern art is beyond them, and that their leg is still being pulled.'78 This was the motivation behind his illuminating articles.

Clearly there was a distinction to be elucidated between being contemporary and being 'modern' as an artist. To this end, his article 'The Meaning of "Modern"' in _Week-end Review_ appeared the following July.79 Having identified one source of the artist's dilemma (namely the term 'modern' itself), he had by now discerned two kinds of 'modern' art, which meant that applying the term 'modern' to 'art', 'imposes the greatest strain upon capable meaning'. He continued to explain that

Modern art should mean simply the art of to-day – indeed, there is a new school of talk which has attempted to substitute the word contemporary for the word modern. But this will not do. There is modern art _and_ modern art. An expression I heard recently – "plumb modern" – gives, perhaps, the sense of distinction. In this connexion the unpleasant extremity known as "ultra-modern"
comes to mind, but it is a term seldom used outside the pages of Punch, and not very well understood even there. "Modernistic", a cheap adjective, dragged in to do devil for its more dignified senior, is almost exclusively for tradesmen's patter or the coarser pens of journalism. Yet "modern" must still mean "of to-day", "of our own time"; the difficulty arises in our general incapacity to recognise what is of our own time and our tendency to confuse it with something left over from yesterday.  

In one sense therefore, 'modern', along with the wholesale adoption and adoptions of the term, imbued that art with a self-conscious modishness. In the other sense - '...and modern art' suggested the true meaning for him, namely whole process of abstracting as implied in his article 'Nature, Life and Art'. It was an art which encapsulated in its very conception a modern sensibility about formal qualities serving as the vehicle of emotion and meaning. The confusion between the two caused misconceptions about artists' aims, since the 'layman' was being 'prevent[ed]...from appreciating so much contemporary work'. I want to reiterate therefore that Nash believed that to be authentically 'modern' was to embrace the unconscious processes which underlay the conscious organisation of form, and to seek inspiration from external sources ('Nature') motivated in this way.

Other sources of inspiration available to him and his contemporaries were more scientifically orientated, for example anthropological studies of archaeological findings, and insights into the natural world by means of more sophisticated technologies in microphysics and microphotography. The interest from the progressive artistic community was indicated when the key publication featuring photographed plant forms, Karl Blossfeldt's Art Forms in Nature, was employed to demonstrate the implicitness of abstract form in nature. Reviewing a second edition of this work, Nash had asserted that such photographs 'not only support the statements of many so-called "perverse" sculptors and painters, but run parallel to
and, to a great degree, inform the course of modern art. For example, he had included in “The Meaning of “Modern”” an exposition of Wilenski’s arguments from his publications cited above, acknowledging his contribution as 

a clear idea of that philosophy underlying the modern effort which, once understood, should sweep away the popular difficulties which prevent the layman from appreciating so much contemporary work. In short...the imprint of a key which seems either lost or generally mislaid, the key to the meaning of the word modern, as applied to art.

The problematic here recalls Nash’s two ‘modern’ meanings, namely the ‘popular difficulties’ as opposed to a ‘philosophy’. He saw Wilenski as pinpointing the ‘key’ to the problem, in his inference that originally, primitive peoples fashioned the kind of abstracted and symbolic artifacts and images which had so attracted and inspired earlier modern artists such as Matisse and Picasso, and which for many people had lost their originating meaning yet retained an aura of associated power. However, Nash implied there were some people who were still able to apprehend something of that meaning. I propose that ‘Modern’ was for him implicitly to do with contacting those more intuitive or unconscious forces which were part of ‘Life’, and that as with the original primitive forms, they were concerned with the symbolic and not the merely representational use of form. ‘Modern’ in its authentic sense thus related the appearance of the work with a complex internalisation of the initial response to the subject. It becomes clear, at least on this point, why Nash felt that to refer to the recent art of his day as ‘contemporary’ would ‘not quite do’. 

He asserted this defining dimension of modern art by citing further passages from Wilenski’s The Meaning of Modern Sculpture, and tracing the lineage of his argument from Bell’s ‘significant form’, an earlier concept defining the ‘modern’. Wilenski’s exploration of the use of symbolic form in ancient, oriental, and
primitive cultures, would have had a receptive audience in the intellectual mould of artists such as Nash, who found Bell’s description of ‘significant form’ ‘still intelligible’. However, Wilenski’s reading of abstracted form opposed Bell’s. The Modern Movement in Art was by way of being a critique of Bell’s aestheticist position, promulgating a psychological rather than a formalist approach to form, identifying Nash as the ‘leading, because the most subtle, artist of the modern movement in this country’. By the time Nash wrote his articles therefore, he had been publicly acclaimed as ‘leading’ and ‘modern’. In his continued support of the basic premises of Bell’s idea of ‘significant form’, he attempted to reconcile his position in a statement acknowledging the two writers’ roles in the cause of disseminating modern art:

Modern art, as I understand it, and as I interpret this critic [Wilenski] as understanding it, is an attempt to recapture meaning itself. In other words, to create something which shall have meaning. Clive Bell’s phrase “significant form” was intended to express this idea, and in spite of a good deal of buffeting, his description seems to me still intelligible. We wish to make forms to-day which have meaning as forms.

By adopting Wilenski’s argument that the original religious meanings underlying Egyptian sculpture for example, although no longer known to the viewer, were in some way recoverable in contemplating their form, Nash further asserted how meaning could be ‘within the object’, emphasising that critical tension by italicising the statement: “‘but the meaning of the form by means of which the Egyptian sculptors set out to kill the Fear of Death and to instill the Fear of Pharaoh, is a meaning that remains.’” A residue or resonance in a form known to be ritually used could carry something of its meaning. But Nash did not pursue further the problem of Bell’s purely ‘aesthetic emotion’, given to be a kind of formal beauty whose meaning was internal to itself; instead, he conflated it with Wilenski’s forms whose purpose was to ‘recapture meaning’ originally associated externally. Nash
likened the potency of religious artifacts to modern art, stating ‘It is in this conception that the modern sculptor’s or painter’s philosophy lies in regard to the relation between art, nature and life’.  

This dichotomy indicates where divergence occurred, critical for the position the *Axis* cohort was to occupy in their investigation of the field of ‘“abstract” painting and sculpture’. For forms that could refer to something other than their source, could still bear associative meaning instigated by the configuration of the originating subject or scenario, but forms that ‘could have meaning as forms’ suggested dissociation from the appearance of the originating subject, indeed, even originating entirely from the imagination and not necessarily from a subject at all. Associative meaning would be conveyed by symbolic form, as with an art of abstracted naturalistic or organic form, whereas self-referential meaning, needing no externally symbolic configuration, would denote an art of geometrical non-figurative abstract form. Yet even this rigorous abstract form could, if recent microscopic imagery was to be believed, be argued as being close to nature.

Nash was grappling with these ideas in his own work. From the late 1920s to 1934 he was exploring an architectonic form in naturalistic representation which stripped away superfluities and found pure form in subjects from life (Pl.2). He subscribed to Wilenski’s argument on Blossfeldt’s work on plant forms, citing his statement: “even the most drastically non-representational work of art, if produced by an artist who, consciously or unconsciously, apprehends the formal character of natural structures, may be ‘true to nature’ in this larger sense of the symbolisation of natural form”.

This empirical approach literally based on ‘truth to nature’, was
aligned more closely with Nash’s own artistic sensibility. Because of its greater subjective dimension, it was also an approach with which Read could identify.\textsuperscript{97}

Despite his recognised role as the ‘leading...modern’ artist in England, and Wilenski’s prominence as a critic of the ‘Modern Movement’, these key questions had remained largely unaddressed: Was form meaningful in and of itself, or through its residual associations with its originating purpose or source? Could it be universal, or only particular? The only certainty was the virtually synonymous relation of ‘modern’ with some form of ‘abstraction’, although unlike the pre First World War situation, abstract art in 1932 England was significantly not geometrical non-figurative abstraction. However, non-figurative abstraction was existent on the continent and, as we have seen, notably consolidated in Paris (as Holme had also observed) around the Abstraction Création group.\textsuperscript{98}

At this politically tense time, the public was being regularly exposed to historical constructions of the English cultural identity, which inspired forms of abstraction in the modern English art \textit{milieu}. Publications, articles and exhibitions on early carving, medieval wall painting, stained glass and early manuscripts revealed an abstracted naturalistic representation.\textsuperscript{99} One direct contemporary manifestation had been the naïve painting of Alfred Wallis, ‘discovered’ by Nicholson and Wood in 1929 and brought to London for exhibition with the 7&5 group that year (Pl.3).\textsuperscript{100}

As mentioned, Wood’s death in 1930 had resulted in a higher profile for the kind of naïve painting he practised (Pl.4). His subjects were largely conventional except for the last works, which were metaphysical compositions. His close friendship with the Nicholsons had given rise to their free and fluid treatment of landscapes and still
lifes in the late 1920s (Pl.5) which continued into the early 1930s to complement those of Hodgkins and Hitchens, together with the more ethereal abstracted watercolour subjects of David Jones. This form of abstracted naturalistic representation was therefore common currency amongst the more progressive painters, but unpopular in the conservative art circles because of its unskilled appearance. By 1932 Ben Nicholson’s paintings had evolved into still lifes with incorporated motifs highly evocative of Picasso’s and Braque’s synthetic cubist phase, and he worked on this more rigorous and geometrical form of abstraction throughout most of 1933. Modern art in England was therefore resolved in abstracted form largely derived from ‘Nature’, until late 1933.101

As chair of the 7&5, Ben Nicholson was particularly ambitious, since joining the international abstract group Abstraction Création, to manoeuvre the 7&5 towards a radicalism which aspired to an analogous group ethic for abstract art.102 A significant shift therefore occurred in the membership of the 7&5 around 1932, where some of the old cohort dropped away following Wood’s death, and a newer influx arrived.103 But before anything was consolidated, Nash, not a 7&5 member himself, invited Nicholson to join a new formation.

On 12 June 1933 Nash announced in The Times the launch of a group called Unit One.104 Its members consisted of architects, painters and sculptors, being respectively Wells Coates and Colin Lucas, Edward Wadsworth, Ben Nicholson, Paul Nash, Tristram Hillier, Edward Burra, John Bigge, and John Armstrong, and Henry Moore and Barbara Hepworth. Nash declared they were less concerned with a group identity than with ‘defending their (individual) beliefs.’105 The unifying factor was therefore a ‘quality of mind’ rather than an idiom or uniform attitude to
process or subject, and the group’s aim was to represent ‘the expression of a truly contemporary spirit, for that thing which is recognised as peculiarly of to-day in painting, sculpture and architecture.'\textsuperscript{106} Nash had been inspired by an exhibition he had been involved in staging, entitled Recent Tendencies in British Painting, where the motivating ideas were ‘separated from the main trend of contemporary English art. For the first time, and at once, it was clear that, however diverse in their ways and means, the majority of these artists were somehow allied in purpose.’\textsuperscript{107} He drew an analogy of the present situation for artists with that of the Pre-Raphaelites and their search for ‘a new outlook and a new technique’ for English art.\textsuperscript{108} Unit One was to be publicised by a travelling exhibition beginning in May the following year and ending in April 1935, and Read was approached to write the introduction to the catalogue.\textsuperscript{109}

Read’s calibre as an apologist for modern art was unmatched in England at this time. His involvement in its discursive field needs briefly examining to establish his heading of the Unit One project, and to profile him as, along with Nash, one of the two most prominent contemporary art activists who both contributed to the inaugural issue of Axis.

Initially a literary critic, Read was by 1933 becoming increasingly interested in the psychological drive towards artistic and literary expression. His work with ceramics at the Victoria and Albert Museum had broadened his enquiry into the nature of creative expression.\textsuperscript{110} Vacating his professorial chair of art history in Edinburgh in 1933, he returned to London where he lived amongst the growing artistic and literary community in Hampstead, assuming the editorship of Burlington Magazine under Fry’s recommendation, and publishing Art Now that
October. This first English attempt to introduce the ‘theory’ of modern painting and sculpture, doubtless represented the very ‘pernicious influence’ denounced by Studio the previous year.

On the dust jacket, Art Now presented itself as ‘an explanation, if not a justification...for every type of contemporary artistic activity’; and in his preface Read had described his critical position as ‘universal – that is to say philosophical or scientific’ ultimately, but constituted through ‘instinctive preferences.’ This demonstrated the characteristically dialectical method of his critiques and theories, but also predicted his tendency towards ambiguity and even contradiction. Further, his awareness of the political implications of modern art was indicated in the claim that his theories ‘involve[ed] a complete denial of the cultural identity of the modern movement in art and the communist or bolshevist movement in politics’ reminding that the ‘good’ artist was ‘very rarely interested in anything but his art.’ Recollecting that the ‘great artists’ affecting the course of modern art were ‘singularly devoid of ideologies’ and followed their sensibilities, he viewed the prejudice against modern art as due to the public’s ‘narrow range’ of values. His identification of two kinds of modern art, namely ‘abstract’ and ‘subjective’, implied the impossibility of a subjective form of abstract art. Yet even ‘abstract’ art was for him about ‘sensibility’, which he proposed as being ‘geometric as well as organic’. Tracing the ‘Theoretical Conception of Art’ through the ‘Break-up of the Academic Tradition’ as based in philosophical and scientific argument, he allocated the categories of Symbolism, German Realism, Cubism, Abstraction, and finally Surrealism, this last being a form of ‘Subjective Idealism’ which had made ‘a complete break with all the accepted traditions of artistic expression.’ The book’s geometric modernist design testified to the nature of its rational approach,
and readers encountered whole sections devoted to a broad international range of works, albeit for the most part undiscussed or unrefereed to in the text. There was no indication as to how they were to 'fit neatly into...categories.'

But however dispassionately theoretical this analytical publication of contemporary art might have seemed to some, the importance of Art Now cannot be overemphasised. The tendency amongst publications on modern art was barely to move beyond Matisse and Picasso, and to feature Post Impressionism prominently. Furthermore, unlike Nash's articles, Art Now was not directed at a broad public, but for the artistic intelligentsia, and as such no doubt provided further evidence of the 'superiority complex' so criticised by Studio. Its influence amongst aspiring English modern artists was demonstrable not least amongst those of Unit One.

Nash's unifying vision for Unit One was that it expressed the 'truly contemporary spirit' rather than any dogmatic idiom. But Read's apparent concern about the consequent lack of coherence in the work of its members signified a distinctly different set of priorities. He did not therefore wholeheartedly embrace the rationale and aspirations for the group announced in Nash's Times letter, when he reproduced it in his introduction to Unit One publication the following year. Even in its first pages, their perspectives concerning the genus of an English modern art were discernibly at odds. Their dissonance was marked in Read's clarifications of Nash's founding precepts published in his letter, intimating the divided loyalties which were increasingly to dog the project, and which, together with Nash's prolonged absence due to poor health, led eventually to its demise.
It is important in setting *Axis* into its appropriate context, namely that of the most progressively motivated individuals in the English art community which it aimed to represent and serve, to explore and consolidate the views of some Unit One members about a desired ‘modern’ art, and how they related it to being English.

For as well as Nash, Read was also to contribute to *Axis*, bringing to it their particularised perspectives and loyalties fresh from the Unit One experience. This was to enrich the debate amongst the *Axis* cohort, partly because of their relative seniority but mostly because at the time of *Axis*’s inception, they were still negotiating a resolution for the Unit. But however it was to resolve, they had been responsible for publicising the only garnered manifestation of English modern art and design. In itself their presence signified incomparable experience and gravitas.

Furthermore, Read’s growing friendship and close proximity to Nicholson and Hepworth was a persuasive factor in his pro-internationalist stance by 1933. By the time *Art Now* appeared, Read was already preparing his next volume *Art and Industry*, which explored the possibilities of liaisons of (abstract) artists with industrial designers. Nicholson and Hepworth did not readily subscribe to this ambition, although the Bauhaus aesthetic reflected their abstract commitment.

Read quoted Nash’s *Times* letter in full in his introduction, in which Nash declared the aim of the Unit to achieve a similar ‘wall against the tide’ of the ‘Nature cult’, as the Pre-Raphaelites had, through addressing the ‘lack of structural purpose’, English art’s ‘one crippling weakness.’ He identified the two central concerns of this aim: ‘Design... considered as a structural pursuit’, and ‘imagination, explored apart from literature or metaphysics’, which were elaborated the *Listener*: 
First, the pursuit of form; the expression of structural purpose in search of beauty in formal interaction and relations apart from representation. This is typified by abstract art. Second, the pursuit of the soul, the attempt to trace the “psyche” in its devious flight, a psychological research on the part of the artists parallel to the experiments of the great analysts. This is represented by the movement known as Surrealisme... not only are these sources the two which offer seemingly endless exploration; but they give to English artists the essential opportunities for expanding the strength of a national art.125

He subscribed to the essential dialectic of artistic expression, and by inferring the ‘essential’ nature of this dialectic to ‘English artists’, indicated the problem for those artists, of modern art being customarily perceived as international. As a theorist and not a practitioner of art, Read had closely studied English sensibility through his interest in romantic art and poetry, and as a theorist, he therefore saw the interrelationship of the imagination with practice itself as a neater, classifiable series of explanations.126 His approach to Unit One was more pragmatic than Nash’s, and he subscribed seemingly unproblematically to an international modernism of broader influences and cultural characteristics.

Therefore, if for Nash, ‘modern’ English art emanated primarily from its own historic and cultural base, the same could not be argued for Read. For whilst Read recognised that Unit One ‘appear[ed]... to have more importance than any event that has happened in the history of English art for very many years’, he implied in the content and expression of his introduction that modern English art was unequivocally international in its historic and cultural base – a ‘considerable tradition’ – and he predicted the course it would take:

In architecture, and in sculpture, as well as in painting, a new awareness of the real purpose or function of the arts has been slowly evolved during the last fifty years, and this consciousness is international in its extent. Whatever happens in England will be part of what is happening in Europe and America generally, and though there is still room for local differentiations (most
obviously in architecture owing to different climatic conditions) yet such differentiations will take place within a coherent movement of world-wide scope.127

Read typically saw no problem in reconciling 'local differentiations' with the characteristics of 'a coherent movement'. But Nash had made no reference in his Times letter to a manifestation of, or an intention to make an English contribution to, an international movement, in his formation of Unit One. Rather, he indicated that an English art sharing characteristics with art of other countries might be generally regarded as inferior because of its lack of uniqueness, and explained: 'The kind of art practised by the individuals of Unit One is no doubt traceable to origins; its counterpart is to be found in many other countries today; that, however, is no reason for under-estimating its value.'128

This supposition reflected the current climate exemplified in the series of Studio articles and correspondence columns. Compared to Read therefore, this virtual aside was all Nash offered in connecting the work of Unit One with other (international) art, clearly locating it generically within its English culture and seeking to redress an imbalance of too much 'reverence for Nature as such' and too little 'structural purpose', from an English perspective.129 Read's introduction on the other hand subtly adopted the group's publication for his own internationalist agenda, fundamentally at odds with Nash's.130 However, Nash by no means rejected international influence, either historically or contemporarily, acknowledging its essential contribution to English art.131

Read's distance from Nash was further revealed in some of his references to Nash's letter, suggesting that Nash's characterisation of the group's aims (design,
imagination) 'might seem a little too narrow' to include Burra's uncompromisingly metaphysical Surrealism. His general tone was cautionary, his position less than wholehearted. He saw the membership of eleven as 'an arbitrary number', and his underlying reservation surfaced in admonitory remarks on the group's need for 'discipline' in the focus of their aims 'to prevent [them] degenerating into a happy and oblivious family', betraying Read's antipathy towards an indigenous identity for modern art in England. To Nash's 'classic example' of past English anti-academism (namely the Pre-Raphaelites), Read conceded 'a possible parallel', and Nash's location of them within the context of a progressive historical English art practice (namely developing new techniques for new subject matter for a new and needy market) was countered by Read's placing them into the context of 'vastly more important' French developments. He failed to appreciate that their attitudes were so progressive that Baudelaire himself had praised them and English 'commonplace' painting, with a 'lyrical tone' compared to the 'humiliating admissions' he felt obliged to make concerning the French painters. Read however referred to them as the 'unfortunate and misguided association of Victorian artists', and insisted on the primary identification of Unit One with a 'consciousness...international in its extent.' His intent on the 'pursuit of' (an international) 'form', militated against the 'pursuit of the soul'.

For both individuals therefore, the problem was broadly about the relationship of English modern art to that of the continent. Read concurred in principle with Nash's 'two most powerful expressions of the modern spirit' but prevaricated over their synthesis in the singular work, because his loyalty to Nicholson (associated with 'form'), and his aspirations for the established liaison of abstract artists with industrial designers in a Bauhaus-type institution, effectively separated them.
This was further demonstrated in his identifying Burra as indicative of the need for a Surrealist category, which distinguished the dominance of Surrealist qualities in his work (associated with 'soul'), from those synthesised in the work of Nash. I suggest that Nash himself believed that such qualities permeated all English expression to varying degrees, and by implication that their absence in geometrical non-figurative painting confirmed the incompatibility of that abstract process as alien to his cultural inheritance.

Loyalties during the short lived Unit One project had surfaced as a marked antipathy between the subjectivity of Surrealist art as individual expression, and the refinement of abstract art as an ideological instrument. This situation had existed in France for some years. Public access to Surrealist art in England was only through occasional, small exhibitions. It was disseminated through the French journal Minotaure, which began the same year as Unit One, enjoying an immediate audience in England, and occasional features in Cahiers d'Art. Surrealism's literary basis attracted both Nash and Read, yet although both were later to become involved in its dissemination in England, Read's agenda in 1934 was to sanction abstract art, through steering the direction of Unit One.

Whereas in his introduction to the publication, Read saw Unit One as heralding 'a new tradition', he evidently nurtured a strong desire for a parallel development of 'new academies' which would implement its 'organization and formulation'. He later confirmed his aspirations for 'the real future of the Unit [as] a functional one' which could 'operate as a practical unit in the industrial system' and 'be prepared to undertake the designing of a building in every detail'. This proposition was about institutional dissemination and had little if anything to do with the internal
consolidation of a new English art and design identity for an already practising cohort, which Nash saw as the Unit’s ultimate goal. Its diverse range of practices, both abstract and surrealist would, Nash believed, ‘give to English artists the essential opportunities for expanding the strength of a national art’, and it would be achieved through exemplary work under the liberal beliefs of the group. Read’s concern on the other hand, appears to have been for the establishment of the means to disseminate the ‘new tradition’ and establish it as the foundation for international art in the twentieth century.

His aspirations were manifested in his unrealised plans to instigate a Bauhaus-type establishment in Edinburgh while he was there, prompted by his connections with modern German aesthetic discourse and its contemporary art scene. By 1933 Goebbels’ Ministry of Propaganda for Popular Enlightenment had assumed total control of the arts in Germany, and the Berlin Bauhaus had just been closed. The consequent influx of political émigrés from the Bauhaus (as well as other radical artists, designers, writers and poets) to Hampstead from 1934, introduced a fresh range of considerations about a ‘new tradition’ in art and design and its effective dissemination. Therefore, Read’s development of thinking about a way forward for Unit One in 1934 was much more about the Bauhaus model of opportunity to disseminate progressive ideals and his desire to instigate something along those international lines in England than it ever was to forge an English modern movement. Also fuelling this preoccupation was that during 1933 he had been writing Art and Industry and was highly attuned to the potentialities of an art that could inspire and guide industrial design. The Artist’s Unit, as he proposed calling the defunct Unit One, was his attempt to establish in England, an educational centre to equal the Bauhaus. Nor was it completely unassociated in
Read's mind from a political ideology, which was to become more apparent by the following year.

Each member of Unit One contributed an essay, and responded to a questionnaire composed by Read. Nash's essay focussed on English art as particular to its historical culture. The previous year he had discussed the characteristics of pictorial subject matter in English art history as a means to highlighting the problem of modern English art, namely that English artists' habitual fidelity to 'Nature' had until recently, demanded little or no imaginative interpretation. But he observed that the gradual departure from detailed naturalistic representation of the 'great English landscape school', marked a romantic rather than a classic tendency. Atmosphere rather than form was, in Nash's view, the predominating tendency which animated English artists. It was both a consciously intended approach and an unconscious conditioning of that intention.

Nash's Unit 1 essay therefore built upon his conviction that the qualities of a nation's character emerged in its art from the artists' subliminal and sensual experience of their place, and a visual aesthetic evolved historically by them in its expression. The questions he proposed referred to the relationship between national and individual character. In order to form them he reviewed his argument with Studio the previous year, asking 'Can we ignore altogether the nationality of a work of art?', 'To what extent has contemporary art in England a national character?'. A work of art had 'qualities of race' and 'chief distinguishing marks' of 'place and time', and he raised the proposition not only of the national or cultural persona of the artist imbued in the artwork, but proposed
further the very physicality of his world as contributive to that persona, and thus implicit in the work.\textsuperscript{154} Quoting Read from \textit{Art Now} he argued:

> If “the artist’s handwriting, not merely his idiosyncrasies, but the whole being of the man expressed in the act”...is the unique property of a work of art, surely we must admit the value of environment. However strongly a work of art may appear stamped by personal genius, it owes something to the power of time and place.\textsuperscript{155}

The English landscape school was imbued with the same ‘essential spirit’ as English literature, which he referred to as the ‘English genius’.\textsuperscript{156} Yet despite derogatory references to the ‘provincial’ nature of English art by critics and artists, Nash embraced it as an unequivocally positive quality, continuing ‘I make this claim without apology’:

> So many apologies have been made for English art. So many false impressions have been made abroad by stupid semi-official organisation, that, to describe a man as an English artist would seem almost a contradiction in terms. On the other hand, we have suffered much embarrassing nonsense of the kind which refers to British artists as “second to none”. Happily, recent developments are changing all that. The international character of modern art, by destroying the false values of nationalism, opens the way for a purely academic approach to the question of national idiosyncrasy, and, in proportion as art becomes more abstract, so the nuances of national or racial distinction become more subtle and, consequently, more interesting to trace.\textsuperscript{157}

The idiosyncratic particularity of the English character was in his view therefore reconcilable with internationality. The ‘essential spirit’ of national character was not, as popularly assumed, to be found in stereotypical or chauvinistic subject matter, but in the subtle qualities of interpretation and execution, even of abstracted form. Referring to the abstract painting of Abstraction Création, whose chief practitioner in England was in his view Wadsworth, Nash found the character of his purely abstract compositions to be English, especially their colour, defined in general as ‘A peculiar bright delicacy ...
somewhat cold but radiant and sharp in key'. Other characteristics of English art were 'A pronounced linear method in design' and the tendency towards 'a likeness rather than an equivalent' but enriched with deeper more subtle truth, an 'imprisoned spirit'. Significantly for Nash, this 'spirit' was particularly 'of the land', and he employed the poetic concept *genius loci* as virtually analogous with this spirit. But, he explained, whatever the nature of the response to 'environment', whether figurative or non-figurative, it would be 'a subjective art'. He saw no contradiction in 'a subjective art' which could also embrace 'an abstract art', and in his own art he claimed he 'would solve such an equation'. His synthesis of abstract (geometrical) form with naturalistic representation, was by now resolving in surreal objects in landscape settings (Pl.6). As a concluding statement it was the most confident assertion that an artist could make.

Nash evidently believed that the unconscious aspect of English art was the dimension where the 'soul' could reside (in this context, the *English* soul), and not in the 'conscious' choice of subject matter redolent of patriotism. This is a critical point to emphasise. Being 'English' was not a matter of prejudice on Nash's part, or insular vision, or superiority, but a matter of experience or inculcation in the unconscious ('the whole experience stored in our being'). It was *this* dimension from which genuine character emanated, and for him the art associated with 'life' was the only means of expressing this character. Nash's dissociation from an objective and non-figurative geometric abstract art was overruled in the case of Wadsworth probably because of his biomorphic forms and because his regard for the painting tradition as a source for contemporary direction informed the character of his work. His motives, albeit distantly, were drawn from 'life'. Even Read had
only reconciled himself to geometric abstraction by validating it in relation to
design or architecture, thence by associating it with ‘life’.

Nicholson’s short contribution to Unit I mortally opposed Nash’s, declaring his
search for ‘the understanding and realisation of infinity – an idea which is complete,
with no beginning, no end, and therefore giving to all things for all time’. The
abstract nature of such assertions evaded further qualification or association with
any empirical precepts. The only reference to a motivation was his belief that
painting and religious experience were ‘the same thing’, characterised by the
‘quality of true vision’. He was at this time working on purely geometric reliefs
in white, a bold esotericism emergent from his period of quasi-synthetic cubist
images.

Hepworth’s essay reflected her contribution to Abstraction-Création in 1932, in
which she exemplified Studio’s objections to the ‘superiority’ of modern artists and
their distance from ordinary life. She had referred to her peer group as ‘a small
number of “initiates” who..., having finally “understood”, [we]re working as true
“architects of the universe”’, discussing painting in terms of the ““vast and neutral””
transcending thought ‘above the ages’. Here there was no desire, as with
Wadsworth, to utilise in some form the offerings of the past, but rather to take ‘a
fresh leap over the centuries’ in order to ““create”” and ““continue””. She had
confirmed that the art she and Nicholson were creating was to be not ‘a materialist,
utilitarian and contemptibly futile art – but much to the contrary, [an art of] forms
issuing from scientific data and from spiritual conjectures’. In this way, she
believed ‘truth and justice’ could evolve, and that therefore the only reality was in
'ideas', believing that modern art's relation to life was accessible through philosophical and scientific principles.\textsuperscript{170}

Therefore the effect within Unit One of this small cohort from Abstraction Création was abrasive to say the least. Hepworth's desire to 'project' her emotional responses to landscape and community 'in sculpture...stone shape and no other shape' would appear to have sat comfortably with Nash's appreciation of the natural characteristics of the physical world, yet 'to make exactly the right relation of masses, a living thing in stone' was achievable for her only when completely removed from those inspirational experiences.\textsuperscript{171} To desire to carve was 'not enough', there had to be 'a positive living and moving towards an ideal'.\textsuperscript{172} Whereas Nash had proposed for Unit One a unifying 'quality of mind', a liberation of attitude, a curiosity and an intelligent articulation of thought and material (which Hepworth certainly possessed), she asserted the further demand that 'the quality of thought...must be abstract – an impersonal vision.'\textsuperscript{173} The 'ideal', the 'impersonal vision' struck at the heart of Nash's beliefs and was so uncompromising that it devastated any delicate equilibrium which he was aiming for with the Unit.

Hardly surprisingly therefore, along with the fundamental difference in motives, what Hepworth must have seen as the 'utilitarian and contemptibly futile' ambitions of Nash for Unit One prompted her and Nicholson to leave the group in 1934, effectively precipitating its dissolution through the consequent surfacing of divided loyalties.\textsuperscript{174} Negotiations between Nash, Read, Moore, and Wells Coates about its re-formation extended into the Spring of 1935, after \textit{Axis} had appeared. Even misgivings about Hepworth's possible inclusion in the new configuration were
symptomatic of a pronounced and growing fracture in the founding principles of the ‘modern movement’ in English art.\textsuperscript{175}

Nash’s own position concerning non-figurative art was, as mentioned, to elicit essential structure through the study of natural form, retaining the originating source of the structure. The concluding sentences of his Unit 1 essay were prophetic for the course \textit{Axis} was to take in its enquiry into abstract art. Describing in his essay an ancient English landmark whose forms were at once part of yet alien to the idea of ‘Nature’, Nash exemplified the dialectical nature of ancient history and modern experience, naturalistic representation and abstract form, in his proposition:

\begin{quote}
Last summer, I walked in a field near Avebury where two rough monoliths stand up, sixteen feet high, miraculously patterned with black and orange lichen, remnants of the avenue of stones which led to the Great Circle. A mile away, a green pyramid casts a gigantic shadow. In the hedge, at hand, the white trumpet of a convulvulus turns from its spiral stem, following the sun. In my art I would solve such an equation.\textsuperscript{176}
\end{quote}

Resonances of his interest in Blossfeldt’s analysis of plant forms were traceable in the larger world in his synthesis of naturalistic and abstract form which evoked a ‘truth’ of ‘life’ and ‘nature’. Although in some respects Nash and Read had concurred, for example on the powerful dialectics motivating art, for Read the poetic or lyrical character of English expression, whilst he acknowledged and embraced it, was emphatically not in accord with an international ‘modern movement’, which he also embraced. For Nash, he saw no reason why it should be nor even considered it desirable.

Read’s questionnaire barely masked his own aspirations. For example, on the issue of an international modern movement he posed the \textit{non sequitur}: ‘Do you believe that art in England must develop on national lines or do you think that the art of the
future will be completely international?" The tension between the terms 'in England' and 'national', and 'of the future' and 'international' suggested his view that art 'in England' could not have 'international' status. The responses, other than Nash's own discussed above, were scanty and varied, with Bigge recognising a 'present oscillation in favour of a narrow Nationalism [which was] probably only incidental to the larger movement of Internationalism'. He saw the international character of contemporary art as a 'revolutionary sentiment.' Hillier considered an English nationalist art 'vastly improbable in view of...the growing cosmopolitanism of...life, whilst the purist tendencies of contemporary painting and sculpture tend to enhance the Internationalism of the arts in alienating them from the local associations'. Wadsworth was aligned with Nash in his advocacy for 'design' in an English art 'determined at all costs to glorify prettiness', and for a concentration upon the 'spiritual'. His perception of English art - 'provincial, ineffectual' - was that it could contribute a 'more universal point of view' in western painting, reminding the reader that 'the production of healthy works of energetic thought and feeling has not ceased in this country'.

In general these responses demonstrated the strong influence of Read's philosophical beliefs, particularly disseminated in *Art Now*, and also the growing influence of idealist theories of an art for the future, underpinning the formal concerns of Abstraction Création. Except for Nash, the general assumption remained that to succeed as a modern artist required a full commitment to international developments. Yet alongside the pressures of Nicholson and Hepworth for non-figurative abstract art, internationalism was equally represented by Surrealist art in England, with Hillier as well as Burra working in this area.
The presence of the surreal influence in Unit One also clinched the retreat of Nicholson and Hepworth.

What began therefore as Nash’s aspiration for English artists to gather in the cause of evolving individual syntheses of ‘formal’ ‘structural purpose’ ‘apart from representation’, with ‘pursuit of the soul’, inspired by ‘a psychological research’, was shattered under the pressure of two conflicting art manifestations from the continent which vied for dominance in extreme forms of expression. Equally as destructive, the underlying conflict of interests between Read and Nash became more marked, and was complicated by Nash’s prolonged absence from London which dissipated his enthusiasm irrevocably.

By the autumn of 1934 when Nicholson and Hepworth left Unit One, it was clear that from amongst the progressive artistic milieu in England, there was an emergent radical cohort, whose conviction was that to be at the cutting edge of international modern expression required not merely a form of abstraction, but a strictly non-figurative abstraction. Moreover, their opinion was that not to conform to this purity of abstract expression was to be retarded as a truly modern artist. It was from the grinding surface of these convictions about the meanings and significances of abstract art, and therefore what constituted an abstract art, that the idea for Axis was formed.
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Wadsworth’s work also retained a Surrealist tendency. Before his membership of Abstraction Création he had been influenced by a surreal synthesis of still life and landscape, and he continued to paint this subject matter alongside his non-figurative abstraction.

P. Nash, ‘Unit One’, *Listener*, p.16.
CHAPTER II

AXIS CONTINUING THE TRADITION
This chapter explores how the effects of diverging perceptions of abstract art which finally became outlined in Unit One were manifested in the first issue of *Axis* and reinforced by the end of *Axis* 6 (Summer 1936). This is achieved by examining the implications for the progressive art milieu in England, of Abstraction Création's strict non-figuration, and its instigation of concerns in the key *Axis* protagonists Evans, Piper, Grigson and Nash. Their views are subsequently explored within the fuller context of their writings and artwork, and of contributions by others to *Axis*. Finally, this chapter seeks to establish that by autumn 1936 a demonstrable trajectory indicated the concept of biomorphic abstraction as the authentic human communication of contemporary experience, most significantly emerging from the fundamental artistic process long constituted within English cultural history.

By the autumn of 1934 what was 'wrong' with 'modern' art for the moderate and conservative art milieu, had mutated into what was 'wrong' with 'abstract' art even for some of its progressive members. Further, the definition of 'abstract' was by no means commonly agreed. From its modern English roots of abstracted naturalistic representation celebrated by Fry and Bell, it had emerged as the extremity of an entirely non-figurative international expression as propounded by Abstraction Création, and in England, particularly by its members Nicholson and Hepworth. That Spring there had also been an exhibition, entitled Objective Abstractions, of a different genre of progressive painters, in which gesture of substance on surface celebrated the nature of the painterly process, in some paintings without subject matter at all. Evans was impressed with its manifestation of a 'different conscience.' She recalled

They rejected conceptual abstraction and also the formal abstraction, the straight development from Cubism, in which the object vanished (or lurked) by way of analysis. Their paintings were a kind of homage to the physical richness of paint, in which
the remnants of the object gleamed like a precious stone or marble in a matrix.³

Before examining the content of Axis it is important to explore the more immediate context from which it emerged. A new Oxford English graduate and part-time tutor, Evans had probably met Piper for the first time on an artist's weekend holiday organised by Ivon Hitchens for whom she had modelled during the summer of 1934. Piper, a reluctant and ultimately failed law student, had recently turned full-time painter, and had published articles or reviews on art since 1931.⁴ Evans's presence reflected her involvement in contemporary art developments, and her recent review of a publication on 'fine art'.⁵ No records exist of the deliberations of this group, but abstract art would undoubtedly have been the main subject for discussion, and Evans, having already planned to visit Paris, was encouraged to meet painters suggested by Nicholson, amongst whom were those non-figurative painters involved with Abstraction Création, namely Hélion, Mondrian, Hans Arp and Sophie Tauber Arp, Brancusi and Giacometti.⁶

She was impressed by their commitment to abstract painting, and persuaded by Hélion to initiate a journal in England on abstract art.⁷ Despite initial misgivings she agreed, the proposal being discussed with Nicholson, art collector Michael Sadler, Grigson, and Read, with Piper appointed as art editor and 'co-producer'.⁸ It was an urgent matter, once the decision had been made, given its swift breaking upon the art scene after Evans's discussions with Hélion in Paris.⁹

The private relationship between Evans and Piper over the project also quickly developed, the literary professional applying her skills of insight and articulation to contemporary art issues, and becoming immersed in that world on the inside. She
developed an impressive discernment during the autumn of 1934, recognising the complexity of implications generated by the precipitous events discussed in chapter one. Through her conversations with 'a great many artists and writers on art' she later acknowledged that 'Between 1933 and 1935 a great many things happened very fast'. It was Evans's Paris visit however, that sealed her 'participan[cy]' in this world, and cemented her collaboration with Piper. His knowledge of the contemporary scene and his intellectual astuteness provided an informed, critical context for her editorial decisions. The status of this collaboration has not been sufficiently acknowledged as the grounding of a particular condition for Axis.

In English modern art history, Axis has been viewed as abandoning its role of representing abstract art, and as failing to maintain an ideological coherence aligned with Abstraction Création or with its journal Abstraction-Création. This is a gross misconception of its originating conditions and aims. A critical factor in the conception of Axis was Hélion's departure earlier in 1934 from Abstraction Création before Evans met him that autumn. It is critical because his views were changing from those tenets encapsulated in the journal, yet his influence upon her is wrongly assumed as an advocacy of Abstraction Création values and priorities. It is also critical because, as the most impressive figure in Evans's view, what he represented was to be signal for her approach to Axis. It is important to understand what Hélion was considering at the time they met in order to form a sense of their discussions and illuminate her conceptual frame for the journal. Given that Axis's subtitle claimed itself to be a review of contemporary 'abstract' painting and sculpture, Evans intended its discursive purpose, her advised use of the term 'abstract' indicating its circumspection.
In August 1934 therefore, Evans found Hélion already in the process of a fundamental reassessment and reconstruction of his own ambition for abstract painting. What concerned him was that the strictly non-figurative abstraction promoted by Abstraction Création oppressed his need to evolve a language for moving ‘du simple au complexe'.\(^{15}\) That year had been a time of intense struggle to construct anew from the basic geometry of pure abstract painting, and Evans’s visit benefited from his recent discoveries. His researches had revealed that his only solution was abstract form developed from a relation with life. In his journal that February he had described the near impossibility of progressing away from the systematic neutrality of Mondrian’s bars, and his decision to convert them into ‘éléments réagissants'.\(^{16}\) He attributed the impetus for this to his bodily intuition that the organic element provided the obvious counterpoint to the bars, in the guise of ‘un “organisme”, un être, un être circulant, balançant, complexe, une cellule'.\(^{17}\)

In this way, he realised, ‘Aussitôt je suis revenu à la forme. Il a fallu transformer les barres en éléments réagissants'.\(^{18}\) He had been seeking, within abstract compositions of ‘Les barres souples, les rectangles souples, les formes allongées, courbes, accélérées, modulées’, to define space rather than defining tension, as had the bars of Mondrian, yet also to resist space, and to react with it.\(^{19}\) Defining space implied the rendering of three dimensions – that experienced not only in vision but also in bodily sensation. The ‘cellule’ was the picture itself, growing through its ‘force intérieure’ whilst being controlled externally.\(^{20}\)

By March he admitted that the abstract painting that had occupied him over the recent years had not fulfilled his hopes, and that therefore he had not been authentic in his expression. He had tried to persuade others as well as himself that abstract art ‘contenait un devenir en soi’, thinking himself sincere, but he now realised he was
only trying to justify himself. Abstract art, he acknowledged, was no more fulfilling than the figurative work he had been doing formerly. In the light of this confession he saw clearly that his predictions for abstract painting (made to Jakovski amongst others) were being realised, namely that ‘les jours de la grande période abstraite étaient comptés. D’ores et déjà je sais que je vais l’abandonner’ (Pl.7).

It was at this stage in his development that he reverted to the term ‘concret’, revising his written announcement that he knew he would abandon abstract art: ‘Je ne veux pas l’abandonner. Je veux la développer jusqu’au concret. Un concret chargé d’esprit comme la pile est chargée d’électricité, en puissance. Un concret générateur d’abstrait.’ The term ‘concret’ was associated with a pictorial physicality beyond merely that of paint on canvas, achieved through configuring tonally graduated forms (Pl.8). Hélion resolved to himself: ‘Je vais conduire mon abstraction le plus près possible de la structure de la vie, jusqu’à lui devenir asymptote, et alors il faudra faire un petit saut, devenir tangent, et retrouver la libre inspiration et le chemin de la pleine compréhension des autres.’ (Pl.9)

Hélion’s position was therefore highly significant for understanding Evans’s thinking at the time of initiating *Axis*. As Abstraction Création was already international, it is fair to argue that Hélion’s encouragement of Evans to start a journal in England was not in the cause of spreading its non-figurative dogma as such. More significantly, having already become disillusioned with its restrictive imperatives, and searching, by the time he met her, for another way out of the *impasse*, he may well have felt that, through *Axis*, a more organic abstract art might emerge in England. It is also reasonable to argue that the seeds of Evans’s own reservations about rigidly non-figurative abstract painting exposed in *Axis* 1 had
been sown at the meeting with Hélion in its preparatory period. ‘Abstract’ was after all, a relatively new subject for her.\textsuperscript{25} I am not suggesting that Hélion merely imposed his views upon her, but that they triggered in her a latent sympathy for a more subjective abstract painting, characteristic of the literary mind. She had been enthused by the intensity of the working process, drawn into its entirety, and ‘conquered’ by Hélion’s ability verbally and actively to bring his ‘pictures’ to ‘life’.\textsuperscript{26} She recalled:

\begin{quote}
It was not really a question of whether I preferred these abstract works... but of an upsurge of belief in the actual activity of painting then. Its comparative beauty, its lasting power, its worth, were questions that did not arise. This was the way it was being done. What mattered was the capacity to be in it at the moment of existence.
\end{quote}

All the artists that I visited that summer had the same quality of private, active intensity in the midst of an indifferent world.\textsuperscript{27}

Evans’s natural enthusiasm prompted Hélion to follow up her visit with a letter to Nicholson advising an approach for the journal. This indicates two significant factors, namely that although she was to be editor, Nicholson was a prominent participant in its conceptualisation, and that Hélion was not advocating an English version of \textit{Abstraction-Création}:

\begin{quote}
I hope this is not going to be anything for the praise or defence of surrealism, though the limits of it should be understood among you all. If you take people such as Nash who is somewhat in a surrealist line, how can you be very neat about it? As Nash is interesting my view of such a magazine would be this, it should start with the best English artists, when they are not compromising, but should keep a strong majority of pure abstracts. My experience of such things is that a magazine soon perishes when just devoted to a small group, and also perishes when a small group does not keep direction of it. Something to avoid would be to give too much importance to already over-advertised people such as Picasso or Miró or Braque, and to resemble Cahiers d’Art. It should be \textit{English} [sic] alive, based on the strongest English [sic] movement that you represent, but encouraging decent, interesting attempts around it. Do you have writers just interested in purely abstract art? Probably no, and this is enough to make a whole abstract review impossible actually, besides the means of production, but it would be essential that one
man perfectly convinced on the abstract side, would each time write to sustain that movement strongly.\textsuperscript{28}

Evans confirmed to Hêlîon that she would not ‘praise’ Surrealism in \textit{Axis}.\textsuperscript{29} This exchange illuminates the antipathy for Surrealism which Nicholson and Hepworth had registered in their withdrawal from Unit One that year, and its congruence with attitudes of Hêlîon and Abstraction Création. Also, Nicholson’s and Hepworth’s rejection of Unit One and Nash in particular, meant that Nash’s inclusion in Evans’s journal would be problematic for both of them. By Autumn 1934, the effects of a strictly non-figurative presence upon the developments of the 7&5 and the disruptive elements in Unit One, meant that Evans was faced with a far more complex undertaking in reviewing ‘abstract’ contemporary art than Nash had experienced when exploring the notion of ‘modern’ art some two years earlier.

It was into this climate that in January 1935 \textit{Axis} announced itself as \textit{A Quarterly Review of Contemporary “Abstract” Painting & Sculpture}.\textsuperscript{30} It was not a manifesto, and its broad scope of possibilities and probabilities of ‘abstract’ work reflected its role as a review. Its title neither claimed to focus upon ‘modern’ painting and sculpture, nor implied anything concerning internationalism, England or Britain. Further, whereas Nash had felt that ‘contemporary’ ‘would not do’, its editor evidently felt that ‘modern’ would not do either, substituting ‘contemporary’ in her title, and enclosing the term ‘abstract’ in inverted commas.\textsuperscript{31}

In appearance, compared to \textit{Studio}, \textit{Axis} was modern (Pls.10, 11). The cover design closely resembled the typographical work of Jan Tschichold, \textit{Axis} contributor and
recent Bauhaus tutor, adding the status of international design to the initial impact of the journal (Pl.12). The internal style, after the changes from sanserif to serif, and also to double columns, was conventional but the illustrations and layout often worked on deeper, more symbolic levels. Most illustrations were black and white with the few colour ones being crafted by Piper (Pl.13).

Although it was Hélion who persuaded Evans that she could undertake Axis, there was no rider that it should imitate Abstraction-Création. The differences between them visually signify distinctly different attitudes, even though they both drew upon Tschichold’s innovations. Abstraction-Création was more radical in its layout, being rigorously arranged in text blocks, with modestly sized images situated to the top and bottom corners, and large white areas between them and the text (Pls. 14, 15). The illustrations, without details, appeared as disembodied plates, or decorative rectangles, amongst the tonality of text blocks, with little sense of them as reproductions of actual paintings or sculptures as discrete objects. Artists were also accorded no details (a prime example of Gaunt’s observation of the ‘denationalized’ condition). The first Axis appeared in bold sanserif font, the first Abstraction-Création employing some sanserif, but whereas the former observed conventional punctuation, the latter banished capitals and spaced punctuation the same as words. (Pl.15).

The overall effect was strikingly consistent, strictly aligned and blocked, making an unequivocal statement of its abstract sympathies. To blur the viewing eye was to make an abstract ‘painting’ of every page. As a journal of communication therefore, it was itself a model of abstraction. It was even abstract in its impersonal presentation of the individual contributors, in its negation of any individualism of
expression, and in its rigid conventions of layout. The different ambitions for *Abstraction-Création* and *Axis* were thus symbolised in their own presentation styles, even before their contents were scrutinised. The tone of *Abstraction-Création* was of insistent pronouncements and assertions, and that of *Axis*, more discursive and exploratory, being drawn from a broader field of enquiry.

The concept of an axis was a superbly apt metaphor for the purpose of the journal, and more significantly, for developments around abstract art. A field of activity rotating around a centre has constant connection with it but can fluctuate in its scope. The inherent risk of increasing the scope could stretch it so far from the centre that it is loses its connection. It could not have been more appropriate for the extreme divergence of abstract developments at this time. Although *Axis* has been invariably compared or associated with *Abstraction-Création*, Evans asserted that 'abstract' defied dogmatic positions or categories. Since the subject of *Axis* fluctuated in its scope, her editorial policy necessarily mirrored this character. In order to map the ground of opinion in *Axis* about definitions of 'abstract', I focus primarily upon the contributions of its cohort, before turning to their activities outside the review.

Describing 'abstract' in *Axis* 1 as 'inadequate and misleading', Evans viewed it as a 'general' term for contemporary non-naturalistic, non-wholly-surrealist, non-wholly-decorative painting and sculpture. It only suggested 'certain limits', and was 'confused with many things'. Her editorial title 'Dead or Alive', intimated the precariousness and inherent dangers of 'abstract' art. References to 'abstraction' implied the act of abstracting, with the focus on 'method' or 'process', and under subtitled categories Evans revealed the assumptions that had so
misrepresented the meanings embedded in the process.40 This first editorial set out some fundamental beliefs which were firmly established in the subsequent issues, and it is therefore important to attend to its content.

In ‘Abstraction and Simplification’ Evans referred to the distinction between painting and photography in the rendering of the ‘object’, connecting surrealist painting with photographic realism, which subjugated the fundamental precepts of the painterly process.41 Surrealists were producing garrulous and inquisitive pictures from a fictional subconscious, which like bad poetry, say too much and leave no room for self-expansion. With all its apparent scope and new ground for exploration the subconscious mind is a more limited subject for painting than a blank wall.42

Surrealism she implied, was not concerned with painting. In contrast to their highly rendered detail, she indicated that the ‘minute differences’ observed in the analysis of form and structure in the ‘abstract method’ signified the abstract painter’s sensitivity to the effect of formal relations, the very vehicle of a painting’s raison d’être.43 Accusations that abstract painting was ‘too simple’ were delusions about what painting was as a contemporary activity.44 This apparently ‘extreme simplification’ was actually ‘exaggerated subtlety…an essential part of any stage.’45 Evans believed that this ‘method’ was precisely that, and needed to be employed in the regeneration of painting: ‘Mondrian’s work is analysis perfected: not an end, but a means in itself: not to be imitated but isolated.’46 Analysis was ‘the end and the beginning: the lowest point in the graph.’47

Hélion’s move to ‘organic’ abstraction discussed above, featured as a significant development to Evans, his work exemplifying painting’s role as an expression of life:
The shapes of things and the shapes between things become a vocabulary, slow to expand but gradually multiplying and growing flexible, till a new complexity of expression is reached. This process can be seen clearly in the work of Hélion. He aims at the complexity of nature without the object. Immense intersections and fine subtleties of forms without bastard memories, but no less expressive of experience.\(^{48}\)

Under ‘Abstraction and Generalisation’ Evans commented that abstraction was ‘justified’ in the case of a particular individual’s need, but not in that of an imitation of (for example) Picasso, which would produce the ‘worst kind of generalisation’.\(^{49}\) The fact that abstraction was currently occupying a whole community of artists rather than an isolated individual, was a matter of ‘sociology and the history of painting’.\(^{50}\) By this she meant that the superficiality of imitation had no motivating spirit, whereas the coagulation of individual needs arose out of the contemporary condition and the tradition of painting. This again is indicative of her position on abstraction at the beginning of her *Axis* editorship. In ‘Abstraction and Machinery’, she asserted that ‘new things come under the same laws of change as old ones,’ dispelling the assumption that painting modern (mechanical) subject matter would itself constitute a modern painting.\(^{51}\) New means were necessary for new ends, and to depict realistically instead of expressing abstractly was in the modern world to miss the point of painting altogether. ‘Abstraction and Progress’ referred to the ideals of a future modern world (as championed in the crusade of Nicholson and Hepworth). Abstraction was not an ‘unwavering journey towards a catastrophic perfection not yet reached or understood by man’.\(^{52}\) In reality it was unpredictable and idiosyncratic, and in order to progress, painting needed to express the moment symbolically, exploiting the character of its medium and its processes through the sensibility of the artist. This had been the enduring struggle of artists,
as Evans implied: ‘The one insistence is that the tradition should be kept actively
alive’.53 She elaborated:

To paint objects like Cézanne, like Chardin, like any of the great
masters, is to foster the tradition of painting, but deny it expansion
and so kill it. Surrealism denies painting altogether. In the
technical and emotional exploration of shapes left by the analysed
object, there is real growth and life.54

From the introductory editorial it is clear that she saw abstract art as continuing the
tradition, and those who were building up from the ‘lowest point’ of the analysed
object in both a ‘technical and emotional’ process of discovery, were producing a
‘complexity of expression’ of ‘experience’.55 The suggestion was that this process
was the axis around which the history of representation turned.

Working within the tradition of painting did not mean following academic, aesthetic
categories of beauty, nor academic painterly techniques. It meant finding analogies
for the pattern of enduring ‘technical and emotional’ innovations from past
explorations, appropriate to the contemporary condition. For Evans and Piper the
‘modern’ tradition constructed by the early 1930s was instigated by Cézanne
through abstracted representation based on enquiries into perception and expression,
and by Picasso and Braque through further analyses of form in space.56 To
‘progress’ necessitated dissent from the status quo, being innovatory, yet still firmly
within the painterly tradition of enquiry, as Nash had recognised of the Pre-
Raphaelites.57 To be ‘modern’ and progressive within the painterly tradition was
not therefore a contradiction in the view of Evans, Nash and the Axis cohort.

I do not view Read as a member of this cohort, but given his inclusion in Axis 1 as
the most prominent theorist and apologist for progressive art, it is appropriate
briefly to compare his position on ‘abstract’ art with Evans’s, in order to account for
his withdrawal from the review the following year (and also the better to profile Evans’s position), before proceeding with the rest of the cohort. His article ‘Our Terminology’, reiterated his view in *Art Now* that abstract art was purely geometrical, and that art which referred in some abstracted way to ‘natural objects’ was cubist. Concentrating specifically on ‘cubism’ and ‘abstraction’, he explained that Cézanne’s ‘simplifications’ were further developed by Picasso’s more ‘aesthetic’ ‘geometrical distortions’, and aligning the transmutation into ‘abstract’ with Plato’s “abstract” or “absolute”, he associated it with ‘a surplus of intellectual values which exist in abstract painting’.

Furthermore, his perception of Cézanne’s and Picasso’s objectives exemplified the very assumption criticised by Evans, that the abstract artist’s ‘elaborate observance of minute differences’ was merely ‘simplification’. In this, Read was fundamentally at odds with Evans’s idea of abstract art as ‘expansion’, exemplified as the ‘building process after analysis’. For example he opposed her inclusive ‘variations of abstraction’ which embraced both ‘a suggestion of surrealism’ and ‘traces of the object’. ‘Certain phases’ of Picasso, Arp, Miró and Ernst, whose forms were not ‘natural’ but which were also ‘not an affair of geometry, of proportions, colours harmonies, etc.’, Read defined as ‘super-realism’, where Evans had included them in a field of abstract painting with a ‘suggestion of surrealism’. Evidently Read did not acknowledge that in their absence of ‘geometry’, the abstracted configurations of those painters still emerged from formal considerations.

It seems that ‘formal’ referred to ‘geometrical’. He stated categorically that:

> For practical criticism, the only distinction we need is between a geometrical art which retains some relation with the appearance of natural objects, and a geometrical art which is entirely contained within the relationships of forms, colours, lines and surfaces without any suggestion of natural objects.
This demonstrated the relative distance of the critic from the artist’s experience and aims in the process of abstracting. For all the attention Read had paid to the philosophy of aesthetics, theories of the psychology of perception, and psychoanalysis in *Art Now*, there seemed scant attention paid to their interrelation in the process of expressing.\(^6\) Furthermore, his attitude towards the ‘abstract’ ‘artist’ as ‘designer’ in *Art and Industry*, had ascribed to geometrical abstract artists a functional role in technical production, as if the process and aims of abstract art fitted seamlessly into the world of utility.\(^6\) The tendency was to prioritise appearance over an understanding of the means of manifesting that appearance – namely the very act of art-making, itself a primarily emotional impulse, secondarily formalised.

Through Piper’s work in ‘pure abstraction’, Evans daily witnessed painting as a reciprocal activity of senses, emotions and intellect. This informed her critical position as the intimate observer of the struggles of an artist, as well as of the judgements and assumptions of the outcome by critics and public. Conversely Read, as much a theorist as a critic, tended to theorise away the very dynamic by which art earned its name, namely the subjective dimension.

Read’s presence may have lent weight, but his social and political perceptions of a limited interpretation of abstract art, signified for Evans further misrepresentation of abstract art’s broader meanings and aims. Those priorities surfacing in his ambitions for the Unit One project were *implicit* in his contributions to *Axis*, but *explicit* in other writing. Having provided for the context of this thesis, Read’s theoretical position concerning modern and abstract art to date, I want to emphasise that having distanced himself from the *Axis* cohort’s priorities, he effectively
dissociated himself from *Axis*’s final achievements. Before proceeding with an examination of the thematics in *Axis* 1, it is therefore useful briefly to indicate in his *Axis* contributions and other commentaries at this time, his ambiguous position over the ‘function’ of abstract art.

Read’s idea of abstract art’s function for improving industrial design had effectively denied its autonomy and asserted its dependency upon architectural design, by the following year. His review of Nicholson’s ‘recent work’ in *Axis* 2 suggested this, firmly locating it within a defining architectural analogy:

> The nearest analogy is architecture: the façade... Facades divorced from function. Free facades – that is the briefest possible description of Ben Nicholson’s new works. But sometimes they remind me most of the ground-plans of Egyptian temples; no longer vertical facades, but area designs, at once logical and sensitive.

Read’s ‘description’ allowed no *autonomous* qualities, he saw its character as a compliment to design: ‘They need space and light... They are the best kind of painting to go with the new architecture... They are integral with light and precision, with economy and cleanliness – with all the virtues of modern sensibility’. His pragmatic approach led to his perception of their aesthetic completion in terms of particular external contexts.

He viewed Hélon’s painting similarly. In ‘Jean Hélon’ in *Axis* 4, he had acknowledged Hélon’s departure from two-dimensionality for a ‘three-dimensional world’. Contemplating to where Hélon’s work would next proceed, he reported that Hélon ‘would ... welcome a way back to social integration, to a functional art of some kind’. But there being no evidence in Hélon’s journals to suggest that this ‘function’ would be anything but pictorial and painterly in their concern with painting ‘la structure de la vie’, with its functional outcome as ‘la pleine
compréhension des autres', Read was vastly wide of the mark. Function for Hélion’s abstract art was not related to design, as Read had perceived of Nicholson’s, but to pictorial communication.

Read’s Marxist perception of progressive art and artists as the ‘intellectual élite’ exemplified Studio’s complaint of ‘modern’ art’s ‘superiority’, but his preoccupation with this philosophy was due particularly to his recent essay entitled ‘What is Revolutionary Art?’ which marked in him a significant change. For whereas his preface to Art Now two years before had referred to ‘a monstrous illogicality which identified modernism in art with communism in politics’, and had established firmly that his theories ‘involve[d] a complete denial of the cultural identity of the modern movement in art and the communist or bolshevist movement in politics’, his ‘Revolutionary Art’ essay constituted a distinct departure from this position.

Explaining the significance of abstract art to the public, Read stated that ‘most’ abstract artists were ‘more or less openly in sympathy with the Communist movement’. Whilst this ‘sympathy’ may in reality have amounted to a broad liberalism, the public connection of abstract art and artists with Communism would have alarmed some practitioners whose politics were nowhere as extreme as Read inferred, and whose art he had anyway claimed to be ‘ostensibly non-political’. Moreover, since the Surrealists were self-proclaimed Communists, these two opposing camps would unsurprisingly have appeared extremely unwilling bedfellows.
Recognising that the 'old conception of individuality' would 'not serve' for modern capitalist society, he argued that 'the relative ['intellectual'] freedom of the individual... can be justified within Marxian orthodoxy.' Dialectical materialism's 'action and reaction' would dynamically relate individual and community: 'The mind must feel an opposition – must be tamped with hard realities if it is to have any blasting power.' Surrealism's 'negative and destructive' tendency was placed beside abstract art's 'positive function', which kept 'inviolate...the universal qualities of art' until they were required in 'the new classless society'. He believed that the relation of the individual artist to his (capitalist) society worked at a deeply psychological level, in the realms of a subconscious recognition of universal symbols. Abstract art was therefore not propagandist as such, but subtly psychological. In this way, Read effectively connected non-figurative abstract art with the cause of a Communist ideal, apparently elucidating the idealist project of Nicholson and Hepworth as developing under the influence of Gabo and Moholy-Nagy.

Political idealism was not the primary focus for Evans, nor for the contributors she used despite the growing presence of Bauhaus figures and Constructivist artists in London and Hampstead in particular. The physical removal of Axis from the Hampstead scene from early 1935 when Evans and Piper rented a farmhouse in Oxfordshire was I suggest, a factor in its broader perspective on abstract art and further conviction of its basis in organic form. Notwithstanding their very regular visits to London, I think it likely that Axis's metaphorical 'distance' further committed its focus to advancing the tradition of painting and sculpture.
In his last appearance in *Axis*, Read’s introduction ‘Abstract Art. A Note for the Uninitiated’ addressed a broader audience, since *Axis* 5 was also serving as the catalogue for the Abstract & Concrete exhibition of April 1936. He argued the validity of a non-figurative, anti-naturalistic art, by comparing it with accepted abstract forms of music and architecture, linking abstract form with ‘emotions’, and in his examples (‘an aura of antiquity’, ‘a primitive instinct’), demonstrating their basis in human intuitions. He asserted that abstract art was not a ‘revolutionary stunt’, not a politicist ‘movement’, but ‘emerged into consciousness’ as a natural evolution. It did not seek to dominate or be popular and, he reiterated, it could only ‘hope to appeal to the Happy Few’. To demonstrate his renewed, aestheticist position, he ended with Plato’s views on harmony and the autonomous beauty of form.

Read’s apparent change of heart from the previous year now located abstract art in an autonomous aesthetic arena. Change was also evident in his epilogue to the new edition of *Art Now* which reviewed developments since 1933 and ‘answer[ed] certain criticisms’. These ‘developments’ signified the social and political contexts of international art, which were brought to bear on abstract and ‘superreal’ art with re-examined categories. ‘Superrealism’ offered ‘the possibility of a new mythology’ he declared, and abstract art was readdressed as ‘pure architectonics’:

> It is the intuitive exploration and plastic statement of possible constructive values, and as such is far removed, not only from the humanistic elements which an artist like Picasso cannot escape, but also from the decorative values which even its critics are sometimes willing to concede to it.

This new perception was the result of a consolidated theoretical validation of geometrical non-figuration aided by the strictly non-figurative 7&5 exhibition in Autumn 1935, and the Abstract & Concrete exhibition of Summer 1936. The latter,
being an international show, brought Hélion to London, and significantly, the constructivist artists Gabo and Moholy Nagy, whose contribution to theoretical discussion profiled the social and political implications of geometric abstract art.

Under this sanction, Nicholson’s and Hepworth’s positions of evolving a constructive art as symbolic of the ideal future, were reiterated and manifestly ‘internationalised’. Also staged that summer in London was the International Surrealist Exhibition, with which Read was involved. His simultaneous support for the extremities of progressive developments therefore necessitated reconsideration of some of his earlier perceptions and claims.

As much as his involvement with Surrealism, Read’s prophecy that abstract art would ‘tend to separate off from the normal conception of painting and sculpture’ accounts I suggest, for the separation of Read himself from Axis. Again, almost unwittingly he allocated abstract art to another sphere of existence. Its separation from painting would be due to the logical possibilities of its expression in other media, ‘perhaps because its energies will be absorbed by new developments in architecture and industrial design’. Abstract art being invariably connected with ‘design’, meant that ‘intuitive exploration’ was removed from the working of the medium, being present only in the sense of design – of configuration of elements (‘possible constructive values’) – and only part of the ‘complexity’ of the process of human expression. Read never resolved the paradox of a geometrical non-figurative art as emotional communication, which merely confirmed for the Axis cohort its impasse position for painting. Evans commented on his often contradictory position later, but confirmed his positive role in the milieu as supportive on all sides, which meant that ‘he sometimes got himself into deep ideological water.’
Nash considered his position in relation to *Axis*, in its remit as a review of 'abstract' art. In his article 'Abstract Art' as early as 1932, he had identified 'three distinct schools of abstract painting - so called'\textsuperscript{100} They were firstly, the "abstractions" from 'natural form' of Braque, Picasso and Léger, secondly, the 'abstract equivalent' of 'natural forms' of Wadsworth, and thirdly, 'purely abstract form without adventitious aid', for which he offered no example.\textsuperscript{101} All three he saw as 'under the title of abstract painters', explaining the rationale of the term as "a separation", a withdraw[ing] from the concrete'.\textsuperscript{102} However, he argued further that only the last two could properly be termed 'non-representational' (or 'non-figurative') in their intention to separate from the concrete in order not to 're-present' any aspect of it.\textsuperscript{103} In contrast, he referred to the 'conception of an abstract picture' as represented by 'an image which stands for the attribute of a thing', considered as being apart from its 'concrete appearance' or 'human reference', indicating the necessary 'mental process' as 'the essence of abstract art'.\textsuperscript{104} (my italics)

It was in this context that his article in *Axis* 1 entitled 'For, But Not With', that Nash addressed Read's propositions from *Art Now*.\textsuperscript{105} Like Read, he believed that 'a purely abstract art' would, in its autonomy "occupy, in the future, a relationship to industrial design very similar to the relationship pure mathematics bears to the practical sciences."\textsuperscript{106} I understand him to mean by this that in resembling mathematics, its independent logic was at the disposal of functional design. However, Nash disagreed with Read's view that *only* geometric abstract art was driven by a psychological need to order the chaos of modern life (the analogy drawn by Read from Worringer's *Form in Gothic*), arguing that the modern artist's
response to the modern world was achieved by 'a wider field than that occupied by
a pure abstract art.'\textsuperscript{107} Whether or not it was “an art merely of escape”, as Read had
declared, Nash was provoked to retort that it was 'not the prerogative of the
practitioners of a purely geometrical art.'\textsuperscript{108} Arbitrary though the apparent
interchangeability of the term 'purely geometrical' with 'pure abstract' appears, it is
at least clear that by 1935 'geometrical' signified particular practitioners, and that in
Nash's opening sentences, 'non-figurative' was not the necessary definition of
'abstract' for Evans.\textsuperscript{109} He aimed in his work to construct his own 'piece of world',
as he commented of Hé lion, but whilst he believed that 'the infinite variations of
nature may be resolved with an equally calculable number of complete
abstractions', he still needed 'partially organic features to make [his] fixed
conceptual image', without which he would 'suffer[ing] in spirit'.\textsuperscript{110} He aimed,
through 'symbolical representation and abstraction', always to 'give life to a
conception within the formal shell.'\textsuperscript{111}

It was not therefore to reduce or crystalise, but to evoke 'other', imagined, meaning
through association. At this time Nash was working in symbolic figuration, with
objects or platonic solids in figurative settings, generating poetic or surreal meaning
(Pl.34). Effectively he was inverting Worringer's idea of an ordering of chaos also
to mean a re-ordering of meaning into something unexpected. To make poignant
that meaning as he experienced it, namely a subversion of expectations, he needed
to convey the particularity of his objects, something which the universality of a
purely abstract idiom would forcibly deny. In this sense, I propose that Nash's art
was as abstract from its subject's normative meaning, as non-figurative abstraction
was from any subject matter, Nash's meaning being formed in the realm of the
individual's imagination. It was this space which constituted the very site of the
process of abstracting. As briefly mentioned, it was this 'mental process' of conceiving, where 'contemplation' occurs, that Nash saw as 'the essence of abstract art.'

By approaching his article 'obliquely' he was implying that despite a certain admiration for the 'immaculate monotony of Abstraction-Création', he rejected the complete removal from the physical world implied by geometrical form. If aspects of naturalistic representation gave 'life' to his painting, then in their absence, it was dead. The implication for this form of abstract art was clear. However, by using pure abstract form for design purposes only, he acknowledged he could 'gain something in the release from all representational problems' and 'find non-figurative painting a pure, unhindered joy'. This article thus announced his dissociation from 'abstract' painting as painting, constituting his exit from *Axis*.

Evans's inclusive perception of 'abstract' was explored further by Piper's *Axis* I review of Picasso's Tate exhibition. Where Hélion's beliefs were influential for Evans, it was Wyndham Lewis's beliefs expressed in *Men Without Art* published the previous year, that Piper drew from to support his priority for an abstract art of symbolic form. Before turning to Piper's review, it is important to outline Lewis's formative observations about the current situation in order to suggest his invisible presence at this time.

We need to recall that Lewis and the Vorticists had adopted Hulme's notion of 'classic' art. In *Men Without Art* Lewis reiterated it as 'a common consciousness' found within 'each individual representation of the age', generally
resulting from 'a relatively small society'. Citing Brunetièrè's definition of 'classic' art as a concept firmly linked with a "definite social function or purpose", (so that by implication, 'classic' represented a "moral" position), he challenged the possibility that a whole nation could work artistically as a community.

Nicholson's and Hepworth's aspirations are brought to mind. In recognising the romantic condition of the modern world, Lewis saw the classic as a form of resistance, whose manifestation constituted 'merely degrees of the opposite tendency, at present labelled "romantic"', and he declared that 'in matters of art it could be said, "We are all romantics today"'.

In his review of Picasso's work, Piper cited Lewis's metaphors of a "highly organised visual entity - a tiger" and a "dark red splash of paint upon a whitewashed wall" (classic and romantic respectively) as a means to argue their simultaneous presence in Picasso's art, implying its authentic expression, stating that 'a tiger as a visual entity may quite reasonably be considered as a red splash in perfect control'. In the context of abstract art therefore, Piper saw the 'romantic' tendency as the initiating force, to be tempered by an eloquent rationalisation of form and language, whilst maintaining attachment to its originating source.

Cézanne's analysis of the physical world was not the route to a new form of classicism but the base from which to build a valid form of abstract art or ordered sensual and emotional experience:

With the extra complexity of life since about 1900 and red-splash promptings like negro sculpture and psycho-analysis, what other approach has been possible than through use and constant control of the red splash? It was the only way to marshal any elements of this complex, constantly implicated existence.

By authenticating Picasso's art as 'the only way' through both its 'use' and 'control' of a romantic expressiveness, Piper was thus validating an abstract art
which synthesised both tendencies. Mondrian’s and Dali’s positions represented the extremities.\(^{125}\) Héléon and Nash were approaching a balanced synthesis from either pole. Piper’s own work however, having been engaged with strictly abstract elements, employed in expressions of spatial experience in both actual and pictorial terms (Pl.16), was by now at its most abstract to date, exploring formal lessons intently. (Pl.17)\(^{126}\) Yet clearly from his review, he did not subscribe even then, to an art which denied both ‘life’ or its painterly inheritance.

Geoffrey Grigson, founder of New Verse in 1933, was an enthusiastic critic of new developments in poetry, literature and art, a long-established friend of the Nicholsons and respectful admirer of the intellectual integrity of Wyndham Lewis.\(^{127}\) He concurred with Evans, Nash and Piper over the sterility of geometric non-figurative art. In ‘Comment on England’ in Axis 1, he surveyed the prospects for English abstract art, arguing that a ‘pure method’ for abstract art would render art merely ‘intellective’.\(^{128}\) ‘Purism, “abstraction-creation” [sic], if developed further’ he stated, ‘would mean the supersession of art by ideal death’.\(^{129}\) To explore the basis for a successful synthesis of abstract and expressive form, he referred to Willhelm Wundt’s theories on ‘primitive’ or tribal art, whose abstract forms were intuitive, and psychological.\(^{130}\)

Wundt considered that the psychological content of abstract form constituted a fuller, human expression than had been apparent initially. Grigson posited that contemporary abstract art should also be similarly ‘bodied out’ by associative configurations so that it could ‘answer to the ideological and emotional complexity of the needs of human beings with their enlarged knowledge of the widened country of self’.\(^{131}\) He referred to this art, which attained the dialectical dynamic of the
'ideological and emotional' as 'biomorphic', positioned 'between 'matter and mind, matter and life.' In his 1935 essay 'Painting and Sculpture' he had reiterated 'two kinds' of abstract art, 'half-abstract and organic... the art of life or spirit through life' and the 'properly abstract art or art of an ideal death.'

Abstraction was the 'first floor to build upon', and Grigson saw Nicholson working dangerously close to this method, his painting resembling 'An image of infinity, ordered by saying "no" rather than "yes", which is without body enough to make the image perceptual. Admirable in technical qualities, in taste, in severe self-expurgation, but too much "art itself", floating and disinfected.' Yet he admired Nicholson and his work, recognising its significance as comparable with the paintings of Lewis, Wood, and the sculpture of Moore, the latter being 'the only important English artist of this century.' His letter to Nicholson, probably arising from a conversation to which Nicholson objected, reveals Grigson's astuteness and directness, and is worth a substantial quotation:

So far as I can see, people are all painting separately all the things someone ought to be painting in one picture; a kind of "School of X", A always doing bits of very pale sky, B always doing a couple of doors, C always doing grey walls etc. etc.; or its like always walking every day at exactly half-past two (or if you like, five minutes earlier each day, in which case you finally get back to night) down exactly the same path, though of course it alters a bit as you walk on it, gets straighter and more familiar, and neater, especially if you pull out the weeds every day, until it [sic] so hard that weeds cannot grow. But by this time, as I say, you're walking down the path in the dark, and you strike a match, and look at the label inside your coat, and find that your name's Mondrian. Now Lewis, however incompletely he may paint because he's been completely doing so many other things, will never have to strike that match; and you, it seems to me, may have to strike it. I like your pictures. I don't like Clive Bell's or is his name Grant. I like them for very good reasons, because they are painted well, and are pure, austere, without being priggish or sour or pompous or whimsical. But what they have'nt [sic] got (very few picture [sic] of now or the last twenty years have) is enough of all the qualities which once made great pictures. They just have enough of one or two of the qualities, so that they leave one
(me, any way) [sic] only a bit occupied and satisfied. If you say, go on, say what occupies or satisfies all of you, I cannot reply, because I am not sure that such paintings exist, one or two by Picasso, I suppose, by Klee (but then he is a minor master, even if he wasn’t afraid of ‘literature’), Miro [sic], Lewis, Erni perhaps..., Hélio. The chief thing is that there are many rooms in the house and you cannot shut down ten of them, put sheets over the furniture, and say I will just live in this very white tiled bathroom which has no steam because it hasn’t even a bath or a basin or taps. Of course, it can be said, but out of devilry if I ever got into the bathroom I should probably cover the walls with Dali transfers and pages out of Minotaure.  

Although Grigson was interested in Surrealism, he called for a biomorphic form of abstract art that would satisfy the growing need for an art of ‘rotundity’ of purpose. 137 ‘Biomorphic’ was ‘no bad term for the paintings of Miró, Hélio, Erni and others, to distinguish them from the modern geometric abstractions and from rigid surrealism.’ The entire section devoted to Lewis was testimony of his friendship and influence. 138 

Stating, in ‘Comment on England’ that only Moore and Lewis had enough ‘maturity’ and ‘control’ to work ‘actively between’ the two tendencies, he saw them opposing ‘mortally’ ‘the peevish pinched formalism...[of]...Roger Fry, Clive Bell and their minute protégés’. 139 Nash’s work he found still retained a sense of Bloomsbury, a compromised visual abstraction, but it was Moore’s work which received the accolade of successful biomorphic abstraction. It is useful to understand what Grigson understood it to represent:

Product of the multiform inventive artist, abstraction-surrealism nearly in control; of a constructor of images between the conscious and the unconscious and between what we perceive and what we project emotionally into the objects of our world; of the one English sculptor of large, imaginative power, of which he is almost master; the biomorphist producing viable work, with all the technique he requires. 140
Moore succeeded where Nash failed. Both were working with the fullness of human experience – the conscious and the unconscious, but for Grigson, Moore was an English ‘biomorphist’, Nash a ‘pre-abstractionist’.\textsuperscript{141} Grigson selected Hélion as the international artist to watch, the one who could see ‘as sharply as any painter the need for a new biomorphic complexity’, his work demonstrating that ‘painting and sculpture is gaining a new rotundity of purpose and achievement.’\textsuperscript{142} Quoting him, Grigson confirmed Hélion’s thinking underlying his recent withdrawal from Abstraction Création: “‘There is a point where ethics, esthetic [sic], lyricism [sic], reason all meet and become one thing. That point, the picture’.”\textsuperscript{143} This ‘rotundity’ involved organic visual language to which the sensate human responded.

Therefore, Axis 1 established through its cohort the empirical nature of its philosophy for ‘abstract’ art, and demonstrated its necessary latitude of interpretation, protecting the integrity of individual expression. Read’s position by his last contribution in Axis 5, was to demonstrate his distance from this philosophy, and his often ambiguous position. To investigate further her belief in differing views of ‘abstract’ art, Evans’s independent comments later in 1935, prove to be revealing.

She brought to her essay ‘Abstract Art: Collecting the Fragments’, published in the November issue of the Oxford Review, experiences not only from Axis, but of deliberations over the controversial 7&5 exhibition the previous month, the outcome of which sharpened her thinking on abstraction.\textsuperscript{144} The title itself suggested that abstract art stemmed from a variety of artistic intentions in history, which Evans concisely reiterated on the first page.\textsuperscript{145} This priority of connecting a visual outcome to its motivations, appears to have become challenged in the
unifying visual aesthetic imposed upon the 7&5 for their recent exhibition. We need to recall that Piper, as secretary to Nicholson's chair of the group, had the task of informing members that only purely abstract art would be accepted for entry. No evidence has illuminated Piper's views on this, but since he implemented the necessary veto, it would be fair to assume his consent, even if with reservations.\textsuperscript{146} His active role in imposing pure abstraction reflected his deep involvement with exploring the pictorial effects of the process of abstracting.\textsuperscript{147} In the first half of 1934, before the Unit One dénouement, and before he knew Nash well, Piper would not have anticipated the outcome of Nicholson's intransigence.\textsuperscript{148}

Evans noted in her essay that the 'immensely complex and even more disorganized world' produced accordingly complex motives and artistic outcomes, including in her examples Mondrian, Nicholson, Kandinsky, Miró, Hélion, Piper, and others, who all had 'different roots in the past, different things to express, different passions and apprehensions.'\textsuperscript{149} Reiterating the sentiment of her \textit{Axis} 1 editorial, she continued 'The word \textit{abstract} unites them too closely....It tries to deny them the right to growth and movement and to the expression of a continually changing life, by its vague, inapplicable, philosophical meanings.'\textsuperscript{150} In \textit{Axis} 1, the 'misleading' nature of the term had been not merely an inappropriate definition, but an 'inadequate' one – an \textit{insufficient} one – not full enough, and in this essay she elaborated upon its restriction of freedom, suppression of spontaneity and remoteness from reality.\textsuperscript{151} (my italics) She saw Hélion's choice of the term 'Concrete' (sic) as more appropriate 'considering the passion of these artists for a rebuilding, and their discontent with further analysis.'\textsuperscript{152}
Evans would have known that the united front presented at the 7&5 exhibition the previous month was achieved by rejecting the serious artistic projects of some of its members. She would have been party to the wrangles over attaining that outcome, as communicated through Piper's experiences. This dissonance between public and private was masked by the whole public ambience of a unified abstract art. It would have represented to her the very misrepresentation of abstract art's individual process, as well as its variability.

This was evident in her explanation of the 'new complexity', of the varied 'organization' of 'straight lines, curves, simple shapes'. This 'complexity' had 'an organic and spiritual force', and with this further assertion of her connection of art with 'life', I want to emphasise her commitment to the necessary biomorphic nature of its expression. She continued:

Whether the path follows the known line of a nose, or the anonymous trajectory of a parabola is of no decisive importance in itself. (Hélion) The practical difference is that the first is accepted as a legitimate activity, in touch with life as it is to-day, while the second is either taken as mere escapism or glorified as a moral advance towards pure form. People will not accept it as a parallel activity [...] to the making of a thirteenth-century stained-glass window, or a pre-Conquest English carving; produced just as much by the exigences [sic] and limitations of the time... The pure form idea is tempting, but breaks down as soon as you begin to examine the actual work. 'Logic and the analytic spirit can penetrate a work of art to a certain depth but never to the roots. (Léger.)'

Since the crux of the abstract problem at this point in 1935 was geometrical non-figurative abstraction versus biomorphic, I propose that the subtlety of Evans's inference in this passage was carefully deliberated. I suggest that she objected to the collective and idealist interpretations accorded to 'abstract' by Read, and by association Nicholson, and was irritated by Axis's presumed implication in their
motives. As a subsequent indication of Evans's thinking, her essay suggests that together with Hélio's influence, from the outset of Axis she harboured reservations about the authenticity of geometrical non-figuration both as an individual expression and as a painterly practice.

Therefore the outcome of Axis 1 indicated in its cohort the predominant conviction that biomorphic abstract art was the only realistic way forward. Hélio's first contribution 'From Reduction to Growth', appearing in Axis 2, publicly demonstrated and elaborated his position as distinct from Abstraction Création. He explained the intractable problem for the contemporary artist whose rigidly geometrical abstraction from nature detached him from his historical grounding, denying him 'a tradition well-established, that he enriched and transmitted'. The result was that the 'most technically perfected' work currently being 'produced in the cul-de-sac position', was losing 'all its qualities of fight, its indications and possible progressions' and 'react[ing] against the freedom, or anarchy of other tendencies.' It offered 'certitude, order, clarity, but also extreme limitation.'

Like Evans, he admired and was indebted to the achievement of Mondrian, but referring to his work as his 'sign', he recognised also his 'limitation of conception' in the reduction of elements to a flattening of perspective, arguing

It is in looking for more reality in painting that perspective has been denounced as a sterile imitation of appearances, and abandoned. Renouncing its illusion, one adores the true, touchable surface and tries to flatten everything into it. This flattening is also produced by the will to show the elements completely, to leave nothing behind, nothing hidden, and this is a high preoccupation. But whatever the possibility of illusion of it, Raphael or Poussin used perspective as a way of establishing continuous relations between what is here, and what is far, what is big and what is small. It was a scale of values; and this has been overlooked. [my italics]
I want to establish the significance of this argument as aligned with the problem of geometric abstraction, perceived by the *Axis* cohort as an incomplete expression. Hélio’s forms were not, like most of Nash’s, abstracted figuration, but without the ‘scale of values’, he felt the uniformity of the elements denied the organic ‘sensation of time, that is to say, a sensation of space’. Therefore, whilst asserting that abstract art was the ‘most authentic’ and the ‘most progressive’ and the ‘strongest movement’ of the day, he called for a ‘confrontation of all terms, all degrees, of all positions, with permanent reference to all steps of the past and to our own steps; a slow process of assimilation, correction, and digestion’. Finally and just as significantly, he stated ‘There must be conceived a tradition including Raphael, as well as the Cubists and Mondrian...Here is the difference between what would be a sterile return, and what can be a definite progress’. There could be no more unequivocal a statement than this for a commitment to the historical pedigree of the practice in the working of the present. Moreover, as with Evans in her rejection of dogma in favour of an organic progression, he declared ‘The field of possibilities must be kept wide open’, yet whilst removing imposed limitations, ‘keeping an axis of progression’. 

To this end Hélio worked with groups of graduated abstract elements which interacted internally *and* externally evolving a field of interpretative potential, declaring ‘It is the essential point of art to identify spirit and material through sight; to create a continuity: man-fact-world.’ ‘Spirit and material’ encompassed his philosophy of abstract art. As a motivating force for instigating *Axis*, the largely unacknowledged nature of his influence of biomorphism must be recognised as *more* significant than Read’s established theory of geometric abstraction, as a
criterion for assessing the role and achievement of *Axis*. Hélion's defining role in forming the concept of abstract art established its inseparability from the 'structure de la vie', the belief which defined the priorities of its cohort.

Evans concurred with Grigson over the 'organic' quality of Hélion's 'organic' forms as closer to the material world and emerging from the traditions of painting itself:

There is theoretical integrity in abstract painting to-day – upheld through a formal rigidity of design, one simple shape against another, one direction opposed to another and a deliberate accentuation of contrasts for their own sakes – which is not Hélion's way. Extreme flexibility of design and muffled contrasts get him nearer to the double and instantaneous action of expansion and tension that he is after. It would not be true to say that he gets at this through a study of such painters as Poussin, Rubens, Seurat, but that he finds in analysing their work a corroboration and a sanction.

Hélion says in one of his articles: "There are on the one hand, those who turn desperately around nature without daring to enter, and, on the other hand, those who, beyond the elementary cells, try to develop a language." And so Hélion tries to develop a classical language with contemporary elements.¹⁶⁸

Evans, Piper, Grigson and Nash perceived the freedom of the artist as *negotiating* a language, and not as being drastically curtailed by dogmatic pronouncements and expectations. Her implication of 'theoretical integrity' suggests the impossibility of theory alone, in the resolution of pictorial matters through the fullness of practice. Such were the motives of Mondrian, and probably Nicholson, with his more subjectively organised forms, exhibiting 'simplicity for its own sake'.¹⁶⁹ Whereas Hélion's painting evoked space and time in its modulated forms, Mondrian's and Nicholson's were static.
Before continuing to explore concepts of biomorphic abstraction I need to reiterate the differing perceptions of the expression of 'life' in abstract art which defined the nature of biomorphism. We have seen how Hélio modulated his forms to evoke movement, space and by inference time, motivated by his concept of the picture as a 'cellule'.\textsuperscript{170} In the case of Nicholson, who published no illuminating account of his working process by mid 1936, we have only Read's word for his 'mathematical and crystalline' 'aspects of reality', which he (Read) claimed consisted of a synthesis of organic and inorganic form.\textsuperscript{171} That sense therefore, differed fundamentally from that of Hélio. It was in terms of organisms that Hélio perceived his paintings, but different again, it was a much broader sense of 'life' that biomorphic abstraction represented, in the view of the Axis cohort. For them, it meant abstracted form from daily life, from the experience or conditions of living, and not merely the scientific application (although it was implicit in 'living'). This broader view became more evident as Axis progressed, and its cohort's separation of abstraction from representation narrowed, but their sense of 'biomorphic' abstraction needed stating at this stage in the thesis.

Read had claimed Nicholson as 'something of a mystic', who expressed in his geometrical forms 'a reality underlying appearances' by being 'attuned' to the 'proportions and harmonies inherent in all natural phenomena, in the universe itself.'\textsuperscript{172} As Mondrian's solution was generally admired but viewed as sterile by the Axis cohort so, I argue, Nicholson's was similarly regarded. Both were admired for their purity, not their painterly or pictorial qualities. The 'mystical' claim made by Read did not, I suggest, impress Evans. Her view was that art representing the 'opposite of Picasso's attitude' (here she must have had Nicholson's as well as Mondrian's in mind) — namely a 'lyrical' expression of 'the object' — 'preserve[d]'
the ‘remoteness’ of the universe, ‘the picture embrace[d] a preconcieved God. Instead of representing a familiar thing in such a way that there is no limit to what it can mean, it represents an unfamiliar thing in a strictly limited way. The object is no longer the world-object of the cubists, it is a symbol.'¹⁷³ She observed that ‘A square realised as an object’ could be perceived as ‘nothing but itself’, but not as a ‘symbol’.¹⁷⁴ It was ‘a fine base to build on’, and could be developed structurally to permit subtle, ‘life’-signifying form, without direct reference, as an existent ‘part of a very real world.’¹⁷⁵ Evans was thus committed to the progression of painting as a pictorial art, and not a form of conceptual art.

One of the most significant contributions in the entire run of Axis convincingly established a connection between biomorphic abstraction, human psychology, and the painting tradition, by tracing the authentic roots of Surrealism. In the unlikely title ‘Surrealism and Abstraction – The Search for Subjective Form’ in Axis 6, psychologists J. and M. Thwaites explored ‘subjective form’ as the basis of biomorphic abstraction drawn from what they argued as its own, somewhat forgotten, tradition.¹⁷⁶ Whereas Hélion’s formal organicism was concerned with pictorial renderings of space as the experiential dimension of the physical world, the Thwaiteses were concerned with the empathy with form and gesture as an emotional expression.

They concentrated on that aspect of the European painting tradition in which the artist’s relation to the object was exaggeratedly subjective. Citing El Greco, whose interest in the subjective rendering was ‘at a remove’ from the visual world, they described his painterly qualities as ‘plastic equivalents for emotions, not for appearances.’¹⁷⁷ The exploration over time of these expressive elements (e.g.
'rhythms and livid colours') had, they argued, resulted in the art of abstract expression of which the first manifestation was Kandinsky. They significantly named Kandinsky as the 'father' of Surrealism, because of the 'psychic automatism' of his early abstractions, in which he 'evolved a rhythmic line a little analogous to Baroque.' His development of this line rendered 'volume without mass' and free rhythm, unassociated with visual structure of the physical world. Evans had been drawn to the emotional quality, and struck by the significance of Kandinsky's pioneering abstraction, quoting at some length from 'The Art of Spiritual Harmony' in Axis 1, discussing him in Axis 2, and describing him in her 'Abstract Art' essay as 'elemental and fiery' (Pl.18).

This interest in psychic abstraction was somewhat removed from the common perception of surrealism as being about subject matter with psychic content, a misconception for which the Thwaiteses viewed Breton himself and his 'English admirers' as 'partly responsible'. Breton had acknowledged that after centuries of art's concentration upon the self or the "super" self, it now eagerly explored fully "les terres immenses et presque vierges du soi". This referred to the shift from the exploration of an imitative, naturalistic representation of the visual world, to that of the artist's subjectivity in interpreting the visual world, in recent decades. But his repeated assertion that psychic automatism "n'a jamais constitué pour le surréalisme une fin en soi", meant that 'academicians' and 'illustrators' like Chirico or Dali, because of their psychic content, were 'overvalued'. The highly wrought narrative realism employed by the Surrealists did not exploit the perceptions and crafts of painting or sculpture as themselves potent vehicles of emotion. Concurring with Evans, the Thwaiteses declared that this 'denied' surrealism as plastic art. It ignore[d] a contribution to plastic form which began over twenty years ago'
(inferring Kandinsky's contribution), which continued the development of 'plastic equivalents for emotions.' In essence, their argument was for the renewal of the craft of painting and the configuration of evocative form in abstract art.

Furthermore, they subscribed to the body of opinion regarding the primal nature of mark making, seeing Kandinsky's abstract line paintings (often inspired by prehistoric or children's drawings) as the first modern examples of 'subjective abstract form'; and despite his later abandonment of this approach, declared its valuable contribution to visual language. They further declared that a 'rhythm of line', in its 'suggestion of many images' (as in the work of Ernst), 'expressed' in itself the subjective ambiguity of form. This gives a plastic equivalent for emotional states, without losing their quality and intensity. It allows play to the form-creating power of the subconscious', and 'frees the associations of the eye and mind.' It was this interpretative space where human individual meaning could blossom. By citing Wundt in Axis 2, Grigson had also recognised this power in the abstracted forms of primitive art, explaining that with biomorphic abstraction, 'we are placing ourselves somewhere behind the contradictions of matter and mind, where an identity ... may more primitively exist.'

The Thwaiteeses shared with Evans a concern over the Surrealists' plundering of history for their own interests. Their understanding of the psychological basis of biomorphic form needs clarification in this connection. They argued that the misappropriation of artists from the past as the Surrealist progenitors signified the Surrealist's loss of focus, and their distraction into narrative imagery, whose highly detailed naturalistic representation superseded its originally ambiguous biomorphic language, sometimes achieved through chance and automatism. They linked this
loss with the Surrealists' preoccupation with Freudian analysis, as had Evans, who
deplored 'the same succession of dreary shocks' where 'the mind makes a beeline
for its own preoccupations'. Amongst the 'misconceptions' of Breton and his
'English admirers', the Thwaiteses acknowledged the failure to recognise that
subjective form emerged in various manifestations as a gradual evolution. 'They
deny evolution, simply picking out introvert artists of any period who have touched
preconscious levels.' Evans had been outraged by their disingenuity, Gascoyne's
publication having alighted upon Blake as a precursor to Surrealism. In her
editorial to that Axis issue she remonstrated:

The surrealists claim all those in the past or living to-day who
have any passion, as being surrealist in the particular
manifestation of their passion, so that to-day surrealist is a
catchword not only for any oddity but for any sign of intensity and
guts in a work of art or piece of behaviour. This is a thing to fight
against. It is one more label for the artist to contend with (given
the pseudo-validity by its application to great figures of the past).
It can be added to abnormality and genius and the sacred reproach
of eccentricity. But there is a more important objection than this:
it very often implies a complete misconception of the artist
concerned. To call Blake surrealist in any part of his work
invalidates his whole life and work (from his own point of view if
from no one else's), it is about as near the mark as it would be to
call Stendhal surrealist. The surrealists are explorers of the mind;
the creative counterparts of Freud. Blake was a builder; the
unknown forces of his mind were as much part of him as the
blood in his body, and flowed as evenly. They were as
controllable as the nerves of his fingers as they wrote. He used
the weight of them. They were already canalized.

Evans was therefore fiercely asserting the artist's right to have his work considered
in the light of his motives and his time. There was 'very often' a 'complete
misconception of the artist' in electing his work on the basis of its appearance
alone, both in contemporary art, and in regarding historical art, which 'invalidate[d]
his whole life and work'. Similarly, the Thwaiteses had exemplified El Greco for
his process, not his subject matter per se. They understood his 'passion' as
'canalized' in the way Evans was describing Blake's whole practice, and therefore they all recognised as authentic, the direct human expression in 'organic' abstracted form executed in an expressive technique.

What emerged from *Axis* by issue six therefore, was a concept of biomorphic abstract art which concerned itself with form whose ambiguity or whose ambiguous disposition, defied fixed interpretation, yet required a particularity of appearance to aid the transmutation from the object of vision into the imagination of the viewing subject. This is the quintessential romantic characteristic. It was the ambiguous nature of biomorphic abstraction which earned its association with 'life', and its potential for proliferating meaning. Rather than a fixed, classic universality, its particularity, provoking an internalised reality, could only result in authentic expression. I am arguing that by *Axis* 6 the concept of biomorphic abstraction manifested to date, had been evident in the forms of Hélon and Piper, which were developing within the process of abstracting, towards further associative form and configuration.194

That Hélon and Piper were executing the most accomplished non-Surrealist biomorphic abstract paintings at this time, consolidating abstract art with 'life', has not been acknowledged for its particular contemporary significance, nor has the reciprocity of attitude between the two painters. The significance of their alignment in Evans's double-billing of their work in *Axis* 4 testified to that recognition in 1935.195 In order to sharpen my argument that *Axis* embraced biomorphic abstraction as the only realistic proposition, and to anticipate its achievement as the touchstone of progressive art in mid 1930s England, the attitudes of its cohort and their peers now need further scrutiny in specific areas.
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Nicolete Gray had unsurprisingly grown up with an easy familiarity with historic European and Oriental art (through her father’s preoccupations with Chinese painting), and from her early teens became attracted to modern art, particularly through the collection of her friend and mentor Helen Sutherland. She began acquiring works by prominent modernists such as Paul Nash and Stanley Spencer, and at Oxford where she read History was on the committee of the Oxford Art Club, where she became acquainted with Evans, with whom she shared mutual schoolfriends.
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CHAPTER III

‘LIFE ENOUGH IN PAINTING’
From the outset of *Axis*, Evans and her cohort subscribed to Nash's identification of the 'true' modern attitude. That Picasso, so central for the development of English modern painting, had emphatically claimed this attitude as his own, significantly framed the values and priorities of the *Axis* cohort firmly within the modern European tradition. More particularly however, the complex issues surrounding non-figurative abstraction as a manifestation of modern painting, disrupted the relationship between 'modern' and 'tradition' for some of its practitioners, of whom Nicholson was the key protagonist, whilst consolidating it for others, some of whom were represented by Hélier and the *Axis* cohort.

This chapter identifies and explores those issues as present in *Axis*, namely the process of painting as an authentic act; the reciprocity between painting and the 'fullness of present life'; the problems of perceptions of non-figurative geometric abstraction both as decoration, and of Nicholson's particularly as a 'moral' aesthetic; the relationship between biomorphic abstraction and cultural specificity with particular reference to 'English'; and the perception of Piper's abstractions as 'English'. The aim here is to demonstrate the strength with which *Axis*, by issue 7, was identifying biomorphic abstraction as an inherent constituent of English painting history, and thereby its 'true' cultural expression.

Before proceeding I need to clarify my use of the term 'biomorphic' and its implications. I have continued its use in a much broader sense, using Hélier and Piper as representing attitudes towards painting which were of an abstract but pictorial organism. Both were viewing their forms as 'objects' moving within the pictorial space. Piper did not however, intellectualise his paintings as autonomous
organic entities (Hélion's 'cellules'), but retained the association with the external world of 'objects'.

Where there was no gestural expression, no 'organic' (meaning curved or sinuous) linearity, no pictorial space, nor movement through actual space (as in the case of Calder's mobiles), such art was viewed by the *Axis* cohort, as 'dead', as we have seen. The significant point about their use of the term 'biomorphic' was that whereas in the earlier issues of *Axis*, it referred to a 'life' in the painting, or the processing of form in pictorial language, it was then elided with the *feeling for life* in the execution of that process, that 'feeling' deriving from experiences of 'real' life, namely the effects of the material world. In other words, the emotional dimension became the critical factor. I propose therefore that 'biomorphic' in the scientific sense ('bio') was transmuted into their broader concept of painting from the 'fullness of present life', and my continued use of it embraces that concept.

After *Axis* 1's adoption of a broad church of abstract art for review, as well as an examination of the concept of 'abstract' itself, *Axis* 2 effectively inserted a feature on Nicholson's work into the established modern European tradition, alongside features on Kandinsky, Klee and Hélion. Significantly however, evidence of a bifurcation in abstract loyalties had already emerged. In this issue both Read and Tschichold were highly complementary about Nicholson's reliefs. Read's commentary on Nicholson's reliefs, as discussed, was of their comparison with the physical world, which made a stark but apposite comparison with Evans's, A. Jakovski's and W. Grohmann's preceding features on Kandinsky and Klee respectively, in which they discussed their biomorphic forms of abstract painting in terms of poetic and metaphoric allusion to emotional states. This was, I argue, a
deliberate editorial move on Evans's part to publicise both types of abstract art, but
more significantly, to highlight their distinct differences. Read’s associations of
Nicholson’s reliefs with architecture demonstrated no such poetic perception of
their qualities. As an article it was dry, brief and evasive about motives, even
though six months later he referred to Nicholson’s endeavour ‘to create works
which embod[ied] the ‘underlying spirit’ of his ‘subjective conception of nature’. 7
Tschichold’s article however, was a spirited argument establishing the intellectual
status of Nicholson’s work which, he instructed, required serious consideration ‘for
a long time’. 8 Its tone claimed a certain morality in Nicholson’s discipline and
rigour, and thereby in those viewers who understood it, other kinds of abstract art
appealing merely to the senses and not to the intellect:

There are many people who maintain, for instance, that they
understand Klee and yet don’t bring a glimmer of understanding
to bear on the real abstract painters. Perhaps these over-
emphasise the pleasurable aspect of art. When they really have to
come to grips with a work of art, they give up. 9

Following Jakovski’s florid commentary on Kandinsky and Grohmann’s on Klee,
Tschichold’s insinuations seem clear enough. Again there is the insinuation of two
kinds of ‘abstract’, except that the proposition was no longer merely for their
difference, but for the ‘real’ (intellectual) and the manqué, Tschichold emphatically
representing Nicholson’s reliefs as ‘real’ abstract. By implication not-quite-real
abstract, as in Picasso’s work, was ‘merely a means of pleasure’. 10 If as Tschichold
argued, Nicholson, in moving from ‘comparatively rich forms’ to ‘greater simplicity
by diminishing the number of his formal elements’, had ‘heightened the
expressiveness of his work’, then the insinuation was that all other artists who had
not succeeded in this ultimate transition were de facto unable to express ‘logically’,
and therefore not really, because not able to be, ‘real abstract painters’. 11 But it was
a generic difference that was being argued here, and not an evolutionary one, somewhat recalling Bell’s argument about ‘significant form’ some twenty years earlier. The tension is tangible in this article between the geometric non-figurative abstractionists and the biomorphists, with the latter being regarded as not truly abstract by the former.

Evans’s own short commentary on ‘Kandinsky’s Vision’ revealed her conviction in subjectively expressive abstract art, providing a telling counterpart to Tschichold’s claims for a rational non-figurative abstraction. Opening with the claim that ‘In sophisticated people vision is what the eye doesn’t see’, she proceeded to build the case for an internalised, emotionally charged vision – ‘the mind...the inner eye...the heart’ as the means to what the eyes see, namely an apperception of ‘spiritual light’. Kandinsky, she argued, gave the fullness of his experience expression in his work without rigid construction or impositions of logic. Her comments directly located the priorities of Read and Tschichold as opposed to her own:

But Kandinsky’s eyes are his vision – he allows them their full physical and spiritual discernment, and puts no other senses, no habits of mind, conventions or intellectual judgments between them and a pure enjoyment of colour and line...

And when I look at Kandinsky’s pictures I have to allow my eyes this licence too. There is nothing to comfort the spirit, as there is in some sanitary painting to-day; no good taste, it is not needed – good taste is what a compromise between soul, sense and habit produces; nothing to tickle the intellect, and allow it to coerce the eye into approval of recherché (sic) relations; and so I can only judge by the immediate reaction of my sight.

‘Sanitary painting’, ‘good taste’, ‘a compromise’, ‘coerc[ion]’ into ‘approval of recherché relations’ – these barbed comments were undoubtedly directed at the work of Nicholson and his cohort, implied as those of ‘good taste’, who were
implicitly not 'sophisticated people'. Yet despite her conviction, Evans was at this stage in *Axis* remaining resolute in her inclusive reviewing of art recognised as 'abstract'. The very contents of this issue, with the generic distinctions between these two abstract philosophies, also demonstrated that the duality of Nicholson's as opposed to Kandinsky's and Klee's work and the character of their associated commentaries, represented classic and romantic attitudes to 'abstract' art. This was I suggest, another of Evans's subtler articulations which revealed her personal position.

It might be argued therefore, that almost in the guise of a concluding synthesis of the two abstract (classic and romantic) attitudes, following the Kandinsky and Klee, and the Nicholson reviews, did Evans place Hélion's 'From Reduction to Growth' discussed in chapter two. Abstract art he argued, was the outcome of 'an authentic development', which needed to 'keep[ing] an axis of progression'. In apparent opposition to Nicholson, he declared 'against any tendency of definitive forms, of taboos of any sort...The field of possibilities must be kept wide open'.

It is important to keep a sense of proportion to this internal tension of priorities. Where superficially, Hélion's and Nicholson's paintings and reliefs might have appeared to represent the same abstract propositions, we have seen how fundamentally differently they were thinking by this time. Hélion's newly developing organic language, *de facto* refused restriction, its scope for expressing 'life' being the subtle spatial quality of its forms and composition. Not for nothing had Evans declared that 'A hair's-breadth between two positions of a shape on a background made the difference between one picture and another.'
When in ‘Dead or Alive’ Evans observed that the redundancy of imitation precipitated by the camera also meant the loss of ‘a restraint which had kept painting within the scope of its own tradition’, she had inferred that the consequent ‘exhaustive analysis of shapes’ which painting undertook, had masked in its apparent simplicity a complex process, whose result could only be an entirely personal expression.\(^\text{20}\) As discussed, her insistence that ‘the tradition be kept actively alive’, was not an exhortation for a reiteration of earlier developments, but a continuation of ‘the technical and emotional exploration of shapes left by the analysed object’ through a building process.\(^\text{21}\) This reinforced her perception that abstract painting was a further exploration of the ‘object’ (the material world), in pictorial terms, expressed individually.

She understood the role that the craft of painting played in this ‘exhaustive analysis of shapes’, celebrating in *Axis 3* Cézanne’s ‘interest in painting for its own sake’, indicating in *L'enlèvement* (1867) that the two central figures ‘are realised entirely pictorially; the paint not the landscape, is dark but brilliantly exciting. The two figures are vigorous with a life in the picture, not with a detached moral or literary life’ (my italics).\(^\text{22}\) It was not therefore the subjugation of paint to a closely detailed naturalism, but the homage to ordinary life in the rendering of paint that enthused her about his work. She continued

Cézanne the painter of apples...of the famous almost analytical portraits...of trees and mountains...is not important, but Cézanne the painter is. How and what he painted was an inevitable accident of birth and time...the one thing that is constant is an interest in painting for its own sake...The intensity with which Cézanne painted...kept the spirit alive by continual change, conviction and achievement. Each stage, each brush stroke even was an answer to his own spiritual necessity...and an answer to the pictorial needs of the time.\(^\text{23}\)
For all the excitement and admiration she felt about the Paris studio visits, she knew that painting as a practice, and the motives driving that practice, constituted the symbiotic connection of an artist with his era, in both conscious and unconscious activity. Drawn into the process in its entirety, she had been 'conquered' by Hélion's ability verbally and actively to bring his 'pictures' to 'life'. She felt 'an upsurge of belief in the actual activity of painting then... This was the way it was being done. What mattered was the capacity to be in it at the moment of existence.'

Hélion's emphasis on abstract painting's relation to the tradition of representation lay in his by now habitual recourse to the developments by French painters in history. Therefore, I suggest, the innovative approaches of Constable or Cézanne to evolving new languages representing their responses to 'nature', demonstrated to Evans how abstract painting was merely a continuation of the same activity. But whereas they had reached their solutions through a rounded process derived from direct engagement with 'nature' or 'life', Evans, who like Nash was aware of the contemporary tendency to adopt an abstract idiom, observed that there were 'plenty of painters and critics who... ask for the result without the spiritual necessity that produced it', referring to that drive as 'actual living intensity'. I am arguing that the absence of 'spiritual necessity' in some abstract painting suggested to her an inauthenticity that denied it as 'good' painting:

The only inevitable direction to-day seems to be towards abstract painting... But it happens to-day that non-representational painting is called abstract and that some of it is also abstract in this intense living way; but it is never clear whether abstract painting (meaning non-representational) is being used as a synonym for good painting or not.

It doesn't matter if a good painter paints apples or squares, but he must move from a calculable achievement (Cézanne's apples),
which dies if it is over-worked, to an incalculable and urgent possibility of achievement. 29

To be 'abstract in this intense living way' was to be entirely isolated from 'life', whereas Cézanne's figures were 'vigorouls' with a painted, pictorial 'life' and not a 'detached moral' or 'literary life'. 30 The 'life' experienced by the painter needed to be transformed into a life in the paint rather than merely in the narrative. What concerned her were the implications of a constricted craft of painting directed towards an idealised end, effecting its closure rather than its expansion of possibility. Her apparent confusion 'but it is never clear whether...or not' abstract painting was synonymous with 'good painting' (my italics), reflected her appreciation of the dilemma facing artists attempting to resolve a non-figurative abstract process with (good) painterly expression. It had after all, always been subjectively propelled and nourished by subject matter or 'object'. Could, and if so how could, a geometric non-figurative painter be also a good painter? She was evidently considering how geometric abstraction engaged with the craft of painting.

Her reference to painting which denoted a 'detached, moral' life was I suggest, aimed at Nicholson's austere abstraction and its self-denial, and at the absence of a painterly process. That autumn in her 'Abstract Art' essay, as if to correct Tschichold’s inference of the intellectual status of Nicholson's work, she declared Nicholson's 'moral abstraction' as not exhibiting a 'rigid theory', but his 'pleasure in simplicity for its own sake and not because it illustrates a proposition'. 31

Whereas she acknowledged the uniqueness of his reliefs as an approach within the non-figurative geometric limitation, she implied that limitation as being more concerned with personal taste than theoretical 'propositions', since its potential for 'more expansion', was only ('at least') 'within the limits of the temperament of the artist', its austerity being in her view an expression of innate good taste as an end in
Grigson had referred to the ‘admirable taste’ of Nicholson’s reliefs, and Helion, in referring to the ‘cul-de-sac position’ currently sought by artists, described how, in making the ‘most technically perfected works’, the artist was manifesting ‘a certain representation of his own complexes and qualities’. This was a fair view, since Nicholson himself made no claims to ‘propositions’ in his work – though identifying with those who did – but he did have a ‘religion’ which guided his entire way of life and which was congruent with a utopian view of the world. In his Unit 1 essay he had likened painting and ‘religious experience’ as ‘the same thing’. His aesthetic philosophy partly stemmed from his Christian Scientist beliefs, and his white and orderly studio environment revealed his predilection for the study of modest objects of simple form. For those who knew him well, his own reliefs and paintings emerged from a dedication to modest objects, reflecting the precision of simple design.

Not only was the austerity of Nicholson’s work perceived by Evans and others as much as a part of his ‘taste’, as reflecting the quality of his ‘religion’, it tended also to be associated with a sense of moral virtue. Evans found the reliefs ‘sober and delicate, moral and charming’: a somewhat ambiguous comment suggesting a virtuous vacuity rather than an intellectual rigour, more than likely prompted by Nicholson’s messianic crusade. She continued to refer to both his artistic and his life philosophy as a ‘religion’, a term whose ambiguity would not have been lost to those who felt Nicholson’s austerity to be rather devout. Read’s observation that the reliefs were ‘integral...with all the virtues of modern sensibility’, whilst obviously a tribute to their accomplished contemporaneity, nevertheless suggested the ‘superiority’ of his aesthetic, both intellectual, moral and artistic.
This ambivalence seems still to have been broadly felt. Both their cool subtlety and their reflection of the modern environment were perceived as attractive yet dangerous for art by the architect and newly appointed Assistant Editor of the Architectural Review, J. M. Richards, when he reviewed Nicholson's solo exhibition in Axis 4. He had observed that (as Picasso had stated) the authentic practice of art was one of 'discovery' rather than working to predetermined criteria, by asserting that "what [was] important [was] the exploration that [was] going on." He posited two arguments rapidly becoming major concerns for the non-figurative abstract artists. Concurring with Nash, Evans and Grigson's views, he warned of the tendency of abstract art to be misinterpreted as decoration, and reminded that it was the integrity of the practice that defined its aesthetic character.

Viewing Nicholson's collection of reliefs in their gallery surroundings, Richards perceived the impending 'danger' that 'threaten[ed]' abstract art generally but Nicholson's most imminently, as a result of the inability of the public to discern the distinction between the genuine outcome of a process as opposed to an adoption of style. Once accounted for by the mystified public as architecturally inspired (suggesting 'an obvious comparison'), the reliefs would simply become 'relegated for ever' to the status of the cornice and mantlepiece — 'spots of decorative relief work.' 'More insidious than mere abuse' Richards explained, this 'unfortunate' 'misinterpretation' 'beset[s] the whole of abstract art while in the process of establishing itself — [the danger of] its formal significance bec[oming] lost in its own decorative potentialities.' He continued to remind the readers that 'The tension, concentration, personal vision....that distinguishes creation from pattern-making is so fundamental that the two are different in kind, not in degree of
achievement." (my italics) Once straying into purposes external to art therefore, the vitality of the work as art died. Nicholson's reliefs therefore trod a fine line which Richards perceived as a risk to their status: 'Ben Nicholson's reliefs have an affinity with modern architecture; that is a test of their vitality...they are both manifestations of the same abstract aesthetic; but his reliefs are emphatically also carvings on their own account.' There was good reason to expose this issue which dogged both abstract painting and sculpture as autonomous entities, namely that abstract art was being promoted, with the aid of Studio, as an accessory to modern furniture in the modern home.

Richards was knowledgeable and eloquent about art practices, and concerned above all that art and architecture maintained their discrete identities through materials and processes as generic to their functions, referring to the 'social responsibilities' of the artist that 'demand of him - responsibilities beyond the mere "self-expression" that flatters his own sensitivity'. Nicholson's individual 'taste' or 'morality' had set boundaries that he believed were formative criteria for abstract painting. Those who were committed to them worked towards an ideal 'end', even though by the end of 1935 there had been few attempts to elucidate the process.

The self-consciousness required to conform to a collective aim had become a big issue for Piper. By the time of Axis 6 in the summer of 1936, the Abstract & Concrete exhibition had completed its rounds. According to Lewison, Nicholson had become 'disenchanted' by this time with Hélion's work 'which had become too biomorphic and impure for his taste'. Piper's antipathy towards being represented by a strict 'group' as dictated by Nicholson, had grown to the point that he thought it necessary to put into writing his personal position on non-figurative geometric
abstract painting. His letter to Nicholson, written whilst the show was still travelling, reiterated his convictions. It is worth quoting at length.

There is nobody I'd rather be associated with than you (and Barbara, and Jackson) in any continent — but with you and Barbara and Jackson as individuals — as artists — and not as part of a movement. I persist in thinking this very important. I believe that movements are only discovered afterwards. That to force them at the time of their progress is to kill the artists in them. I like Chardin, Cézanne, Ben Nicholson. I dislike the French still-life school, the Post-Impressionists and the Abstract-cones [sic] as groups, as movements, as ideas, as rackets — as any sort of a collection. I think they are, as any of these, dull and deathly. At the same time, I see the importance of them as groups afterwards. I see that if other people hadn't worked with them, shown with them and argued with them they would not have got as clearly out into open country as they did. The Abstract-Cone [sic] show I regard as a purely commercial necessity in its present form. As in no way ideal. As a delightful show, because by far the best there has been in England in this century — that is to say, as a collection of the largest percentage of good works (about ½, according to me). But for it to be ideal it would have to be arranged entirely by you or me or Barbara or any one individual with an ideal about such work. Then it would be ideal for you, for me, for Barbara, or whoever arranged it, and a bit less ideal for everyone else. In the meantime it is not good enough to be taken for a standard — it merely lays each individual open to criticism on the general level of the show....(the artists in a group show) must agree to show with one another and propose new exhibitors whose work they like on the ground of that alone (not because it fits in with a theory).  

The exhortation was for a healthy art, sharpened to the best achievement of each individual and tempered in the fire of free debate and mutual respect. In his review of Picasso's exhibition in the same issue, Piper did not shrink from his responsibility to express his honest opinion of his mentor, admitting his disappointment with Picasso's 'passion' which had 'become more than ever personal and incommunicable — and occasionally a little hectic...in some of the new paintings look[ing] like the product of habit rather than experience.' 51 'To painters' he observed 'he is probably less important than he has ever been, as an influence.' 52
His concern was about the lack of genuine exploration in much contemporary painting:

Nowadays we tend to invent the school before we produce the painting. Abstraction has its purist ideals, its rigorous non-figurative tenets: Surrealism has its manifestos. The works, instead of creating them are produced under the terms of them. The manifestos may get stretched and warped, but the artists are conscious of the rules, whether they play well or badly, whether they obey the rules or cheat.53

As if staking out the ground for Piper’s argument, Evans reiterated in her editorial the two ‘distinctions’ she discerned from the beginning of Axis, between those interested in the art of painting (or sculpture) as opposed to painting and sculpture as a means to an end. This time she named names, again separating those abstract artists working towards ‘ends’ firstly as the new incomers Moholy-Nagy and Gabo, who were discovering new materials and processes.54 (Pls.20, 21) Their work being in the nature of prototypes for large scale public statements in other materials, meant it did not in her view explore painting and sculpture as expressions within themselves. Secondly Mondrian, Nicholson, Hepworth, Domela and Erni were linked ‘almost as one group – the “pure abstractionists”’, in their shared ‘sense of precision, light and clarity’, towards a ‘fixed goal’ ‘end’.55 (Pls.22-26) Expressing her critical perception of their motives, and referring to the ‘pure abstractionists’ as a group since they chose to be regarded thus, she declared:

Their is a spiritual, not a material, demand – they do not want scope and apparatus, they want Utopia, an embodied faith. There is in their whole attitude to painting and sculpture a passionate belief in the power for good of pure abstract work. Pure colours, clear, brilliant contrasts or the delicate clarity of one pale line against another, the absence of human and earthly associations, all mean to them a positive step to perfection – perhaps a piece of perfection itself. Not towards a brave new world where applied science baffles the spirit, but towards a world of light where the idea of goodness, progress and perfection is given validity through a communal life of the abstinence that means true liberty. Each
step in painting or sculpture is not the solving of a personal problem, but one more piece of evidence in the new order.\textsuperscript{56}

Again those virtuous ideals of 'goodness' and 'abstinence' as defining qualities for the 'pure abstractionists', the biomorphic abstractionists were implicitly associated with 'human and earthly associations', the 'baffle[d] spirit', '[im]perfection', the 'personal problem'.\textsuperscript{57} It needs reiterating that whereas Evans was not questioning the sincerity of the beliefs of those artists in strict geometric abstraction as a 'good' for the future, she nevertheless found both them, and the belief of the Surrealists in canalising the 'unknown forces of the mind', narrow and unconcerned with the 'art of painting or...of sculpture'.\textsuperscript{58} The many who were painting for neither of these 'religions', for example Picasso, Arp, Giacometti, Moore, Hélion, Hartung, Piper, Jackson and Holding she declared, 'reserve the right to alter according to their inclination and nature, and not according to a group-programme' manifested, she recalled years later, as 'the strict against the not so strict.'\textsuperscript{59} (Pls.27, 28) Since she regarded painting or sculpture as the outcome of the individual organic working process and not the conforming to a group programme, I argue that she viewed both Nicholson and Hepworth as not engaged in authentic forms of practice, as defined by the tenets of their respective traditions.

By the summer of 1936 therefore, all that is necessary in order to discern that Axis was forming a direction, and further, that it signified its alignment with neither the surreal nor the Nicholson non-figurative 'group-programmes', was firmly in place. An important factor in the emerging trajectory was Evans's insistence on maintaining her right to individual choice in her editorial policy, rather than being pressurised by expectations; and I suggest that she felt her own editorial choices reflected her experience of the contemporary complexity of the situation. The essentially individual activity of producing an abstract art formed from and redolent
with 'life' appears, I suggest, to have been the analogy by which she executed her form of art criticism. In her article entitled 'Hélion to-day: A Personal Comment', she emphasised that the critique was hers alone, about Hélion at the present, and not an 'absolute criticism with an absolute interpretation'. In order 'to distinguish between self-commitment and dogma', she claimed her right to her own perceptions:

It seems to me that in criticism to-day, something is needed which comes between dogmatic evaluation for all time and running commentary dictated by a mood. Criticism in which the price of effort is not permanence. And I should like to state dogmatically now that this is the principle aimed at in Axis. [sic]

So two things are established here. Firstly that the integrity of individual expression should be perceived and understood for its own achievement in the light of its motivating interests, and not measured against group consensus or programmes. Evans's final cautionary note, that Axis addressed what was current interest and opinion for those who contributed to it, re-established that it had no prescribed attitude, agenda or loyalty, and that it concentrated on the priorities of the artists themselves in their practice of abstraction. It is reasonable to suppose that the need she felt to conclude with these statements might have arisen from unsatisfied expectations of the scope and tone of its contributions. Such expectations, it could be further supposed, were most likely to have been from those who subscribed strongly to strict non-figurative geometric abstract art, namely (at least) Nicholson and Hepworth.

Secondly by implication, Evans's view of her role as a critic was of its responsibility towards representing the aims and intentions of the artist through discussion of the rationale of the work and its manifesting processes, and not in
strategies (theoretical or otherwise) based upon the final outcome. Insofar as she was editor of *Axis*, she did not therefore, merely see herself as a watchdog for abstract painting and sculpture in England. There were no objective pronouncements to be made in her art review. Editing and writing was her own form of practice, the commissions and selections made reflected her experience and perspective of abstract art within her remit as a ‘reviewer’. 62 *Axis*’s features on a range of manifestations testified to this conviction but her perception of the ‘truth’ and significance of biomorphic abstraction was of as an artistic process evolved from the tradition of representation, and as a scholar she instinctively moved straight to the primary sources – the work and its maker – for deriving an understanding. It was this procedure that revealed to her what were, in her opinion, authentic and inauthentic forms of practice.

As we have seen, it was the pictorial qualities in painting through which she sought associations with ‘life’. She found Hélion’s moving forms and use of colour ‘sensitive[ness]’ with the ‘charm of landscape’ yet not literally ‘recall[ing] nature at all’. 63 Piper’s ‘planes or shutters which move behind or in front of one another infinitely... The relation is shifting not fixed’ were evocative of a spatial ambiguity; the ‘constant movement of light and dark’, and the luminous colour she confirmed, were inspired by ‘Early glass-painting’. 64 She found the ‘pure form idea’ seductive, but that it did not stand up to scrutiny, and that even Mondrian was ‘unable to illustrate a theory of pure form’ because his lines and colour ‘exhibit[ed] a theory of life and painting at once’. 65 She quoted Léger to validate her view: ‘Logic and the analytic spirit can penetrate a work of art to a certain depth but never to the roots.’ 66
Before leaving this area of the communication of 'life' in abstract form, I want to
demonstrate the lengths to which Evans went to clarify to Axis readers an example
of the painter's account of abstract painting, in her effort to banish misconceptions
of its integrity. Of the artists who contributed to Axis it was Hélion whom she
commissioned to elucidate his process. In his article 'Poussin, Seurat and Double
Rhythm' he explained his view of the 'process of creation' as the dual activity of
'generative and receptive modelling of each form'. He went through the process:
'Facing the surface all internal energies tended, the painter finds a form...
Immediately born, the form has a personality...offers plastic suggestions and reacts
on the conception of the painter...The created form becomes creative. What is
built, builds back the conception. A continuity between man and his work is
started. Then, equilibrium takes on another importance.

This 'other' importance to the term 'equilibrium' transcended the common meaning
of equality or symmetry, and referred to the reciprocity of the mental idea and its
expression. It was not a completion of a visual equality, but a mental equal, or
'other half', or potential to the painted 'term', the 'expectation' of a further move, a
progression built on the anticipation of that possible 'other half'. It was an
acceleration. 'This new progression always goes faster and elsewhere than
foreseen', he explained. 'Each term is something added to the knowledge, instead
of something expected.' The spectator was in this way served 'a drink so rich
that each swallow feeds a new part of him, delivers a new taste.' 'Time exists in a
picture', he stated, and however the viewing was ordered, there was 'acceleration,
continuity, infinity', the means of potential growth, which was a logical outcome, as
in 'nature':
The least figurative painter cannot go far without getting a permanent lesson from nature. The meaning of what we create is only expressed in that endless dictionary. This is the only constant, the only light clearing the significance of any picture. The chief point is to work within the meaning of nature instead of its appearance. 73

Thus the activity mirrored nature's reciprocal responsiveness. Its mental dimension implied the spiritual outcome, and this defined the essence of Hélion's idea of 'equilibrium':

The top meaning of equilibrium is probably "thinking". Equilibrium identifies in permanently renewed ways, ethic, plastic, everything the painter is capable of. The shape becomes thought. [my italics] One cannot be parted from another. The eye-mind of the painter goes over it all...the painter faces it and sees this complex-self in it...Identity is reached between substance and thought. To work one is to work the other. The plastic error denounces the ethic error. Painting is a language. 74

In this concept, conscious manipulation of the medium towards a determined end whether it were imitation of nature or execution of a premeditated design, merely subjugated the medium's inherent potential, by imposing the next move. However, the true reciprocity of act and thought enacted by Hélion, allowed the medium to speak and thought to materialise.

It was no mean achievement for a painter to offer such an explanation. Hélion's 'From Reduction to Growth' and 'Poussin, Seurat and Double Rhythm' together constituted, I propose, the most explicit commentaries of abstract painterly practice published at this time in England, and by which Axis could legitimately lay claim to pioneering that understanding in the public realm. In this sense its commitment to publicising and promoting contemporary "abstract" painting and sculpture was still emphatically manifest by Axis 6, whether or not it was the kind of abstract painting that was subscribed to by Nicholson or his cohort.
I am proposing that in Piper’s opinion, artistic self-consciousness was an attitude which produced inauthentic abstract painting and sculpture. In his previously quoted letter to Nicholson at the time of Axis 6, his strength of feeling and his comments over this posturing suggests to me that there had been conversations over Nicholson’s aspiration or claim to be making or effecting ‘history’, which may well have arisen from the impact of the Abstract Concrete exhibition. The fact that Piper put his feelings into writing indicated his need to register the seriousness of his opposition: ‘I believe that movements are only discovered afterwards. That forcing them at the time of their progress is to kill the artists in them’ he asserted, quoting Porteus “‘The movement will come to be CONSIDERED, I am certain, of great historic significance.’ I agree with that.’ He continued:

That *is precisely* its significance (and it is a big one) – great historic significance. You can’t encourage history while its [sic] going on. You can only recognise it when it becomes history. *At the time*, the artists in a group show, or rather their works, are the important thing. They must agree to show with one another kick one another out without sentiment when they want to and propose new exhibitors whose work they like, on the ground of that alone (not because it fits in with a theory). *That* is bound to make a movement that will be recognised as of GREAT HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE.

The implication of Piper’s exhortation that history could not be made in the present formed the basis for his and Grigson’s co-authored article opening *Axis 7*. The difference between Nicholson’s desire to make history ‘at the time’, denied in its self-consciousness, the intensity of concentration on the business of painting. It was therefore, the unselfconsciousness characterising artistic expression in history which ‘England’s Climate’ sought to establish as the enduring state of the artist in the execution of their discipline. More importantly, in their opinion it remained the only genuine attitude for contemporary practice. What motivated this intensity was a ‘feeling for life’. This was not solely the ‘life’ of Hélion’s organic structures,
his painting (‘cellule’) although implicit, expressing the fundamental structure of
life, but ‘life’ as lived in 1930s England.

Evans had referred to the ‘living intensity’ with which Cézanne painted, and the
tendency of ‘plenty’ of contemporary painters and critics blindly to follow his
idiom, ignoring the ‘spiritual necessity’ – the ‘inevitable accident of birth and time’
– which influenced ‘how’ and ‘what’ he painted. In their constructed dialogue,
Piper and Grigson similarly lamented the lack of ‘a feeling for life’ in abstract and
surrealist painting, and by implication, the detachment of progressive painting at
that time. The repetition of the same idiom was a lifeless act, but the repetition of an
expression of a feeling for life was an act of vitality and renewal.

Citing English artists from history – Constable, Blake, Turner – Piper and Grigson
claimed that the ‘fullness, completeness: the abstract qualities of all good painting
together with the symbolism (at least) of life itself’ was something unattainable in
abstract or surrealist painting. This was no sudden realisation, having been
present in Axis and other parallel writings from the first issue. It was therefore no
intervention in discussions of abstract art. But at this stage it was being argued
unequivocally with explicit references to the tradition of painting through particular
historic artists, as the entire theme of an Axis feature, with accompanying
illustrations by Constable, Wood, Fuseli and Palmer, and Piper’s painting of
medieval stained glass as its frontispiece. (Pls. 29, 30) As a visual statement as
much as anything else, it appeared controversial. Moreover, Piper saw his
responsibility to claim as his own the implications of this conviction. He continued:

Life grows out of a good sculptor’s or painter’s work. Read
Constable’s letters, or a poem of Blake’s, or look at an early glass
painting. Each “means” far more than itself alone. It “means” the
life of the artist, – but beyond that, the life of his time. A Samuel
Palmer of a barn at Shoreham, or a hillside, "means" Palmer's whole existence and surroundings, and it fixes the whole passion of his age.\textsuperscript{81}

Palmer's was a 'tragic life' under the 'massive weight of a new age', something analogous to their feelings about their contemporary condition, and Grigson declared that artists needed to look to their precursors for lifelines.\textsuperscript{82} Palmer's examples were Blake and Fuseli, from whom he inherited the traditions of 'painting...literature...[and] European society'.\textsuperscript{83} It was a full and rich knowledge which informed his perception of life, but in time the tradition became weaker, dissipating into 'scraps' remaining in only a few contemporary painters.\textsuperscript{84}

The problem was that in viewing painting this 'fullness' was invariably forgotten as its constituting condition. The 'whole experience stored in [our] being' which manifested an expression, was removed from its discursive context, or remained unconsidered.\textsuperscript{85} 'So the truth about looking at pictures is this: after looking at them as art, we went and left the galleries, we relied on ourselves, we believed in an opposition of life to art', Grigson declared.\textsuperscript{86} The artist's 'pique' about his predecessors, and 'his terror of the National Gallery', was in Piper's view, because of this 'fullness'.\textsuperscript{87} He was not therefore referring solely to their painterly heritage, but to the resonance of the age that it encapsulated, and the contemporary denial of the 'rotundity' of experience in favour of an intellectualised motive.\textsuperscript{88} The 'urgent' need for 'An absorption in the tradition, without an escape into it' meant drawing upon the full experience of contemporary life and neither a retreat to repetition or imitation, nor a detached obsession with the making of 'art', or of 'history'.\textsuperscript{89}
The fullness of the work therefore, permeated the entire process of painting, with Piper stating that painting was a ‘gay medium’ for those such as Turner or Girtin, compared with the contemporary form of expression:

> Life need hardly enter the form then, for the form itself was rich with implications of it. It was still a buoyant life, though already partly weighted with the experience that tends to sink our expression in the form from the first, making it heavy and soggy, without wings or breath. Cotman, Wilson, Girtin, Turner – it is a sad list that can be made, from our point of view.90

Painting from life invested those forms with the emotional response of the artist to the subject. What Piper regretted was the suppression of spontaneous expression when abstracting from life. The necessary constriction of form, the suppression of the process of expressive gesture, the exclusive concentration on formal relations was, it is clear to see at this time (Autumn 1936), becoming untenable for him. The beginnings of introverted concern about success and failure, about public appreciation had, as he suggested, already beset those like Girtin, and he could see the contemporary situation as the ‘sad’ culmination of a century of such selfconsciousness.91 ‘But’, he continued ‘there is life in painting enough. Here and there, and increasingly, it is re-born from the material – paint and canvas, wood and stone – instead of being sunk in it to be lost.’92 He maintained his faith in the medium and process as the means to direct expression of contemporary life. What constituted that life was largely an individual experience, but the age imbued it with a universalising character, as Grigson observed: ‘Great art comes from great living; great living comes from our common humanity promising or filling out or still defining a high social shape to which each peculiar person can decently relate himself.’93
The relationship of the particular to the universal implicit in that statement, was the *leitmotif* of abstract art discourse. However it was interpreted and communicated, its success was dependent upon the unselfconscious absorption of the artist in his activity. In *Axis 6*, the painter S. J. Woods's aptly titled article 'Time to Forget Ourselves', had strongly asserted the necessity of these conditions in the endeavours of contemporary artists, intoning 'If an artist is not first a man his art will never be great.' Like Piper he was critical of the selfconsciousness that was degenerating painting:

> It is time we forgot Art and Abstract, time the 'movrnent' ceased and manifestos were burned, time we cut our beards, ceased to be artists and became men and painters. Art has chased out life and now life must come back if art is to remain...To-day there is a tendency among artists to forget the body and remember only the spirit.

He reminded readers that the Greeks viewed man as body, mind and spirit, and that the latter two could not exist without the first. The fullness that Piper argued for could hardly be achieved if abstract art was entirely intellectual – artists were 'men' first and therefore sensate beings. 'I do want to see artists *live*, being susceptible to change, forgetting doctrines, and all the aesthetic chattels and restrictions which clutter abstract art in England at the moment' Woods remonstrated, 'Out of living comes a live art.'

The significance of heading *Axis 7* with 'England’s Climate' had been in establishing a firm frame of reference for future discussions of abstract art which maintained its close relation to its life and time. Its appearance consolidated positions referred to as the 'internecine war', finally erupting over the Abstract & Concrete exhibition that year. I suggest that Nicholson's withdrawal from the 7&5 in order to collaborate with Gabo, leaving Piper as acting chair, was the action that
shifted the topography of abstract art. We need to remember that this event did not precipitate new concerns for the *Axis* cohort; on the contrary, most of the values expounded in 'England's Climate' were implicit in *Axis*'s first two issues, making this instead a consolidation of a trajectory. What was new, was direct illustration through examples in English art's history, and the frankness of arguing the current situation.

It is therefore unsurprising that Nicholson was at this time consolidating his own position with Gabo under the concept of 'constructive' art, and thus drawing away from his associations with the 7&5, with Piper and with Hélio. Everything they believed in opposed his own beliefs. For example, the notion of the 'fullness' of life expressed in a painting; the 'decent process' of 'keeping painting alive'; painting authentically 'with' the 'unrest' of the soul; the contemporary need for the 'professional artist' skilled in his discipline; an artist's work "[mean]ing" the life of the artist [and]...the life of his time"; continuing the unselfconsciousness of the painterly process in the past; opposing the regarding of pictures only as 'art' and opposed to 'life'; and the insistence that all expression could only be of present experience; and that 'great art comes from great living'.

The motivation for 'England's Climate' was thus a far cry from reviewing the work of abstract artists. Neither did its authors make claims for the Englishness of the values briefly listed above, which was implicit in the title. Like Nash, they were not invoking 'Being British', merely representing to their English audience their inherited tradition, thereby affording abstract painting its rightful place in its continuation. Years later, M. Piper recalled that 'we were not interested in being 'English' as such but simply our interpretation of 'modern art' may have had a twist
in it, just like anybody might who had a certain view or lived in a certain place. 199

Highly significantly however, the artists mentioned were continental biomorphic abstractionists – Picasso, Hélion, Miró. The subtext was that biomorphic abstraction in England could authentically be drawn from its own cultural tradition, as those continental artists drew from theirs, for example, by employing abstract form as a 'structural purpose', as Cotman had, or by prioritising an imaginative interpretation, as Blake had. 100 Most significantly of all, was that abstract form in the English artistic tradition had never been removed from 'nature' or 'life'.

'England's Climate' sought to demonstrate the imbrication of 'nature', 'life' and 'art'. It was prefaced by the words of Blake, whose presence in Axis was exemplary of an English response to the loss of a spiritual centre in modern life. 101 Where K. Walsh had prominently cited Wordsworth's verse as the opening of his article 'Abstraction as Weapon', so here, Blake's words spoke the sentiment of its authors about England's cultural spirit, threatened by values imposed by industrial capitalism. 102 The association of literary exemplars with the arts – poets and writers who shared ideas with visual or musical artists, was a romantic attitude based on imaginative constructions around the material world, often pejoratively viewed by modernists, but embraced regularly in Axis as constitutive of the English sensibility.

A brief diversion is necessary here to demonstrate the significance of 'England's Climate' for Piper and Grigson. For whilst this article may well have consolidated values either implicitly or explicitly present in Axis hitherto as I have stated, I want to argue that it was finally precipitated by their rising current of feeling about the fundamentally romantic nature of the English literary tradition and its transposition into the visual tradition. This feeling was encapsulated in the entire sentiment of
Binyon's 'The English Romantic Revival in Art and Poetry: a Reconsideration'.

It is useful to recall that Evans and Gray, Binyon's daughter, were working on the Abstract & Concrete exhibition at the end of 1935 and early in the year that 'England's Climate' was published, and that Gray had grown up nurtured by a knowledge of art through the interests of her father. I suggest that aspects of Binyon's arguments in his lecture precipitated a compulsion in Grigson and Piper to register their feelings in 'England's Climate'.

Binyon's proposition, that 'there is a reason why at the present moment it may be of interest to reconsider the value of [the Romantic Revival's] achievement' was that he saw 'the advent of a new mode of sensibility, affecting the whole conception of what poetry essentially is'. (According to his title, 'art' could supplant 'poetry'.) This new 'mode of sensibility' found fault with the work of the original romantics, for being 'not sufficiently concerned with actual life, inspired by vain nostalgias for an imaginary past or an impossible future.' Binyon's perception of Blake would have had overwhelming resonances for those artists searching for the means to reconcile the contemporary world with a deeper, more spiritual experience of life. But it would have had particular poignancy for Evans Piper and Grigson, with their peer group's substitution of the contemporary world for 'vain nostalgias' for 'an impossible future'. Binyon explained that Blake's real world is the world of vision. He does not offer a delectable substitute for reality, he proclaims the eternal reality of the spirit, only to be apprehended by the imagination. It is not an escape from reality, it is an escape to reality...It is no longer a question of rival schools of art, of the overthrow of eighteenth-century ideals of style and models of poetic diction. It is a conception of life and the universe, of the salvation of the soul.
The modern world's pressures to conform, the dilemmas of choice and the selfconsciousness of the artist/poet are here exemplified in historic experience, comforting in their normality for subsequent generations. The pressures upon Evans and Piper of adopting partiality in favour of liberality, and having liberated themselves from the dogma of convention, further to conform to another type of dogma, were echoes of the experience of Blake, as they must have seen it.

Furthermore, the present condition of life for the artist/poet, as referred to by both Piper and Grigson (artist and poet respectively) in 'England’s Climate', and by others in the back numbers of *Axis*, might as well have been paraphrased from Binyon's commentary:

> It may appear strange that Blake, so often condemned for want of balance, should have contended that the evil in the world arose from one element in the Perfect Humanity usurping power over the others. What had happened in the eighteenth century [sic] was that Reason had usurped this power and dominated; and this he strove against. But in theory at any rate he would maintain that it would be equally an evil if emotion dominated. Perfection meant the accordance of the four-fold Powers in Man.

Now this is the character of the greatest works of art, which escape our labels and categories because their elements are in equilibrium.

We have seen how diverse in gift and in temper were these men of genius. They belonged to their age and shared, but in varying degrees, its peculiar sensibilities. The work they produced in response to the appeal of their own day is what has proved of least value. What to us is of value in the whole movement is the spirit of expansion, conquering new realms for human art.\(^{108}\)

Notions expressed as central to the 'new sensibility' of abstraction appear here in the context of the English cultural tradition: Evans's bid for 'expansion', Grigson's and Hélion's call for 'equilibrium', Grigson's and Piper's appeal for a 'humanity' in the new art; and the need for an artist to be unselfconsciously 'of their own day', most notably mirroring Piper's letter to Nicholson the following year in the spirit of Binyon's statement that 'work' responding to the 'appeal' of the times 'proved of
least value'. In the light of these correlations I reiterate that this lecture constituted a significant marker for Piper in his attitudinal move away from the formal exercises of the 7&5 abstract period, along with his involvement in the Abstract & Concrete exhibition earlier in 1936.

For the Axis cohort, England’s poetic and literary ‘Climate’ permeated its painting through history, manifested earlier in narratives whose visual elements became devices imbuing the subject with mood, and latterly in exploitation of the effects of those elements in increasingly abstract painting. In ‘England’s’ (1930s social and economic) ‘Climate’, Piper and Grigson had therefore appealed for the continuation of her cultural sensibility in contemporary painting. Grigson had declared ‘You can flagstone pictures down on to the top of an abnormal unrest of the individual soul, or you can just paint with your unrest.’ Axis thus indicated its conviction that an authentic art and its society, had a symbiotic relationship.

Grigson’s Axis articles were resolutely focussed on English artists, and the English character of their art. He had explained in his essay ‘Painting and Sculpture Today’ that ‘living on an island’ even though very near to Europe, was ‘the cause of provincialism, or individuality, if that charge is offensive’. He viewed this character as ‘separate’ even in the best of English artists, and therefore, he stated ‘I have a reason for not mixing the artists of Europe and the artists of England.’ Praising them was often praising them for ‘amateur qualities, for provincial quirks, for eccentricities which come from being tangent to the circle of Europe.’ Anticipating ‘England’s Climate’, it was Blake, Turner, Constable and Cotman whom he identified as the painters whose work maintained its roots in the ‘life of the old tradition’, before the destructive effects of commercialism.
More than this, the *Axis* cohort believed that the implicitness of the author’s cultural specificity signified authentic expression. This was evident not only in its own focus upon English abstract art, but in examples of other-cultural art. In the context of its ‘abstract’ remit, *Axis* features on such art demonstrated its nourishment of contemporary biomorphic abstraction as historically appreciated by modern painters.¹⁵

As mentioned, Grigson’s recognition that character resided at the most primitive level of communication, was evident in his citation of W. Wundt: “‘we are entering the forms of the mighty phenomena around us…or we are placing ourselves somewhere behind the contradictions of matter and mind, where an identity…may more primitively exist’”.¹⁶ Not only was ‘identity’ that of the human being, the individual, the artist, but for Grigson, the artist in England; the ‘primitive’ existence of that identity being located in the subconscious basis of expression. This had formed his approach, as it did for ‘Henry Moore and Ourselves’ (my italics), as the English context for his discussion of Moore’s work. His romantic attitude, ‘nearer surrealism’ than Mondrian, identified his working method as ‘English’: ‘He goes to work (there he is the English artist) intuitively, feeling all kinds of life and matter and their relationship; but once he has made a discovery, he can make it an element, use it again, modify it or discard it.’¹¹⁷

Grigson’s analogy of Moore’s work with ethnic art was exemplified by two further features on the connection of ethnic and modern art. In the same *Axis* as ‘England’s Climate’, anthropologists W. G. and M. Archer addressed ethnic art with specific relevance to abstract art, writing about the geometric painting of the house walls of
the Santhals in Bihar, India. It was represented as a ‘natural’, innate need to decorate and order, using organic material and forming ‘part of a tribal stock, developed by family sensibilities and matured by repetition.’ Although their analogy with Nicholson’s reliefs and Mondrian’s painting was somewhat misguided in its references to their similar ‘style’, the intention was to make a connection between abstract art and a primal ‘need’ formed from a constituting condition.

But the contribution by the Surrealist Roland Penrose offered an antidote to non-figurative abstract art, which considered the same primal need as a psychic conditioning of art practice in biomorphic form. Attracted by the abstracted forms of ‘primitive’ masks, his subject exemplified the ‘possibility of achievement’ that Evans saw in abstract art practice, namely the intuitive, unconscious expression of everyday experience. With the importance attached by the Axis cohort to the interrelationship of a culture with its art, so Penrose discussed north-western American art in terms of the natural expression of peoples under certain climatic and geographical conditions. That is, the very visual aesthetic was accounted for in this way. The ‘perpetual torture inflicted by the climate’, especially ‘the cold grey northern gale’ were argued as inspiring distortions of form – for example on Eskimo masks – ‘their mouths on one side of the face seem to take shelter from the wind’ or there was the description of the ‘whistling masks; or the streamlined simplicity of the ivory seabirds and seals carved by fishermen who knew the rhythm of the waves and shore; and the white, grey green and black tones of the ‘winter twilight’. Penrose’s interpretation was a remarkably poetic intervention in the Axis discourse, as early as issue four. His own interest in these objects would undoubtedly have
been for their strongly surreal qualities – their physical strangeness and their psychological aura through their attachment to ritual use. But given Evans’s objections to Surrealism as a movement, the nature of Penrose’s focus was tempered. In its departure from the strangeness of psychoanalytical subject matter so dominant in surrealist art, it reasserted art as the expression of the universal nature of the relationship of man with his environment. Including art from ancient or ethnic cultures was a characteristic of other instrumental art journals such as *Cahiers d’Art*. But this article marked a departure which signified *Axis*’s conviction of the validity of subjective abstraction before the Thwaiteses’ article, at a time of growing pressure from Nicholson for the contrary. It was an intimation that biomorphic abstraction emerged from unconscious levels of experience as well as from those of the physical world.

Piper’s painting was also viewed as the outcome of an English sensibility. In the same *Axis*, an article ‘John Piper, 1935’, by art historian Herta Wescher contextualised his work in the “English’ art...of experiment’, placing it between that of Mondrian and Arp or Léger.122 English art, she claimed, understood and sought to rebuild an abstract art which responded to Picasso and Kandinsky. This had been demonstrated by Evans and Piper. Wescher perceived that lack of attention to the potential in their (Picasso’s and Kandinsky’s) discoveries had led to ‘so much hollow aesthetic pretension in Western Europe.’123 She was aware that ‘English artists are looking at all sorts of things on the continent’ and moreover that ‘They have not decided unanimously.’124 This last comment testified to Evans’s inclusive coverage of a broad range of abstract manifestations.
Wescher discerned Piper’s exploratory process of abstracting as variable and articulate, ranging from his earlier beach collages to his present non-figurative constructions. He was a ‘builder’, an ‘interpreter’, yet his varied work exuded a unifying ‘temperament’. And it is the characterising of this temperament which Wescher the European discerned as ‘English’ in its ‘gloom[y]’ tonal qualities in the collages, and in his abstract compositions an ‘alternating light and darkness’ confirming the ‘colours interpolated like windows’ ‘Among black, white and salt-grey.’ In his abstract relief constructions of wood, metal and plastic, he worked an interplay of form, colour and texture. Wescher observed ‘The contrasting of such possibilities brings out what is Piper’s very own’. She predicted that through the variety of responses of the English artists to the (similarly varied) ‘European art lesson’, ‘the sacrosanct geometrical forms will be licked into shape’, to which the ‘stubbornness of the means of expression will yield.’ Of note is the employment of materials which demand the expansion of process into lyrical expression. ‘Paths of questions and perplexities’ provided ‘great possibilities’ for Piper ‘if, by means of materials, he makes processes speak and express, if material is overcome, by converting mere qualities into activities.’ She saw the redemption of non-figurative abstraction in a more expressive evolution of form, and that form to be evolved by English artists, particularly Piper. Their assimilation of continental models was being reconstructed in the English climate.

It had not been an easy proposition for Piper. Years later he recalled the incongruity of English artists being encouraged to paint from the sensibility and cultural experience of other non-English artists. ‘[Fry] never quite got round to saying that the only way an Englishman could get to be a serious painter was to go
to Nice and try to find a studio next door to Matisse, but he gave the impression of thinking so. The ‘Moorish screen’ and ‘outside the window, beyond the balustrade...the blue, blue, Mediterranean’ were nothing to do with Piper’s experience of English life, which was ‘going on from “the weekend” to the Rock Pool’. The pressure we were under’ he explained, ‘to make ourselves mental expatriates, put my back up, and turned me against that whole line of Bloomsbury-hedonist country. I felt that slipping off into a foreign pleasure world was just too easy a way out for an English painter to take’. His comments referred largely to alien subject matter and an inappropriate palette, which bolstered the success of Impressionist paintings as popular pictures of ‘a perpetual celebration of the heyday of middle-class pleasures’.

Revealingly he admitted that it established a vision of France as ‘the great good place, the only place civilised enough – cultured enough...to support a school of painting,’ which meant that all young artists gravitated to France and French modern art, particularly with Braque and Picasso as the central attractions. The problem was the distinction, not discerned by many English painters, between being in Paris to learn from modern continental developments ‘for painting’s sake’, and being there ‘to take refuge from the quality of English middle-class life’, in other words, to be part of an artistic milieu. Evans and Piper’s feelings about the centrality of their own place within the contemporary English cultural climate, as an ‘absorption in the tradition, without an escape into it’, were increasingly from 1936 onwards resolved in their sense of ‘English’ expression, namely the biomorphic form of abstract painting.
To conclude this chapter I want briefly to cite the opinions of *Axis* contributors which demonstrate that Piper had already embarked on his self-imposed development of abstract painting, before his appeal for a 'fullness' in abstraction in 'England's Climate'. This is significant because *Axis* reflected the developing perspective of its art director, as much as of its editor. By the 7&5 abstract exhibition in Autumn 1935, viewers had been able to assess the achievements of individual artists within the strictures of abstraction. In the context of Nicholson's 'purity' and 'simplicity', Richards found Piper's paintings 'exceedingly rich', sometimes "'busy'" but with 'a fine assurance - a finality that can only be the result of a long process of concentration and digestion'. Others recognised the thoroughness with which Piper explored abstraction. Walsh, referring to the limitations of 'Abstract Art' (sic) declared 'Piper swallows whole as much as he can take', and with 'Puritanical austerity of spirit' reduced art to find its 'worth'.

Hugh Gordon Porteus perceived Piper's recent paintings as 'perfect of their kind', finding a 'quiet' pleasure in a comparatively 'complex' order. His approach was to assess Piper's success in the "abstract" art 'game', identifying the rules he had set himself. His abstraction constituted 'a highly personal performance'. Referring here to the apparent absence of the authorial hand in the work, Porteus like Wescher saw that it was not mere surface pattern. Piper's vertical forms evoked a physicality, a sensation: 'the coming and going of invisible forms through intangible doors.' This configuration had its roots in the 1912 work of Metzinger and Gleizes, and of Gris two years later. Amongst this geometry, Porteus identified a tension set up by Piper's 'introduction of an arbitrary, non-geometrical, element, a "crazy" line.'(Pl.33) This denoted a subjective intervention, where 'intelligence and sensibility' entered his painting, 'perhaps more intelligence than Ben Nicholson
would permit to flow round his circles, which however wear their author's taste very prominently on the surface' he commented.\textsuperscript{142}

The exploratory nature of this 'game' allowed each painter both to work systematically through formal exercises as well as working away from rigidity. The exercises were however 'not in themselves enough':

the job of the abstract painter, the composer of geometrical forms, should be to relax gradually the rigidity of his formal rules until his work admits, more and more, personal factors... Too many more valuable elements are deliberately excluded, in this strict art. The human mind... hungers after other satisfactions, before these ascetic productions.\textsuperscript{143}

The need to find associative form in abstract non-figurative painting began with the painting process itself, with its inherent authorial emptiness. In working with geometrical form, the artist was 'pretending to an impersonality' which did not, and could not exist.\textsuperscript{144} 'The gesture of the hand is therefore an element that should be admitted into the chemistry of painting' Porteus declared.\textsuperscript{145} Piper 'attempts to escape from the mechanical trap' with a resulting 'beauty, purity... honesty', but his forms, 'still-too-purified', needed to 'explore the potentialities of linear rhythm,... as Wyndham Lewis has done.'\textsuperscript{146} This was a clear appeal for an abstracted, figurative idiom.

In fact Piper's vertical abstractions had a strong 'linear rhythm' of their own. His earlier "crazy" edges were sharp but wilful wanderings on a plane, whereas his wobbly dashes or spotted lines and painterly edges were spatially ambiguous. The broken lines were trajectories across space or tracks upon a plane, but from 1936 loosely brushed edges in concert with the precision of rigid edges were direct evocations of the \textit{passage} of Cezanne and Cubism.\textsuperscript{(Pl.37)} The brushwork asserted the surface, but also lent half-tonal value evoking spatiality. Porteus observed that
Piper had ‘learned to utilise the discoveries of Nicholson and also...Hélon.’

Whilst this was undoubtedly true, there were others he learned from – Calder, for example, and the constructions of Arp and Erni. (Pl.34) But it was still Picasso and Braque that he was much more deeply involved with. Their 1913-14 collages which alluded to shadowed edges, the planar contradictions of the *papier collé* which then moved into painted vocabulary, articulated forms in shallow space. (Pls.35, 36)

That year Piper executed *papiers collés* redolent of Picasso’s synthetic cubism, as studies for paintings. (Pl.37) This personal interpretation of the programmatic abstraction established the previous year as the direction of the 7&5, was still non-figurative, but its spatial references and painterly marks were significant intimations of his interests. In the same way as Hélon had yearned to move into more fertile three-dimensional ground for his non-figurative abstraction, so Piper was subtly following suit. The difference between Nicholson’s *actual* recessive planes and Piper’s and Hélon’s allusion to them constituted a distinctly retrograde move in Nicholson’s view in its illusionistic qualities, maintaining painting as picture-making.

No written evidence can confirm an actual antipathy on Piper’s part at this stage towards the non-figurative abstract ‘religion’ of Nicholson. But his direction, his choices and approach to his work indicate that the interests he nurtured were to do with painting and the expression of pictorial qualities. These were declared in ‘England’s Climate’ as nourished by his experiences of the effect of luminosity on the opaqueness and transparency of stained glass. Wescher perceived his ‘putting together of planes’ as ‘the wings which an impassioned stage-manager manipulates,
waving them backwards and forwards, alternating light and darkness, leaving here a
gap, there a perspective, or introducing a salient.\textsuperscript{148} Evans referred to ‘planes or
shutters’, and Porteus to ‘intangible doors’.\textsuperscript{149} His painting functioned as an
evocation of the physical world rather than symbolising the spirit of an idealised
future world through pure form. Latterly, he referred to his study of ‘the way things
recede or come forward and play interesting ideas created by the play of one object
against another.’\textsuperscript{(sic)}\textsuperscript{150} It was ‘the only reason’ for working in non-figurative
abstraction.\textsuperscript{151}

By November 1936 therefore, there was discernible discord in the values of
Nicholson and his cohort, and Evans and the \textit{Axis} cohort. Whilst we need to attend
to Evans’s retrospective statement that events had ‘to some extent, been over-
interpreted’, it is nevertheless clear in the sources that the diverging priorities and
values of their respective practices of abstract art were by then firmly established.\textsuperscript{152}
The importance of history and tradition for the \textit{Axis} cohort defined an empirically
based romantic attitude to contemporary abstract painting and sculpture, signifying
the enormous potential for biomorphic abstraction to be further ‘bodied out’.\textsuperscript{153}
They believed that biomorphic abstract art testified to a ‘fullness of present \textit{life}’
(my italics), through its author’s individual expression within his/her contemporary
condition, guided by its cultural tradition.\textsuperscript{154} Abstraction and representation were
closing up in the thinking of this group, as Grigson declared in the concluding
paragraph of ‘England’s Climate’: ‘our “past” is closing up, to allow the present to
flush out again.’\textsuperscript{155} One critical but silent statement alluded to their recognition of
this ‘closing up’ of abstract art with art. Evans and Piper removed the inverted
commas around ‘abstract’ in the subtitle of \textit{Axis} 7. This move, together with the
publicisation of deeply held personal convictions in ‘England’s Climate’, now
needs to be explored for its broader manifestations in the work of the *Axis* cohort and located in the context of their effect upon Nicholson's cohort.
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CHAPTER IV

AXIS INTERESTS AND CIRCLE
After the publication of *Axis 7* in Autumn 1936, there was almost a year's delay before *Axis 8*, in early Winter 1937. It is necessary now to attend to the activities of its cohort in the interim, and to the publication of *Circle* that June, in order respectively to contextualise the final issue, and for comparative purposes to explore in detail the differences between the two cohorts.

Firstly therefore, this chapter demonstrates the continuing priorities emerging from the corpus of *Axis*, as manifested in the subsequent work and publications of its cohort before *Axis 8*. It argues that contrary to an initial perception that *Axis* abandoned abstract art (since no substantial discussion of abstraction, and only two abstract images, appeared in the last issue), instead it further established the centrality of abstraction in the act of painting, implying that the preoccupation with abstract painting as the end rather than the means, was dislocated from the art of painting altogether.¹ The *Axis* cohort thus connected abstraction with their insistence on the subjective basis of the process of representation, indicated by their attitude to the relationship between 'art' and 'life', the elision of the two being implicit in their view that 'life' both *inhabited* and *inspired* painting, as expressed in 'England’s Climate'.² Secondly, the major proportion of this chapter introduces a more substantial critical context for profiling the position of the *Axis* cohort, in the form of *Circle*, the constructivist survey published in June, to accompany their exhibition the following month.³ Through examinations of key essays for their comparison with values and priorities central to *Axis*, this chapter aims conclusively to establish hitherto discerned differences between their cohorts, and further to demonstrate that a distinction between the English contributors to *Circle* and their continental peers is evident in their tacit alignment with the *Axis* position over tensions implicit in the notion of a culturally valid universal order.
In March 1937 Piper published in the typography journal *Signature*, a short article on ‘Lithographs by Eric Ravilious of shop fronts’, and in the July issue he reviewed *Modern Painters and Sculptors as Illustrators* (edited by Monroe Wheeler). Neither the nature of the journal nor the subjects of its features would have been entertained as worthy of attention by the non-figurative abstract painters, and it was clear that he was resolutely resisting the group identity he had found so inappropriate, and communicated so unequivocally to Nicholson during the Abstract Concrete exhibition the previous summer.

His involvement the previous year in collaborating with Robert Wellington and Oliver Simon of Curwen Press, on a project entitled Contemporary Lithographs, with a view to producing autolithographs by the younger generation of artists at Curwen and Baynard Press, was likely to have provoked his *Signature* article. He had also embarked upon a series of fortnightly television programmes discussing paintings lent by London dealers, which continued into 1937. In undertaking these activities, Piper had firmly committed himself to broadening his publicisation of abstract art as he viewed it (which was as Evans and *Axis* viewed it), in his endeavour to educate the general public and to dispel misconceptions about the aim of the artist, which alienated the public from modern art. These programmes also included the relation of modern art to pottery, architecture and stage design. Significantly, he was placing art in the more popular context of these other activities.

His conviction in the value of historic development and its example as an illumination for contemporary progress, was nowhere more explicitly demonstrated than in his article published in the *Architectural Review* in April 1937, the centenary of Constable’s death. In ‘England’s Climate’ he had advocated reading Constable’s letters, explaining that
Constable’s work had ‘fullness, completeness: the abstract qualities of all good painting together with the symbolism ...of life itself’.\(^9\) In his Constable article he referred to his ‘singleness of purpose’ which was the problem of ‘reduc[ing] the tension between his two passions – for nature and for painting.’\(^{10}\) Piper, I argue, was experiencing precisely the same ‘singleness of purpose’ and had been engaged with it even throughout his abstract painting. His admiration for Constable was partly for the painter’s patient determination to engage with those passions as a \textit{synthesis} in his painting, and partly for the nature of his achievement. ‘Constable was well aware of the abstract quality in his art’ Piper stated.\(^{11}\) ‘He developed it doggedly in opposition to the fashionable historical and, as he called them, “pantomime” effects of his day.’\(^{12}\) The resonances in these statements of the abstract art \textit{milieu} of the thirties must have appeared to Piper as striking. In a remarkable inversion probably of his own experiences, Piper described how Constable had been criticised for the abstract elements of his construction, underlying but not entirely concealed by, his naturalistic renderings, whilst remaining resolute in his approach to reality. ‘My limited and abstract art is to be found under every hedge and in every lane, and therefore nobody thinks it worth picking up’, Constable had written to his biographer.\(^{13}\) Abstraction and particularity were for him, as for Piper, in no way irreconcilable.

Piper would also have been aware that ‘Nature’ for Constable was as implicated in the changes of modern life as it was in his own day. Both painters were motivated to ‘record’ the effect of this new awareness, and it was an empathy with Constable’s achievement in this light, that I suggest Piper felt so keenly, in his explorations of Oxfordshire for a Shell Guide. He recognised that Constable’s apprehension of his topographical subject matter, being both emotional and rational, produced qualities ‘yet unlike nature and wholly pictorial’.\(^{14}\) Here again, Piper’s concern with painting was with its potentialities as a
pictorial medium in the process of representing, in as far as an innovative painter could push it, as he himself was perceived by others as exploring its 'possibilities' more insistently than his peers.\(^{15}\) As to his identification with Constable's passion for 'nature' as well as painting, we need to turn for illumination, to Nash and his growing friendship with Piper at this time.

Along with Piper, Nash also published that year in the March issue of *Signature*, marking a significant synchronicity. In 'Surrealism and the Illustrated Book', Nash described what collage as a process lent to the surreal image in books citing Ernst as 'the master of the *collage*', and *La Femme 100 Têtes* as demonstrating his 'intense poetical imagination'.\(^{16}\) Nash made it abundantly clear that 'there [wa]s an Art involved' (sic) in the strangeness of surrealist composition, that even the imagination or the subconscious required the stimulus of the external world in order to work.\(^{17}\) 'Surrealist painters could not bring even the most apparently liberated of their creations to light were it not for the "visual remains" of external perception' he argued.\(^{18}\) Art could not therefore merely be born in the imagination (and this by implication, included pure geometrical abstract art, with its ideological basis), it referred at its centre to something physical which elicited a response. Finally, the heart of the Surrealists' success relied not so much upon their subject matter as upon the degree of 'initiative' in employing it, that is, the 'Art involved'.\(^{19}\) What this amounted to was the imaginative use of subject matter through a mediating technique, and Nash's view of their use of collage was that they had 'already carried [it] to a very fine Art indeed.'\(^{20}\)

Nash claimed that 'Surrealism, in almost every form, is a native of Britain.'\(^{21}\) He identified 'poetry in its widest sense and appeal' as the expression of Surrealist inspiration: 'The genius of Shakespeare, the vision of Blake, the imagination of Coleridge, the inspiration of
Carroll and Edward Lear' for example.\textsuperscript{22} I suggest that his claim that Surrealist expression was a form of ‘poetry’, was referring to that dimension of ‘reality’ in which all artists operated, namely interpretation – the imaginative leap of meaning. His recognition that concerning poetic expression, ‘We have a heritage second to no other country’, cannot be overstated in its significance for the \textit{Axis} cohort.\textsuperscript{23} For it was the nature of this dimension in abstract painting – the way that biomorphic abstraction and its very execution could evoke – that had needed to be registered, and that instigated the Archers’s article ‘A Search for Subjective Form’.\textsuperscript{24}

As the surreal nature of Nash’s landscapes had been nourished by his experiences of researching and writing the Shell Guide to \textit{Dorset} during 1934-35, so for Piper it was a similar commission which nourished his own topographical predilections.\textsuperscript{25} His meeting with John Betjeman in 1936, which had resulted in a Shell Guide commission, had also provided the opportunity to use his skills and imagination towards a practical and influential end. Amongst acknowledgements in the preface of the \textit{Oxon} Shell Guide when it appeared, were cited Betjeman, Nash, Richards and ‘my wife’ for her article on ‘Deserted Places’. Here, \textit{Axis} figures were closely connected by an interest in topography and its features, with Evans (‘wife’) contributing on the county’s historic and romantic aura of long decayed and forgotten manorial estates. Most of the photographs and the few line drawings were by Piper, invariably employing framing devices for ‘picturesque’ effects, his interest in adapting this aesthetic being shared with Betjeman.\textsuperscript{26} The historical element of architecture and vernacular building and their positioning in the landscape was prominent – something to which Piper in particular was sensitive – as well as the inclusion of ancient sites inherent in the formation of what was viewed as ‘natural’ landscape.\textsuperscript{27}
The interest in ancient landscapes and their features had been an increasingly popular aspect of landscape and topographical study since the end of the war, and in the thirties, with the political construction of an English cultural identity, an increase in historical and archaeological activity was nourishing perceptions of the landscape. This subject matter would have engaged the attention of both Piper and Nash, and Nash exhibited that April and May a collection of watercolours of ancient sites with unequivocally surreal and mystical overtones. Piper’s review entitled ‘Recent Watercolours by Paul Nash’ in Design for Living, discussed Nash’s drawings and paintings of collections of natural stones, megalithic stones, and camps such as Maiden Castle, in terms of their qualities of ‘fantasy’, and through their ‘persistent’ and ‘permanent form’, and their ‘vividness’ of character. In case this might have suggested to the reader a typical nineteenth century romantic rendering, Piper referred to the ‘economy’ of form and rendering in which Nash showed ‘his contemporary spirit’. Nash still maintained the same concern for naturalistic evocation yet abstracted representation that he had argued in Axis 1.

Piper began his review with a description of Stonehenge by the eighteenth-century antiquarian William Stukeley which he ‘happened to have read recently’, a reference to the preparation for his Axis article published later that year. Their joint enthusiasm for such subjects resulted in shared books, painting subject matter, and photographic work at this time. Neither was abstract art forgotten in this otherwise surreal climate. In writing of the discoveries by artists (in which he included Nash) of primitive and natural forms, in their ‘urge’ to find ‘permanence’ and ‘something timeless’, it was the same ‘urge’ Piper argued, that drove many others to the ‘reassuringly permanent forms of geometry, and to the purely abstract symbol.’ The subtlety of ‘discovering’ as against being ‘driven’ towards ‘reassur[ance]’ speaks volumes here, suggesting Piper’s perception of the escape or
retreat into the certainty of geometrical order, for 'many other' artists, rather than absorbing and articulating 'the chaotic world of the present.'

There are two significant considerations which arise from this revealing article published during the long pause in *Axis*. Firstly, that Piper recognised the potential for expressive communication evoking mood and atmosphere in Nash's *particular* approach to surrealist painting (of *Stone Sea*: 'what it represents is negligible. What it evokes is intense'), and appreciated and enjoyed Nash's interpretations. Secondly, in connection with this (and which was entirely in keeping with Piper's and Evans's *Axis* commentaries), Piper's appreciation of Nash's painting was for his evocative *pictorial resolutions* of his subject matter, involving biomorphic abstraction and a particular painterly handling. This is not to say that Piper expressed or even felt the subject matter to be fanciful – he was highly complementary about Nash's insightful 'vision' – but his chief admiration was for Nash's discipline and skill as a *painter* using a subjective form of abstraction in responding to particularly sited objects, and the auras of places. This tradition had been clearly argued in 'England's Climate', as well as in his recent Constable article, and his own experiences on the Shell Guide revived his sensitivity to 'place'. Nash was successfully achieving the true synthesis – both of 'conscious and unconscious' activity, and his passion for 'nature and painting'.

In the interim between *Axis* 7 and *Axis* 8 therefore, Piper and Nash were immersed in topographical subject matter: Piper with Shell Guide journeys, local history, the aesthetics of photographic imagery, and an intense engagement with the life and work of Constable, and Nash with further explorations of surrealist painting, and the surreal qualities to be evoked of particular places. Their working relationship and friendship was firmly
establishing the location of abstract and surreal elements within the now renewed English painting tradition, in so doing, defining the irrevocable difference between their trajectory and that of Nicholson and Hepworth. In June 1937, Nicholson and two colleagues edited a survey of constructivist essays and work entitled *Circle.*

For the purpose of this thesis, *Circle*’s content constituted the first substantial statement of the mature position whose early form had driven Nicholson (and Hepworth) to remove themselves from Unit 1, the 7&5, and even from Hélion. Although it appeared so late in *Axis*’s span it deserves a fairly close analysis of specific content, relating directly to *Axis* priorities, in order finally to distinguish their philosophies.

*Circle* apparently demonstrated a potent and unifying commitment to a visual aesthetic as a symbol of a future world. However, underlying its promotion of that consistent style, far broader than *Abstraction-Création*, with sections on ‘architecture’ and ‘art and life’, was a diversity of beliefs. Its editorial stated that ‘the combined range of contributors represented here is a large one’, so there was no delusion that contributors were necessarily aligned within the same faith. But the following statement, whilst it announced the intention of the publication, also confirmed the attitude which Evans had found so destructive in the critics and public, namely the assumptions and judgements based on the work’s appearance as the criterion for aligning its author’s motives: ‘Our aim is to gather here those forces which seem to us to be working in the same direction and for the same ideas’ it stated (my italics). ‘We have...tried to give this publication a certain direction by emphasising, not so much the personalities of the artists as their work, and especially those works which appear to have one common idea and one common spirit: the constructive trend in the art of our day.’ (my italics) ‘Appear[ing] to have’ was clearly
the dominant criterion in the selection of the content, and accordingly, *Circle* was a
galvanising effort to consolidate in England the 'movement' whose momentum had been
well underway on the continent, but which in the opinion of at least one major critic, was
already 'in the decline' in the areas of painting and sculpture. Worse still, biomorphic
abstraction was viewed as 'definitely in the ascendant'.

The success with which *Circle* won credibility as a cohort was therefore due to the
conformity of its style and the apparent congruity of beliefs and values. However, as
evident in the above quotations from its editorial, in reality it constituted a diversity of
individual motives, but with collectively theorised applications governed by a powerful
socially orientated ideology. And it was the ideological basis for constructive art, which by
its own declarations denied the 'personal' in favour of the collective, that placed it in direct
opposition to the prominent *Axis* figures in 1937.

Yet this distance was not conclusive. The term 'constructive' requires a brief comment. In
a later interview Piper, having been asked how aware he was of the 'Constructivists'
replied 'Very much so. You could say I was really a constructivist [sic]. We first saw the
small format magazine called "Abstract Creation" [sic] in Paris through Hélon and we got
contributions from them too.' Thinking in terms of the 'Constructivists', had for Piper
recalled the primary influence of Hélon as an initiating spirit for *Axis* (even though he had
resigned from Abstraction Création), to the extent that even decades later, Abstraction
Création and not the *Circle* cohort, had formed the basis of his answer to the question.
*Circle* made no reference to the earlier association of constructive art with Abstraction
Création, which along with its journal *Abstraction-Création* had closed the previous year. I
am not arguing any disingenuity on the part of the *Circle* cohort, their intention to bring
together radical artists and designers who were ‘at the moment scattered, many of the
individuals working on their own account and lacking any medium for the interchange of
ideas’ was a genuine enough collaboration. But I am arguing that to the Axis cohort their
method — an overwhelming content of photographs headed up by some intellectual analyses
of one or two practitioners, critics and scientists — did in the case of painting and sculpture,
mask the reality of individual practice as the means of discovery, in favour of representing
practice as the direct achievement of a ‘perfect’ outcome. That outcome had not engaged
with the art and craft of painting as representation, but with the world of signs and utopias.

The effect of this orchestration misrepresented the actual activities of progressive artists,
for despite its apparent unity, for English progressives, Circle represented merely a
particular English milieu. But the collective visual aesthetic of its contents misrepresented
Piper in particular, whose work having been exhibited in the Constructive Art exhibition,
unbeknown to him also appeared in Circle. Whilst there appears no indication of his
thinking behind his inclusion in the exhibition, the claims made on his behalf in the
opening essay regarding the priorities and values of ‘The Constructive Idea in Art’, were so
wide of the mark, that his association with them through inclusion in Circle merely fuelled
later accusations of betraying the cause of constructive art. I have shown that at this time
he was involved in nothing else but non-constructivist activity. In the light of his letter to
Nicholson during the Abstract & Concrete exhibition the previous summer, in which he
emphatically rejected being associated with and thereby judged by the ‘ideal’ ‘standard’
which a group exhibition implied, it seems that appropriating his work for the causes of
Circle was a somewhat cavalier move on Nicholson’s part. Given the claims that the
Constructivists were to publish in Circle the following year, as to the significance of this
'ideal' visual aesthetic, Piper's 1936 letter implied more about his understanding than was apparent. Most certainly, conversations about geometrical abstraction as an iconic art of a future society were happening in the Summer of 1936, with Gabo as the agent provocateur. Possibly Piper's decision to exhibit two 'found objects' in the Surrealist Objects and Poems exhibition later that Autumn, was a statement of his independence.

There are conflicting accounts of the time when the first plans for Circle were formed. But as discussed above, by the end of 1936 this loose knit milieu had formed loyalties profiling the dissent over meanings of the 'real' and the 'ideal', and of the particular and the universal, which had precipitated a crystallisation of opposing convictions about abstract art's relation to life. This last, was for both the Axis and Circle cohorts, of ultimate concern to the moral undertaking of the artist and his role in the community. They both acknowledged that art, whilst individually conceived, was a constituting element of the cultural condition, as well as an articulator of social attitude. The section in Circle dedicated to 'art and life' demonstrated this belief, by focussing upon the broader aesthetic functions of art in industry and commerce: a fundamentally different proposition from the individual aesthetic solutions favoured by the Axis cohort arising from a sensibility responding to the particularity of the physical world. Circle's apparent cohesiveness of painting, sculpture, architecture and design was intended to indicate commonality of values. Its purpose was pragmatic, as was art's purpose within it. For Evans and Axis, and Gabo and Circle, 'Art's relation to 'Life' was the pivot upon which the differing perceptions of the artist's role and art's function were balanced.

Of the English contributors to Circle, two had also contributed to Axis. The most prominent of these in terms of status at that time was Read, who discussed 'The Faculty of
Abstraction' in the 'painting' section, elaborating on some arguments from *Art and Society* concerning the shift from art identified as the 'single concept' to art as the 'single phenomenon'. Moore featured two paragraphs of explicit argument about non-representational sculpture and its relation to architecture, beginning 'I dislike the idea that contemporary art is an escape from life.' Of other English contributors, Nicholson's contribution of four brief statements crystallised arguments elaborated by Gabo and Mondrian about painting and 'reality', and reiterated his connection between art and religion, but unlike Moore, he characteristically did not disclose his own beliefs about the meaning in its processes. Hepworth's essay explained the qualities inherent in sculptural form as ideas, rather than physical attributes. Finally, Richard's essay (the other *Axis* contributor), 'The Condition of Architecture and the Principle of Anonymity', aligned itself significantly with Evans's and Piper's beliefs and was therefore out of kilter with the constructivist ideology as propounded by Gabo. The principal arguments about constructive art were presented by Gabo in the opening essay, and in the 'painting' section, Mondrian's 'Plastic Art and Pure Plastic Art' developed themes which he had written about in seed form some twenty years previously. As these last two items formed the philosophical base to the fine art element of *Circle* which is my main concern, they are examined first, in the context of concerns emanating from *Axis* by issue 7.

According to Gabo in his opening essay, 'The Constructive Idea in Art' represented a 'new concept of the world', a 'spiritual state', 'an ideology'. It is important to recall that *Axis*'s view was manifestly not about an ideology. Constructivism's ideology was encapsulated in pure form, whose elements possessed 'forces of expression' 'rooted in human nature' and 'organically bound up with human emotions'. Through the language of such 'absolute forms', this kind of abstract art performed its iconic role 'independent of any association
with the external aspects of the world’ or of ‘associative images’.\textsuperscript{61} This is self-explanatory. But unlike the concerns of the \textit{Axis} cohort to examine the \textit{connection between} the apperception of the physical world, formal abstract elements, and expression, Gabo did not explain how their effect was ‘self-conditioned’.\textsuperscript{62} For Evans, Piper, Grigson and Nash, a form of ‘association’ was the \textit{only} means to those ‘human emotions’. The external world instigated the \textit{birth} of the imagination, and biomorphism was the kind of abstraction in which the synthesis of intellect and the emotion was complete. Gabo saw any form of association as the historic obstacle to art’s progress, subordinating ‘Form’ to ‘Content’.

His phrases such as ‘one reality – existence’, ‘the ultimate truth’, ‘an universal law’, inverted the ethos of art as rooted in the material world, to an art rooted in the idea, and expressed through the perfection of form for its own sake.\textsuperscript{63} This art was so esoteric in its independent existence from the physical world that it signified ‘a concept of the world which could reveal a Content in a Form’ (sic).\textsuperscript{64} Whereas for Gabo and his cohort this ‘Content’ signified the ‘ultimate truth’, a ‘universal law’, it was irreconcilable for Evans and her cohort with the reality of the individual’s painterly processes, where the individual was impelled by a ‘fullness’ of lived experience to articulate the medium. Although they all admired the ‘lofty beauty’ of pure abstraction, the unreality of its perfection had little or nothing to do with the reality of life in mid 1930s England.\textsuperscript{65}

The ‘one reality’ (‘existence’) was, Gabo argued, influenced by the power of constructive art. But here he was not referring to a worldly, material existence, but to an existence willed by a ‘state of mind’, which under the power of ‘Art’, ‘will be able only to construct, co-ordinate and perfect instead of to destroy, disintegrate and deteriorate’.\textsuperscript{66} These latter references imply their roots in analytical Cubism, forms of primitive/naïve modernism, and
Surrealism. I suggest that in constructing a perfect 'existence' Gabo and Circle appeared to Evans to have denied the validity of other contemporary art and *de facto* the world upon which it drew, and in which it existed. Further, I suggest that this denial became conclusive when the aim of Gabo's values sharpened towards the conclusion of his essay, where his rhetoric formed a strategic programme, referring to a *future* achievement of perfection:

> The Constructive idea prefers that Art [sic] perform positive works which lead us towards the best. The measure of this perfection will not be so difficult to define when we realise that it does not lie outside us but is bound up in our desire and in our will to it. The creative human genius, which never errs and never mistakes, defines this measure. Since the beginning of Time [sic] man has been occupied with nothing else but the perfecting of his world.

> To find the means for the accomplishment of this task the artist need not search in the external world of Nature [sic]; he is able to express his impulses in the language of those absolute forms which are in the substantial possession of his Art. This is the task which we constructive artists have set ourselves, which we are doing and which we hope will be continued by the future generation.

The messianic tone with which art was argued as the means to 'perfect' society by transforming it into a form of utopia, emerging from the insecurities of recent years, required a resolute detachment from the very experiences characterising the conditions under which that art was evolved. Despite the social conscience of artists on both 'sides' which was manifest in their common involvement in the AIA at this time, and as Evans described, in the forefront of everything they were doing, it is reasonable to consider that Gabo's strident and assertive call to order might for the Axis cohort have seemed uncomfortably dictatorial in the context of developments in German arts and social policies, that very year. The striving of the Constructivists towards a 'perfecting of this world' would have struck an uncomfortable chord to many at that time.
Circle's belief that art could serve as a metaphor and instrument for social progress, that the creative act meant 'every material or spiritual work which is destined to stimulate or perfect the substance of material or spiritual life', most surely was for Evans and her cohort an utter delusion about art's very raison d'être. Whereas for them, painting transformed an emotional response to the external world to a formal visual expression, Gabo had emphasised the inherent 'forces of expression' of the formal elements themselves. His paradoxical claim was that expressiveness was 'rooted in human nature' and 'organically bound up with human emotions', yet somehow dissociated from external stimuli, and he evaded discussing the transforming process of the emotions into visual elements. This highlighted the difference between the two philosophies characterised by biomorphic abstraction and geometrical abstraction.

Almost a generation older than Gabo, and similarly removed from the Axis cohort and the English Circle contributors, Mondrian had been painting his rigorous geometry as the outcome of a very different set of problems initially about the abstraction of natural form. It is important to recall that, in the framework of a mystical attitude much influenced by Blavatsky's theosophical writings (which he was reading around 1908), Mondrian had begun around 1913 to evolve the abstract configurations which transcended matter and symbolised the equilibrium of opposing forces, reconciled eventually in uncompromising formal elements. Having originated in his responses to the physical world, those configurations had been maintained in his abstract work.

As he explained in his Circle essay 'Plastic Art and Pure Plastic Art', the overriding problem in art was that of achieving a balance between 'the human duality' - the subjective
and the objective.  

He argued that art representing those corresponding ‘tendencies’, namely figurative and non-figurative,

should be solved, in the realm of plastic art — technically, ...and not in the realm of thought. The work of art must be “produced”, “constructed”. One must create as objective as possible a representation of forms and relations. Such work can never be empty because the opposition of its constructive elements and its execution arouse emotion.

The ‘technical’ construction was concerned with design, recalling Read’s reading of this kind of abstraction. Whereas non-figurative art he argued, could be more easily released from subjective domination, figurative art was more easily exploited. In the search for ‘universal beauty’, he claimed that the opposition of the two trends was ‘unreal’; it was ‘illogical’ that.... [they].... should be so hostile. So Evans had argued. In both their cases the implication was one of relative relations, not so extreme as to deny either.

Mondrian reminded the reader of the ‘fixed laws’ ‘hidden in the reality which surrounds us’, which ‘govern and point to the use of the constructive elements of the composition and of the inherent inter-relationships between them.’ They were subsidiary however, to the ‘fundamental law of equivalence which creates dynamic equilibrium and reveals the true content of reality’. Mondrian’s constructions, symbolising opposing forces in dynamic tension, continued therefore to be the motive driving his painting at this time.

The respect with which he was regarded by the Axis cohort was most likely to have been based on their understanding of the formative power of his innovations so much earlier. His inclusion in Circle confirmed his status, his painting at this time appearing as it did to be closer to constructive ideology than to its mystical/religious origin. Mondrian, other than Blake as being claimed by the Surrealists, was also likely to have been in Evans’s mind when she had accused groups of claiming artists for their cause, Mondrian suited both Abstraction Création and the Constructivists.
‘Reality’, and the constituting ‘truths’ of its ‘forms’ were for Evans, unequivocally grounded in the relationship with the material world as we have seen. That is, an individually discerned motive raised by the experience of ‘reality’ was acted upon by individual choice and transaction with a medium, that served as a vehicle for and stimulus to the emotions. From Axis 1 Evans and Piper had maintained painting as painting, not merely an apparition of form and colour. The primacy which they attached to the painterly process placed them at irredeemable odds with Mondrian and Nicholson. The ‘plasticity’ of form which Mondrian concentrated upon subordinated that process:

Execution and technique play an important part in the aim of establishing a more or less objective vision which the essence of the non-figurative work demands. The less obvious the artist’s hand is the more objective will the work be. This fact leads to a preference for a more or less mechanical execution or to the employment of materials produced by industry. Hitherto, of course, these materials have been imperfect from the point of view of art. If these materials and their colours were more perfect and if a technique existed by which the artist could easily cut them up in order to compose his work as he conceives it, an art more real and more objective in relation to life than painting would arise.

No declaration could be more clearly opposed to the concerns of the Axis cohort in their commitment to individual expression, in an abstract form of art, expanding the tradition of painting. Since Mondrian reflected on the ‘mechanical’ painting of the true constructivist statement (whilst acknowledging that ‘execution is of the greatest importance...it is through this, in large part, that intuition manifests itself and creates the essence of the work’), it is reasonable to suggest that to Evans and Piper, painting as a human act had no part to play in communicating constructivist ideals. Had Mondrian made those comments in relation to the execution of painting as the time-honoured craft of subjective expression, they would have concurred with the views of the Axis cohort. But he believed that the non-
figurative artist had been ‘made... into a living machine’ by the ‘progress of science, of technique, of machinery, of life as a whole’, which demanded of him ‘constant obedience to the laws of pure plastics’.83 The sensibility of the artist would appear to have mutated into merely the agent for the ‘producing’ of art.84

When Piper had observed in ‘England’s Climate’ that ‘there is life in painting enough’, he would have had the negative influence of constructive art in mind.85 Against its austerity of form and practice, Piper had called for the continuation of the ‘fullness’ of expression that had characterised English art of the past.86 Explaining that ‘life grows out of a good sculptor’s or painter’s work’, which “‘means’ far more than itself alone”, he further underlined his recent argument with Nicholson about the nature of art’s historical significance: ‘Each [work] “means” the life of the artist, - but beyond that, the life of his time.’87 Life in the work was both conscious and unconscious, and only genuinely so by intense engagement in the activity as itself in response to an initially external experience. Comparing the character of both medium and form used by Turner or Girtin, he concluded that then, ‘It was still a buoyant life, though already partly weighted with the experience that tends to sink our expression in the form from the first, making it heavy and soggy, without wings or breath’.88 I am arguing that to Piper the effect of over-intellectualisation of an intuitively based act, together with self-conscious strategies on the part of artists, had denied painting its life.

Conversely, Mondrian’s words suggested that ‘Life’ was for the Constructivists an intellectualisation of the internalised experience. Despite the journey of his early work, primary colour and geometric non-figurative form had long been the only appropriate expression for the universal. In his book The New Plastic in Painting of 1917 he had stated
‘Art – although an end in itself, like religion – is the means through which we can know the universal’, and it was his turning from evoking nature with its internal forces to evoking those forces alone, which was for him the ‘reality’ that established his work as a symbol of an idea and no longer an object. 89 He continued:

> For pure art then, the subject can never be an additional value, it is the line, the colour and their relations which must ‘bring into play the whole sensual and intellectual register of the inner life’...not the subject....

> To love things in reality is to love them profoundly; it is to see them as a microcosmos in the macrocosmos. *Only in this way can one achieve a universal expression of reality.* Precisely on account of its profound love for things, non-figurative art does not aim at rendering them in their particular appearance.[my italics]90

So that compared to Piper’s and Nash’s insistence on the ‘object’ (subject matter) as the inspirational centre of their work, for the Constructivists, the ‘subject’ (subject matter) was the configuration of the formal elements *themselves* as symbolic of natural forces, even though for Mondrian the elements had emanated from a notional subject matter as distinct from Gabo’s elements.

Nicholson had however only recently dispensed with subject matter after associating with Abstraction Création from 1933, but the precision of his abstract geometry was sharpened after a visit to Mondrian in 1934.91 As to the motivations behind his constructivist work, Nicholson was characteristically brief and proclamatory in his *Circle* contribution.

Drawing once again the analogy of painting with religious experience, as he had in his *Unit I* commentary, and as Mondrian had in his *Circle* essay, he implied the revelatory nature of the painting, suggesting that apprehending it as an ‘experience’ indicated the artist’s ‘capacity to live’, and thus the painting’s ‘place in the structure of the world, in everyday life’.92 ‘Painting’ was therefore an object in itself (*a* painting), not a process of reciprocal discovery between painter, the physical world, and the medium.
What Nicholson implied was that the originating motivation for such a painting was in and of itself – the desire to 'make a painting' (my italics) – rather than (as for Piper) to paint, that is, to express the sensation of a thing by engagement with a medium. A painting for Nicholson originated with a concept, for Piper with a sensation. This is what appears at least, to have been the crux of the matter. 'Realism', Nicholson stated, 'has been abandoned in the search for reality: the “principal objective” of abstract art is precisely this reality'. Piper would have agreed, except that constructive painting's only 'reality' was itself, Surrealist 'reality' was an inversion of the known 'real', and therefore a highly ambiguous concept, but biomorphic abstract art and Evans perspective on it, arose from its process of engaging with the realities of life in their broadest terms. Nicholson was not forthcoming on his understanding of a constructivist 'reality' (something upon which Gabo expended pages), or reflective of its implications for painting. What is clear however, is that Nicholson and the Constructivists perceived art as primarily a social signifier with a democratising function. This was again at odds with the belief of the Axis cohort that art was the means to make sense of the world, and it rendered false and anachronistic a collective, revolutionary purpose.

My point is that the Axis cohort were fully engaged in the business of communicating their conflicting and complex experiences of modern life, and that 'life' was an actual condition and not a hypothetical one (such as the attraction of an ideal vision of a new world – which they viewed as escapism), but was naturally an articulation in the present, about the present. That that was the work of the painter, but also of the viewer, Evans had emphatically asserted, about viewing a painting 'as in present life': 'When I look at Miró's work...I am bound irresistibly to the present. It is this moment of existence that I am experiencing
It was therefore not the *Axis* cohort who were dwelling on a life elsewhere than the present, and it was not they whose expression abandoned grappling with the reality of life for iconic symbols. The conclusion to be drawn from this is that they were not 'renegades', since they embraced the practice of abstraction in English modern art.

I have concentrated little on Hepworth and Moore since sculpture generates a different discourse. However, Hepworth's *Circle* essay revealed her position as a carver in a constructivist context as problematic on some levels, and where more generally applicable, it is revealing and useful to compare her attitude with that of the *Axis* cohort. In attempting to explain the constructivist philosophy with regard to carving, her explicitness about its constitutive beliefs and their encapsulation in sculpture tended to expose contradictions as well as clear assertions. In general she concurred with Gabo concerning the universality of human experience, and of 'spiritual power', of the idea of perfection. She also expressed beliefs which superficially appeared to correspond with those of the *Axis* cohort, but they differed fundamentally. For example, she now acknowledged that 'abstract' was 'most frequently used to express only the type of the outer form of a work of art' (which Evans had argued in her introduction to *Axis* 1), although she declared that 'contemporary sculpture and painting have become abstract in thought and concept', which effectively excluded any non-constructivist abstract art.

Hepworth also acknowledged the need for 'balance' in conscious and unconscious 'life' through which 'ideas' could emerge. But the communication of that idea in material form differed from the beliefs of the *Axis* cohort which were 'balanced' through all aspects of artistic activity. For example, she believed that the conscious aspect meant 'the capacity to relate the whole of our past experience to the present idea', and the 'unconscious intuition'
was the ‘sensitivity to the unfolding of the idea in substance, in relation to the very act of breathing’. 100 Both relating the past to the present, and the transforming material process, constituted conscious and unconscious activity for the Axis cohort. The knowledge of history was also an inherent (unconscious) conditioning, and the ‘unfolding of the idea in substance’, although intuitive, also involved conscious decision-making. 101

Further, the ‘idea’ did not, for Hepworth, concern anything connected with life in the physical domain and, she emphatically stated, ‘actually is the giving of life and vitality to material’. 102 The suggestion was that ‘life’ could be ‘giv[en]’ without a transforming process. ‘Vitality is not a physical, organic attribute of sculpture – it is a spiritual inner life’ she asserted. 103 Her reference, always to ‘idea’ and not ‘sense or sensibility and idea’, maintained a silence about this critical transaction with the material, which endowed it with its inner ‘vitality’. Achieving tangible evidence in the sculpture would I argue, have seemed to Evans and her cohort to remain a mystery. Moreover, the ‘co-ordination between conception and realization’ had to be ‘perfect’ for a ‘vital’ work, even though, she conceded, the ‘contours do not limit a perfected idea’; yet furthermore she reiterated, ‘A plastic projection of thought can only live by its inner power and not by physical content’. 104 I suggest that for the Axis cohort, for whom the connection between inner potential and outer form was critical, all these statements might have seemed at best opaque, at worst, contradictory.

Although there was not the same tendency as with Gabo and Nicholson to evade connecting a making process with a final form (and its necessary evocation), Hepworth’s closest focus did not account for the carving process as constructivist which, since it was carving and not constructing, was all the more critical to elucidate. She claimed that the ‘discernment of
the reality of life' through 'form consciousness' (that is 'volume and mass, gravity, contour, thrusts and stresses of internal structure, space displacement and space volume') was achieved in sculpture by thought projection and not 'physical content'. This dislocated 'idea' or 'thought' or 'concept' from physical work, and effectively challenged material expression itself.105

I want to suggest therefore, that the difficulty of theorising constructivist carving or sculpture rather than constructions revealed the contingent nature of this philosophy, and thus the separation of Hepworth's work (and Moore's, for that matter) from Gabo's at a fundamental level.106 Hepworth's essay revealed ambiguities concerning the inherent qualities of the medium as against a projection of those qualities into the medium by the artist. (Gabo's media radicalised sculpture in symbolising the future. It was less achievable in traditional media.) It is for this reason I suggest, that even though Nicholson was extremely reticent to elaborate on his pronouncements and didn't like theorising on art, he might have found it similarly problematic to elucidate a truly constructivist process of painting which accounted for the manifestation of its elements in the medium of paint. For despite Mondrian's election to Constructivism on the basis of his apparent suitability for the 'movement', the origination of his abstract painting was located in the early modern tradition of representation, the precision of his execution preceding European constructivist ideas.

My point is that Nicholson's solution of painting the surfaces of his reliefs did not engage with the painting process as painting, although his geometrically organised paintings, more closely related to Mondrian's in appearance, did so insofar as Mondrian's conformed to a
constructivist identity for painting. Whatever constructivist painting was at its point of execution, it set Nicholson in clear opposition to Piper's habitual exploration of the medium itself in his abstract painting, to 'keep the tradition (of representation) alive'.

These detailed arguments are necessary finally to compare the social implications of constructivist art with biomorphic abstract art. We have seen that with Hélion and Piper for example, biomorphism was able to convey individual human experience in a universalised idiom. Constructivist art, without associative form, could only perform its social function through the connection of thought with iconic form. Hepworth was committed to this function. The artist was striving to find 'a solution to human difficulties' by 'solving his own thought' 'in relation to his medium'. The status of this approach to making does in fact recall that of prayer — an internalised, meditative state — which, when projected into the material, she and Nicholson believed could 'be the solution to life and to living'. It is easy to see that Evans and her cohort would have regarded this attitude as naive if not utterly deluded as artists in 1937. As if in response to some insinuation or accusation, Hepworth declared 'This is no escapism, no ivory tower, no isolated pleasure in proportion and space — it is an unconscious manner of expressing our belief in a possible life.' Their visual language (form and colour) was 'universal' and 'g[ave] the same universal freedom to everyone.' There was much mention of 'freedom' — of ideas, of form, of freedom itself.

Facing the last page of Hepworth's essay was a full page of three photographs of Stonehenge. No comment upon these images appeared in the text, except the insertion into an incongruous reference to 'landscape': '[Contemporary constructive work]....is an absolute belief in man, in landscape and in the universal relationship of constructive
This insight into a subject matter or context which seeped into her otherwise strictly constructivist rhetoric indicated that despite her conceptual equation of art = man/universe, there was an insistent need for identification with the physical world.

The distance had grown between Read and the Axis cohort by this time. Grigson later recalled his personal ‘antipathy’ for Read, whilst Evans, Piper and Nash continued to be respectful of his intellect, and generous about his unilateral support and therefore often ambiguous position, but reserved about his insistent politicisation of abstract art. Since Read remained the unilateral apologist he was earlier, it is useful only to examine aspects of his Circle essay which relate to the Axis position.

I want briefly to continue to address the two aspects of abstract art raised in earlier discussions of Read, and examined further by him in ‘The Faculty of Abstraction’, in order demonstrate his resolute distance from the interests of the Axis cohort. I argue this to be significant for the exclusion of Axis from the majority of accounts of modern art in England at this time, since Read’s writings were formative in the construction of English Modernism. His understanding of abstract art’s social role, and his continuing ambiguous position over the role of subjectivity in abstract art, are the aspects under examination.

Read’s opening proposition was that the debate about abstract art had reached ‘deadlock’ due to the lack of adequate language by which to discuss it, and he advocated recourse to philosophical terms. This perpetuated the kind of esotericism that Evans had identified as the cause of misunderstandings of the aims of modern artists. He had recalled his proposition from Art and Society that there needed to be an equivalent of the evolution of the symbol to replace the originating object, as achieved by the ‘primitive’ artist through
his intuitive 'identification of thought and object, of concept and percept.' The modern artist had instead to move beyond that symbol to find the means to communicate the scientific and philosophical ambience of the present day. It had meant moving away from representation as such, towards art as an iconic object. The painting became the symbol to represent an era of concepts. The idea was first, its concretisation second.

This then was Read's explanation of how this iconic form of abstraction worked in the modern world, in its role in constructing an ideology and not a reality, and he continued: 'The activity which modern art is engaged on, of translating concepts into plastic percepts (plastic objects which can be perceived), is determined by necessity – the necessity of our social evolution.' The 'ambience' which this art had to communicate consisted, as he had argued three years earlier, of the most abstract principles of nature manifested in isolation from their source:

abstract art makes use of, or proceeds on the basis of, the abstract concepts of physics and dynamics, geometry and mathematics...such concepts are part of our mental ambience, and the artist is precisely the individual who can make this ambience actual. He can make it actual in detached and non-utilitarian works of art; or he can make it actual in architecture and the industrial arts.

Like Nash, Piper and Grigson, Evans had recognised an integrity in non-figurative geometrical abstract art's formalism 'for its own sake' but not its validity either in representing or to 'nature'. Piper had been painting abstract compositions which did indeed evoke an ambience, but far from the 'mental ambience' of 'physics, dynamics, geometry and mathematics', they emerged from the sensually and emotionally discerned ambience (from which a 'mental ambience' derived). In this way his paintings remained attached to the pictorial tradition insofar as they were concerned with a notional 'object'
(subject matter), and increasingly in the fleeting evocation of perspectival space and ambient light.

Although supportive of 'abstract' art, Read was concerned that in time, its resolute distance from reality meant that it '[would] lose[s] its vitality and decline[s]', and in order to reconcile it with the vitality of modern life, he reclaimed it as an ordering of chaos, reuniting it in this way with the reality of a human emotional need to order concept into form.\textsuperscript{120} He had come to realise that

Hegel was right. The incompatibility between art and intellect does exist; art cannot become conceptual, an affair of symbols, an activity conducted without relation to objects. Art is always a perceptual activity, an activity of the senses in relation to plastic materials.\textsuperscript{121}

The term 'materials' was not primarily to do with matter, although matter was implicit. It was currency for the visual elements, the language, and so primarily to do with design or configuration.\textsuperscript{122} Characteristically, Read was thus continuing to engage with an abstract notion of elements without attending to the human act of their manifestation, where, in keeping with Mondrian's attitude, the character and status of the medium in making manifest was implicit and silent. Read's only explanation of this act was that in order to move 'beyond the concept' the artist returned it to 'visible and vital raiment'.\textsuperscript{123} Yet if as he stated, the 'abstract' artist's aim was to 'construct a plastic object appealing immediately to the senses and in no way departing from the affective basis of art,' neither he nor the 'abstract' artist was engaged with the fullness of the process through which an 'emotional awareness' of the ambience could be manifested.\textsuperscript{124} To the Axis cohort this would have represented an incomplete process of painting, as well as of representing.
The most significant feature raising the specific concerns of the key contributors in *Axis* in the context of constructivist discourse was Richards’s essay on ‘The Condition of Architecture and the Principle of Anonymity’. Although concerned with architecture, his argument represented an unmistakable analogy with the role of geometric abstract art as a social instrument. That the social significance of architecture and design was highly prominent in constructivist philosophy is clear in the proportion of *Circle* which it occupies, that is, roughly half the volume. Richards’s essay strongly recalled interests of Piper about medieval carvings and stained glass, where individualism had been tempered by a commonality of belief, yet flourished within its rules. In the field of architecture, Richards explained how individual expression could only become ‘culturally valid’ by being ‘assimilated into a regional tradition’. In this way, highly personal and possibly even revolutionary individual innovation, required the impersonal process of adaptation ‘by means of progressive modifications of type forms’ into a universal statement in order for it to be ‘culturally valid’, although significantly not international. This position was aligned with the ‘English’ particularity of interest of the *Axis* cohort, and distinct from the spirit of universality of the constructivist cohort, within an (English) cultural context.

Richards achieved this by citing William Morris’s vision of the cultural enrichment of individual work against the nineteenth-century impersonality of mechanised design and processes, and locating the missing ‘vital link’ in the recent degeneration of architectural design. The thinking had been removed from the purpose he argued, the practitioner was not *thinking architecturally*. This belief was analogous to Piper’s and Evans’s views that misguided abstract painters were working for purposes other than painting, that is, *not thinking pictorially*.(my italics) Furthermore, Hélion had confirmed “thinking” as the ‘equilibrium’ which renewed ‘everything the painter is capable of’ during the activity of
painting: ‘The shape becomes thought’ he had declared. The selfconscious, aesthetically determined style, was therefore not evolved from exploring possibilities for solving problems. Richards stated that dedication to working with those problems produced a ‘live universal language...’ evolved from a ‘unity of purpose’, and thus an ‘echo or reflection of a unity of social and cultural purpose pervading the whole of life’. Therefore, he described a ‘genuine folk art’ evolving as an expression of ‘genuine folk work’ (namely the medieval tradition), as continuing into the eighteenth century with the distinction being ‘a religious...an emotional ...one’, the eighteenth-century impulse was ‘a civic...a rational ...one’. The success with which the eighteenth century assimilated the individual impulse of the (by then ‘celebrity’) architect into a rational architecture was ‘proof of proper cultural adjustment’, and this Richards stated, was the eighteenth-century’s ‘claim to vitality’, namely the ‘progressive modification of type forms’ to ‘cultural purpose’. The ‘true architects’ of the nineteenth century (showing the ‘same unity of purpose as the builders of the medieval cathedrals’) were those whose versatility was suited to the civic and industrial expansion of their times (for example Telford, Brunel, Stephenson, Rennie, Paxton). Their contribution was that they established a ‘genuine tradition of design’ of ‘true cultural validity’, modifying individual innovatory working methods to vernacular standards. It was pursued popularly and ‘anonymously’, in the way that Piper had observed of the expertise of the ‘early religious artists’ whose works were ‘at once full, and popular’. But in this ‘International Survey’ which Circle represented, Richards’s argument was asserting a place for vernacular solutions, local traditions, in England. The International Movement (although he did not argue this), by implication dismantled anything provincial or local. And this had been precisely Piper’s view of the pressure upon young English artists to imitate French modern painting.
In addition, Richards’s conviction about architecture so closely accorded with Piper’s notion of a ‘fullness’ of ‘life’ inherent in good artistic practice, and the need for painters to think from a broadly representational and painterly attitude rather than designing for a particular ‘end’, that it demonstrated the intellectual dynamic of his friendship with Richards at this time to lie at the most fundamental level of artistic values. It becomes clear with this essay, that these two individuals were in such sympathy that this alignment was a stronger one than Richards’s part in the cohesive appearance of Circle would appear otherwise to indicate. What Richards argued actually undermined his validity as a constructivist architect, through asserting his position to be aligned with the kind of ‘Art’/’Life’ relationship which Nash had so passionately argued some five years earlier.\textsuperscript{138}

It was the cultural implications of the terms ‘Art’ and ‘Life’ themselves which separated Richards from his continental colleagues, namely his striving for the continuity of localised traditional principles as the means to framework a modern contemporary English vernacular.

For without exception, those essays in Circle that were related to Richards’s premises or their implications, were all from the English cohort. Even though their ‘flagstones’ were firmly down for the purposes of conforming to Circle’s constructive ideals, there is a palpable ethos which unites them, which is far more subjective in its motivating force than that of the continental contributors.\textsuperscript{139} For example, Read’s essay could not escape from the emotive, psychological aspect of symbolic form as the outcome of an ‘activity of the senses’.\textsuperscript{140} And for all her arguments on ‘spiritual inner life’, ‘unconscious intuition’ and ‘this world of ideas’, Hepworth nevertheless revealed that ‘landscape’ constituted one empirical blemish in her constructivist beliefs.\textsuperscript{141} Most tellingly however, was the way in
which Moore’s contribution for Circle, consisting only of two paragraphs, betrayed his roots to be much more subjectively based in his assertion that ‘contemporary’ art (not Constructive art) ‘is not an escape from life’ because it was not representational, and that sculpture could use ‘organic rhythms’ in ‘dealing with the relationship of masses’. 142 Neither of these views, in the way that Moore meant them, sat happily with the Constructive Idea as propounded by Gabo.

Since by the summer of 1937, Circle’s contributors had established the notion of an abstract painting as an object representing nothing but a concept, as against the Axis cohort’s establishment of an abstract painting as a moment in the process of representing experience, it is clear that the separation between the two was finally manifest. The concept ‘reclathed in visible and vital raiment’ suppressed almost entirely the ‘meaning embedded in the process’ of painting, which for the Axis cohort constituted the basis of historical progress and achievement, the labours of whose painters were viewed as contemporary indicators. 143 What needs to be considered next is that Circle’s cohesive appearance and its impressive list of ‘members’ on the front cover, whilst making an unequivocally internationalist statement about an internationally evolved aesthetic, represented only a minor proportion of English art activity, that which was perceived by Evans as inauthentic. That autumn she introduced and edited a collection of essays written by practising artists, entitled The Painter’s Object.
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CHAPTER V

THE PAINTER’S OBJECT
This chapter explores the extent to which Evans's anthology *The Painter's Object* related to *Axis*, and by implication how it represented a counterblast to *Circle*. Since superficially it did not appear to concern itself at all with abstract art, and even included contributions from a surrealist and a constructivist artist, it might be assumed that Evans and her cohort had by then abandoned abstract art altogether.¹ Late in her life, when asked if *The Painter's Object* was published to 'establish a clear artistic position', Evans claimed that it was 'just a squib...not a riposte to *Circle*', and thus not to be 'taken too seriously.'² Yet the ambiguities in her comments were, I want to demonstrate, significant.³ Since 'squibs' are the most revealing of acts, the aim of this chapter is on the contrary to Evans's instruction, to take seriously those essays by her and Piper, and more briefly one by Nash, to establish whether their attitudes to abstract art had altered by this time in the light of their priorities as pinpointed at the beginning of chapter three, and according to *Circle's* own priorities.⁴ More generally, other content in the collection is briefly reviewed for broader significances related to *Axis*.

For a brief summary of the collection, constellations of the other essays occur around such concerns as the social significance of art, the versatility of the true artist, and characteristic interests of particular artists. Taking the last first, Nash's essay 'The Nest of the Wild Stones' played upon the surreal ambiguity both of manmade and natural, and of animate and inanimate form, in constructing poetic metaphor.⁵ The ambiguity of meaning derived from juxtapositions of ready-made images was discussed in Ernst's contribution 'Inspiration to Order', where collage and his own process of *frottage* constructed surreal narratives.⁶ Significantly, surreal content appeared comfortably in this collection, but it was surreal in its subtlety of strange context and ambiguous form – the kind of surreal expression discussed by the Thwaiteses – and not in any obsessively Freudian subconscious
Kandinsky’s essay ‘Empty Canvas, etc.’ described his method of composing abstract pictures from his earliest phase through to the present, his pictorial basis for abstraction being asserted in his claim that the ‘illusory space’ of a picture, inferred as a ‘truth’, was articulated by the ‘falsehood’ of abstraction. These essays tended to reiterate the characteristic interests of their writers, adding nothing more of particular significance to illuminate Axis interests; so it is now important to concentrate upon those that illuminated those interests further.

In her opening essay ‘The Painter’s Object’, Evans declared that artists ‘inherit the earth’, that ‘They turn everything to their advantage’ in their ‘racketeering’. But she separated the artist (implied as Nicholson’s cohort) who ‘racketeers’ from the artist who ‘cannot ignore anything that may serve the ends of his own absorbing passion and function – art’. She implied that versatile artists who trusted in their intuitions were untouched by dogma or categorisation which others attempted to impose. The evidence of this versatility was in the scope of particular artists’ essays. For example, Moore’s ‘Notes on Sculpture’ explained the concerns of the sculptor in his response to ‘shapes’ from nature, and the role that drawing played in that response. He implied, in his reference to the ‘quite unnecessary’ ‘violent quarrel between the abstractionists and the surrealists’, that those categories which claimed his work as their own had never succeeded in gaining his singular commitment, since he did not seek to ‘belong’ to either. This was appreciated by the Axis cohort, and reflected in the fact that Moore alone contributed both to Circle and The Painter’s Object. The metaphysical painter Chirico explored ‘Gustave Courbet’ as a romanticist rather than as a realist, and as if demonstrating the ridiculousness of the ‘violent quarrel’ as Moore put it, Evans’s ultimate statement was the constructivist Moholy-Nagy’s surreal ‘film scenario’ entitled ‘Once a Chicken, Always a Chicken’, prefaced by
illustrations of his meticulous constructions. I propose that Evans, who had declared in *Axis* that 'We are lost amongst individuals whose works protest at classification', there being too many who did not work under 'abstract' or 'surreal', was demonstrating in her collection that disciplinary categories were unnatural to the genuinely creative process so that what was habitually presented to the public was by no means an artist's full concern. For example as discussed, painters Piper and Nash had written elsewhere about architecture, design and sculpture, and the painter-illustrator Graham Sutherland wrote on the surreal aspect of landscape sculpture, formed by strange, surreal geological formations, in 'An English Stone Landmark'.

Art was also placed in broader social contexts in this collection, moving out from the studio and gallery. Ozenfant's essay 'Serial Art' promoted the democratic idea of the prototypical image, which could be mass produced in a bid to make accessible to the broad public the 'best painting'. The political edge was direct and uncompromising, in its call for democratising art. In an equally social framework, Trevelyan's 'Mythos' perceived the 'mass desires and individual experiences' of the city as an interrelation of organisms. Calder's 'Mobiles' described his employment of pure form in the design of theatrical performance, transforming the unique art object into a dynamic scenario, reconstituted only in the choreography of its internal movements. Léger's 'Painting and Reality' argued for a new aesthetic realism, and the opportunity for the 'popular masses' to gain access to it through the collaboration of artists in design and architecture, where colour and light were used creatively and murals would express a 'tranquil, interior type of art'. But Léger's forms, though being claimed as constructivist by *Circle*, were drawn from the physical world and retained its symbolic form. For this critical reason, in the eyes of the *Axis*
cohort, they would maintain their independent integrity, unlike those of Mondrian or Nicholson.

Considered therefore as a collection of ‘scattered writings’ by artists ‘extraordinarily exciting’ to read, The Painter’s Object was evidently not intended to ‘uphold any creed or prove anything’, but merely to reflect the ‘directness of approach and lack of literary prejudice’ characteristic of the expression of its contributors. However, much as Evans may not have meant ‘uphold’ a ‘creed’, the evasiveness of the content concerning ‘abstract’ art speaks volumes about Axis priorities, and that voice is established loud and clear in her introductory essay. The collection does however imply a ‘clear artistic position’, and it certainly constituted more than a ‘squib’ in Circle’s direction. I suggest that the ‘painter’s object’, meaning either the aim/objective, or the subject matter, meant also (and even more emphatically), the painters’ (plural) objection. That ‘the painters object’, was a barely disguised ‘riposte’ to Circle’s clear denial of painting, I argue, as it is inconceivable that the Oxford English graduate had arrived at that wonderfully apt term ‘object’, insensitive to the fullness of its cryptic meanings.

Other than Evans’s essay ‘The Painter’s Object’, the collection included two contributions each from Piper, Nash, and Hélion, and one each from a range of those artists in whom she had remained convinced, such as Picasso, Kandinsky, Moore, Calder, Ernst and Léger, as well as others who had not appeared in Axis, namely Ozenfant, Trevelyan, Sutherland, Chirico and Moholy-Nagy. Some of the essays were reprints, and the frontispiece, a print of a Picasso Still Life of 1922 achieved through the process used for Axis colour reproductions, together with Hélion’s Axis article, associated it with the review. Its typography and layout were however, entirely conventional.
We have seen that Evans's writing on art was always sourced from the circumstances of the artist and the traditions of his practice. This interrelation continually confirmed that the artist's work was the outcome of a complex set of decisions. In her unique position of being an 'inside' observer yet not a practitioner, she was a consummate communicator of the artist's reality, and through that, the nature of art's resonance with its social and cultural condition. To elucidate her position at this pause in the run of *Axis*, it is necessary to examine her essay for evidence of this understanding, and its dissemination, together with its relation to abstraction, before attending to other contributions.

Evans made clear that by later 1937 she was exasperated that the 'internecine war' breaking out across the field of abstract art, and the 'silly battle' apparently raging between the abstract and the surrealists artists, were nothing but debilitating for the constitution of a healthy contemporary art. Nor did she spare her spleen in identifying the sources of its decay, reiterating in the first pages that the public and critics needed to attend to the 'real goods', namely 'the artist, and what he really stands for', and scorning the 'autographing crowds' and the 'pressmen' for 'completely missing the boat'. This diatribe against critics, public, and self-regarding artists, aimed to debunk the myth of the bohemian life of the artist, and the crass misconception of the business of art making.

Her essay revealed her thoughts at a time when there was clearly a public, no longer a private schism, between those who had worked apparently for the same (abstract) cause. Now, she revealed to the public the measure of antipathy she felt over the superiority assumed by certain artists. Her heavy irony betrayed the situation in which she found herself on one side of a divide whose other side consisted of a barely disguised cohort
(namely the Freudian Surrealists and the Constructivists) who were referred to as ‘the escapists’. She designated as ‘artists’, only those that fight to do what they really want to, suffering the stupid patronage of the public and the everlasting bullying of intellectual and highbrow contemporaries; [who] defy and scorn all the commonplace morality (duty to this, duty to that, self-abnegation, self-mistrust – both very important – the discipline of nine till six), and once where they want to be, never stop working.

The ‘tame artists’ or the ‘lay figures’, along with ‘the rest’ and ‘the others’, produced work ‘of astonishing and complicated sophistry’, in order to conform with society’s expectations of the artist ‘trembling on the brink of the gossip column’. The fullness and reality of the artist’s daily life which formed and informed his work, was thus isolated in the eyes and mind of the public from its manifestation.

Evans demonstrated her understanding of the complexity of the artistic process by exemplifying it in the recent work of Picasso. Her and Piper’s longstanding respect for his professionalism was further strengthened by his impressive painting Guernica, exhibited in the Spanish Pavilion at the Paris International Exhibition that year. (P1.41) The effectiveness of his biomorphic abstract form, and his cultural identification with the subject, constituted her chosen themes concerning the complex process of expressive abstraction. Evans explained the hitherto nebulous area of how and why an artist resolves the subjectivity of his response through the process of its objectification in a formal expression, with more clarity than Read had ever achieved in his theoretical writings. In direct, simple language, she addressed the emotional engagement with a subject and its transformation into distilled form as she perceived it to be expressed in Guernica. There had been no such demystified explanation of the process from the inspiration, development,
and final effect of a visual vocabulary to date, and it represented her and Piper's entire philosophy of abstract art.

I want to argue here that far from a fit of pique over a sense of failure to win public acclaim, which might be viewed as the reason for her initial robust diatribe, the entirety of her essay demonstrated that the histrionics were designed as a crashing overture, to be counterbalanced by her analysis of the realities of the process; and the eloquence of her explanation validated her despair. She was after all, repeating what Nash had argued since 1932, and which for the past three years had been present in Axis and other publications and even private letters from its cohort, all of which indicated in no uncertain terms that their predictions were indeed well founded. The public was more interested in attaching itself to the social world and eccentricities of the 'racketeer' artist. Worse, artists themselves had dissented over the ethics of 'art' and an artistic morality. She aimed in her essay to blast away the fog. Against the progress of biomorphic abstraction, non-figurative geometric abstraction, now publicised as 'constructive' art, had nothing to 'say' of the contemporary experience, its distance from lived experience of the world was absolute, yet it claimed to serve as an inspiration for social and political democracy.

Despite there being no discussion of abstract art per se in the essay collection as a whole, the priorities held in Axis were firmly established in Evans's opening gambit. It is therefore important to quote substantially from her commentary on Guernica, in which she explained the act of abstracting as 'purging into formality'. In this case, the raw emotion of the artist's response to the subject was transmuted into biomorphic abstract form – the finding of 'the abstract qualities beneath the shattered limbs and the blood of "Guernica"'. It
accounts entirely for the conviction of the *Axis* cohort that biomorphism expressed the conscious and unconscious apprehension of the subject, resulting in this particular case from an individual *cultural* identification:

> It is a terrible picture of atrocities that would turn one's hair white if one met them in real life. It is not gently composed to soften the blow, either; not a Laocoon picture. Nor is it the wild testament of a man distracted by the thought of his tortured country, and least of all is it a 'Red Government' poster screaming horrors to a panic-stricken intelligentsia. It is a passionate recognition of the facts, so purged as to become almost detached statement, and ultimately so unrealistic as to be almost as abstract as his most abstract painting. Yet only a Spaniard could have done it because only a Spaniard could have exploited in just that way the present events in Spain. It is not *qua* Spaniard that he is able to do it, but as a member of a suffering race he is able to feel its sufferings and live them and use them entirely for his own ends. Picasso himself could never have painted a 'Guernica' for France or Germany or England in the Great War - then he was exploiting his detachment. To-day he is exploiting his actual implication - but all the time towards purging, resolving. And all the time whether in war or out of war, implicated or not implicated, whether apparently abstract or apparently realistic, the detachment is in the painting and not in the feeling; that is what gives his abstract pictures life and makes 'Guernica' a great painting and not just a piece of sentimental political propaganda. 3

She continued to clarify art's expression as the result of specifically cultural experience:

> But Moore is not a Spaniard, nor is Nash, nor Hélion, nor Léger, nor any of the others in this book, and their only way of dealing with the immediate problems of Spain is not to *act* as well as paint or carve, not to become for the moment Spaniards and try to express the revolution (and resolve it) as if it were their own, [...], not even to try to feel what they would feel if all this were happening in their own country - that is, a kind of perverted spiritual whoring - but to treat the war in Spain as part of the existing world, part of the world to which they have to find an answer in their own way, the world which as it was during the great war Picasso expressed through the wineglass and the guitar. And they have above all to ignore the clamours of the warmongers, the fighting men of letters... just as Picasso, the Spaniard, succeeds in doing. 34

'To act', 'as if', 'to try', indicated the inauthentic to Evans. But to invent an 'independent piece of life', in which emotional responses are resolved, was precisely what Nash had advocated earlier on. 35 It was the means for the *Axis* cohort of bringing 'life' to art, in
forms distilled from lived experience. To a greater or lesser degree they were abstract, and biomorphic.

From the first issue of *Axis*, with Hélion’s belief in the ‘picture’ as the site where ‘ethics, esthetic, lyricism’ converge, with Nash’s aim to ‘give life to a conception within the formal shell’, and with Piper’s own observation of Picasso’s work as ‘a red splash in perfect control’, there could have been no stronger justification that what *Axis*, through Evans, had been engaged in, was an abstract art with universally humanist potency, which was at the same time a uniquely individual expression.\(^{36}\) Evans now demonstrated through *Guernica* all conclusive beliefs and values inherent to *Axis*, namely the ‘fullness’ of an individual’s experience of present life, ‘purged’ into evocative elements, implicit in which was that individual’s social and cultural perspective. Recognition of these values in a painting signified recognition of an artist’s integrity.

Inherent to that integrity was the artist’s conscious and unconscious identification with his environment. This duality in the process of expression had been exemplified in *Axis* in the use of form and tonal range evocative of the environmental conditions of Alaskan sculptors, as discussed in Penrose’s article.\(^{37}\) In addition, the article by W. G. and M. Archer had described the colours of the wall paintings of the Santhal peoples from the Singhbhum district of Bihar, obtained from the soil and vegetative extracts, and the geometric designs they configured, as producing a ‘regional style which tribal experience has sanctioned’, demonstrating the unconscious absorption of their physical conditions, and referring to it as ‘a living tradition’, ‘developed by family sensibilities and matured by repetition.’\(^{38}\)
An inherited sensibility had been discussed in *Unit 1*, particularly by Nash, in the context of the unconscious evocation (born of a literary tradition) of mood or ambience through the qualities of formal elements in representing topographical settings, where it was referred to as the ‘English genius’ issuing from a ‘native spring’. But he was clear on the distinction to be made between unconscious evocation and conscious projection: ‘The international character of modern art, by destroying the false values of nationalism, opens the way for a purely academic approach to the question of national idiosyncrasy, and, in proportion as art becomes more abstract, so the nuances of national or racial distinction become more subtle and, consequently, more interesting to trace.’ ‘Idiosyncracy’ was the unconscious character which identified a group tendency.

Nor was Evans’s notion of cultural inheritance of a nationalistic form of subject matter or narrative, but of a synthesis of technique and idiom emergent from a ‘spiritual necessity’ resonating a deeply rooted experience of place and community. Her approach to understanding Picasso’s response to the event at Guernica was through the ‘spiritual necessity’ born of his belonging to the Spanish culture.

Scanning the essay titles generally, there was little mention of the term ‘abstract’, whereas the terms ‘surreal/surrealism/surrealist’ were used, mostly by Ernst or Nash. Abstraction enjoyed little exposure as ‘in itself a criterion’, and was present as part of the process of representing, as conclusively claimed by Picasso in ‘Conversation’: ‘Abstract art is only painting...There is no abstract art. You must always begin with something...the idea of the object...is what started the artist off, excited his ideas and stirred up his emotions.’ Nothing could have more solidly registered the empiricist position of the *Axis* cohort and its diametric opposition to the constructivist ideal.
That the freedom of biomorphic abstraction facilitated such individual solutions was reflected in the variety of art manifestations featured in *The Painter’s Object*, in which their commonality was the broader evocation of an ‘instinct for life and [...] knowledge of life today’. Those artists, she declared, ‘don’t destroy, formalise and bring to life again; but absorb, create and set the creation going. An independent piece of life instead of a symbol for life’ (implying the biomorphic abstractionists and the Constructivists respectively).

This approach to abstract art was constituted by ‘each artist’s personal painting-predilections combined with his particular cognizance and awareness of 1937 (or 1936 or 1938).’ The ‘personal’ solution of her cohort to which she had later referred, ‘might still belong to a new tradition which [they] were interested in. Art of the generations was a unity although it had variety.’ The fact of conscious and unconscious activity inherent in the process of abstracting, was the heart of the business of representing individual experience, and the fact of the conscious design of an abstract ‘statement’ as a categorical end, was another activity, removed from that channel of communication. Evans was convinced about the nature of the interrelationship of conscious and unconscious activity in artistic expression, even before her involvement with *Axis*, claiming ‘my conscious thought and emotions influenced by the sub-conscious are the ultimate material of any work of art I may produce’.

Implicit in this necessary tension was the resolution of particular and universal experience. In Evans’s essay, the schism in contemporary art in England was made fully public. The reality of the present, as against the unreality of an imagined future, was for the *Axis* cohort, the imperfect and genuine condition of life, the only position from which an artist could communicate. Evans was resolute in her conviction that art needed to express that reality.
Conversely, in her *Circle* essay Hepworth was equally convinced that art's 'formal relationships...can be the solution to life and to living. This is no escapism, no ivory tower, no isolated pleasure' she declared, but the expression of 'our belief in a possible life.' Yet Evans's comment below suggests that she, and by association the *Axis* cohort, had been accused of being escapists in their non-conformism to that ideology:

> The real escapists are those who ask for conditions under which everything can be quite straightforward before attempting anything. (A ready-made Greek Republic, so as to be able to enjoy and produce ready-made Greek art.) The worst kind of escapism is practised by those who most shout about it; those whose whole life is paralysed by the fear that at some future date – perhaps to-morrow, perhaps in a year, two years, three, more – they will not be *free* to be their own whimpering selves...They want to be *right*, and above all they do not want to do anything except proclaim what they are right about for the rest of their short lives. Fear and desire are here inextricably mixed. But all their cries are public announcements....that they are tired of the struggle here and now, and look forward to another and a better life.

The richness of the 'struggle here and now' was precisely what Evans believed engaged the artist. It was the aim, 'The Painter's Object'. In an assertion that reinforced Piper's and Grigson's arguments in 'England's Climate', she cited the letters of Constable and Palmer as the clue to *their* reality and, therefore, to understanding 'how acute the problems of their own paintings in their own time were'. Against the unbelief of their public they had also maintained their independence, and in their achievements had remained beacons for their successors: 'Work and belief in their own integrity has kept the Constables, Blakes and Cézannes of this world doggedly at their self-appointed tasks.' The inference that Piper was one of those successors, was confirmed in his preoccupation with and inspiration from work on his Constable article during this time.
No imposition, from peers or public, should therefore corrupt the integrity of the ‘self-appointed task’. Yet it was an onerous one, given the tense cultural climate and the political precariousness at this time. According to Evans, artists had to suffer ‘the stupid patronage of the public and the everlasting bullying of intellectual and highbrow contemporaries; [and] defy and scorn all the commonplace morality’. Most probably this ‘morality’ (‘duty to this, duty to that, self-abnegation, self-mistrust – both very important’) implied the membership of groups or the subscription of work to group exhibitions for various social or political causes, under which the artist subjugated his/her personal tendencies to a governing ideal.

It was this aspect which, along with the rejection of a group style or idiom, subjected non-conformist artists to accusations of being ‘anti-social’ and ‘vicious’. Across the ranks, contemporary artists were canvassing support at this time for their dispersed cohort in Europe and England, and for the volunteer effort in Spain, through the AIA exhibitions and fundraising events. Although a broad variety of artists entered work for exhibitions, I think it highly likely that constructivist art, having presented itself as ideologically motivated by democratic ideals expounded in the pages of Circle, would, also through its association with the Hampstead émigré community, have gained an amount of liberal and left wing recognition as a ‘moral’ movement. The Axis editor and co-editor, rurally based, were geographically and artistically removed from the centre of events, although they participated in exhibitions. This fact goes some way towards their insistent independence from group immersion, and the view of them by others as ‘escapists’.
In this way, the artist's 'self-appointed task', implying a cultural, social and political, therefore a moral issue, was fraught with 'not one but a thousand battles'.\textsuperscript{57} I suggest that the increasing threat of war and of the current purge of democratic rights in Spain and through Europe by the end of 1937, must have raised even the production of art at this time as a moral issue in itself. Whereas the pressure that Nicholson had placed on artists in the 7&5 to conform to a purely abstract idiom had signified his personal commitment to a visual aesthetic, Gabo's politically based influence consolidated much of Nicholson's and Hepworth's artistic convictions towards a more politicised position. But even before Gabo's establishment in Hampstead in 1936, Nicholson's reliefs as we have seen, had already provoked comments about their moral significance, which had cropped up in \textit{Axis} and other contemporary publications over the previous two years.\textsuperscript{58} What is significant is that the 'moral' reference had occurred more often than was merely incidental. This association clearly rankled with Evans, since in the abstract art milieu Nicholson was able to claim the moral high ground. Whilst it may not necessarily have been the case that Nicholson actively adopted this moralistic stance for his art, he did not deny its relevance, and his analogy of art with 'religious experience' set the filter through which he and his work were viewed.

There was little ambiguity in the identity of the 'escapists' in Evans's essay, who were 'not always content to let other people get on with their own work in their own way...[Thinking] it immoral, bourgeois, and self-indulgent'.\textsuperscript{59} To respond to the impurity of the modern condition by setting a personal project of exploration, was therefore viewed by others as 'immoral' and 'self-indulgent'. But to be any kind of abstract artist was anyway claimed by the Surrealists from their communist position to be bourgeois, yet in the eyes of
the greater public, to be an abstract artist, especially a non-figurative abstract one, was to be 'bolshevist'. Political inferences, long established, therefore continued right through the thirties to muddy the waters considerably for those keen to understand the nature of abstraction, and for those artists seriously engaged with exploring it.

Evans's sense that all sight was being lost as to the genuine drive of artists to trust to their judgements and channel their thought and experience, 'to be present in their work', was forcefully conveyed in this essay. Her spleen about the working and exhibiting pressures upon them needs however, to be viewed most of all in terms of her close first-hand experience of Piper's situation. Clearly, he in particular was undergoing enormous pressure to relinquish his continuing development of biomorphic abstraction, for as discussed, the projects he was involved in at this time were far from a devotion to abstract painting.

A further significant factor needs to be considered in this publication. In Evans's essay and the subsequent broad scope of artist's own commentaries, I submit that she unequivocally laid to rest the 'Art' and 'Life' debate from Axis's point of view, establishing finally its position as concerned with the genuine process of expressing experiences through representing an imperfect not perfect, and a present not future, life.

The central claim of Piper's essay 'Lost, A Valuable Object', was that the activity of countless artists had entailed the search for the 'object' that cubism 'destroyed'. That it was generally forgotten that contemporary painting was where it was because of the object, and not because of its absence. For the Axis cohort, to lose sight of this fact was to lose the premise of art itself. Piper recognised that even abstract art with its variety of aims, still
arose from the response to a form of subject matter, or 'object', arguing that abstract art seemed to return to it rather than to escape from it.\textsuperscript{63}

But he recognised that the return was not towards the same idea of the object, and that this was the root cause of the problem in contemporary art. As the constructivist 'object' was the artwork itself, its only possible dimension of 'reality' was turned inward towards its own materiality and aesthetic qualities. The surrealist 'object' was merely the means to another 'reality', and therefore, its inherent 'reality', being focussed elsewhere, was a compromised one. As was the case for all the \textit{Axis} cohort, Piper's belief was that the analysis of the object was only part of the whole contemporary endeavour, and the persistence of its reduction had finally substituted its actual presence in the physical world by either a fantasy or a concept: 'the object must grow again' he therefore declared.\textsuperscript{64} By this he meant in its own integrity, as the source of pictorial exploration, and not as the means to another, non-pictorial, proposition.

But in the resolute resistance to this on the part of constructivist and surrealist painters, he had observed 'one striking similarity' in their attitudes towards the object: 'they both have an absolute horror of it in its proper context'.\textsuperscript{65} Throughout \textit{Axis}, he had demonstrated that in order for painting to communicate the artist's experience of contemporary life, it needed to be grounded in reality and not idealised away. He elaborated: 'The one thing neither of them would dream of painting is a tree standing in a field. For the tree standing in the field has practically no meaning at the moment for the painter. It is an ideal: not a reality.'\textsuperscript{66} This was the pivot upon which the beliefs of the Constructivists and Surrealists on one side, and the biomorphic abstractionists on the other, were balanced. Yet it was neither Piper's nor Evans's view that a genuine expression could exist without aspects of both attitudes,
and that the degree of each in any one work was naturally variable. Piper was reviewing this relationship in his own painting since he was engaged with issues of representation and subject matter.

We have seen that 1937 was a busy and enriching period for Piper, which also accounts for the delay in publishing *Axis 8*. The subjects common to all his projects were the nature of representing objects and topography. I want next to explore the content of ‘Lost, A Valuable Object’, for the most significant connections with which to argue that through finding a ‘corroboration and a sanction’ in the work of Constable, Piper was resolving the conflict of ‘form’, as symbolic of the conflict of ‘idea’ in the ‘modern world’, which he perceived ‘all form-conscious’ artists to struggle with. 67

The context for Piper’s ‘lost’ ‘object’ in this essay illuminated further his approach to resolving this conflict. His introduction had raised the traditional subject matter of the artist’s ‘place’, highly approving as he did of recent articles in a journal, featuring ‘various localities’ which had been ‘sketching grounds’ for artists in the past. 68 I suggest they appealed to him through the close connection of the resulting paintings with the artist’s habitual activities, that is, part of his life. The drawing or painting emerged from the normality of visiting a place which was in his ‘ambit’. 69 The re-establishment of the ‘object’ also extended it to the constituent ‘objects’ in a place, or a location, and thus his point of the inherence of constructed abstract forms (of ‘objects’) in the tradition of topography (or ‘places’) was complete. He had recognised one of Constable’s ‘great gifts’ as ‘the capacity to see a landscape whole, as a picture’, drawn from ‘pattern-exploration’ and ‘space-exploration’. 70
Having been habitually absorbed in a new consciousness of the physicality of the ‘objects’ of topography throughout his painting career, Piper’s ordinary ‘object’ in this essay – ‘the tree standing in the field’ – was thus common currency in his daily (rural) life, and it demanded the same formal and sensual consideration as any other ‘object’. The tree was placed into the general context of problem-solving in the process of representing. He then cited two metaphorical ‘objects’ which repeatedly ‘suggest[ed] themselves’ in his painting ‘Sometimes simply as facts. Sometimes as symbols.’ The objects were real yet imagined, geometric or ‘classic’, yet particular or ‘romantic’, and they were in a place and the place itself. His descriptions need to be quoted fully to demonstrate the controlled nature of this ambiguity:

A room. Evidently a room, but without any of a room’s recognizable qualities, such as a table, or chairs, or pictures. In the room, on the floor, or raised on a table that is not a table, a collection of shapes: some of them flat, façades simply, some solid. Nothing like boxes or rubbish in a box-room attic. Nothing like cookery going on in a kitchen, yet with the qualities of empty boxes, and also of the hard uneatable coloured icing on elaborate iced cakes. This collection in its whole general form is more or less geometrical, and something like a crystal; but it also has decided amorphous qualities. At its best it is in its form a combination of a crystal and a potato, with neither predominating too much, though one may predominate a little with advantage. It is rather large – like the room itself – but it varies in size, and can be only as much as two or three feet high.

Illuminating this somewhat mysterious apparition, Piper explained its ambiguity further in his concurrent article on ‘Aspects of Modern Drawing’ as serving the necessity for tradition to be ‘stretched’ according to the needs of the time. To elaborate on the ‘conflict’ of form and idea mentioned above, he observed that since the Cubists, the concentration on form in subject matter, which tradition had ‘stretched’ to accommodate (rather than concentration on its character as had been the convention), had required a continuing resolution in the work of artists, of ‘a conflict of shape – between that of a potato and that of a regular
crystal'. Piper saw this conflict being enacted around him, as 'very expressive of something contemporary', and although he did not clarify the specific conflicting ideas (I suggest most likely the 'ideal' as against the 'real'), their confrontation was he argued, 'of a kind that moralists may regard as the root of a decay, but which it is not the function of the artist to be moral about, but to record.' This was a significant insight into his own sense of artistic undertaking, namely his commitment to the work of 'recording' by engaging with the positive possibilities of the 'conflict', as against the partisanship of crusading for one side. It amplified his position as an abstract artist who was steering abstraction towards a renewed, independent, 'object'. This was his own 'building process'.

However, not only was the 'object' to 'grow again', but it was to 'reappear in the 'country' that inspires painting'. Without, I hope, extending a metaphor unreasonably, I suggest it is significant that Piper had not employed instead the term 'focus' or 'source' ('that inspires'), but a psychological location for the sensibility, with its sense of terrain or domain. The 'object' was guyed to its place or scenario in the artist's imaginative and real life. The tradition of representing aspects of his life would continually transform, because it had to 'include anything and everything that has a pointed reference to life, however little it appears to agree, or to be able to shake down comfortably with what has gone before it, or what we feel has got to come after, in point of time.' The 'function' of the artist in Piper's view, was therefore 'to deal with' the 'conflict' in a steady and serious way (which was his own way), in the context of his daily life. Evans had exemplified this independence in her statement that 'Work and belief in their own integrity has kept the Constables, Blakes and Cézannes of this world doggedly at their self-appointed tasks', and Grigson had (in Axis) presented the choice facing artists in this 'less full, less reasonable, less innocent and...less real existence. You can flagstone pictures down on to the top of an
abnormal unrest of the individual soul, or you can just paint with your unrest’ he declared, about the transforming process as an emotional one as much as a formal one. It was therefore, a matter of integrity both in personal as well as artistic terms. The solution for the Axis cohort was in the latitude which biomorphic abstraction provided for a modern, authentic, ‘living art’, at the same time ‘keeping the tradition actively alive’ and ‘a fluid thing’. Piper’s second ‘object’ was ‘bigger’ and ‘more imposing’:

It is in fact a very large structure on a beach – for it seems to be a beach, usually. The thing certainly has maritime qualities. For instance, as elements in its construction, poles, of the kind fishermen dry their nets on, but much bigger. Also flats, like the flats of theatre scenery. Indeed, it might be described as personal scenery for a play or a ballet in which the sea is the only actor or dancer. And even the sea can be absent. But it is to do with the sea, because evocative maritime words help to describe it, such as (with the help of Roget’s Thesaurus) coast, shore, scar, strand, bank, lea, sea-board, iron-bound coast, derelict, littoral. The time of day is vague. Also the weather. It is very stormy; also quite calm, according to the way you look at it. The colours are often surprising, seeing that it is a beach. There is dun-coloured sand, all right, but the fishermen’s net poles are bright blue and shining white, as if they had been put up in the bathroom to dry the fishing nets, or the towels or whatever they are. There are chalk cliffs that are often clear grey, and other colours that sometimes contradict the facts, but they just manage to be recognizable as the cliffs. The scene might be Newhaven, or the Welsh coast, or the Yorkshire coast or Brittany – not further away than that. If there is a storm the waves break drily, and almost crackle. There is an absence of life, of seagulls, even; but a sense that life is ready to break in. The object itself might be described as a beach-engine, since it has elements in it at least symbolic of the machine-age (the movements of pistons here and there, for instance), but it also has tassels, and it might be a gigantic structure on which to hang over-size roller towels, the tassels belonging to the velvet-tasselled bellpulls of a lot of old-fashioned door bells. And in spite of the tassels and the poles and the ungainliness of the whole thing it must have an arrow-like, spire-like sharpness, and a hardness like granite, or more like dull steel, and in spite of the towels and the tassels and other protuberances it must be as smooth and as oblong and as massive as the promenade of the seaside town that it may have climbed on to from the beach.

The contradiction and obliqueness in approaching the verbal representation of these ‘objects’ is analogous to the obliqueness of tackling the problem of visual representation
These two 'objects' denied the qualities Piper ascribed to them as soon as they were encompassed in words, in a similar way to the struggle of the artist to express in visual terms something felt. All that is discernible is a tension between the two, yet even this is a delusion. Piper's allusion to the qualities of the more-or-less purity of abstraction (in the first) and the more-or-less impurity of surrealism (in the second), demonstrated his perception that they were both about the same thing, all representation being, and having involved, the act of abstraction. Chapter two of this thesis demonstrated that for the *Axis* cohort abstraction was a synthesis but always a matter of degree, which explains why, between the extremes, any apparent tension was superficial, as evidenced in the presence of aspects of both abstract and surreal expression, in Piper's 'objects'. In fact these 'objects' already existed in generic artistic solutions, the first in the distilled but organic plasticity of an Arp, and the second in the fantastic yet the precise utilitarianism of a Wadsworth. (Pls. 34, 42) In describing these two 'objects', Piper was symbolising his own position as embracing both but claiming no ultimate loyalty to either. Elsewhere he had argued 'People think it dishonest to be chameleon-like in one's artistic allegiances. On the other hand, I think it dishonest to be anything else.'

I want now to propose that the biomorphic attitude of *Axis* was influenced not only by Evans through Hélion's attitude, but by Piper's own development of abstract painting. In view of his professed desire at this time to see 'objects' 'grow' again, and the priorities revealed in 'England's Climate', it is therefore appropriate briefly to examine his abstract practice for corresponding developments, and to illustrate my claims made above with examples. This brief insight into his current practice illuminates his motives in preparing his contribution to *Axis* 8.
The rigidity of geometrical abstraction was never the starting point for Piper as an abstract painter. Despite his admiration for Nicholson’s ‘puritanical’ forms, his own concern for colour and tone in the pictorial expression of spatial relationships steered his work in abstract form differently, as we have seen. (This aligned him in sympathy with Hélion over the significance of evoking space and thus movement.) In 1934 Piper and Nicholson were both exhibiting reliefs, expressing space in actuality, but for distinctly different motives. Piper’s constructed reliefs featured, other than a range of materials, colour, tone and shadow used as devices to produce ambiguity of pictorial recession. (Pl.16)
Nicholson’s carved reliefs, begun in 1933 in one material, eventually employing white paint throughout, used shadow to express architectonic recession. (Pl.23) In 1935 – Piper’s most severe phase of abstraction – he had returned to exhibiting the paintings of vertical configurations. His conceptual frame still embraced a form of ‘reality’ in the process of abstracting, the abstract elements perceived as ‘objects’. \(^{88}\) In the case of his 1935 abstracts which featured geometrical semi-circular curves, these were derived from his earlier naively painted series of nudes on the beach. (Pls.43, 33)

Piper’s 1936 paintings, some of which were shown at the Abstract Concrete exhibition, dispensed with the curves, but their more painterly zones with ambiguous spatial qualities and less compact configurations, were more evocative of screens and ‘rooms’. (Pl.44)
Increased use of diagonal elements also opened out the compositions deeper into a space. By 1937, the forms were flowing, rhythmic and unified in irregular but interrelated configurations, with a stronger sense of movement and organicism, achieved by floating curves or ellipses. (Pls.45, 46) Some paintings, executed on canvas then mounted on board, had pieces meticulously cut and removed, as if surgically entering into another world. The board was painted beneath.
By removing the painted reality of the surface, the viewer was confronted with the painting’s existential state. Such playful articulation of the re-presented painted ‘reality’, and the physical reality of the built-up object of the painting, had had its roots in the collages and *papier collés* of Braque and Picasso just before the war. It was already a modern tradition of representing with equal authority visual ‘reality’, and the new *consciousness* of ‘reality’. The point I am making is that Piper undertook to continue to ‘stretch’ that tradition. His next move was to make positive the cut out canvas forms, some resembling bottle forms or else indiscernible shapes, by mounting them on flat and curved card or board, and assembling them upright, together with painted rods and hoops, and standing them all on a base. Here therefore, the forms of his abstract paintings, conceived of as ‘objects’, were removed from one world, to be returned to their original three dimensional realm. I suggest that in entitling it ‘beach engine’, Piper perceived with a new consciousness the whole assemblage as a shifting interplay of components. It resembled somewhat the second ‘object’ he described in his essay, which it accompanied. He made several of these ‘beach engines’, their features resembling those described in paintings of that year, one of which faced the title page of his essay, previous to his ‘beach engine’ image. Turning the two consecutive pages swiftly, easily demonstrated the two-dimensional source for the ‘beach engine’. In examples of other paintings, references were more direct. For example, a painted ellipse became a three dimensional hoop (or a reference to the circumference of the object it surrounded, as in cubist paintings), the wandering brushline became a wire travelling through the air with the line still painted upon its side. Marine ‘objects’ were suggested, such as described in his second metaphorical ‘object’. For example, a striped shadow cast across a form, its origin elsewhere, evoking a speed-testing mark, the painted rods, a spherical sea-
mark on a pole, and evocations of cliff faces, all brought from one life to another life, insinuate Piper's exploratory process.

Piper's call for the 'fullness' of life to nourish painting was, as discussed above, not merely the physicality of 'objects' but the ambience of places through their presence. The sculptural strangeness of coastal objects recalled for him his time living on the Kent coast, where they were in his 'ambit' and, I suggest, his first meeting in 1935 with Nash in Swanage - 'a significant place to find him' Piper recalled. Piper's mutation of the ordinary into the strange is clearly evident in the descriptions of his second 'object', and its surreal connection warrants a brief diversion. Whilst at Swanage researching for his Shell Guide, Nash had written a short essay entitled 'Swanage and Seaside Surrealism', reprinted in *The Painter's Object*. I suggest it more than likely that he discussed aspects of its content with Piper when they met, as it brought together the place's history and topography related to specific objects in and around the town - the very interests of Piper himself. Nash's fantastic scenario of a lone 'shipwrecked stranger' was narrated at the cusp of two worlds - the real Swanage and its fantastic/imagined 'other'. This form of Surrealism, triggered from real objects and recognised as worthy of inclusion in *The Painter's Object*, was what Gascoyne had termed 'natural' surrealism, as opposed to 'political', and it was Nash's particular form of the surreal. The strangeness of maritime paraphernalia was of such interest to Piper that as discussed, he not only began to use it in his work from late 1936, but was in 1937 preparing a substantial article for publication in the New Year on 'The Nautical Style', in which amongst discussions of the 'romance' of functional buildings and boats with their 'deep-rooted and reasonable' 'idiom', he discussed the 'romance of the coast object', built or constructed for 'use directly connected with the sea; for guiding, warning or harbouring marriners.' This predilection was a strong example of
his pragmatic approach to abstraction as a constituent of representing the business of living. His perception of the coast objects was that removed from their useful context they became abstract forms in their own right.\textsuperscript{96} It was an inversion of perceptions, of Nicholson's reliefs, for example, as architectural features.\textsuperscript{97}

It is strongly in evidence therefore, that Piper's interests continued to engage not with abstraction primarily, but within the world of reality, and only secondarily in its representation through abstracted form. It is also unsurprising that he continued to explore working with abstraction through his favoured activity of collaging later in 1936, with ready-made strips of papers, composing and glueing topographical scenes with ancient landmarks and coast 'objects', working \textit{in situ}. (Pls.49, 50) The sound lessons he had learned from abstract painting were therefore put to use in ways which represented his 'ambit', and although he was still working abstractly, he was now following his own representational inclinations steadily through 1937.

Locating objects in a 'place' was further explored in another context. That year Evans and Piper had joined the Group Theatre, where Piper worked with painter and designer Robert Medley. His first project was the set design for Stephen Spender's \textit{Trial of a Judge}; and although the play did not open until the following March, it is significant that at this time (Autumn 1937) Piper would most probably have been considering the theatrical setting, and designing flats and wings for a dramatic scenario. It is significant for example, that he titled a painting \textit{Screen for the Sea, Black Ground}.\textsuperscript{98} (Pl.51) I think it entirely likely that the fact of his 'beach engine' arose from a logical amalgamation of spatial considerations in his paintings as discussed above, and actual physical implications in the considerations of designing a suitably evocative 'place' for a particular dramatic event. As objects the
'engines' are easily perceived as modern stage sets.99 The particularity of that event – a trial – as composed and directed by the poet and writer Stephen Spender, would have required his consideration of an environment of appropriate mood or ambience for the scenario, as his description of the ‘beach engine’ and its manifestation suggested was possible. What seems startlingly pertinent are the remonstrations that occur in the dialogue within his chosen setting of austere, geometrical abstract forms, which bear quoting for their context. In these sterile surroundings, a Nazi officer demands of the judge an acquittal of some of his colleagues being tried for murder: ‘You seem to forget that the law is intended to protect the State from enemies and not to fulfil an abstract ideal of justice...here you sit fidgeting at jig-saw patterns in this white, square room when, outside, all the world in crisis shoots up to a prodigious firework.’100 Fraser Jenkins’s analogy of Evans’s views on constructivist painting, with the evocative abstract setting, brings meaning forcefully on to another plane: ‘The modernist room created on the stage – comparable to Mondrian’s studio in Paris (which Myfanwy had visited and admired in 1934) – was shown to be an example of self-indulgence and an immoral escapism’.101 Through these white stage sets with black red and blue lines and wings (finally realised in the early weeks of 1938), Piper had, in the protagonists’ inhabitation of an austerely abstract space, allowed that austerity to speak volumes about the political and artistic correspondences perceived as implicit in constructivist abstraction. (Pl.52)

Notwithstanding the violations of human rights that were occurring across Europe at this time, even the lack of humanity and democratic rights in art was currently being experienced by Piper on the personal level as well as the universal, as in Spender’s play, so that individual, cultural, and political meaning was connected with abstract art for Piper and others in this project.102
With a view to these concerns, it is now critical to establish finally, the extent to which Piper's and Evans's senses of artistic morality were connected with their own cultural and political perspectives. The end of chapter three cited Grigson's view that the relevance of the 'past' to the present in modern art practice, was increasingly pertinent. But as revealed, it was not a love of the past for its own sake that engaged the Axis cohort, it was the resonances of its lessons which they sought to make progress in the present. The final step to understanding their cultural and political perspective needs to be taken by revisiting Piper's 'England's Early Sculptors', reprinted in The Painter's Object. Evans's mocking call for 'intellectual freedom, FREEDOM, FREEDOM' in her essay indicated that the Axis cohort's commitment to individual development did not by any means imply the need for total freedom. It could only fruitfully occur within a guiding framework of the time. Purely dictatorial conditions suppressed the individual as Spender had indicated in his play, and as Piper had implied in his constructivist setting. But Piper observed that in any collection of early sculpture one 'quality' was always present: the 'free play of the artist's impulse working within ordered limits'. He elucidated the conditions and their results, in the abstract carving of early English sculptors:

It was a powerful position to be in as an artist, to work under the dominance of a strong outside idea, guarded against diffuseness and detail by strict rules within which the temporary inspiration could blossom and flourish. There was no need to quarrel with the formal law and take liberties with it. It was in itself a liberation rather than a stricture because it pointed a work with a purpose, and all energy could be directed within it. The law was wide enough to give opportunity for the work, and conviction in doing it. In consequence... the whole of the form is felt, and the composition has an immense personal conviction. Indeed, most sculpture in England of the eighth to the twelfth centuries has this conviction.

Local conventions differed, but even within an 'obvious narrowness' a carving could have 'something about it that allowed the artist or craftsman to work with the whole of himself,
and at the same time to produce something that was, above all, lucid and popular: not in the least "highbrow".\textsuperscript{107} Strengthening his observations in 'England's Climate' of the loss of a 'full and popular' art since the early nineteenth century, he went so far in this essay as to reflect that this was something the contemporary artist 'envies, and strives for.'\textsuperscript{108} That this was his own feeling, was indicated in his commitment to exploring the possibilities of a popular, contemporary art.

Certain other factors need to be considered in his preoccupation with 'Early English Sculptors'. Firstly, its quite obvious connection with tenets of the Arts and Crafts Movement in its embracing of the artist/craftsman, and the appropriateness of the fit between design, medium, and expression. The 'truth to materials' tenet – was prominent once more for modern artists in England.\textsuperscript{109} Piper 'booted the technique' of painting or printing, but was always working to express pictorially with the quality of the medium, and Moore was working 'within the limitations of the material' and not 'weaken[ing] it 'beyond its natural constructive build' as he described in his contribution to The Painter's Object.\textsuperscript{110} This attitude also lay at the centre of the design, architecture and sculpture featured in Circle, despite its ideological raison d'être. However, it was not central to its painting practice.

Secondly, the popularity of early carvings as English cultural heritage at this time of nation-building, extended beyond its artistic significance. It represented English history, uniting it with contemporary England composed from a nevertheless cultural heterogeneity: 'a specially English character was nourished from many sources', Piper stated in his essay, naming Celtic, Norse, Byzantine, Norman, Roman.\textsuperscript{111} This search for the origins of 'England' itself in early art was also the subject of books and exhibitions. At the time Piper
was writing this essay, he was engaged on photographing such carvings, selling some to the Victoria and Albert Museum that year.\textsuperscript{112} Unbeknown to him, the British Museum was also executing a photographic survey of this early work, to which Piper contributed some photographs.\textsuperscript{113} The Royal Academy's and the British Museum's exhibitions of British Art and English Art respectively, both between 'Anglo-Saxon times to about 1860' did much to boost interest in England's history and that of her art.\textsuperscript{114}

In connection with the artistic significance of this popular interest, I want to focus on the full-page advertisement that appeared in \textit{Axis} 7 (launched by 'England's Climate') for a new publication entitled \textit{Creative Art in England: From the Earliest Times to the Present}, by W. Johnstone.\textsuperscript{115} This profusely illustrated volume appeared in November 1936, and its prominence in \textit{Axis} was rendered highly significant by the fact that the only other advertisement of that size in the whole run of the review (other than the customary Zwemmer's and Lefèvre pages) advertised \textit{A General History of Music} in \textit{Axis} 4.\textsuperscript{116} Citing its contents as 'Many Anglo-Saxon and Early English Unknown Masters', it listed artists from Blake to Picasso, Piper to Moore, and Lewis 'and many others', stating that 'the book is not only a criticism of the state of mind that, from the time of Holbein, has sent English artists abroad to study, the author also considers the "Bases for a British Art", together with constructive suggestions'.\textsuperscript{117} Not only are these views so closely aligned with those of the \textit{Axis} cohort, but the distributor of \textit{Axis} 7 was changed to Stanley Nott, who was also responsible for distributing Johnstone's book, appearing as he did at the foot of the advertisement.

Little apparent substance though this evidence provides, it sufficiently corroborates the suggestion that Evans and Piper had by late 1936 become orientated so strongly in the
direction of early art’s importance to contemporary developments, with further encouragement by Shell Guide visits to many ancient churches, photography trips for their own sakes, and Piper publishing on ‘England’s Early Sculpture’ in October, that Axis’s perception of ‘abstract’ needs to be resolutely reconsidered in this context also. It is indicative of its interpretative scope that Piper reported in his Oxon guide on ‘an excellent cryptic, abstract carving (Romanesque) over a door’. (my italics) Here is enough proof that the ‘abstract’ which he recognised was abstracted naturalistic representation, of varying degrees, confirming his early conviction of the abstract qualities of stained glass, and his liking for the work of Rouault alongside Picasso and Braque. It also accounts for his desire expressed that July to ‘abolish[ing] the non-figurative rule entirely’ in the 7&5 after Nicholson’s withdrawal, and to include Frances Hodgkins. In his and Evans’s estimation, abstract and abstracted were generically the same process, of working with the present, whereas ‘Constructivism [wa]s building for the future and so far an escape into the future’ in its detached working process. Evidently Evans’s initial declaration that the term was problematic still remained the case, since Woods had recently argued the impossibility of any art other than Constructivism being ‘abstract’ in the pure sense, and that all ‘so-called abstract pictures’ were from ‘nature’ or a subjective response to its elements.

It is important to press further the significance of Johnstone’s book to connections between English history, English character, English places, and English expression, as inherent driving forces for the Axis cohort. After chapters on ‘Anglo-Saxon Art’, ‘Norman Conquest to Holbein’, ‘Holbein to Turner’, Johnstone arrived at ‘The Contemporary Scene’. His opening statement was to ‘indicate’ that a ‘revival of an indigenous British art’ was discernible, but ‘nothing insular or provincial, nor anything so limited as the
expression of racial character or local colour'. He continued that rather than implying any rejection of international contributions to art, he meant 'an art tradition which encourages the British artist' to make a contribution that would be accepted and assimilated by others into the modern art world. Illustrations ranged from Gill to Augustus John, Lewis to Nicholson, Piper to Hillier, Porteus to Wadsworth, and Spencer to Wood, amongst others. In essence, this short chapter on the current state of art probably marked a kick-start for Evans's diatribe at the beginning of 'The Painter's Object', although less dramatic in execution. Describing contemporary patronage as either 'merely confused', or uncritical - 'blinded by [...] superficial criteria' to 'vital distinctions' which needed to be discerned - he saw artists as 'forced' to 'flounder about in the swamp of fads to flatter a mindless public'. Evans's as yet unwritten essay cannot but have been provoked to develop points made here, I submit. The 'danger' of contemporary art was its 'preciousness and exclusiveness', which 'scrapped' 'lesser' artists. In comparison, the 'Middle Ages' saw a 'creative urge' which 'affected everything', and no contribution was ignored. Even the modern art dealer's 'racket', dependent upon fashion, foreshadowed Evans's 'racketeer artists' as similarly dependent.

It is therefore difficult to imagine that what this volume represented to the Axis editor and her cohort was merely an interesting proposition. It also echoed remarkably, values and priorities concerning the English art tradition celebrated in 'England's Climate'. The value placed on English early and medieval achievement, the innovations of Constable, Cotman, Turner, and the Pre-Raphaelites, the loss of confidence in an 'inherited reverence for the foreign', were strikingly in accord with views of the Axis cohort. The sense of an incipient 'revival of an indigenous British art', not 'insular or provincial, nor anything so limited as the expression of racial character or local colour' was in effect, a romantic
revival in its description, already discerned by Binyon and characteristic of the interests of the *Axis* cohort. Piper's exhortation in 'England's Climate', for an 'absorption in the tradition without an escape into it' was Johnstone's own position. Similarly, Grigson's concern for the means to a healthy English art in the future, was also Johnstone's, whose view was that contemporary artists could 'pave the way for a new English tradition and better contribute to world and international tradition' through 'different solutions', which might take centuries, but were all 'possibilities, potentialities, in the contemporary flux', from which 'a great creative British art may arise.' The numerous concurrences of the essay and the book, both published in the autumn of 1936, indicate the extent to which *Axis* was attuned to a broader, more democratic discourse than the Constructivists were to claim the following year, and that the popular nature of the discourse had been a well established one by the mid 1930s.

Therefore, both the editorial choices and the content of individual contributions to *The Painter's Object* demonstrated the implicitness of values and priorities which constituted the backbone of *Axis*, and which had now collapsed abstract art into the business of representing, from which it had evolved. Scanning the essay titles generally, the term 'abstract' enjoyed little exposure as 'itself a criterion', being present mostly as part of the process of representing, as was conclusively claimed by Picasso in his contribution to *The Painter's Object*, entitled 'Conversation': 'Abstract art is only painting... There is no abstract art. You must always begin with something... the idea of the object... is what started the artist off, excited his ideas and stirred up his emotions.' Nothing could have more solidly registered the romantic, empiricist position of the *Axis* cohort in its diametric opposition to the constructivist ideal. Only a critical analysis of *Axis* 8 can establish how,
by early winter 1937, it (re)viewed 'contemporary abstract painting and sculpture' in the light of the developments discussed above.
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CHAPTER VI

AXIS 8. 'NATURE', 'LIFE' AND (ABSTRACT) 'ART'
The work of this chapter is to guy down the identified values, beliefs and priorities held by the *Axis* cohort to their deliberated demonstration of the authentic nature of art practice in *Axis 8*, and to ground that authenticity further in the realities of its contemporary culture. *The Painter's Object* had provided the freedom for Evans to express her beliefs and priorities outside *Axis*, as a consolidated opposition to *Circle* whilst, significantly for her approach to *Axis 8*, hardly referring to abstract art. Previous *Axis* issues had included as 'abstract' art, ethnic artifacts and painting, surreal abstraction, and early modern painting and sculpture, and *The Painter's Object* had revealed the differing perceptions of artists on the nature and variety of their tasks. This chapter reveals *Axis 8* as validating this breadth of vision in its insistence upon the act of abstracting as the business of perceiving and interpreting human experience of the physical world. It explores how, by linking abstract art to the history of representation, *Axis 8* asserted its perspective as a plurality of creative practices rather than variations of a singular, iconic idiom, as proposed by the Constructivists. It achieves this by reasserting the significance of history for the *Axis* cohort as the means to progress, namely their belief in the continual pattern of expressing human experience as the ethical foundation of art.

Furthermore, the belief that contemporary life illuminated history (and *vice versa*) framed their priorities and values, is argued through the articles of Piper and Walsh as revealing the implicitness of aspects of contemporary culture and popular interests in their perceptions of art's potential for a broader, more popular, meaning. It is this aspect of *Axis 8* which is employed as the ultimate and unequivocal proof of the engagement of the *Axis* cohort with authentic contemporary expression.
On the face of it there could be no denying that *Axis* 8 constituted some kind of editorial shift. But given that feature subjects and illustrations are steered by the governing motives of the project, I argue that a different content does not necessarily signify a change in the motives themselves. This chapter demonstrates that in the case of *Axis*, the shift merely indicated a new communicating strategy, fuelled by a renewed urgency to demonstrate its rationale concerning abstract art, rather than continuing with examples under the increasing prospect of artists and public losing touch with art’s very *raison d’être*, in the light of the publicity of constructivist theories. Therefore it finally establishes my argument that the values and beliefs of the *Axis* cohort did not change from *Axis* 1, contesting the common assumption in histories of British modern art, that *Axis* changed its direction.

I suggest that the effect of the different subject matter of *Axis* 8 aligned it as a journal with the broader field of social and cultural interests within which aesthetic discourse articulated forms of representation. It could be argued for example, that in its discursive content, it approached *Cahiers d’Art*, a journal much valued by the *Axis* cohort. But the strategic shift worked also on a far subtler level, and it is the significance of this subtlety which requires some specific analyses, the fuller to discern both the intellectual and the emotional engagement with contemporary art practice that characterised the *Axis* cohort.

The inclusion of photographs of places rather than objects, was one of the first indications of a departure from the approach of earlier issues. Even the frontispiece, which also illustrated Piper’s opening article, was the unprecedented subject of an aerial view of earthworks, followed by other, similar aerial views, which supported the article’s text. (Pl.53) The other noteworthy departure was the strategic positioning of illustrations,
where their grouping and disposition often served dual functions. For example, the final page of the issue showed a view of a model of a town plan designed by 'Le Corbusier and Jeanneret', with the effect of an aerial view, advertising the publication of *Circle*.(Pl.54)³ The symbolism between the frontispiece and this final image, in their respective appearance at the beginning and end of *Axis* 8, contrasts the abstracted configurations of earthworks evolving form through living necessity, with the abstracted view of a designed configuration of forms dictating a necessary way of living. The former could be argued as suggesting a 'natural' evolution, the latter an imposed order. Situated as they were at the extremities of *Axis* 8, they could also be seen to have symbolised the distance between their respective philosophies represented by the biomorphism of *Axis* and the constructivism of *Circle*, evoking the 'internecine war' within abstract art.⁴ What lay between those pages 'solve[d] the equation.'⁵

Piper's article was the most significant in demonstrating the immersion of contemporary values in the history of representing, and in presenting the most unequivocal statement hitherto of his empirical stance on abstraction. It also revealed his awareness of the power of visual narrative to illuminate the subtlety of his message. The text was undogmatic and impartial, establishing in the reader's mind the mutual implicitness of perception and sensual experience. Together, text and illustrations demonstrated unequivocally through art historical examples of topographical representation, that 'art' always was and still was, a symbolic language constituted by the author's lived experience of his time. In this way, the article's commentary was distanced from the discrete subject of abstract art.

In order to instate his points about the problem of visually representing the experience of contemporary life, Piper drew analogies with historical examples, uniting the past and the
present under the ordinary and enduring subject of landscape, by discussing how flying changed the experience of viewing terrain, from elevation to plan. A twentieth-century landscape view could therefore by implication, be a view from the air, in the same way that the Cubists constructed their still lifes from elevation, plan and section. He argued that flying had served to enhance a 'new consciousness' in terms of 'spaces and vistas'. Even the textured flatness of the sea, photographed from the air, presented itself 'like nothing we have ever known - quite unlike any map, or Admiralty chart, or sailor's tale, or any writing or painting about waves or cliffs or ships that was ever thought of.' Neither descriptive nor analogous of the known reality, the 'un-sea-ness' of such a perspective was a fresh provocation for the creative imagination. (my inverted commas) Possibly it called to the reader's mind the similar response of the Cubists to the first X rays, involved as they were with expressing the reality of solid form in space, which provoked their segmented and transparent representations of objects. Landscape, like cubist still life, was not new but traditional subject matter, in twentieth-century conditions. Artists were expressing 'not a new world but the old world in new and shattered circumstances', as Evans later stated. She, Piper, Grigson and Nash shared the belief that the perception of the artist was of a continual present, which superseded the conceptual framework of past methods of communication. Piper's awareness of Constable's fresh perception of the changing English landscape in the turmoil of rural industrialisation had, as discussed, been in the forefront of his mind that year. 

The attraction of such photographs for Piper was bound up with associations of their original practical use. As the functional X-ray was appropriated by artists not only for its revelation of a new consciousness but as a new visual aesthetic quality, so the aerial photograph, with its surveillance and ordnance functions also served, as Piper explained,
the evolving consciousness of archaeologists about the life of earlier communities. The evidence on the ground was supplemented in aerial photographs with more, hitherto invisible, information. Piper acknowledged that these photographs were now, after being taken for surveillance purposes, performing an 'archaeological-scientific' function, yet were still, he explained, 'photographs and not art-photographs', showing 'a site, not a composition'. The quality needed for their original purpose, was 'sharp and detailed,' yet despite and because of their requisite content and quality, their configurations, having been abstracted from their physical origins and associations, made them 'among the most beautiful photographs ever taken.' Out of their context therefore, their ambiguity excited a new visual and imaginative consciousness. This was a new source of aesthetic appreciation.

The point I am making is that fresh perceptions of subject matter could provide infinite possibilities for the abstract artist; and those fresh perceptions exemplified by Piper were actual abstractions from actual objects. That is, the aerial experience had performed the abstracting process, the configurations, real on the ground, becoming 'signs' from the air. In terms of landscape and topography, before the artist's role was usurped by the camera, a physical, sensual experience could only be represented by signifying lines or marks, codifying knowledge gained from experience. In time, there resulted conventions of representation, whose fundamental principles were valuable to the next generations. In order to consolidate this message, Piper had chosen juxtapositions of images from the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries. With its empirical predicate, its historical validation, and its absorption of the abstract image in the process of representing, his article finally publicised his separation from Nicholson, and constructivist ideals.
The images Piper chose also worked on other levels of meaning, which are highly significant for reasserting that he believed implicitly that authentic art was interwoven with its culture. It could, as in the case of the constructivist artists, be so removed from life as to emerge merely from geometric constructions symbolising aspirations for a perfected future existence. This was no sudden change of heart, having been expressed previously, but it is significant that references to the connection between geometric abstraction and an ideal future world, only occur after the Abstract Concrete exhibition in the first half of 1936.\textsuperscript{13} It is important therefore, to attend further to the role of the illustrations in order to demonstrate Piper's conviction that all artistic expression was \textit{de facto} grounded in its present.

The first pair of illustrations, whilst approached and represented entirely differently, were recognisably of the same object, the earthworks of White Sheet Castle in Wiltshire. (Pl.55) The eighteenth-century draughtsman sought a way of symbolising the 'formidable' hill that needed to be 'toiled up and scrambled down', in order to represent it.\textsuperscript{14} Lines and hatching suggested the hill as \textit{experienced} in that human effort, whereas the aerial view of the site showed 'not much of a hill', as \textit{represented} by the lens.\textsuperscript{15} It was abstracted from the intimacy of physical exploration and the knowledge gained in such a way, and barely registered the hill. Together the engraving and the photograph referred to the business of abstracting from the 'object' (in this instance a place) and the different premises of representing. Furthermore, despite their subject matter, the images could be interpreted as abstract images.

The image facing this pair indicated both operations in one activity. This time, it was an aerial photograph of an ancient carving upon a hill, that of an abstracted form of the horse,
carved upon the Berkshire Downs at Uffington. (Pl.56) In the way that cave painting was, the configuration was possibly connected with a ritual function. However, the photograph’s own function was explicit in the incidental inclusion of a clock dial in the corner of the image.¹⁶ Metaphorically therefore, time was collapsed from prehistory to the split second of a twentieth-century shutter. So, therefore, was beauty and purpose, ‘art’ and ‘life’. Piper’s grouping of his illustrations was eloquent, and testified to his understanding of the potency of visual relationships as a form of inspiration and communication.

The second group of illustrations brought the processes of abstraction, significant mark-making, and abstract art together in the lived experience of a place. The pair of images consisted of an eighteenth-century engraved perspective and a twentieth-century aerial view of Silbury Hill, Avebury. (Pl.57) They echoed the first pair in the engraver’s use of perspective to evoke the sense of relief, and in the photograph, the presence of strong shadows which were the sign of that relief. In both, the physical actuality of the site appeared credible, but demanded sensual and conceptual engagement respectively. Remarking that the engraving was executed by the antiquarian William Stukeley ‘on the spot’, Piper noted its ‘pretty strong contrast in consciousness’ with the photograph:

Stukeley, above all, wanted to record the effort and the feeling for shape of the men who built it. Size and contour are all-important. The story of the size is well told, and as to the shape to jump, run, walk, or struggle up each slope with Stukeley in his drawing is a real and as sharp an experience as to take a journey round a wineglass with Picasso. The air-photograph is flat and subtle. The effect of suddenness that the mound gives in the plain, and the sense of size that the surroundings try to contradict, is as strong as that of all Stukeley’s fold-explorations.¹⁷

His point was that the actual experience encoded in engraved marks, could not be recorded by the lens. Stukeley’s engraved lines, aiming to produce an ‘effect’ of relief, constructed a perspectival representation as experienced from his distant drawing position, of its
‘suddenness...in the plain, and the sense of size’ in its immediate figure-inhabited landscape, as would have been experienced by its builders. 18 This latter pair of images therefore, more clearly alluded to the transition between three and two dimensionality in the act of abstracting and representing, and through this contrast Piper argued that the visual ‘effect’ was ‘as strong’ as the actual climbing experience, but was diminished by the lens. 19 He concluded that both ‘representations’ gave a ‘very fair idea...but so different that it is hard to realise that each gives a reasonable account of the same monument.’ 20

Therefore both pairs of historic representations had the same aim but radically different methods. By using the two pairs of engravings and photographs, Piper was demonstrating that any form of representing was necessarily a visually coded experience because it resided in another spatial realm, and the code was achieved by abstracting from actual experience to thought experience. The previous year Hélion had asserted that in the act of painting ‘the shape becomes thought’ to describe the ‘language’ evolved between experience and its representation. 21 It was the latitude in evolving that code or ‘language’ which allowed for individual expression and the negotiation of possibilities, and it was the artist’s own contemporaneity which presented or steered the possibilities. That this had been historically the condition of representing, had been variously discussed or demonstrated by the Axis cohort. 22 By inference therefore, the ‘battle’ between Surrealists and abstract artists was indeed a ‘silly’ one, and there was no need for the ‘internecine war’ within abstraction. 23 Only Constructivism stood apart.

As with the first group of illustrations, this pair was faced by another, namely a reproduction by Piper, this time of a Miró painting, presenting an uncanny resemblance to the aerial view of Silbury. (Pl.58) Yet Miró drew on no particular objects for his
abstraction. His subjectively conceived image acted archetypally, the ambiguity of his biomorphic forms provoking a subjective and particular response in the viewer, especially in the context of the Silbury images. Piper could not have demonstrated this more clearly. There could be no such evocative potential in the geometry of Constructivism.

In general therefore, the illustrations exemplified visual responses to places in different historic periods. Some years later Piper explained how this process worked for him:

There isn’t a difference between “abstract” and “topographical” in the sense that one might consider “abstract” as pure invention, and “topographical” as imitation. The reason for this is that nothing comes out of a visual consciousness that has not already been received by the eye. All visual invention is the result of visual experience and observation. Everything is drawn out of the stock-pot of visual impressions.

Abstraction is a way of inventing variations on the visual experiences one has had.24

This was manifest in the engravings, and the choice of the Miró illustration to resonate with the aerial views. Piper had early on described the natural ‘exploitation of this rich store of transformed impressions’ which contemporary artists were undertaking.25 He found Miró’s work, resonant of his own ‘visual experiences’ available to him in a quotidian context, as inspirational and as tangible for him as the places themselves. Where he found the flatness of Miró’s painting as evocative of the linear marks from an aerial view, Piper’s own abstract painting had as discussed, always been conceived in terms of ‘picturing’ a kind of three dimensional physicality – shutters or doors for example – as a means of constructing a two dimensional image with line, tone and colour. Alongside this activity, he had continued to execute collages of topographical subjects, under the influence I suggest, of the abstract qualities of pictorial structure employed by the English watercolourists. (Pls.59, 49) These collages, executed in situ from a folder of torn papers of colour and texture, and
overpainted or drawn with gouache and ink, represented I further suggest, the fulcrum of ‘abstract’, which weighed a topographical image equally with an abstract construction. In contrast therefore, to positing abstract painting and sculpture as the outcome of a somewhat mysterious or esoteric theory, too often misinterpreted as its raison d’être by critics and public, Piper was now revealing the legitimacy of a stimulating engagement with an originating subject matter as a means of abstract exploration. ‘Exploration’ had been recognised by his colleague Richards as the ‘important’ activity of abstract art, which was driven by a sense of ‘curiosity’, and served the ‘social responsibilities’ of the artist to strive beyond ‘the mere “self-expression” that flatters his own sensitivity.’

This approach challenged the habits of representation (not representation itself) by drawing upon the abstract qualities discernible in the physical world. Piper’s references to the works of Cotman, Girtin and Cox, and to Constable and Turner, in ‘England’s Climate’ and elsewhere, suggest to me that his interest in the English landscape watercolourists was as much because of their perception of the abstract qualities of landscape as it was of their expressive evocation of the subject. His occupation with pictorial constructions from the abstract elements of subject matter as exemplified in his collages, reflected to an extent Hélion’s method, explained at length in Axis, which discerned the fundamental structures beneath the compositions of Poussin and Seurat. The critical difference was that Piper’s premise was particular visual experience, where Hélion’s was universal, organic composition.

As discussed, Piper’s Constable article written during this year had testified to the historical approach to landscape and topography as analogous to that of an abstract painter, in its synthesis of ‘nature’ and ‘painting’.
laid out for the reader of Piper’s *Axis* article as the demonstration of his earlier argument that Constable’s feeling was for ‘pattern-exploration’ and ‘space-exploration’, and always with reference to nature but without complete reliance on it. In fact it is an apt description of the use of illustrations in his *Axis* article, where he referred to ‘plan-patterns’. Further, Piper remained committed to developing painting and its expressive potential, having identified with Constable’s ‘abstract symbols’ developed through his ‘passion[s]’ ‘nature’ and ‘painting’, which made him ‘one of the greatest artists that England has produced’. He also held in great esteem the abstract vision of Turner. Piper’s choice of the Miró illustration exemplified the expressive qualities of biomorphic abstract painting and its evocative potential. Before the publication of ‘Prehistory from the Air’ therefore, he had continued to take as his abstract premises, lessons from the tradition, and the text and visual layout of the article constituted the most emphatic validation of his position on abstraction, and ‘abstract’ art.

It is appropriate to reiterate that the concentration on the use of subject matter did not mean that Piper’s painting was no longer abstract, but that he was keen to demonstrate that his abstraction originated from tangibles, representing his diametric opposition to constructivist theories. As discussed, he continued to work in biomorphic abstraction, moving by this time into more gestural painterly expression, with evocations of three dimensionality and even of nominal sky or ground elements, and three-dimensional assemblages. His collages discussed above, tipped over however, into pictorial constructions of favoured subject matter such as ancient sites, shores and landscapes, expressing his desire as he recalled later, for ‘some of the natural energy and fecundity of nature to get into them, even at second hand.’
I suggest that ‘Prehistory from the Air’ signified emphatically that there was nothing further to be said on the subject of ‘abstract’ art. In itself this small article encapsulated the convictions that the Axis cohort had communicated in the course of the previous two years in Axis and elsewhere. Artists only worked in the present about the present, and in order to do this they needed to develop a ‘professional equipment’, namely a form of signs and techniques appropriate for the purpose and the time. Mondrian’s perfection and final analysis was as yet an incomplete project, being only the base to build from. Art emanated from and constituted life, and they believed that genuine practice witnessed that relationship, Grigson stating that ‘paintings and writings simply become life, they can be felt thoroughly as life.’ That Piper demonstrated this in his article is clear, but there is more to consider in this context concerning his use of aerial photographs.

These were a relatively recent source of interest in the public realm. Since the early twenties, aerial photography had been perceived as useful for archaeological, as well as for Ordnance Survey purposes. These images performed an essential role in the locating and configuring of England’s historic sites, which from the mid twenties, contributed to the lobby for the provision of local statutes and planning legislation by groups such as the Council for the Preservation of Rural England, to protect historic sites, as well as the countryside in general, from development and despoliation. Archaeologist A. Keiller successfully purchased the Avebury site in 1924, which he proceeded in time to ‘restore’. In 1937 (the year of Axis 8) Wiltshire County Council were in the process of raising funds to execute the restoration, which would have had increased press exposure. Furthermore, Crawford had published that year an archaeologically specific O.S. map on the Celtic Fields of Salisbury Plain, one of a series of such maps. A series of explanations and discussions of the Ordnance Survey maps had also appeared, in The Listener in 1935,
where the various functions and implications of their use had been discussed. Concurrent with this series was another series on ‘Ancient Britain’, coexisting in one case with an article on flying.\(^4^3\) (P1.61)

Whilst it might be stretching a point to suggest that these were carefully orchestrated events, it can certainly be argued that the sources of abstract art, as demonstrated by the context of Piper’s ‘Prehistory’ article, were ‘out there’ for all to see. Piper, a contributor to the *Listener* since 1933, and alert to the visual possibilities of current and long established interests would have been particularly stimulated by those articles. Together with the incontrovertable evidence as to the ‘immense influence on archaeological theory and practice’ that the aerial photography of Crawford and Keiller had been having, and Piper’s citation of their sources, alongside the sources of the engravings by Stukeley and W. Colt Hoare in his article, suggest that his premise for ‘Prehistory’ must surely have been to communicate ‘the life of his time’ and its everyday inspiration, as an approach to abstraction.\(^4^5\)

I want to argue therefore, that through Piper’s article, *Axis* 8 was *visibly* inserting itself into popular culture, by employing subject matter that closely related hitherto inaccessible abstract art with current interests and activities, enabling a ‘new consciousness’ to be experienced by the mystified or sceptical viewer. His perception of visual analogies and suggestions resonated across a vast and differing range of visual material. It was the same sensibility he recognised and admired in its different forms in Picasso, and in Nash’s surreal tendency. Popular interests in archaeology, in maps and hiking, bicycling and car excursions, and even in flying, were thus implicated in his attention to maps, views and representation.\(^4^6\) *Axis* was interfacing art, and *abstract* art, with popular culture. Art’s
dissociation from such reality, as exemplified in the beliefs of Nicholson and the Constructivists, amounted to a disingenuousness that its cohort manifestly would no longer countenance.47

The reality of an artist's conditions left no room for idealism. Piper's article therefore reflected not only the integration of artistic concerns with contemporary life, but in its engagement with popular interests, indicated his openness to the potential of earning, in an economic depression, by employing his art-related skills.48 The non-elitist attitude of the Axis cohort to design or writing commissions meant that they were open to challenges, whose research and interface with a breadth of expression, nourished their perspectives of art and literature. It was precisely these activities - and for Piper particularly, for whom the demands of the Constable article and Oxon Shell Guide were exercising him during the preparation of Axis 8 - that had enabled him to indulge his longstanding enthusiasm for antiquarian topographical imagery and text, and topography itself.

As apparent by 1937, the Axis cohort undertook frequent visits to historic sites and buildings. Nash had undertaken such trips in preparation for his Shell Guide, and invariably went alone, but Piper was often accompanied by Evans, or Betjeman, Grigson or Richards. The ambitious itineraries which Piper and Betjeman embarked upon, visiting historic buildings (most particularly churches) and writing their descriptions, and in Piper's case, drawing and photographing them, drew them together in a common empathy for vernacular English building.49 But they shared more than this. Piper's earlier involvement with printmaking was paralleled by Betjeman's interest in and collection of engravings and typographic examples, reinforcing the importance to both of eighteenth and nineteenth-century engravings and aquatints of architecture, landscape, and topography.50 But
Betjeman's recent experience of effective typography and layout was, I argue, influential for Piper. The way that Piper capitalised on groupings of illustrations in his *Axis* article to demonstrate how abstract art could be 'viewed', namely in a *coup d'oeil* in double page spreads or by adjacent comparisons, bore strong comparison with the way that Betjeman had worked when assistant editor of the *Architectural Review*. That is, the immediacy of comparative imagery not only indicated source and outcome, but it demonstrated that the source was 'out there' in the world, more particularly in the landscape. Therefore, abstract art was derived from sensual engagement, and only afterwards developed in the imagination.

Betjeman and Piper differed over initial attitudes towards English culture and politics. Betjeman's aspirations were for the lifestyle and attributes of the earlier antiquarian pursuits of the connoisseur. Piper, more concerned with the artistic tradition of topographical representation than the social status of the connoisseur had, as we have seen, used prints by the eighteenth and nineteenth-century antiquarians Colt Hoare and William Stukeley for the 'Prehistory' article. (Pls.55, 57) But they were both driven by a shared belief in the continuity of the English cultural traditions and character, Betjeman becoming vehemently opposed to international influence in English culture, and Piper remaining committed to the continental developments which nourished English modern art. Piper's earlier friendship with J. M. Richards, was also about a shared enthusiasm for visiting historic churches and vernacular buildings, which for Piper was as much about the kind of early carvings found in churches that he wrote about for the *Architectural Review* as about their vernacular characteristics. This fuelled further his fascination for medieval stained glass.
Piper and Grigson traversed the regions of countryside which had inspired painters, poets and writers. Their interests were layered in the substance and appearance of landscape and natural history, the unselfconscious use of it by past communities, and the expressions of it by earlier artists and writers: 'barrows, standing stones, churches, ruins, outcrops of rock, limestone especially, caves, waterfalls, etchings and watercolours by Cotman, full moonlight by Samuel Palmer...[we had a very special liking for] William Blake', Grigson recalled. Piper recalled, 'I knew I must keep in touch through my paintings with things outside myself that I had long loved: standing stones and hill forts, harbours and lighthouses and fishing boats pulled up on stone quays.' Small surprise they collaborated on 'England's Climate', and that the mood of this article effectively constituted the prelude to Axis 8. As expressed in 'England's Climate', they shared a deep disquiet about the lack of connection between 'life' and contemporary art.

Like Nash and Piper, Grigson was aware of the romantic nature of his interests. His boyhood in rural Cornwall, spent walking or cycling the lanes and hedgerows and fields in search of 'something elusive', and collecting local parish documents and maps to construct 'a sense of life' of his rural community, contributes a highly significant insight into the deep rootedness of his love of natural history, and his sensitivity to the history of places. Since his youth he had subscribed to the archaeological journal run by O. S. Crawford, entitled *Antiquity*, which traced out history in the English landscape. This preoccupation motivated Grigson's article on ancient Cornwall in 1936, a time when Piper was constructing his collages of historic sites, amongst them Avebury. (Pl.62) As a boy, Piper also had shared these interests, becoming secretary of the Surrey Archaeological Society at the age of fifteen, and later learning about the barrows and standing stones of Salisbury Plain, and Avebury with Silbury Hill. Apart from its current focus in the press at
this time therefore, longstanding involvement with such features illuminated further his choice of Stukeley’s view of Avebury for his ‘Prehistory’ article.\textsuperscript{60}

The archaeologist Stuart Piggott was a friend of Betjeman, and had ‘a taste for architectural history, the Picturesque and the Romantic Revival’. He met and befriended Piper in 1936, through Betjeman, who lived at Uffington beneath the White Horse (also illustrated in Piper’s article).\textsuperscript{61} At this time he was Assistant Director of the Avebury excavations.\textsuperscript{62} Significantly, this was the year that Grigson published his Cornwall article, and Piper and Evans were visiting churches to record their crude early carvings, out of which Piper published his article in the \textit{Architectural Review} that October. From 1936 therefore, Piper and Evans were at the centre of a \textit{milieu} stimulated by the historical dimensions of topography, architecture and art, and the nature of \textit{Axis 8} witnessed the unfolding of their explorations and reflections upon their significance for contemporary artistic expression.

The subject matter of Evans’s \textit{Axis 8} article entitled ‘Paul Nash’ concerned the places or substance of the land, its illustrations being equally significantly chosen and arranged to work on several levels of meaning.\textsuperscript{63} Their supportive role to Evans’s rhapsodic description of Nash’s sensibility (for this was the context within which she assessed his work) served also as an eloquent, autonomous narrative, moving from one of his most abstract paintings to naturalistic representation, to Surrealist ‘objects’. Abstraction and Surrealism were therefore separated by the conventional form of representation, and as a group they exemplified the broad scope of Nash’s work.

Since it is most fruitful to understand the full implications of Evans’s observations of Nash’s work through an insight into its hermetic meanings (the way he himself resolved his
synthesis of 'conscious' and 'unconscious' activity) it is appropriate once more to take the illustrations as the point of departure. For to view them as a mere support to her commentary would be to miss entirely the understanding she had of his entire process, and thus of the peculiarity of his sensibility. Nash's declaration of the indispensability of the 'particular', in a form of naturalistic representation in his Axis 1 article, was characterised in the assertion of this element in a series of his most abstract compositions in the early 1930s, one of which was the first of the four illustrations in Evans's article. (P1.63)

Facing the title page of the article, and entitled Poised Objects, was Piper's reproduction of Nash's biomorphic abstract drawing, palely coloured. The presence of an eye and a geometrical configuration suggests that this was not merely an abstract composition, but a narration of the act of abstracting by the perceiving eye, or just as significantly, the act of imposing geometrical form onto perceived subject matter. This geometrical outcome was however, a far cry from those historical illustrations also narrating the act of abstracting in Piper's article.

Although Piper and Evans would undoubtedly have known about the complex significance of this image, it is not appropriate to examine its evolution in detail, but sufficient to identify it as one of the designs Nash had executed for his illustration of Thomas Browne's Urne Buriall and The Garden of Cyrus, published under one cover in 1932. More particularly it was used for The Garden of Cyrus, which represented God through 'his servant, Nature', illustrating that 'nature Geometrizeth, and observeth order in all things.' As a significant statement of Nash's interests in 1932, it would have supplemented in his mind, that debate of 'Nature' and 'Art' with which he and others were involved, and which underlay his Unit 1 declaration that in his art he 'would solve such an equation.'
However, published as it was in *Axis* 8 some five years later, it in no way related, as its appearance might suggest, with the geometry of Nicholson or other Constructivists. Its motivation was entirely historical and literary, and in any case, prior to Nicholson's arrival at that purely geometrical idiom. Therefore, although its appearance was more congruent with abstract imagery, its emanation from Nash's enduring preoccupation with the landscape as a palimpsest, is highly pertinent to the other content in this *Axis* issue.

The central illustration was a naturalistic representation of the hill fort of Maiden Castle entitled *Hill Architecture*. (Pl.64) In itself the title denied the significance of its subject matter, which aligned Nash with Piper's interests in 'Prehistory', the painting appearing to be merely a conventional rendering of landscape. But the two full page photographs of surreal 'objects' appeared obtuse at the turn of the page. (Pls.65, 66) I suggest however that they also referred to land or landscape. Facing across the pages, the first was entitled *Lunar Hornet*, and consisted of a fragment of map, a root, a piece of stone and a setsquare, suggesting land, belonging and origins, and geometry. The second, entitled *Burnt Offering*, consisted of a partially burnt, turned wooden knob protruding from a rusting lock, standing upon a rock, and suggesting decay, openings, and land. Their disposition on the double spread could be argued to echo the opposition suggested by their emblematic roles, namely, geometrical abstract art (setsquare) and surrealist art (doorways to other 'worlds', thresholds, suggested by 'nature'). As with Piper's article, the dialectic of the actual and the coded was represented. The context of mapping landscape or terrain, and the contrast of its physical materiality and symbolic objects, made visually eloquent metaphors for imaginative journeys. The scope of his work suggested by these illustrations testified to Nash's detachment from orthodox attitudes in abstraction or Surrealism in their poetic dimension, only partly dictated by his authoritative position and his poor health.
The necessity of individual freedom of expression was fundamental to authentic practice, but for the Axis cohort the artist required *commonly* held frameworks of meaning within which to work. Yet the element of individualism claimed by the Constructivists, concerned the spiritual internalisation of a group ideology, worked into perfected form for its own sake. In her article, Evans therefore observed that there were ‘two kinds of individualists’. Her cohort’s strong non-conformism rejected the pressure from Nicholson and the nascent Constructivists around the time of the Abstract Concrete exhibition, to suppress or relinquish their broader interests, regarded as inappropriate to the cause of abstract art. Piper’s non-conformity was implicit in his view that ‘it [wa]s not good enough to be taken for a standard’ because it opened the individual to ‘criticism on the general level’. This comment might just as easily have been attributed to Nicholson and Hepworth, who had themselves left Unit 1 and the 7&5, firmly rejecting the diversity of expressions with which they were having to exhibit. Yet Piper particularly was under enormous pressure from them to languish within geometric abstraction. We have seen that by the autumn of 1936, the gulf which had opened between them over the implications of free expression had manifested more obvious factors of difference: non-figurative geometric versus biomorphic abstraction; internationalist versus native cultural motives; the real present versus the ideal future.

The independence Nash maintained was therefore notable in its resolve. Evans referred to his unique position, which employed abstract construction and surrealist conception. He had ‘escaped the conditioning’, and was ‘a born, untroubled individualist.’ This was achieved by a detachment from the domination of either tendency. He maintained his ‘fight for individuality’, negotiating an ‘apparently middle course’ whilst seeming ‘entirely
innocent to the predicament'.\(^{73}\) He had ‘never been subjected to the group morality’, and was therefore ‘outside the struggle’.\(^{74}\) Her tone suggested the invidious position of the non-conformist — appearing disloyal and even artistically immoral:

The individual is subjected to the class every time.... For those with a herd instinct it is a grand thing; for the others there are only two possible courses; to become a leader (if necessary start a group of their own to be leader of) or, to fight for individuality and justify it. It is a very curious fight, because it is an ethical one between two kinds of individualists and all the morals have been cleverly acquired by the movement side: the other side has either to redefine morality or be content to be labelled anti-social and therefore vicious.\(^{75}\)

Evans had not been alone in her perception of Nicholson and the constructivist lobby playing the ‘moral’ card. To be working for the good of a bright, efficient and democratic future by making a streamlined, precise iconic art, universally symbolic of such a society, was to have ‘cleverly acquired...all the morals’.\(^{76}\) The non-conforming artist, rejecting the social cause in favour of directly responding to the present chaotic world in an art of evocative, ambiguous form, was supposed to ‘justify’ himself.\(^{77}\) As Piper had argued about Picasso, referring to the romantic ‘red splash’: ‘what other approach has been possible than through use and constant control of the red splash? It was the only way to marshal any elements of this complex, constantly implicated existence.'\(^{78}\)

It needs recalling however, that in rejecting the constructivist ideology, the *Axis* cohort were themselves proposing an alternative one, although such a perception was far from the truth of their motives. As briefly discussed, the romantic notion of the ancient country, and the countryside as England, was an established.\(^{79}\) The conflation of a developing scientific attitude to history, and a romantic absorption of those remains in the substance of the land, constituted for ideological purposes, the repose of England’s character in the countryside. This had been idealised by Baldwin in his speech ‘On England’, published originally in
1926 and strategically reprinted in 1933, as Hitler came to power. Knowledge and romance further embedded the belief in the rightness of the preservation or the contemporary reworking, of English culture and its heritage, as the inspirational base for expressing belonging. The revival of rural interests and activities provided the means of social integration at the very site of English identity. But for Evans and Piper, in the context within which they were living, namely removed from the metropolis in a secluded hamlet, this (ideal) identity had not been a modern one, and the transforming work that they saw (along with Nash and Grigson) as their project, which realistically brought the past into the present, was not appreciated by other progressives as the raison d'etre for art.

I want to establish that the profiling of English history and subject matter, and the references to the cultural climate in Axis 8, which reflected the sense of belonging to a place, was not the conscious proselytising of an 'English' artistic 'vision'. The fact of its key feature subjects being 'English'—and in fact the subjects of the exhibition reviews were continental—merely reflected preoccupations in the lives of the (entirely English) writers and artists, in England. These preoccupations were realities and not idealisations. The issue here is with Axis 8 as a statement, in its shifted method of communicating. It was engaging with abstraction as a means to expressing a 'new consciousness', through the circumstances encountered in daily life. The elision of (English) history with the present, and the (English) countryside in contemporary life, which manifested that elision, facilitated that 'new consciousness' described by Piper as the historical experience of artists. Axis 8 therefore constituted the publicisation of private experience, and a courageous disclosure of personal perspectives, as the means to demystify the artistic process for a broader public, whilst locating abstraction as inherent to that process.

However, as Axis was not intentionally subscribing to an 'English' artistic 'vision', it can at
least be seen as subscribing to the tendency at that time, to interpret character or quality of expression as linked to the place of its author.

There were already those who like Nash, linked characteristics of perception and expression with the geography and thus the climate, and with atmospherics and their constitution of a sensibility.\footnote{82} Whereas in an exaggerated form, this came dangerously close to a form of nationalist rhetoric in the cause of politics (as for example in Baldwin’s addresses) the artistic allusion to the character of a place influencing character of the artist, and thereby his/her visual or verbal qualities of expression, is significant for understanding what the Axis cohort believed to be authentic expression.\footnote{83} Tendencies towards literary and poetic language in Axis indicate that an interpretative attitude towards the physical world, as the highly individual basis of expression, was the predominating priority amongst its cohort.

As early as March 1933, whilst reiterating the importance of landscape in English art, Piper had recognised in some contemporary painters, the infusion of atmosphere and mood in the weather as a vehicle for colour and its possibilities for structure:

> It may be the inherent qualities in English landscape, with its paleness and subtlety of lighting at all times of the year, that have been responsible for the English ‘feeling’ for water-colour as a medium...water-colour, like stained glass, is an art of northern grey-lit countries.\footnote{84}

He discerned that such paintings were ‘simple’, ‘romantic in outlook’, and ‘often the result of spontaneous reactions to things seen.’\footnote{85} Years later, he observed the part played by the English atmosphere for his most valued romantic artists, referring to it as ‘the damp, misty evanescence of our beautiful island light and weather’, and of England itself as ‘a misty country that has long winter evenings, a climate that produces Bewick and Jack Smith,
Cotman and Roger Hilton, Fuseli and Francis Bacon and the drawings of Romney and Frank Auerbach.\textsuperscript{86}

The analogy of weather with the colours and medium of painting was also employed by Evans, in her likening of Nash's artistic temperament to the English climate. It was his 'universaliser'.\textsuperscript{87} She saw the qualities of his colours ('pearly', 'pale'), translating 'everything into weather', so that the atmospherics which refracted perception – both sharp and diffuse – enhanced the ambiguity with which his painting was able to embrace 'both worlds' of abstraction and surrealism, and be as changeable as the weather.\textsuperscript{88} Her approach to his painting appropriately reasserted his own aspirations for an English 'modern' art 'movement', expressed in Unit 1.\textsuperscript{89}

At this stage in the thesis, I propose that much of what Nash represented and argued for in his own conception of the Unit One project appears to have naturally materialised through his place amongst the Axis cohort. For example, his perception in Unit 1 that the increase of abstraction (in the broad sense in which he perceived it to be manifested) effectively eradicated the exaggerated nationalism of other cultures, was entirely in sympathy with Evans's argument emanating from Picasso's Guernica in 'The Painter's Object'.\textsuperscript{90} As Piper observed later, so Nash saw the climatic conditions as producing what he regarded as an English character in art, exemplified in Wadsworth's colour, being 'A peculiar, bright delicacy...somewhat cold but radiant.'\textsuperscript{91} He also asserted the predilection in English painting for a form of particularity 'a likeness rather than an equivalent...the very dew, the light, the wind as it passed'.\textsuperscript{92} This 'likeness' was not therefore imitative, but evocative, or interpretative. Nash viewed this quality as masking an 'imprisoned spirit' of the 'land', declaring that 'genius loci' was 'almost its conception', and that it was 'almost entirely
lyrical. This then had been his position in 1934. Within an internationalist basis for modern painting, 'national idiosyncracy' prevailed at a deeply psychological level. This was something with which the rest of the Axis cohort wholly concurred, and it was evident for them in historical example.

Axis has commonly been assumed as nursing a nostalgia for the past, a fundamental misconception which has long needed correcting. Once again, the motives behind its cohort's consistent recourse to historical precedent in their approach to art, and in its nourishment by other interests, need attending to. The evidence throughout Axis confirms their belief that abstract art did not and could not, emerge from a vacuum. In their writings they stated clearly their cause of expressing a 'fullness' of the contemporary experience, attained, amongst other influences, by the effect of past experience, whether it was the work of Picasso or of Blake. This was therefore no call for a reiteration of the past as itself, nor even for a populist patriotic stance of England's history, but an engagement with the activities of their progressive (not academic) predecessors, in the light of contemporary conditions. Hélion had been explicit in his own conceptualisation of Axis, that it was most appropriate for English artists to examine their own cultural history in order to develop abstract painting, as he was doing himself. In these contexts therefore, the preoccupation with history was not a fascination for its own sake. The historical dimension permeated their work, their life and their philosophy.

Evans had confirmed this in her Nash article, declaring that his contemporary expression constituted 'the intenseness of the past as present', Nash having 'no interest in the past as past' when he composed his landscapes of earthworks and monoliths with foregrounded objects, but in 'keeping some kind of thread going, some kind of continuity'. Nash was
‘specially gifted’ to see ‘time-and-space’. Nash’s way of encapsulating the past in the present, indicated to her that ‘the reality and the romanticism of both is intensified.’ The ‘romanticism’ she referred to here was the imagined journeys to other ‘realities’, simultaneously in the present. It was this dimension that the English romantics, so admired by the Axis cohort, had achieved themselves. Grigson’s appeal to ‘join history’ had therefore indicated the transmutation of the spirit of past endeavour into a contemporary solution. When he declared that ‘There are no pictures painted “in the past,” equally there is exclusive Fair Isle of the present. There is only a human instant, a being’, he was asserting the authentic experience as located in the present, and that all such art had been produced from a continual present. To approach the art of the past with this awareness, was to come the closest to its meaning and achievement, in order to more genuinely undertake the mantle of the contemporary artist’s transforming work.

Walsh’s article ‘Background’ appeared between Piper’s and Evans’s articles, and concerned itself with the need for a ‘new consciousness’, which aligned it particularly to Piper’s ‘Prehistory’. Where Piper’s article represented a shift of sensual percipience, Walsh’s represented a new psychological sense of ‘self’ as separate from the group. Using Shakespeare’s King Lear as his metaphor for the medieval artist, the fuller implications of Walsh’s article comes to us at third remove. He demonstrated how Lear’s understanding of a ‘new consciousness’ emerged in his struggle to accept the individualist desires of his daughters against the pattern of the ‘patriarchal group consciousness’ of the old regime. His argument was about the problem for the ‘abstract painter’ in gaining independence from the background of the established art of a visual verisimilitude. Walsh’s inference was that having analysed the physical world to a dead form of art (commonly exemplified as Mondrian’s work) artists needed to build art again into life, and that the full significance
of 'Abstract Art' was not, nor could yet be, realised.\textsuperscript{105} Two aspects of the problem were apparent to him, which he communicated through the metaphor of Lear.

Firstly, represented as the medieval artist of his own time, Lear was unable to see his daughters as individuals with new consciousnesses, separate from the context of past expectations. That is, Walsh drew the analogy of Lear's entrenched beliefs about the proper destinies of his daughters, with the inability of the medieval artist to separate out objects from 'the golden/divine background of Medieval Painting' – the making of symbols requisite of his monolithic faith – and to express their discrete reality in perspective.\textsuperscript{106} Secondly, he drew the analogy of the need for distance from the group consciousness to the individual consciousness, as the means to develop the tradition. The pattern of Lear, representing inherited consciousness, wounded by his daughter's break away from his family 'intuitive-instinctive consciousness' to a mental consciousness, from 'group-consciousness to individual-consciousness', recalled the problem for the late Medieval artist with the effects of the rise of the renaissance artist.\textsuperscript{107} Exemplified by Leonardo, Dürer and Michaelangelo (sic), the drive of the renaissance artist for knowledge and perfection led to the study of the object in painting from perspective, to the analysis of representation itself (cited as Cézanne) where the individual developed a new consciousness in searching behind mere appearance.\textsuperscript{108} This had culminated in the struggle for individual expression on the part of the artist. Having disposed of the old religious motive for a structured 'artificial' practice, man was left in his quest for realism and 'truth' to examine his own motives, believing himself to be the centre of all knowledge. To Lear's traumatic revelation of his own insignificance and mortality through confronting the naked Edgar, Walsh proffered the analogy of the breaking down of the 'whole consciousness of man', resulting in 'psychoanalysis and materialism'.\textsuperscript{109} Shining through
this complex metaphorical argument, were the Surrealists' analysis of the mind, and the abstractionists' analysis of objects. Implicit in Walsh's argument was that the individual 'consciousness' was separate from yet formed by, its past experiences — which in this Axis context, was abstract art, developing, whilst being formed by, its (English) cultural tradition.

As if in literal illustration, a Nash painting entitled Swan Song faced the article across the page. (Pl.67) Walsh's last paragraph had begun: 'Into this process of decay abstract art enters, dissects the body of painting into its colours and forms and attempts to build up a new synthesis.' It is surely no coincidence that this painting from 1929 features clear references to the cycle of life. From the transition of trees and dead leaves emerge the fungal forms of new life, and the presence of the elements of earth (grass, soil), water (sea), and air (cloudy and stormy sky) essential for life, are the necessities for that cycle. Furthermore, the central fungus is unmistakeably that of the poisonous toadstool Amanita muscaria (Fly Agaric). Implicit even in the living fruit therefore, is the sense of mortality.

But there are further ambiguities, which would not have escaped the sensitivity of a poetic audience. The dead leaves bear a close resemblance to crysalises, the promise of life within an inert appearance, and the red cap of the toadstool, distinct from the rest of the painting in its flattened purity of form, suggests an egg, with its universal symbolism of promised life. Other presences link the past and the present. For example, the central cap or 'egg' is also reminiscent of the traditional and cross-cultural mandorla whose perpetuation of the duality of the material and the spiritual world engenders the creative force.110

Particularly significant for Walsh's analogy of renaissance form emerging from the medieval background, the overall composition was highly redolent of Botticelli's Birth of
Venus. (Pl.68) The tradition implied here was the western renaissance painterly tradition, as developed by Italian painters, which formed the foundation for the academic tradition now viewed as moribund for progressive artists. Nash's symbolic objects echoed the hermetic tradition in renaissance painting. The horizon, the wood, and particularly the central position of the 'egg' above a foamy and breaking sea (where Venus would stand upon her shell) were unmistakeable in their configuration. Zephyr blowing spring flowers, was replaced by Nash with storm clouds blowing dead leaves, with Flora being replaced by three dead leaves, disposed like the Three Graces in his Primavera (Pl.68), another reference to renewed life. In Primavera, the figures trod upon a carpet of flowers, in Swan Song, the flowers were transformed into fungi. The choice of this image, at the end of Walsh's subtly layered article, brought the past straight to the present and mirrored his sentiment in its role as a memento mori in opposition to its originating re-naissance title.

Returning to Walsh's statement above therefore, clearly he perceived meanings in Nash's paintings as a justifiable demonstration. In the form of an ellipse devoid of modelling, the purity of its treatment throws it forward from its naturalistic background, thereby endowing it with an independence from its context. It was a form painted for its own sake. Its visual metaphor of the story of Lear, itself employed by Walsh as a metaphor of the problem of abstract art against the background of naturalistic representation, was a statement consummate in its eloquence.

This article was far more connected to current political and cultural interests than its somewhat unpredictable appearance in a review of abstract art would suggest. It grounded Axis firmly in its cohort's conviction of the primacy of the creative individual's role as a conscious and unconscious disseminator of his time, in both the approach and the execution
of his work. Furthermore, it validates further my assertion of *Axis*’s engagement with current events and current thinking.

In late December 1935 the *TLS* had published an essay by G. B. Harrison entitled ‘The Background to “King Lear”. A Time of Troubles and Portents’, in which Harrison connected particular events and publications which, he argued, significantly influenced Shakespeare in his conception of the plot of Lear, and of specific details of its characters and narrative. It also therefore, set a date to the play. The subject matter and its treatment – the subjective experience of particular and general conditions – and even the use of the term ‘background’ in the title, provided more than sufficient evidence to argue that it was a direct inspiration for Walsh in the writing of his article for *Axis* 8.

Harrison’s findings were that Shakespeare’s conception of Lear was a conscious and unconscious indicator of his human experience of events and tensions of the time, which Shakespeare transmuted into his scenario. Harrison’s link of the conditions of Shakespeare’s time to his artistic outcome was more direct than was Walsh’s link of Lear’s to his own time, because Walsh further linked Lear’s example to the experience of the artist of the renaissance and then of the 1930s. Nevertheless, it was the reality of contemporary experience against the background of conditioning, and their effect upon artistic decisions, which was the common basis of their articles. ‘All literary art depends on the quality of the author’s experience’ Harrison stated, which, he argued

is of two degrees: the inner, intimate experiences which are peculiar to the individual, and the outer, more general, experiences which an author shares with his contemporaries. The outer experiences come principally from things, seen heard and read; and, to a man whose business is writing, things read are an important part of experience. It is likely therefore that many of the inner and the outer experiences which came to Shakespeare
in the weeks before he completed *King Lear* be reflected (though not necessarily recorded) in the play.\textsuperscript{112}

Walsh, a literary colleague of Evans would, I propose, have known that this statement supported the conviction of the *Axis* cohort in the freedom of individual expression, because its complexity produced a ‘living art’. The individual artist conveyed consciously and unconsciously (an echo of Nash’s earlier statement) the conditions of his time in the nature of his work.\textsuperscript{113} The strictly geometric abstraction of the Constructivists for example, suppressed the potential of unconscious experience and expression in the cause of pure, iconic form. Walsh argued that the modern artist’s researches into the analysis of the object, rather than finding the ‘source of life’, had effectively destroyed it’s integrity, and ‘merely analysed the process of decay’ as Lear had discovered.\textsuperscript{114} The play *King Lear* was in his perception the equivalent of a barely disguised story of abstract art.

Furthermore, as stated, the significance of Harrison’s article lay not only in its examination of the particularity of individual experience, but in its relating of that experience to the general condition of the time in which Shakespeare was writing, which could only be discerned in retrospect. Until issue 8, *Axis* had featured nothing socially or politically topical as the background to contemporary artistic developments, but Grigson and Piper had referred to the artist’s work as “mean[ing]” far more than itself alone. It “means” the life of the artist, – but beyond that, the life of his time.\textsuperscript{115} They were aware of the distance needed to see the effects of an age upon the consciousness of its artists.\textsuperscript{116} The ‘fundamental gloom’ and ‘general fear of vague and limitless calamities’, although not necessarily the subject matter of Shakespear’s play, nevertheless constituted its
conditioning climate for his creative imagination. In retrospect, Harrison was able to declare that

when the play is read again in the light of contemporary events a number of passages take on new colour and significance. Had King Lear been written at any other time it would have been a very different play. It is in close harmony with the moody gloom of the discordant world in which it was conceived.

Reflecting the need for distance in deriving the significance of statements, Walsh had declared in his article that 'It is much too early yet to say what new form of consciousness will emerge. And therefore it is impossible to come to any permanent conclusions about the importance of Abstract Art.' In this, he directly concurred with Piper's argument to Nicholson the previous year. Finally, it can be no coincidence that Walsh used Harrison's subject of Shakespeare and Lear to demonstrate artists 'inheriting the earth', with 'whatever they do, feel, see, think', being 'bound in some way or another to be present in their work.'

There was a similarity in the approaches of Piper's and Walsh's articles. The obliqueness of Walsh's approach to his subject, namely diffusing it through another historically based argument on the same subject, related to Piper's oblique approach to his subject through the contexts of other, historical artists' propositions of the same subject. The complexity of their statements demanded of the reader a more reflective, intellectual process than many straightforward reviews of art had hitherto demanded. In this way they demonstrated that the process of abstraction was a central part of the creative act in general, whether in the transposition of visual experience, or in the refraction of life into a play, literature and poetry. Not only was the notion of 'abstract' collapsed into 'art', but into all creative expression.
The remainder of *Axis* 8 provides context for confirming the convictions of its cohort, and therefore requires only brief commentaries. Having stated that hitherto, *Axis* engaged in no substantial reference to social or political conditions, the two exhibition reviews indicated the only political edge in its profiling of art's role as a social instrument and barometer.\(^{121}\) Respectively, they demonstrated the success and health of the democratic will in art, as represented in the review of the Paris exhibition, and the impoverishment and oppression of the will in official art, as represented by the review of the exhibitions of 'Decadent Art' and the new German art, shown concurrently in Munich. Considering the English focus in the three articles I have identified as central to *Axis* 8, it is noteworthy that these reviews effect a cultural balance, by focussing upon the two acknowledged centres of progressive art in the earlier twentieth century, namely Paris and Munich.

In "The Paris Exhibition", Taylor puzzled over the title of the exhibition he was to review, namely the 'Exposition Internationale des Arts et Techniques', which suggested to him that 'Arts' could be separated from 'Techniques', something he viewed as a 'quaint idea.'\(^{122}\) As Piper and Grigson might have done, he argued the implicitness of technique in artistic expression, exemplifying the gothic cathedrals of Europe as the sites where designs, materials and techniques constituted the very qualities of their achievements.

But having observed the religious universality of motive and value in medieval cathedrals, Taylor, like Walsh, recognised the need for unselfconscious expression in a contemporary world governed by commercial pressures and expectations. He discussed the staging in Paris of the exhibition as indicative of the 'logical' French, and demonstrative of their 'great enthusiasms and great sensibility', even in their imaginative incorporation of the
Beaux Arts, Paris layout. But he discerned in its architecture that the ‘official’
‘watchword’ was ‘compromise’, signified by the favoured modern neo-classicism of the
Trocadero, which ‘suppressed’ le Corbusier’s scheme. The real modern’ was thus
‘eschewed’ by external pressures for a form of academic moderation. Taylor argued that
the Crystal Palace and the Eiffel Tower had both represented a modern logic, which he saw
as continued in the ‘evanescence’ of the nordic pavilions, whilst he noticed that the German
pavilion ‘of actual masonry’ ‘supported’ ‘by girders’ formed a ‘noble spectacle’. The
response to the ‘modern’ was thus perceived as culturally specific.

Taylor’s proposed suffix to the exhibition title ““Exposition Internationale des Arts et
Techniques”…et des Sentiments Politiques”, revealed his response to the political
tendencies in the designs and attributes of the pavilions, in addition to their concepts,
namely the German eagle, the Russian hammer and sickle, the Czeck armament materials.
These represented to him the ‘uncivilised thrill of modem Europe’, his tacit
acknowledgement of the current political mustering. Yet his equally tacit response to
fascist oppression lay in his perception that only the Spanish pavilion, ‘brilliant’ and ‘vivid’
in its boldly independent modernity, could throw caution and official propriety to the wind
and reflect the raw spirit of its internal strife, by celebrating the abstraction of Picasso’s
Guernica. Compared to the neo-classical realism of the nude sculptures in the German
pavilion, Picasso’s vital biomorphic abstraction was ‘related to its time and place’, where
German realism related to an outdated aesthetic (classical) ideal.

Medley, the painter and theatre designer Piper was working with at the Group Theatre,
reviewed the two concurrent exhibitions in Munich, namely the Decadent Art exhibition
and that of the Approved German Art of the new National Socialists. The former
constituted all types of international modern art, with particular reference to German Expressionism. It is important to recognise that English perceptions of the implications of Nationalist Socialism were at this time relatively vague and as yet admitted a degree of tolerance or circumspection not in evidence several years later. Medley himself observed their new artistic achievements with some "fair[ness]".\(^{130}\)

In the same way that Taylor had noticed that the 'real modern' spirit of le Corbusier was 'suppressed' under an academic form of modern classicism exemplified by the Trocadero, so Medley recognised the 'much more interesting and vital' quality of the abstracted modern art of the Decadent Art exhibition not as merely 'suppressed', but as entirely superimposed by the modernised neo-classicism of the official National Socialist Art.\(^{131}\) Despite the 'insulting surroundings' of the Decadent Art show (namely the lack of frames, the work stacked on the floor, the comments on labels, and graffiti on walls, all in very cramped conditions) he was acutely aware, as were many of the progressive art milieu, that the pieces all 'attempted to say something' in the integrity of their direct engagement with human experience.\(^{132}\) In comparison, he found the Approved German Art to be 'pleasant but dull', in the realism of its heroic portraiture, and idealist or epic historical narratives.\(^{133}\) The execution was 'slick and slovenly or elaborately careful and sentimental'.\(^{134}\) Against the 'lurid' and 'hysterical' examples of abstracted art, the 'hysterical' examples amongst the official art were 'inhibited and sinister.'\(^{135}\) This art was, like the neo-classical surroundings in which it was displayed, a hollow imitation of a lost world without reference to the contemporary spirit of the time.

Medley questioned the possibility of being both an official artist and a good one, concluding the official art could only be good when artists could exercise their freedom.
without imposition, observing that the art of the Hitler regime was a 'hideous perverted failure', because of the 'essentially individual' nature of European art.\textsuperscript{136} This was I suggest, pertinent to the light in which the crusade of the Constructivists was viewed by the Axis cohort. In his recognition of the humanity of the 'Decadent' art, Medley was reflecting the beliefs of the cohort in variable solutions of abstract art of a biomorphic, human quality, the 'vital' art of their day, because through it, artists could 'say something'.

Alongside the three revealing articles and the two reviews discussed above, the fourth article, by the young painter Anthony West, asserted as implicit in biomorphic abstraction, the priorities of the Axis cohort, and emphasised the need for understanding its motives.\textsuperscript{137} As Evans had maintained, the problem that painting had most suffered from was its misappropriation for the viewer's own meaning.\textsuperscript{138}

West argued that nineteenth-century realist painting had so exaggerated particularity as a vehicle for emotion, that the skill of painting as an architectonic art of universal quality was trivialised and served merely sentimental ends. He argued that the 'romantic attack' had corrupted classical painting - sentimentalism had corrupted the proper work of the artist upon structure.\textsuperscript{139} Accordingly, he argued for the artist to evolve 'an expression of mature thought', as the aim of classical painting had always been, namely a crystallisation of form and its synthesis into a universal symbol.\textsuperscript{140} To communicate the importance of apprehending the artist's aim, he then argued for the viewer to consider that what was before him was the outcome of the painter's own thoughts about his subject, resolved in paint. Critical for Axis, he embraced the equal possibility of this synthesis in 'representational' art, citing Rouault amongst others as successful.\textsuperscript{141} As if resolving the 'classical school of painting' 'recreated' by Cézanne, with Rouault's universal
representation, he arrived finally at Miró. Quoting Hemingway's description of the
universal quality of Miró's biomorphic painting The Farm, he indicated Miró's abstracted
forms as generally evocative and not particular, stating: 'It is the design in his mind not the
memory in yours that he wants to express'.

Most significantly for the culmination of evidence in Axis 8 however, was that West's
perception of abstract painting was empirical, not ideological, and that it drew deeply from
painting's heritage. In indicating the way forward he contemplated the past, revealing his
non-conformism and anti-élitism.

In its general attitude, Axis 8 demystified abstract art. On its cover it had maintained the
absence of advisory commas around the term 'abstract' initiated in issue 7. This signified
the conviction that 'abstract' was not a category ascribed to visual appearance but, as the
symbolic outcome of a process of individual responses to the material world through a
medium, was thus implicit in the artistic act, and de facto in historical art. It was the basis
for building a contemporary art about contemporary life, in a genuinely individual
expression. The authenticity of that expression resided in conscious and unconscious
activity articulated by lived experience. These were the values and beliefs expressed
throughout Axis.

Finally, I am not arguing that the difference of Axis 8 signified no change at all, as any
difference is significant. The difference signified the resolve with which the values and
beliefs of Evans, Piper, Grigson and Nash, were brought to the fore and manifested in
forms of public demonstration. In the introductory paragraphs of this chapter, I claimed
that Axis 8 constituted a 'deliberated demonstration' of their artistic concerns. It is
difficult to imagine that this final issue was not orchestrated toward a cohesive statement of continuity. Moreover, it served to establish the validity of supporting a broad range of contemporary practices, as manifested in *The Painter's Object*, without the neurosis of preoccupations with abstraction as a problematic definition of a style. It was inherent in the process and manifest in varying degrees, and so I argue, it must have seemed to the cohort that there was little else to say or do about it.
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This was a term used by Piper to describe a workmanlike attitude to developing an appropriate painterly language. He named Picasso as 'the best twentieth-century example of an expert artist - a painter who has invented, by rediscovery and hard work, a complete professional equipment.' Piper in Grigson and Piper, 'England's', p.6.


Archaeology was at this time enjoying prominent exposure in England. The preoccupation with ancient and historic sites was manifest in a plethora of publications. In 1934 a series of articles appeared in the *Listener* on Roman Britain: G. Boumphrey, 'Along the Roman Roads', *Listener* (23 May-4 July 1934) published as a volume the following year, under the same title; Crawford and Keiller (also a pilot) published *Wessex from the Air* (Oxford, 1928), using aerial photographs; for an insight into the scope of the Council for the Preservation of Rural England (formed in 1926) see its contribution, under the umbrella of the Design and Industries Association, in H. Peach and N. Carrington (eds.), and A. Williams-Ellis (intro.), *The Face of the Land. The Year Book of The Design & Industries Association, 1929-1930*, (London, 1930); for a discussion of preservationism generally at this time, see D. Matless, *Landscape and Englishness* (London, 1998), pp.25-32; for a broader discussion on the social significance of the countryside, leisure, and class interests, see J. Lowerson, 'Battles for the Countryside' in F. Gloversmith (ed), *Class, Culture and Social Change. A New View of the 1930s* (Sussex & New Jersey, 1980), 258-285.

For a brief discussion of the 'restoration' of Avebury, see Matless, *Landscape*, pp.78-79.

Another, relevant to this discussion, was *Neolithic Wessex*, (1933).


The collective title of the article series was J. Hawkes's, 'Ancient Britain Out of Doors', *Listener* (3-24 April 1935). It coincided with the Winterbotham series on 'The Map of England' (10-24 April 1935), the first of which also coincided with the short series on flying. The Hawkes article 'Britain Before the Romans' was a dialogue with archaeologist S. Piggott, in the same issue as 'Final Tests Before the License', and 'How to Read a Map' (10 April 1935). The activities featured in these articles relied upon viewing and interpreting visual signs.

In late 1933 Moholy-Nagy had published an article on the potential use of photography for what Piper later referred to as a 'new consciousness'. L. Moholy-Nagy, 'How Photography Revolutionises Vision', *Listener* (8 November 1933), 688-89. Moholy-
Nagy was a key figure in the New Objectivity movement as well as a recent Bauhaus professor.
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CHAPTER VII

AXIS IN PERSPECTIVE
The first part of this chapter briefly examines the work of the *Axis* cohort after *Axis* 8 until the mid 1940s, in order to ascertain their trajectories from the last issue, and to illuminate the role that *Axis* played in developing progressive art in England. The second part confronts persistent art historical perceptions of *Axis* which have somewhat trivialised the position it represented on abstract art, and by extension, in English modern art discourse. It ultimately argues that the concept of 'modern' art in England needs fundamental reassessment as a romantically based response to continental developments, manifested in a broad field of progressive practices. As the initial move in this chapter however, terms such as 'modern' and 'abstract' need briefly revisiting in the light of *Axis* activity, in order appropriately to view the subsequent work of the cohort.

The characteristic that represented *Axis*’s attitude to abstract art was a modernising approach to the romantic aspect of the English painting tradition. Implicit in this was a predominant subjectivity, expressed as was traditionally the case, through ambiguity of language and device, to encourage an interpretative dimension and an aura or atmosphere. The last *Axis* exemplified how the relevance of the modern artist’s experience of life could be disseminated to a broad but not necessarily specialist public.

There were other projects that confirmed this desire to communicate this relationship. From the beginning of 1937, by undertaking a series of BBC TV programmes about modern art and specific locations, Piper (sometimes jointly with Evans) continued to demonstrate their commitment to publicising modern art, and to working in whatever sphere their skills were useful. This form of dissemination was continued in 1938, when they filmed 'A Trip to the Seaside by Myfanwy Evans and John Piper'.

1
Piper's predilection for topography particularly centred on coastal locations, which had been evident in the subjects of his early 1930s paintings and collages, and he turned his attention to this subject to publish 'The Nautical Style' in the *Architectural Review*, in January 1938. This was a profusely illustrated article on the relation between function and style in marine building, and on 'objects' of shipping and coastal activity. It bore direct relation to his 'beach object' or 'beach-engine' descriptions in *The Painter's Object*, and drew upon his sense of strangeness and utility, so sharpened by his Shell Guide explorations and by the company of Betjeman and Richards. He looked at buildings, sea-marks and ships, all 'objects' whose abstract and surreal qualities appealed to him in the context of that very particular place. It signified to him a 'tradition' of 'sea-coast building' of a strength and presence, redolent of England's 'intense maritime pride and efficiency'. I argue that he had been sensitised, during the formal lessons of the previous three years, to explore further the abstract qualities in everyday objects and contexts, which instilled in him a 'new consciousness' of everyday experiences.

In May of this year the London Gallery staged his one-man show. This was in itself a statement of his independence because this gallery showed surrealist art or art of that tendency, including the London group, and Nash exhibited there regularly. According to Nash, Piper wanted it 'to be evident that although the solution of his equation is in "abstract" terms, the features of his design retain the influence of association', by displaying his abstract paintings and his latest collages together. This clearly echoed Nash's *Axis I* statement, concerning his 'aim in symbolical representation and abstraction'. The collages, produced as previously described, were 'executed', as Nash in the exhibition review stated, 'in front of Nature'. Nash's reviewing of the show indicates his continuing friendship with Piper, and his own interest in sea and coastal subjects. Piper continued on
this theme that Summer, publishing ‘Abstraction on the Beach’ in *XX Siècle*, and ‘English Sea Pictures’ in the *Listener*. The former article brought together his favourite themes, the Early Christian sculptors, Picasso, Cézanne, ‘popular’ art and current affairs, and their implicitness in life, all in the metaphorical context of discussing abstraction in the experiencing of a (coastal) place with its timeless, natural features, and its contemporary, ephemeral elements of flotsam and jetsam. The sentiment behind this article was that without the ‘flotsam and jetsam’ of life, ‘pure abstraction [was] undernourished.’

The abstract paintings in Piper’s solo exhibition showed his looser, more fluid versions of the vertical forms which had become his signature, and which had related to his ‘beach-engine’ of the previous year. In the same way that he had viewed the features of the immediate environment as ‘abstract’ ‘objects’ and had intimated this in his collages, so he had continued in his abstract paintings, intimations of ‘objects’ but by now, with an obvious sense of three-dimensionality and enclosure. In one mural commission, he even added ‘base-plates’ or cast shadow to the base of his ‘objects’. His solo exhibition had thus finally staked out his ground regarding abstraction. ‘Association’ was both physical and psychological, and there could be no clearer indication of his beliefs about the elision of ‘abstract’ and ‘figure’, ‘idea’ and ‘object’, than in these paintings and collages; and effectively they closed the chapter on his work with non-figurative abstraction.

Nor had Piper sought to be identified with the political implications of abstract art, or with the implications of any ideal art as a state instrument. He and Evans were well aware of events in Germany, particularly since Medley had returned from Munich with his reports of the ‘Approved German Art’ and the ‘Decadent Art’ exhibitions for *Axis* 8. Their involvement with the Group Theatre from the year before, where they had met Medley, had
led, by the end of that year and in early 1938, to Piper’s occupation with designing the sets for Spender’s The Trial of a Judge, in collaboration with Medley.14 The contemporary analogies in the play were powerful, and discussions around this project were therefore highly topical. ‘Real politics...pressed further and further into our consciences’ Evans recalled.15 ‘There was a perpetual mixture of exhilaration and uneasiness. The fear and horror of war constantly took the attention of the only people who had any understanding of or interest in modern art and literature’.16 Piper’s choice of abstract sets for Spender’s play – ‘grim in its red, white and blue abstract setting’ Evans recalled – was a highly significant statement of its perceived associations.17 The flats converted the spatial concerns of the two-dimensional imagery of Piper’s paintings, and the miniature construction of his ‘beach engine’ into a lifesize mise en scène. However, as discussed, the constructivist austerity of the design was apt as the setting for the unfolding of the narrative, where ‘life’ was separate from the forms but lived in and amongst them. That is, it was a ‘life’ under the oppression of a collective ideology. The judge was under trial for acting upon the reality of truth and justice, instead of the ideal, state dictat. He was eventually condemned and executed in an obscene inversion of the ‘truth’.18 The collective was the Nazi regime, and the storyline was based on factual evidence arriving from the continent in 1932.

Later in 1938, Piper was preparing drawings to be published the following year as a collection of prints of architectural subjects entitled Brighton Aquatints.19 His continuing explorations of techniques was likely to have been prompted by his collaborations with Oliver Simon at the Curwen Press over the autolithograph series.20 At the same time he and Betjeman were jointly compiling the Shropshire Shell Guide which, owing to the declaration of war, was not published until 1951. Piper had been accepted by the RAF to work at its photographic interpretation centre at Medmenham, from where he was almost
immediately recalled to join the ‘Recording Britain’ project. He was also invited onto the War Artists Advisory Committee in April 1940. His paintings at this time were required to be abstracted naturalistic representation, to record historic buildings under threat of war damage, and also those that had been bomb-damaged. He never returned to the dominance of the abstract element over the originating ‘object’ (which for the purpose of this work, was predominantly architecture) which encouraged his predilection at this time for a highly dramatic presentation of subject matter in a romantic ambience, and his propensity for ‘boot[ing] the technique’. This commitment to an exploratory attitude was what Piper admired in Picasso’s work, prompting his view of Picasso as ‘an expert artist – a painter who has invented, by rediscovery and hard work, a complete professional equipment.’

However, his interest in everyday buildings continued, as was apparent in articles such as ‘Fully Licensed – in Praise of the Ordinary Public House’ for the Architectural Review in 1940; whilst the same year, his sustained studies of the English landscape watercolourists led to his article ‘Towers in the Fens’, bringing together his predilection for church architecture in topographical settings. He wrote of the abstract effect of the monumental church towers on the flat terrain of East Anglia, referring to the Fens as ‘a plinth – the best plinth for sculptural architecture in the whole country’. Evidently, both his war commissions and his civilian work utilised his abstract experience gained over the Axis years. But the effect of its subject matter, composition and treatment, resulted on that basis, in the habitual representation of his work as ‘neo-picturesque’, or ‘neo-romanticism’.

Whereas the vision and configuration of Piper’s work resulted in a renewal of the picturesque aesthetic, the idea that English art had for some time been devoid of romantic qualities is I argue, a misapprehension. The romantic tendency, representing the human,
emotive element, is inherent in art's very affectiveness. In the same way that the *Axis* cohort had found abstract and surreal elements together in all 'good' art, so they found both romantic and classic elements present. The romantic impetus required order, to a greater or lesser degree, and it was this position that Piper had established in the first *Axis*, concerning Picasso's work. The argument here is that this attitude was therefore not a 'return', a 'neo' form of the romantic, but a complex attitude of the continuous, present, condition. It was as fundamental to Picasso as to Miró. Years later, when discussing definitions of "abstract" and "topographical", Piper had described topography as 'a branch of Romantic art' and 'also a branch of particularisation.' Romantic art meant seeing a particular subject matter, and 'interpreting all nature through the particular', topography ('at its best') being 'the interpretation of the world as the vision of the place', with 'the spirit of the place in the time, not just the representation of the place'. He saw Cotman as able to express his chosen places as nineteenth-century Norfolk.

Piper published his book on Romanticism in 1942, which established him as an artist not merely connected with a romantic attitude, but one who constructed his own line of romantic painters right down to his own time. Entitled *British Romantic Artists*, it started with Gilpin, Wilson, and Cotman, the essays moving through Turner, Constable, Bewick, Blake and Fuseli, Palmer, Martin and the Pre-Raphaelites. Many of these names had cropped up in the writings of the *Axis* cohort, and much of the content of Piper's Constable article reappeared here. 'Romantic art deals with the particular,' it began, continuing with a Blakean definition:

> it is the result of a vision that can see...something significant beyond ordinary significance: something that for a moment seems to contain the whole world; and, when the moment is past, carries over some comment on life or experience besides the comment on appearances.
For Piper and the Axis cohort, this attitude had been a perception particular to the English culture, as witnessed in Axis. As Evans had connected Nash’s sensibility with the English weather, so Piper ascribed that quality of ‘vision’ to the English in general:

As a race we have always been conscious of the soft atmosphere and the changeable climate of our sea-washed country, where the air is never quite free from mist, where the light of the sun is more often pale and pearly than it is fiery. This atmosphere has sunk into our souls. It has affected our art as it affects our life. But is has not resulted in congenital softness of vision. It has inspired the sharp-outlined visions of Blake as well as the vague adumbrations of Whistler’s nocturnes.33

In his discussion of contemporary romantic painting, Piper made a significant statement which supported his belief, and that of Lewis’s as he acknowledged, in the impossibility of a purely classical art in a romantic age.34 It finally settled the ‘internecine war’, at least as far as he was concerned.35 He cited ‘recent British romantic movements’ as

Abstract Painting, or Constructivism, which in the hands of a sensitive painter like Ben Nicholson has a Classical appearance but a romantic [sic] soul, and Surrealism – important in this country for its effect on a painter like Paul Nash, and a sculptor and draughtsman like Henry Moore.36

It is to be expected that the Surrealists would have been included in this attitude, but the fact that the ‘Classical appearance’ of Nicholson’s painting masked ‘a romantic soul’, validates my argument that there was a conviction, at least between the Axis cohort, that the attitude of the leading English Constructivists (for Hepworth and Moore were no exceptions) was fundamentally romantic beneath the veneer of a radical ideology. The implication was therefore, that Nicholson’s pure abstract painting was the overly conscious practice of suppressing a human, emotional response. This was clearly evident in Piper’s comment in a letter to Nash:

The value of abstract painting to me, and the value of Surrealist painting to me are (paradoxically, if you like) that they are classical exercises, not romantic expressions. They are disciplines – even dreams can be disciplinarian – which open a road to ones [sic] own heart – but they are
not the heart itself. I doubt if under their complete domination one masterpiece will ever be created. After an abstract period – what a release one feels! The avenue at Stadhampton, or the watercress beds at Ewelme are seen with such new intensity! But if one abstracts them finally, so that those posts are areas of colour, and the waterfall into the watercress bed becomes like a Ben relief, then the result can be hung perhaps in Cork Street, but not hung against one’s heart.  

This was astute, since Nicholson was already changing his palette that year in his Cornish location, and soon reintroduced references to landscape, and to still life in landscape, into his abstract compositions.

Other than Nash, Piper’s other contemporary romantic painters were Frances Hodgkins and Graham Sutherland. But it was Nash who remained the centre of contemporary expression for Piper, who referred to him as his ‘artistic father’. Nash must nevertheless have objected to being included in his book (certainly he objected to Constable’s inclusion) as evidenced in Piper’s reference to his ‘honest protests’. Their difference rested upon the very quality that distinguished Nash’s surrealism from Piper’s lyricism, as indicated in the afterthought he added to his letter (quoted above): ‘Do I confuse ROMANCE & POETRY? Do you confuse ROMANCE & FANTASY? Why should either of us call either of them a confusion?’

I have indicated that 1937 was a signal year, in the publication of Circle and The Painter’s Object as the result of the ‘internecine war’, and I have argued the desire to publicise convictions about abstraction and representation evident in Axis and The Painter’s Object as the motive steering Axis 8, prefaced by the co-authored article ‘England’s Climate’ in Axis 7. By 1942 however, it had become clear that not only Piper had resolved his position in contemporary practice, but also that Grigson had reconciled his interests expressed in ‘England’s Climate’ in his anthology The Romantics, that year.
Significantly, in that formative year of 1937, he had also published in *Signature*, as had Piper and Nash. These alignments were I suggest no mere coincidence, but they testified to the alignment of the interests of the Axis cohort by its close. In the November issue, in which Piper's article 'Aspects of Modern Drawing' appeared, Grigson had contributed 'Samuel Palmer at Shoreham'.\(^{43}\) He closed *New Verse* in 1939, publishing an anthology of its contributions over its six year run, and the same year publishing a collection of his own poems.\(^{44}\)

The concurrence of their 'romantic' volumes testified to their shared values since 1937. Grigson had been interested in Surrealism, but he did not primarily connect it with the kind of imagination he admired in the work of the English romantics.\(^{45}\) Like Piper, his belief lay in the link between reality and reverie, and not in pure fantasy, and he explained:

> The Romantics are not to be sneered at...The thing to do about the Romantics is to read them and look...at their pictures...to forget some of the abstract theorizing of the school-books, and to follow them in their actuality. Precisely, in their images, their words and their paint and their buildings and their music.\(^{46}\)

He featured Stukeley's writings prominently, including 'The Temple of Avebury', and those of Constable, Palmer, Blake and Fuseli.\(^{47}\) Most revealingly, this volume was dedicated to Piper and to 'places': 'To John Piper, Bupton, Clevancy, Hafod, Fawley & Snowhill.'\(^{48}\)

Other than an essay on Moore for the *Penguin Modern Painters* series, Grigson's subsequent work was largely devoted to expanding his activity in the areas which had long preoccupied him, namely romantic poetry, literature and art, and nature and topography, often published in anthologies and local or regional handbooks and guides.\(^{49}\) These kinds of books needed furnishing with the writing of someone accustomed to the complexities of
'seeing'. His friendship with Piper waned towards the end of the war, and he gradually withdrew from Piper’s circle.50

Both Piper and Nash were prominent members of Kenneth Clark’s War Artists’ Advisory Committee programme. Piper, who had been accepted by the RAF to work at the photographic interpretation centre at Medmenham, was recalled to work on the ‘Recording Britain’ project.51 Nash worked for the Air Ministry in 1940, which resulted in a series of surreal paintings mostly in watercolour, of aircraft ‘out of their element’, wrecked in landscapes.52 (Nash’s italics) His subsequent work for the Ministry of Information built upon his preoccupation with a portentous sky, in which the mystical aspects of another realm of existence was elided into surreal conjunctions of objects and clouds. In 1944 Nash published the essay ‘Aerial Flowers’, which developed this leitmotif, driven by his awareness of his impending death.53 He was still working on a series of paintings arising from it when he died in 1946. Piper’s comments questioning Nash’s perception of ‘confusions’ between ‘romance and poetry’ and ‘romance and fantasy’, bore witness to the heightened mysticism of Nash’s last developments as rooted in its earthly origins.54

Between 1938 and 1947 Evans had three children. In 1946 she published the first number of her journal entitled The Pavilion. A contemporary collection of British art & architecture, intending, ‘in a series of volumes, to mix the unknown with the accepted, the past with the present, to avoid connoisseurship and to be ungrudging of space’.55 The content had ‘grown ...inevitably and arbitrarily’, and was subject to ‘availability’ and ‘prejudice’.56 No other volumes appeared, but the scope and sentiment behind this one employed the breadth of subject matter from The Painter’s Object whilst locating it entirely
within English culture. As such, it constituted an apparently disparate selection of contemporary views of art and architecture, theatre and gallery, and text and illustration.

It leaned towards *Cahiers d'Art* in its discursive nature and, as well as adopting its form in 'volumes', the format was virtually the same, recalling the simplicity of its layout, by employing similar lettering, on a plain yellow ochre card cover. The message suggested 'superior', rather than everyday 'utilitarian', as might be said of *Studio*. This was I suggest, a significant and uncharacteristic change of sentiment in Evans. Amongst others, she acknowledged *Axis* contributor S. J. Woods as artistic editor and layout adviser.

Betjeman's and Piper's influence was evident in the employment of differing typefaces, and the mixture of coated, and thin uncoated paper and card, with some tipped-in colour reproductions. In this respect, its content may not have been radical, but as an object, neither did it attempt an orthodox stand. Its resemblance to Betjeman’s moderately imaginative approach to the *Architectural Review* identified it rather with the aesthetic qualities of an established journal of the arts.

Other than E. Bawden's contribution, its idiosyncratic content was predicated upon the importance of history to contemporary perspectives. Evans's declared aim of 'Exploiting the things that affect the vision of English artists and writers' amounted at times to a eulogy of English cultural character never so boldly argued in *Axis* and 'The Painter’s Object'. Her postwar celebration of the English ('perhaps we should say British') sensibility was however, edged with same irony:

> However many future buttons we may be able to press to turn our modernistic house towards the sun, we shall not avoid the sullen light, the falling mists of the unpredictable grey months. And any giants that we may offer to the world state, however urban, will have been pitted and weathered and worn and moulded, like everything in England, and a Moore
will continue to differ from a Brancusi as long as a Pennine differs from an Apennine.\textsuperscript{61}

Of the contributors to the \textit{Pavilion}, Grigson, Woods, Medley and West were all from \textit{Axis}. Betjeman and Lewis were associated with \textit{Axis} through friendship, and so the painter and illustrator Edward Bawden was alone in being a newcomer.\textsuperscript{62}

Alignments with \textit{Axis} values and priorities were in plentiful evidence in this journal. For example, Lewis's article 'Towards an Earth Culture or the Eclectic Culture of the Transition' acknowledged the lack of 'unity' in the arts and the 'social... and intellectual confusion' as a 'healthy sign' of 'general eclecticism'.\textsuperscript{63} But amongst this 'genuine international, or cosmic, culture', Lewis warned that there were grave issues to consider, such as the amount of 'latitude' granted to artistic expression, the 'comparative value of art itself', and the artist's 'responsibility'.\textsuperscript{64} Together with his sarcastic observation that debating these issues was invariably from 'a basis comparable to religion', all this accorded well with views held by the \textit{Axis} cohort.\textsuperscript{65}

It would be fair to argue that war experiences had exaggerated established views, and Evans's editorial demonstrated a lack of circumspection that had at least been in evidence in 'The Painter's Object'. By now her tone had become proclamatory in her desire that the spirit of English eclecticism be genuine and not politically strategic:

If we are to have a noble eclecticism let us at least be sure that the English elements in that eclecticism are ours, and do not belong to some previous half-digested meal. Let us know what passion and what vision produced them. Let us be able to look at some pretentious modern work and speak of it with the same lively disgust that Ruskin let out, without worrying whether or not it is fashionable - and let us do the same by the work of the past. Above all let us not sit on some, while happily sending others up in balloons - which sometimes burst. Let us for a change use our eyes first and our minds afterwards.\textsuperscript{66}
Some ten years later, her fervent explanations in *Axis*, and her exasperated ejaculations in ‘The Painter’s Object’, had been fashioned into a messianic exhortation which contrasted uncomfortably as the introduction, with Lewis’s acute and measured intellectual insights.

Ruskin enjoyed exposure in this journal in an excerpt from his “Academy Notes” where he roundly criticised a painting by Millais. Evans’s rationale in selecting this feature was to draw the analogy of Ruskin’s perception that industrial England had fostered an art lacking human dignity and ‘moral aims’, with a similar contemporary situation. I argue, to draw the analogy of Ruskin’s perception that industrial England had fostered an art lacking human dignity and ‘moral aims’, with a similar contemporary situation. I suggest that both Evans’s and Piper’s art experiences since the end of *Axis* had contributed to their perception of a loss of heart at the centre of the art world, which demanded some galvanising effort to re-establish.

Grigson’s ‘The Birmingham Art Gallery’ responded to Ruskin’s criticism in its assessment of the Pre-Raphaelite collection, as the response of English artists to ‘a great, new, increasing, rich, self-conscious industrial’ era. Grigson might have been speaking of his own time in describing Pre-Raphaelitism as ‘English...modern, ...dealing with familiarities, ...claiming a fidelity to nature, to things and to colour as seen both by the artist and [its viewers] and dealing with moralities.’ The analogies and connections with ‘England’s Climate’ were irrefutable. Grigson’s conclusion about the status of the entire collection was of its lack of a much fuller English ‘historical completeness’, and he criticised its ‘cautious’ English modernism, and deplored its lack of ‘important French painting’. In a characteristically direct accusation he attributed this situation to the gallery’s reliance upon the major constituent of works being ‘childish by-products of the act of painting purchased by blind men from blind artists and dumped by will or gift’ on
equally ‘blind’, ‘tasteless’, or ‘spineless’ committees. His reference to the ‘childish by-products of the act of painting’ was laden with insinuations of amateurism and sentimentalism in the making of pictures.

There were further echoes of *Axis* and *The Painter’s Object* in the Pavilion. Piper’s predilection for medieval stained glass was represented by the reproduction of the same copy of medieval glass as headed ‘England’s Climate’, together with three others. But this feature expanded the field in its comparison with ‘Victorian glass’, in four sumptuous colour reproductions by him, prefaced by a commentary deploring the neglect of ‘Victorian work’ and predicting a revival of interest. Betjeman’s role in preserving Georgian architecture was already stimulating a further interest, in things ‘Victorian’. Although not otherwise present in *Axis*, stained glass was important for Piper’s aspirations in his own abstract paintings, and in the case of medieval glass, for its testimony to a time in art’s history when art was ‘full and popular’.

Connections between topographical objects from his ‘Prehistory’ article were also echoed in Betjeman’s article on ‘Francis Johnston. Irish Architect’. His opening paragraph, having eulogised over the Irish landscape setting for his buildings, described his experience exploring the sites of Johnston’s buildings, as ‘the sensation of walking about in an aquatint’. Both Piper and Betjeman were highly conversant with the picturesque as ‘Nature’ imitating ‘Art’. Furthermore, this kind of perception was a piquant allusion to Piper’s discussion of representing the experience of viewing objects as ‘tak[ing] a journey round a wineglass with Picasso’.79
West’s ‘A Round of Visits. Arles and Vezelay’ also expanded the artist’s eye in the way that Piper had made his own, by finding himself, on his visit to explore the country of Van Gogh’s paintings, following instead the quest of architecture in landscape, and combining visits to the churches in this region.  

Medley however, discussed his set designs as the painter’s response to spatial design, in his article ‘The Designer in the Theatre and Some Productions’. His comparison of popular theatre (‘art theatres’) and intellectual theatre (‘commercial’ theatres) recalled the activities of Evans and Piper with the Group Theatre, whilst also reflecting their current and recent work with non-profit making ventures as well as with innovative composers such as Britten, for Glyndebourne.

Other than Lewis’s recent paintings, illustrations from an unlikely collection of artists and designers were tenuously linked by a surreal tendency. They were accompanied by illustrated poems and commentaries by E. Bawden, entitled ‘Snails for All. Drawn from Daddie’s Invaluable Collection’, whose surrealism emerged from their childish eccentricity, and exposed the fine edge between triviality and earnestness.

Evans had stated as ‘difficult’ the project she set herself. She aimed to ‘arrive at an unsentimentalised, unfashionable, yet interesting statement’ in this journal, avoiding being ‘chic’ or ‘dowdy’. Evidently she had aspired to this in art, revealing throughout Axis and The Painter’s Object, the hazards of not being unselfconsciously absorbed in the business of painting. However, even more revealing for the reader of the Pavilion, as a journal that explored the breadth of the arts, was that she was still engaged in referring to ‘painting’,
and the business of ‘righting’ the ‘wrongs’ of inauthentic art, and its blind validation by artists, critics and public alike:

The same chicness (or dowdiness) haunts art. New names are hard to find. New painters suffer from a special kind of modernistic snobbishness; they ignore their weather-beaten antecedents, at any rate in practice, ape successful giants (not realising their ultimate, though often disguised, faithfulness to tradition) and hanker, rather provincially, after a ready-made cosmopolitan eye. 86

My argument is that whereas the rest of the Axis cohort seemed to have moved on and left behind the wrangles of the thirties, Evans alone seemed unwilling to, or unable to. At a time when their works were being recognised, and even celebrated, I suggest she continued to believe that the art critical position she had increasingly declared in Axis, remained unappreciated for its prophetic insights. 87

It is important to reiterate that what is at issue in this thesis is the role that Axis played in English modern art. What I am addressing finally is the critical perspective within which Axis has been viewed in art history, and not the subsequent achievements of its cohort.

The key secondary sources for locating Axis within a history of English modern art are A. Powers’s essay “The Reluctant Romantics: Axis Magazine 1935-37”, and C. Harrison’s essay on Grigson’s and Piper’s article, entitled ‘England’s Climate’. 88 There is some congruency of the findings of this thesis with Powers’s essay. In general, there is a shared recognition of the particularity of the English experience of modern life, and therefore of the necessarily different texture of its manifestations. As Powers has, so this thesis has also discerned English modern art’s ‘diagnosis of the spiritual problems of Modernity’ as the project of the Axis group. 89 (my italics)
Powers’s understanding of the achievement of the *Axis* cohort accorded in several ways with my own; for example, in their working ‘from inductive first principles and from their own personal response to the culture around them’, and their romantic position being established ‘more by intuition than intention’.90 This thesis concurs with his acknowledgment of Grigson as a key protagonist, and thereby that the literary texture that Grigson and others contributed to the review was recognised was a significant factor in its position. Other points of congruence are the ‘revulsion’ amongst the *Axis* cohort over Nicholson’s ‘active manipulation of art politics’; *Axis*’s achievement of distance from ‘the exclusive wing of the Abstractionists and from the opposing Surrealists’; and the recognition as significant, of the diametric opposition in *Axis* 2 of the two pairs of articles on Klee and Kandinsky, and on Nicholson, respectively.91

However, Powers interpreted this significance as ‘symptomatic’ of Evans’s editorial tendency to ‘relish unresolved contradictions and oxymorons’, and concluded that it was ‘unimportant.’92 This thesis has emphasised that contrary to Powers’s conclusion, the ‘conflict’ in *Axis* 2 was the first tangible dissonance between two rapidly evolving philosophies.93 In addition, whilst it has concurred with Powers’s observation of Evans’s ‘anti-theoretical, empirical position […] based more on individual artists and their work than on the ill-fitting programmes of different groups’, it has sought to locate that position as a pre-eminent one.94 It has also sought to demonstrate that the merely ‘middle position’ to which Powers ascribed *Axis*, was insufficient in its evasive connotations, adequately to account for the positively tangible imbrication of their convictions in the contemporary culture of which they were so much a part. *Axis*’s position was not merely ‘middle’, it was *central* to English contemporary culture.95
There were more distinctions to be made between Powers’s findings and those of this thesis. The title of his essay implied that the pervasive belief that abstract art (therefore modern art) was ‘Classic’, meant that the Axis cohort were ‘reluctant’ to own to the romantic influence. Rather, this thesis has aimed to reveal that they did not consciously connect subjective abstraction with a romantic attitude, until their identification of its historical resonances clarified their position, and this was suggested to have occurred sometime in 1936.

Further, in Powers’s essay, Read’s overwhelming influence over Nicholson and Hepworth (to be superseded by Gabo’s) was unappreciated for the resolving effect it had on the Axis cohort. Whilst this thesis has recognised Read as a ‘significant figure’, it has not concurred with Powers in viewing him as ‘anxious to avoid the kind of closure in the name of international abstraction’ as proselytised by Nicholson and Hepworth. Rather, it has acknowledged Read’s ambiguous position in the face of Surrealism and Abstraction, aesthetics and politics. The Read/Nicholson ‘international’ modern English art was rightly observed by Powers as the framework within whose ‘terms and categories’ Harrison ‘argued his [‘wholly negative’] case’ against the modernity represented by Axis. Harrison’s essay now needs to be exposed as misrepresenting the generic, ‘cosmopolitan’ modernism, as the singular English modern art when it was only a fraction of modern achievement in England, and as effectively silencing other English modernisms in its own art history.

By focussing on Grigson’s and Piper’s article Harrison drew conclusions about the entire achievement of Axis, and in placing Axis into a competitive situation with the Hampstead
art milieu, he found it representing art 'for the greater part historically vacuous'. His assessment was based on a preconception of 'modern' that did not pertain to 1930s England. Harrison's earlier work on *English Art and Modernism 1900-1939* has been indispensable as the definitive volume for nearly a quarter of a century. But, as evident in this more recent essay, his position remained rooted in the canon of that time, and has perpetuated a view of Axis's insignificance even in its own day, its failure to represent abstract art, and its regressive attitude towards modern art and life. This thesis has aimed to reveal the situation to have been more complex than that implied in Harrison's somewhat blunt assertions, articulated as it was by subtleties of difference and ambiguities of meaning, concerning understandings of 'modern', 'abstract', and the role of history in contemporary experience. Changes brought about by technology were not seamlessly incorporated into contemporary life, and that contemporary life was not merely an urban life at the cutting edge. Axis exposed this untidy but realistic condition.

Harrison's claim that Axis was 'determinedly internationalist' from its first to its sixth issue, was a misapprehension which has fuelled the general perception that it reversed its thinking in the last two issues. This thesis has sought to prove that this was by no means the case, and that what has been viewed as a change of direction or of priorities, was in reality the same percipient trajectory which, gathering momentum in the wake of numerous events over its time, was ultimately demonstrated as a resolute opposition of direction to constructivist ideology. It was not a sudden recapitulation. Its cohort resolved the tension of past and present priorities by holding to values it perceived as inherent in English painting, whilst being engaged with current international art developments whose influences were to be absorbed into the tradition, rather than being perceived as a departure from it.
Harrison’s inference was that under this assumed recapitulation, *Axis* apparently submitted, in the face of the successful, radical, utopian ideology which was Constructivism, to a ‘drawing back’ into ‘landscape’, ‘empiricism’, ‘romanticism towards the past’ and a ‘moderation sometimes associated with a virtuous amateurism’. Whilst landscape, empiricism, romanticism, and history were precisely the driving forces of its cohort, this thesis has aimed above all, to reveal that those concerns were *inherent* in the history of the visual culture of which they and the English Constructivists were now part. To interpret the transforming work of the *Axis* cohort of their artistic heritage as a ‘drawing back’, instead of a grappling with the complexity of contemporary English life, merely emphasises the depth of Harrison’s misapprehension of the predicates of *Axis* from the outset. Whilst his contribution to the canon has been indispensable for its staking of the ground of English modern art, it has unfortunately silenced equally significant aspects of modern art in England, in its insistence upon a few artists. They were those who were fully absorbed by continental developments rather than utilising them in the development of their own directions. The result has been that whereas the significance of *Circle* was its demonstration that English art was part of an international modern movement, precisely nothing has been recognised until recently, of the ongoing critical space that *Axis* provided for contemporary discourse on abstract art in its broader aspects, and its implicitness in the English experience of modernity. Yet without that space, *Circle* might not have existed, initiated as it was as a statement of dissent from the broader discourse of *Axis*, and from that of Surrealism. The relative silence concerning the first journal in England on radical art, has obscured the understanding of what was viewed as ‘abstract’ art and its relation to the concepts of the ‘modern’, and of its imbrication in 1930s English life. This has been
inestimably detrimental to the understanding, and therefore to the status of, English modern art in general.

Harrison's status attributed to modern practices as represented or implied by *Axis* (other than Constructivism) was that they were 'second-rate', engendering the 'second discourse'. This attitude was predicated upon the primacy of geometrical non-figurative abstract art, as proselytised by Abstraction Création. But this thesis has sought to reveal that Hélion, Nicholson and Hepworth had rejected Abstraction Création before the conception of *Axis*. The assumption on the part of Harrison and others, that *Axis* was to have been an equivalent of *Abstraction-Création* the journal, and that its cohort failed to 'catch[ing]-up' with the 'avant-gardism' and 'cosmpolitanism' in Hampstead, was therefore irredeemably wide of the mark. *Axis* was predicated upon 'english alive'(sic), which in reality embraced a range of attitudes as foreshadowed in Unit One and the 7&5 Society before it was purged. The problem for Nicholson in his crusade for geometric non-figuration in confrontation of those attitudes, contributed to the problem of defining 'abstract' in England. The reality of that situation needs establishing as such in the history of English modern art. As a review, *Axis* exposed this insoluble tension between the private experience and the public significance of communicating modern life through its own abstracted forms. In broader terms, *Axis* exemplified the tensions of 'relating past and present', and of the 'rift between self and world', as cited by Corbett in his discussion of the duality of modern experience. The apparently unifying ideology and appearance of Constructivist art had masked the tensions of the private, individual experience. To restrict the history of modern art in England to Constructive art, merely constricted the meaning of 'modern' within a philosophy and idiom unrepresentative of the greater proportion of
contemporary beliefs and practices. This thesis has sought to reveal the resistance of the
Axis cohort to such rigidity from the first issue.

The propositions of the last Axis which were drawn from history, contextualised and
demonstrated abstraction's implicitness in all representation, and illuminated the lived
condition of modernity as characterised by a 'new consciousness', represented as the
continuity of human experience. Whilst Harrison rightly acknowledged that 'normal
British art was... dealt with in different terms and to different people, and .... evaluated by
reference to an unbroken insular tradition' his inference was that diversity was weak, and
the use of historical subject matter and literary metaphor in contemporary art discourse was
nostalgic, sentimental, and introverted. But as we have seen, Axis remained
uncompromising in its motivation by the contemporary pictorial transformation of past
achievements, and not by any infatuation with the past as the past. At the time, it was the
fact of having a subject ('object') at all as the point of departure for artistic expression
which was at issue, not the fact of it being a certain kind of subject favoured at a certain
period in history.

Axis participated in an international context rather than pretending to a cosmopolitan
identity, which was clearly not the case in England, even though the influx of political
émigrés in the Hampstead art milieu from 1935 created a small, temporary, cosmopolitan
community. The insularity of which Axis has been accused was merely a reality of life in
the view of its cohort, and was embraced by them as positive fact. Excepting the matter of
two or three years of a quasi cosmopolitan Hampstead, the majority of English artists could
barely be viewed realistically as anything other than of insular cultural experience with
continental influences and, even in the company of those other-cultural individuals, that
influence underlay their constructivist solutions, as this thesis has argued. A further point is that reality for the *Axis* cohort was rural as well as metropolitan and intimately local as well as cosmopolitan. Steele's identification of the reliance of 'metropolitan culture' for its vitality, through its 'continual[ly] rejuvenat[ion]' by the energy of external (regional) 'immigration', becomes superbly exemplified in *Axis*'s singularly fruitful contribution to, and dissemination of, the abstract art debate. Furthermore, Evans's and Piper's private experience of modern life represented Clark's 'achieved distance' not only literally, but like Nash metaphorically, which as Clark argued, was 'crucial' for the innovatory basis of a modern expression, in its resistance of any pressure to suppress authentic experience. This thesis has argued that Piper's recourse to his predecessors was innovatory in his regard for their abstract qualities as much as their subject matter. The point is that the 'modern' in art was communicated just as legitimately by a variety of practices, of which non-figurative abstraction was only one. Modernism was not the sole prerogative of the Constructivists. To aspire to *be* modern was not to be *necessarily* modern, and this was the conviction of the *Axis* cohort.

As Harrison stated, 'England's Climate' did indeed imply that abstract art was 'devoid of life' in an 'assertive' tone. In general, *Axis* performed a subtle cultural role and a positively critical role for progressive English art. By directly responding to articles and essays currently in the national and media press, and to the radio and television, it indicated the topicality of subjects to which abstract artists could aspire and by which they could be inspired. It never lost its anchorage in the commonplace interests of the time, and it proposed resolutions of the problems with 'modern' art that Nash had tackled from the early years of the decade, which were generally acknowledged as the interrelationship of 'nature', 'life' and 'art'. This pragmatic approach to abstract art reflected, in 'England's
Climate', in examples from English cultural history, was simply irreconcilable with Harrison's view that Grigson's and Piper's article was 'marked by that confidence about judgements of taste within the wider culture of art which, in England at least, carries the stamp of a class.' That Piper's researches were concerned with 'taste' can be categorically denounced by studying the exploratory nature of his work at that time. As this thesis has aimed to show, it was Nicholson's work that was recognised for its 'admirable' 'taste' in its own time.

The political colour which Harrison attributed to Axis, was as wide of the mark in this Post-modern era as the accusations made of the English Constructivists as bolshevist were, in the thirties. This is not to say that subsequent developments did not identify the Pipers as upholding stronger conservative priorities, thereby exemplifying Williams's 'progressive, classed, modernity', but this was not the case during Axis, which is the issue here. Evans and Piper were demonstrably anti-totalitarian, liberal, and not radical. Axis constituted the site of separation of values which only latterly became concerns of the English Constructivists, namely the preoccupation with subject matter and atmosphere, and the desire to disassociate themselves from the dogma of a political ideology. (In his declaration of the 'historically vacuous' art that Axis represented, Harrison did not equally refer to the subsequent recapitulations of those Constructivists to a significant proportion of Axis values.) At the time, contemporary commentators on the left recognised the entire abstract art project as 'bourgeois', as did the Surrealists. It was a time of contradictory and ambiguous loyalties, and not as strategically pure as Harrison's analysis suggested.

But an important aspect of Harrison's inference needs to be acknowledged. Some of what was perceived as 'wrong' with modern art by Holme, the editor of Studio, were still
pertinent to the Axis cohort, which indicated its moderate tendency. Nash as we have seen, had been disturbed about the reactionary nature of Holmes’s personal views. Nevertheless, some three years later, the very same concerns reappeared as issues for Axis. Identified as significant were: the assumption that internationalism was perceived as central to contemporary practice; that art was emanating from theory and not practice; that it claimed an intellectual superiority; that there was disagreement about the definition of professionalism in the artist; and that the status of painting might be viewed solely as decoration. But in tackling these issues in the pages of Axis, in the context of its broad scope of international and English modern art, its cohort’s own attitude was clearly removed from the deep conservatism with which Holme had transformed his Studio editorials into a form of unhealthy and reactionary nationalism.

Little of the centrality of painting as a practice was mentioned by Harrison. Since it conveyed the very values that the Axis cohort sought to implement their ‘new consciousness’ and new language, it was a significant omission. As is still often the case, their recourse to art developments in history which Harrison identified as ‘nostalgic individualism’ was, as this thesis has aimed to demonstrate, paramount to renewing the tradition. Their view that abstract art ‘with its life-lines to Cubism or primitive painting or sculpture or pre-history or Cézanne or Surrealism, was a means of dealing with the remnants of the object, or of nature, left to us’, and that ‘In the technical and emotional exploration of shapes left by the analysed object, there is real growth and life’, was interpreted by Harrison as a despair on the part of Evans and Piper that there was nothing else, or nowhere else for them to go. They had ‘come to see Nicholson and Hepworth as the virtual victors’ of the ‘internecine war’, who had ‘discovered a route to the future of art’, leaving Evans and Piper to ‘struggle with the fragments of the …object and the
remnants of nature in the old world. Evans's and Piper's belief in the present as the only reality, and the importance of 'struggle[s]' with its conditions, constituted the very fact of authentic expression, as was often implied. The only 'victory' which Nicholson and Hepworth appear to have won, was that of the moral high ground, in the claim to social change to which constructivist ideology purported.

This thesis has argued that it was the self-consciousness of political strategies and public proclamations, and the accusations of treachery (that Piper in particular experienced) which the Axis cohort had denounced for being so removed from the business of painting. It was the synthesis of modern continental developments with British, which had nourished a contemporary native expression. Nash's insistence on citing the responses to academism by the Pre-Raphaelites was, similarly, not for his nostalgia for medieval or literary subject matter, but indicated his understanding of historical context — a painter's recognition of innovation and true contemporaneity — which was demonstrated in the form of modern progress founded on historical example, and an astute response to a changing market condition. The Axis cohort were in touch with their discipline and its interrelationship with the times.

In conclusion, Axis disclosed the effects of the experience of modernity in 1930s England. It revealed it as a set of individual tensions over competing beliefs, values and loyalties at a time of national vulnerability and cultural sensitivity. These were universally experienced conditions, and those who worked with them, struggling from within them for a fullness of meaning, with flawed and groping intuitions, were no less 'modern' than those who fastidiously negotiated a predetermined path towards a perfect resolution in a future world. The Axis cohort believed that the directness of response to conditions of living — the fact of
being attuned by a ‘new consciousness’ to an object or place, the fact of the physical possibilities of a medium, and the fact of a tradition from which to draw elements for a new language – provided in itself the very qualities which were modern in art, and that no other attitude or process could achieve that. The denial of those facts was for them a retreat from the reality of the present, with its visual outcome being merely an illustration of modernity in iconic form. In terms of the art historical category of ‘international modernism’, what Axis came to represent was what its cohort wanted, a living tradition. It represented, as they had exemplified through Blake and the Pre-Raphaelites, an anti-academic, non-conformist, generically modern English expression of contemporary life.

As a way forward, the proposition of Dianne Sachko Macleod, that there was ‘little agreement...about the fundamental question of aesthetic value’ in Post-Modern art historical scholarship, was particularly helpful for expanding upon this thesis. In her article ‘The Dialectics of Modernism and English Art’ she proposed the Post-Modern awareness of the grounding of ‘universalizing concepts’ in the ‘multiple exigencies and ambitions of daily life’ as the ‘contrast to the abstract and intellectual realm of traditional iconology’.

She implemented her proposition in addressing the significance of formal analysis by enquiring into the making and consumption of art in nineteenth-century England. The Pre-Raphaelites she argued, not only adopted the two-dimensional qualities of Fra Angelico, but in doing so ‘embraced the spiritual qualities they perceived to be embedded in his practice’ and ‘which they, in turn, attempted to instil in contemporary art’. This could be seen as analogous with the beliefs of the Axis cohort as representative of modern romantics, and demands a similar historical approach. It needs stating that Macleod was examining
market implications as part of her proposition, which has not been central to my thesis. However, it was the texture of a form of artistic progressiveness or radicalism which she proposed, that resonated with the findings of this thesis on English modern art. Her assertion that the Pre-Raphaelites 'placed themselves within, rather than in opposition to, a continuing history of art', begged the question of whether this then made them 'regressive' or 'progressive'. Addressing this question to the Axis cohort, this thesis's conclusion accorded with her response: 'they were both. They were avant-garde in defiance of orthodoxy and in their manipulations of the picture plane, but conventional in their oracular expectations of the canon.' Together with the admiring French critics (since the Pre-Raphaelites were more respected abroad), they 'believed that tradition was the mother of invention and that originality could be born from crossbreeding with the past.' More specifically, Macleod called for closer attention to the 'dialectic between aesthetics and material circumstances', namely the 'discursive interplay of agendas internal to artistic practice with indigenous values located in nationalist cultural fields.' (my italics)

Nash's inclusion of the Pre-Raphaelite pictorial achievements in his Unit 1 letter was entirely justified as the historical context for English modern art. In his comparison he was effectively promoting what he saw as an inherent avant garde stance within English art in 1933 as resonant with a moment in its history. England's historical climate meant that Unit One did not represent a revolutionary stance, but at its outset it consisted of the whole gamut of English radicalism in its attitudes, and Nicholson's and Hepworth's withdrawal only served to strengthen percipient directions of the group, of which Axis came to represent one. Nash's intuitions were therefore sound, and prophetic.
It is therefore no longer illuminating to refer uncritically to the category of 'international modernism' or even 'modernism'. Art history needs to attend to the comprehensive meanings of the experience of modernity in England as a means of identifying the 'modern' in a broad range of practices. Arguments about 'insularity', 'gentrified art', 'nostalgia', and 'defection' are not helpful in understanding how artists sought through the medium of paint, a clarity of expression which resolved the tension they felt between their private experience and their public expression of modernity.
AXIS IN PERSPECTIVE
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2 See also chapter 5, pp.253, 256-58.
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5 J. Piper, 'Prehistory from the Air', Axis 8 (early Winter 1937), p.5.

6 Entitled: John Piper Paintings & Collages.

7 Probably the close alliance of Nash with Piper at this time was instrumental.

8 There were 31 works in all, including abstract oils, landscape collages and set designs for Stephen Spender's Trial of a Judge; P. Nash, 'John Piper', London Bulletin (May 1938), p.10; Jenkins, Piper, p.44.

9 See chapter 5, p.258; chapter 6, pp.285-86; Nash, 'Piper', p.10.
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12 Piper, 'Abstraction', p.41.

13 See chapter 6, pp.310-12.

14 See chapter 5, pp.258-59.


16 M. Piper, 'the Thirties', p.149.
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See chapter 5, p.261 and n.110.
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42 (London, 1942).


45 He later described the attitude of *New Verse* to Surrealist poetry as 'half-hearted', and that he was 'being fashionable, not critical', concluding that Surrealism was more appropriate for painting: 'It didn't go very well into English, or with England of the Thirties.' G. Grigson, *The Contrary View. Glimpses of Fudge and Gold* (London, 1974), p.236.


48 Grigson, *Romantics*, p.iv. One of Grigson's more unusual publications was written and compiled under the 'exploratory, dictatorial vision of my friends John Piper and Percy Hennell', and was conceived and designed by Piper, as one of his series entitled Studies in Composition and Tradition. (Hennell was the colour photographer.) G. Grigson, *An English Farmhouse and its Neighbourhood* (London, 1948).
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Despite Evans's acknowledgement of Woods for the 'appearance' of the 'book', the adoption of so much of Betjeman's ideas suggests to me that Wood was directed to refer to the *Architectural Review* during his incumbency, for guidance.
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84 Evans, 'Introduction', p.2.
85 Evans, 'Introduction', p.2.
86 Evans, 'Introduction', p.2.
87 One further factor is significant. As if to pre-empt (possibly customary) accusations of an insular remoteness, she organised abstracts of the key texts to be inserted in the back of the journal. French and Spanish versions internationalised the English (or 'perhaps we should say British') vision for the contemplation of a broader public.

98 Harrison, ‘England’s’, p.211.
101 Harrison, ‘England’s’, p.211.

102 Harrison has not been alone in arguing a change of attitude in *Axis*. In his essay A. Powers recognised change in the last two *Axis* issues, suggesting the prominence of ‘England’ became ‘more active’. ‘The Reluctant’, p.261; a ‘shift in stance... a loss of nerve’ was perceived by M. Yorke in ‘John Piper’ in The Spirit of Place. Nine Neo-Romantic Artists and their times (London, 1988); J. Lewison saw that Axis ‘renounced its position in favour of a return to landscape painting and incipient Neo-Romanticism’ in Ben Nicholson exh. cat., (London, Tate Gallery, 1993), p.43.

103 Harrison, ‘England’s’, pp.219, 216.


107 Letter from Helion to Nicholson quoted in Lewison, Nicholson, p.44. See chapter 2, pp.96-97.
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